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Editorial

Dear readers, 
the eighth issue of the journal The Twentieth Century – Dvacáté století contains nine studies 
and four articles from the modern general (world) history. 

The aim of the irst study by Gerald Power is to analyse the modern historiography on the 
Peerage of Tudor Ireland. Thus it comes with new trends and tendencies among historians 
after the Second World War on this very interesting topic. The second study written by Frank 
Gerits deals with the new look on the political economy of Americanization. The study by 
László Gulyás and Lóránt Bali analyses the turbulent history of the city of Fiume from the 
beginning of the First World War until the year 1924. Thus it also contains the D’Annunzio’s 
years in Fiume. Oswald Mosley is known as the main representative of the British Union 
of Fascists. However, Jakub Drábik’s study deals with activities of this politician after the 
Second World War connected with his idea of a United Europe. Denisa Hilbertová’s study 
analyses a completely different topic – the prostitution in China in the last twenty years of 
the 20th century. Jan Adamec deals with the history of the Soviet Union during the rule of 
J. V. Stalin. At those times nobody was sure about his life, the study thus concentrates on 
the survival strategies of the Soviet citizens during this brutal period. The study of Jakub 
Rákosník analyses the beginnings of the communist welfare state in Czechoslovakia after 
the Second World War. The aim of the Daniel Srch’s study is to analyse the phenomenon 
and characteristics of the anti-communist propaganda in the USA during the Truman ad-
ministration. Therefore it deals with the beginning of McCarthyism and problems it caused 
in the American society. The last study by Lukáš Nevrkla concentrates on the problems of 
the French veto of the irst British application to EEC. Above all, it analyses reactions of the 
British press and politicians on this veto.  

The second part of this issue contains articles by Lenka Pánková (Pseudo-Gothic No More. 
The Haunted Campus in The Lecturer’s Tale by James Hynes), Pavel Szobi (Portuguese Oppo-
sition and Humberto Delgado in Prague), Pavel Horák (“I Do Ask for Respect for My Entire 
Individuality!” Young Edvard Beneš’s Thoughts on Nation and Nationalism, 1905–1911) 
and Lukáš Novotný and Hana Peštová (The Reception of the Locarno Conference in the 
Czechoslovak Press).

As you see, this issue of The Twentieth Century – Dvacáté století includes a large variety 
of topics from the world history of the 20th century. Thus, I am convinced that it will ind its 
readers again. 

I look forward to meeting you over the next issue.

Martin Kovář





StudiesStudies
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The Peerage of Tudor Ireland in Modern 
Historiography (1945–present)

 
Gerald Power

 
It was a book that was ‘certain to have reverberations in the ield of Anglo-Irish history’. Thus 
Hugh Kearney praised Laurence Stone’s epic exploration of the English peerage, The crisis of 
the aristocracy, 1558–1641 (1965), in a review published by Irish Historical Studies in 1966.1 
With Stone’s opus to serve as a model and stimulus, Kearney implied, it was only a matter 
of time before the peerage of Ireland – those men who bore hereditary noble titles and sat in 
the upper house of parliament – would come under similar scrutiny. 

To an extent, Kearney was correct. By the time of his review, historians had already ear-
marked the peerage of seventeenth-century Ireland as a topic worthy of enquiry. As early as 
1957 the American scholar Charles R. Mayes examined the Irish inlation of honours under 
James I and Charles I, in an article published by English Historical Review2; this was among 
the irst examples of a broad and sophisticated body of research on the Stuart nobility of Ire-
land. Victor Treadwell also investigated the Stuarts’ handling of their nobility in Ireland, as 
well as the role of peers in the Irish parliament during the Stuart era.3 Meanwhile, Nicholas 
Canny’s study of the ‘social and mental world’ of the parvenu peer Richard Boyle, earl of 
Cork, shifted the focus away from pure politics, and examined a seventeenth-century Irish 
noble using some of modes of enquiry which Stone had in turn borrowed from the social 
sciences when treating of the English peerage.4 Richard Boyle has resurfaced in the past 
decade: he is among the Irish peers subject to on-going research by Dr Patrick Little.5 Today, 
the peerage of seventeenth-century Ireland continues to attract research students, while Jane 

1 KEARNEY, H., Review of Lawrence Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558–1641, Oxford 1965, in: Irish 
Historical Studies, Vol. 15, 1966, No. 57, p. 83. The present article is an extended version, complete with 
references, of my Hidden in Plain Sight: The Nobility of Tudor Ireland in: History Ireland, Vol. 20, 2012, No. 1, 
pp. 16–19.

2 MAYES, C., The Early Stuarts and the Irish Peerage, in: English Historical Review, Vol. 73, 1958, No. 287, 
pp. 227–51.

3 TREADWELL, V., The House of Lords in the Irish Parliament of 1613–1615, in: English Historical Review, 
Vol. 80, 1965, No. 314, pp. 92–107.

4 CANNY, N., The Upstart Earl: A Study of the Social and Mental World of Richard Boyle, First Earl of Cork, 
1566–1643, Cambridge 1982.

5 LITTLE, P., ‘Blood and Friendship’: The Earl of Essex’s Protection of the Earl of Clanricarde’s Interests, in: 
English Historical Review, Vol. 112, 1997, No. 448, pp. 927–941; LITTLE, P. The Geraldine Ambitions of the 
First Earl of Cork, in: Irish Historical Studies, Vol. 33, 2002, No. 130, pp. 151–168; idem, The Earl of Cork and 
the Fall of the Earl of Strafford, 1638–41, in: Historical Journal, Vol. 31, 1996, No. 3, pp. 619–635; idem, Lord 
Broghill and the Cromwellian Union with Ireland and Scotland, Rochester, NY 2004; see also Little’s ‘Blood and 
Friendship’: The Earl of Essex’s Protection of the Earl of Clanricarde’s Interests, in: English Historical Review, 
Vol. 112, 1997, No. 448, pp. 927–941. Kearney also carried out close research into the nobility: KEARNEY, H., 
The Court of Wards and Liveries in Ireland, 1622–1641, in: Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Section 
C, Vol. 57, 1955–1956, pp. 29–68.
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Ohlmeyer’s brand-new study of the Stuart peerage in Ireland represents a milestone in the 
historiography of the subject.6

Tudor historiography

In one important respect, however, Kearney was mistaken; for historians of sixteenth-century 
Ireland have been much less inclined to study the peerage of that period. Instead, the nobil-
ity has been sidelined as historians have tended to focus – broadly speaking – on two over-
arching themes: the character of Tudor rule in Ireland and questions of identity relating to 
the major political-cultural groupings on the island, most commonly rendered Old English, 
New English and Gaelic Irish. This varied corpus of work, whose classic statements were 
written by renowned scholars including D. B. Quinn, Ciaran Brady, Nicholas Canny, Steven 
Ellis and Brendan Bradshaw, and more recently by Hiram Morgan and David Edwards, has 
made Tudor Ireland a dynamic and conident ield of historical enquiry.7 Long gone are the 
days when the eminent don of University College London, Sir John Neale, could present the 
young Nicholas Canny with the condescending challenge of making ‘sixteenth-century Ireland 
interesting’ to a British academic audience.8 But what is missing from all this scholarship is 
an interest in the nobility on a scale comparable to that which exists for Stuart Ireland and for 
many other European countries and regions in the late medieval and early modern periods. 

This is not to say that the nobility were ignored completely by twentieth-century histori-
ans. Notably, the Fitzgerald earls of Kildare and of Desmond and the Butler earls of Ormond 
have been explored comprehensively in histories by Steven Ellis, Vincent Carey, Anthony 
McCormack and David Edwards.9 But, despite their many qualities, these contributions do 
not satisfactorily solve the problem of the dearth in peerage studies. One reason for this is 
that these works are interested in using individual peers and noble dynasties as vehicles to 
explore other issues, such as the nature of Tudor rule and interventions in Ireland, and shifts 
in regional politics. The nobility of these men thus becomes a secondary consideration rather 
than a central issue. Moreover, these books concentrate on the magnates, and so two cru-
cial aspects of noble studies have remained neglected: the lesser nobility and the peerage as 
a whole. These are serious gaps in our knowledge which need to be illed.

6 Ohlmeyer, J., Making Ireland English: The Irish Aristocracy in the Seventeenth Century, New Haven 2012.

7 QUINN, D., The Elizabethans and the Irish, Ithaca, NY 1966; see also the various chapter authored by Quinn 
in COSGROVE, A., ed., A New History of Ireland. II. Medieval Ireland, 1169–1534, Oxford, 1987; BRADY, C., 
The Chief Governors: The Rise and Fall of Reform Government in Tudor Ireland, 1536–1588, Cambridge, 1994; 
ELLIS, Ireland in the Age of the Tudors, 1447–1603: English Expansion and the End of Gaelic Rule, London 
1998; CANNY, N., The Elizabethan Conquest of Ireland: A Pattern Established, 1565–76, Hassocks, NJ 1976; 
BRADSHAW, B., The Irish Constitutional Revolution of the Sixteenth Century, Cambridge 1979; MORGAN, 
H., Tyrone’s Rebellion: The Outbreak of the Nine Years War in Tudor Ireland, London, 1993; EDWARDS, D., 
The Ormond Lordship in County Kilkenny, 1515–1642: The Rise of Fall of Butler Feudal Power, Dublin, 2003. 
For reviews of the historiography of Tudor Ireland, see ELLIS, op. cit., pp. 390–396; and now MAGINN, C., 
William Cecil, Ireland and the Tudor State, Oxford 2012, pp. 8–9.

8 CANNY, The Elizabethan ..., p. x.

9 ELLIS, S., Tudor Frontiers and Noble Power: The Making of the British State, Oxford 1995; CAREY, V., Surviving 
the Tudors: The ‘Wizard’ Earl of Kildare and Tudor Rule in Ireland, 1537–1586, Dublin, 2002; McCORMACK, 
A., The Earldom of Desmond, 1463–1583: The Decline and Crisis of a Feudal Lordship, Dublin 2005; EDWARDS, 
op. cit. 
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Why do these gaps exist? Certainly, the preoccupation of historians with Tudor govern-
ment and with identity formation makes a great deal of sense because the primary sources, 
from the Irish State Papers (the main manuscript primary source collection) to Edmund 
Spenser’s View of the Present State of Ireland (1596), tell us many important things about 
these themes. By contrast, there is far less primary material on various aspects of aristocratic 
life, such as estate management, income and expenditure, attitudes towards education and 
the family (all areas plumbed by Lawrence Stone and others in researches into the English 
peerage). But perhaps it is about more than just source material. Twentieth-century historians 
of Tudor Ireland chose to explore certain avenues and avoid others. In choosing not to study 
the peerage, it may be that the historians were actively or unconsciously endorsing a basi-
cally old-fashioned nationalist view which sees late medieval and early modern Ireland as 
an exceptional territory in terms of its ‘native’ culture and in terms of the turbulent relations 
between the native elites and the English monarchy. Toby Barnard, in his New Anatomy of 
Ireland, a large-scale exploration of early modern Protestant culture in Ireland, has implied 
that the Irish have an in-built aversion to the peerage, a lingering legacy of the revolutionary 
phase of modern Irish history, and expressed in historiographical terms by Irish historians’ 
reluctance to treat of the nobility.10 In the pages of History Ireland magazine in autumn 1996 
University College Cork historian and expert on Gaelic society Kenneth Nicholls spoke of 
a ‘Republican ethos’ in ‘the South’ which inculcated in society in general an indifference 
towards the peerage.11 In such a context, it perhaps made little sense to consider the peerage 
and its collective signiicance. This institution, which bound men and dynasties into a unique 
relationship with the English monarchy and with their counterparts in England, and which 
was largely embraced with enthusiasm by all of its members, was not a convenient one to 
consider because it went against the grain of the Ireland-as-exception motif. It does not tell 
us why Ireland had to be conquered and anglicized by the Tudors.

The results of this inattentiveness to the peerage have been unfortunate. One of the results 
is a lack of sensitivity and precision with regard to what the peerage meant to contemporaries, 
both members and non-members. A minor, doubtless pedantic, example of this tendency is 
Harold O’Sullivan’s article on the ‘Louth gentry’ families of the sixteenth century published in 
the Louth Archaeological Society Journal.12 The article assigns the Plunketts, Barons of Louth, 
to the ranks of the gentry. In fact, the Plunketts were a peerage family. And this distinction 
really mattered. Socially and politically it elevated the Plunketts above their Louth neighbours; 
it gave them entry to the House of Lords and frequent access at sometimes critical moments 
to the lord deputy and Privy Council. Moreover, peerage status was taken very seriously by its 
members, as witnessed by the bitter and protracted disputes over precedence in the House of 
Lords involving the barons of Slane and Gormanston in the 1470s and Slane and Lord Kerry 
in 1615. Lord Louth would not have been impressed by his demotion.

10 BARNARD, T., A New Anatomy of Ireland: The Irish Protestants, 1649–1770, New Haven, CT 2004, p. 21.

11 NICHOLLS, K., Media Taken in by Bogus Baronies, in: History Ireland, Vol. 4, 1996, No. 3, p. 8.

12 O’SULLIVAN, H., The Landed Gentry of the County of Louth in the Age of the Tudors, in: Journal of the County 
Louth Archaeological Society, Vol. 22, 1989, No. 1, pp. 67–81.

The Peerage of Tudor Ireland in Modern Historiography (1945–present)
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A more extreme misrepresentation of Tudor peers in Ireland is Richard Berleth’s Twilight 
Lords (1978).13 Ostensibly the study of the Elizabethan nobility of Ireland, in practice Berleth 
told the story – or ‘saga’ – of the O’Neills of Tyrone and the Fitzgeralds of Desmond, cast-
ing them as romantically-doomed heroes. It avoided the issue that Fitzgerald and O’Neill 
came from different historic communities, English and Gaelic, insisting that both belonged 
to ‘a Celtic twilight of heroes, myths and legends’, and it ignored the fact that the majority of 
Ireland’s lords did not in fact take up arms against the state in the Elizabethan period.14 Now, 
Berleth’s book is an easy target. It was roundly panned after publication and the American 
author thereafter quietly abandoned Irish history. A far more formidable piece of scholarship 
is David Edwards’ Ormond Lordship (2003).15 In this book Edwards does much to bolster 
the case that early modern Ireland was an exceptional territory by Tudor standards. He ar-
gues that the presence in Ireland of ‘lordships’, which he deines as ‘autonomous and semi 
autonomous territories under the sway of native lords and chiefs’ made it highly distinctive in 
a wider Tudor context, because England and Wales were much more centralised.16 Edwards, 
possibly, overemphasises the distinctiveness of the Irish lordship. The story of the Butlers 
of Ormond in the sixteenth century has its parallels across the Irish Sea: the Courtenays of 
the West Country, the Percys of Northumberland and the Stanleys of Cheshire all enjoyed 
magnate power to a comparable degree.

It seems to me that this insularity is symptomatic of a general failure on the part of Irish 
historians of the Tudor period to confront the rich variety of scholarship on early modern 
nobilities in Britain and continental Europe. Hugh Kearney’s call to take inspiration from 
English historians working on the English nobility like Stone and Kenneth MacFarlane fell 
largely on deaf ears. Indeed, Kearney’s review of Stone is rather exceptional, and it tells us 
something about the attitude of Irish early modern historians to the problem of the peerage. 
The main journal for academic history in Ireland, Irish Historical Studies, did not review any 
of the important works on the English and continental nobilities published after 1965 by 
historians and sociologists such as Mervyn James, George Bernard, Norbert Elias, Michael 
Bush and – most recently – Samuel Clark, whose book, State and Status, is a groundbreaking 
comparative study of the noble-state relationship in western Europe, but which is rarely cited 
by Irish historians.17 (Nor, by the by, has Irish Historical Studies ever published a paper with the 
words ‘nobility’, ‘noble’, ‘peerage’, or ‘peer’ in the title; by contrast English Historical Review 
had published three articles with ‘nobility’ in the title, two with ‘noble’, ive with ‘peerage’, 
and one with ‘peer’.) Revealing, when Irish Historical Studies published its ‘Agenda’ for early 
modern Irish history in 1945, scant attention was paid to nobility as a problem, instead the 
great historian D. B. Quinn called on researchers to focus on social and economic aspects, 
ecclesiastical development, law and justice, English administration and policy formation 
and the intellectual climate.18

13 BERLETH, R., The Twilight Lords: The Epic Struggle of the Last Feudal Lords of Ireland Against the England 
of Elizabeth I, London 1978.

14 Ibid., blurb.

15 EDWARDS, op. cit.

16 Ibid., p. 1.

17 CLARK, S., State and Status: The Rise of the State and Aristocratic Power in Western Europe, Cardiff 1995.
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Another regrettable aspect of twentieth-century Tudor historiography has been the failure 
of experts on Ireland and Britain to appreciate each other’s work and to construct histories 
which transcend present-day national territories. On the whole, the so-called ‘New British 
History’ was taken up with much greater enthusiasm by seventeenth-century specialists than 
by Tudor historians, and there remained a signiicant historiographical gulf between the Irish 
peerage and its counterpart in England and Wales during Tudor times.19 Hugh Kearney took a 
step towards bridging the gap in his 1989 survey of British and Irish history, when he observed 
that the noble ‘revolts which took place in Ireland during the sixteenth century were the Irish 
equivalents of the Pilgrimage of Grace and the Rising of the Northern Earls, in the sense that 
they were attempts to retain an established feudal world against the unwelcome pressures 
of a “modernising” state’.20 However, the greatest exponent of the notion of a ‘British Isles’ 
perspective on the nobility of Ireland has been the Steven Ellis, of the National University 
of Ireland, Galway. His 1995 monograph Tudor Frontiers and Noble Power was an extended 
comparison of frontier society in Ireland and the English far north, and the ways in which 
noble and royal power were manifest there during the reign of Henry VIII.21 In the book’s 
Conclusion, and in a related article published in History Today magazine, Ellis urged histori-
ans on both sides of the Irish Sea to think about an all-embracing Tudor nobility, rather than 
explicitly or implicitly distinguishing between Irish peers and English peers.22 The response 
from historians to this call has, so far at least, been muted. Irish historians – included the 
present author! – continue to publish ‘national-speciic’ noble studies. Meanwhile, despite 
the eminent Tudor specialist John Guy singling out Ellis’s work as part of his manifesto for a 
‘New Tudor Political History’, historians of Tudor nobility in England and Wales have been 
slow to consider broadening their focus to encompass the Irish peerage.23 Thus, a sort of 
dialogue of the deaf between Tudor specialists in Ireland and in the UK has persisted, while 
the Tudors’ ‘other peerage’ has fallen through the cracks of modern history writing.

A case for noble studies

The nobility of Tudor Ireland is important because the nobility was a key agent of change 
in this revolutionary period. The movement among the English of Ireland for the political 
‘reformation’ of their land during the reign of Henry VIII was in many ways the product of 
hostility between the peerage and the gentry. Without it, the Kildare revolt of 1534–1535 
– and all its far-reaching consequences – may not have occurred.24 The stock of the nobility 

18 QUINN, D., Ireland from 1461 to 1603, in: Irish Historical Studies, Vol. 4, 1945, No. 15, pp. 258–269.

19 See POCOCK, J., British History: A Plea for a New Subject, in: Journal of Modern History, Vol. 47, 1975, No. 4, 
pp. 601–621; ASCH, R., ed., Three Nations – a Common History? England, Scotland, Ireland and British His-
tory, c. 1600–1920, Bochum 1993.

20 KEARNEY, H., The British Isles: A History of Four Nations, 2nd ed., Cambridge 2006 (originally published 
1989), p. 180. On the Nine Years War, see MORGAN, op. cit.; McGETTIGAN, D., Red Hugh O’Donnell and 
the Nine Years War, Dublin 2005.

21 See above, note 9.

22 ELLIS, S., Frontiers and Powers in the Early Tudor State, in: History Today, Vol. 45, 1995, No. 4, pp. 35–42, 
reprinted in GUY, J. (ed.), The Tudor Monarchy, London 1997, pp. 330–340.

23 GUY, J., General Introduction, in: GUY, op. cit., pp. 1–8.

24 See BRADY, op. cit., pp. 1–11.

The Peerage of Tudor Ireland in Modern Historiography (1945–present)
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recovered towards the end of Henry’s reign; the so-called surrender and regrant policy was, 
as much as anything else, an attempt by the crown at using admittance to the peerage as 
a means of promoting loyalty to the regime and effecting a kind of social engineering among 
its Gaelic recipients. All in all, the peerage in the era of surrender and regrant bore witness 
to a ‘noble renaissance’.25 In later Tudor times, of course, royal policy in Ireland became 
increasingly dependent upon the sword. Recent research into magnates has shown that cer-
tain noblemen were capable of holding their own during this febrile period: the portrait of 
‘Black Tom’ tenth earl of Ormond, by the master Steven van der Meulen, is a vivid testament 
to the continuing power of the Butler dynasty.26 However, the frequent failure of peers (or 
would-be peers, like Shane O’Neill) and government oficials to agree on the appropriate 
balance between noble and crown authority in the provinces contributed to the wider failure 
of Tudor policy in Ireland. Ireland entered into a period of noble rebellion, culminating in the 
greatest domestic challenge to Tudor rule, the earl of Tyrone’s rebellion, the so-called Nine 
Years War (1594–1603).27 The Nine Years War was many things, including a Gaelic stand 
against the English and a Catholic crusade, but it was also a Tudor nobleman’s response to 
the centralising state at a time when England’s war with Spain presented disaffected nobles 
with unique possibilities to turn pent-up frustration into serious challenges to the monarchy.

The nobility was absolutely fundamental to the island’s geo-political fabric. Much of Ireland 
was dominated by the peers, who owned great swathes of land and presided over networks 
of support which, in some cases, could rival that of the crown. Moreover, while government 
oficials came and went, noble houses could – and did – endure for generations, making 
peerage families near-permanent ixtures on the political scene. Thus the boy-king Edward 
VI recorded in his diary when royal letters were sent to the leading peers of Ireland, while 
cartographers of Elizabethan Ireland like Laurence Nowell and Abraham Ortelius depicted 
the country, not simply in terms of rivers, hills and towns, but in terms of noble dynasties 
and their regional power-bases. To understand the nobility of Ireland, then, is to understand 
Ireland itself in the sixteenth century. The preoccupation of historians with the tripartite divi-
sion between Old English, New English and Gaelic Irish obscures another essential cleavage 
in politics and society: that which existed between lords and commoners.

New developments

There is already evidence of an awakening of interest in the Irish peerage in Tudor times. 
More studies of individual nobles and noble dynasties are being published – for instance 
Valerie McGowan-Doyle’s monograph on Lord Howth and his politicised chronicle The Book 
of Howth.28 More to the point, historians are at last advancing substantial pieces of work 
which treat of peers as members of a wider noble caste. Signiicantly, three of these scholars 

25 POWER, G. A European Frontier Elite: The Nobility of the English Pale in Tudor Ireland, 1496–1566, Hannover 
2012, pp. 106–112.

26 EDWARDS, op. cit.

27 ELLIS, Ireland …, chapters 11–12; MORGAN, op. cit. 

28 McGOWAN-DOYLE, V., The Book of Howth: Elizabethan Conquest and the Old English, Cork 2011.
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participated at a conference held at NUI Galway in May 2009, entitled ‘Nobility in Early 
Modern Ireland’. Brendan Kane’s monograph, The politics and culture of honour in Britain 
and Ireland, 1541–1641,29 has a great many fresh insights on the Tudor peerage of Ireland, 
using a range of sources in English, Latin and Irish, and bringing British and continental 
theories on nobility to bear on the Irish case. Meanwhile, Christopher Maginn’s contribution 
to that conference, a groundbreaking study of the Gaelic peers during the Tudor period, has 
been published in the Journal of British Studies.30 

The most recent addition to this body of work is the present author’s 2012 monograph, 
a study of the nobility of the region known in Tudor times as the ‘English Pale’.31 It is the irst 
book-length treatment of a group of Tudor peers in Ireland, and is also the irst book to focus 
on lesser nobles. In the book, I have tried to show that the nobility were a distinctive element 
within Pale society: their status as peers brought them into regular and formalised contact 
with the crown which ordinary members of the gentry did not enjoy. This unique relationship 
placed the nobles between a rock and hard place when the aggressive regime of the lord lieu-
tenant, Thomas earl of Sussex, forced the peers to choose between loyalty to the government 
and solidarity with the Pale gentry, who had begun an anti-government protest movement. 
If we look at the Pale peers from a European perspective, their responses to changes in their 
political environment often seem timid: certainly their actions are less sensational than Philip 
II’s rebellious nobles of the Netherlands, or the Scottish lords who deposed Queen Mary. The 
book offers some relections on why this should be, and argues that the Pale nobles lacked 
certain preconditions for radical action, including proximity to rival princes and long-standing 
privileges and institutions which they felt bound to defend from the intrusion of the state.32 

Future developments

Despite this rise in interest, the peerage remains the great un-essayed topic of Tudor Ireland; 
we are still waiting for a comprehensive study of the nobility of the sixteenth century. Did 
the peerage of Ireland experience its own ‘crisis’ comparable to the one Stone detected in 
the English peerage from the reign of Elizabeth? It would seem that for many nobles the 
intensiication of English control over Ireland did usher in crisis, but the question needs close 
examination, especially in the light of recent research which suggests that several nobles 
proited by and contributed willingly to the forceful expansion of English rule. Besides this, 
a myriad of noble themes are in need of research. Certainly, there is scope for more studies 
of individual nobles and dynasties. Another approach would be to study a regional noble 
grouping. While we now have detailed examinations of the earls of Desmond and Ormond, 
much less is known about the abundant lesser nobility of Munster and south Leinster – and 
until we know more about the smaller fry, an accurate picture of the peerage will remain elu-

29 Cambridge 2010.

30 MAGINN, C., The Gaelic Peers, the Tudor Sovereigns and English Multiple Monarchy, in: Journal of British 
Studies, Vol. 50, 2011, No. 3, pp. 191–215.

31 POWER, G., op. cit.

32 Ibid., esp. Conclusion; on the broader question of the noble-state relationship in Europe, see ZMORA, H., 
Monarchy, Aristocracy and the State in Europe, 1300–1800, London 2001.
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sive. Tudor noblewomen remain chronically understudied. Again, the way has been shown 
by historians of aristocratic women in Tudor England like Barbara Harris, but this research 
has yet to resonate much in Ireland.33 A great many other questions can be posed: how much 
land did the nobility hold, and how did they manage their estates? How did nobles relate to 
other nobles, to their spouses, to government oficials, to their social inferiors?

New research on the Irish peerage, should, I would argue, take a holistic or a comparative 
approach in regard to the peerage of England. It is not necessary to reduce the Irish peerage 
to some kind of junior version of its English counterpart. Rather it should show that the at-
titudes and behaviour of peers in Ireland was not merely conditioned by ‘Irish’ inluences, but 
were also shaped by their belonging to a noble caste whose traditions, identity, constitutional 
position and purpose had very pronounced English dimensions. One example to point up 
the very real, though ambivalent, connection between the English and Irish peerages is in 
regard to war. In general, we can probably say that military command was important to peers 
in both England and Ireland, because it reafirmed the interdependence of monarchy and 
nobility and reinforced the social and political superiority of the nobility over commoners. 
However, for the English peerage war was generally rarer and meant ighting clearly deined 
foreign enemies: the French, the Spanish or the Scots. For peers of Ireland, war was generally 
less chivalrous and much more mundane; it was messier, consisting of defending territory 
against depredations, and harrying rebels in woods and bogs; it probably relied much more on 
quasi-feudal structures than noble warfare in the English case. War was still used to express 
nobility in Ireland – we know this from the obvious enthusiasm which many peers had for 
military enterprises, and because they valued the commendations from the government and 
the monarchy that sometimes came their way as a result – but the character of noble military 
involvement was probably quite different from that of many English peers.34

The perennial problem for historians of Tudor Ireland is source material. There are some 
topics, such as the activities of the sixteenth-century House of Lords, which, unless fresh 
evidence is brought to light, will remain benighted. Nonetheless there is a large corpus of 
sources which historians’ persistence, archival restoration and technological innovation has 
made much more accessible to the Irish historian, and which opens new possibilities for the 
student of nobility. Here the work of David Edwards has been exemplary. His and Brian Do-
novan’s British sources for Irish history, 1485–1641 (1997) identiied a wealth of underused 
or unused primary sources on Irish aristocrats (and on many other areas) held in repositories 
in Great Britain. A great many of these sources were drawn upon for Edwards’ monograph 
on the Butlers of Ormond, but he also utilised a plethora of Irish-based archival sources, 
demonstrating that there is much beyond the default primary source for Tudor Ireland, the 
State Papers Ireland series.35 Among the most exciting of these other sources are the Salved 

33 HARRIS, B., English Aristocratic Women, 1450–1550: Marriage and Family, Property and Careers, Oxford 
2002. See also MacCURTAIN, M. – O’DOWD, M. – LIDDY, M,, An Agenda for Women’s History in Ireland, 
1500-1900, in: Irish Historical Studies, Vol. 28, 1992, No. 109, pp. 1–37.

34 For war and the English nobility, see GUNN, S. – GRUMMITT, D. – COOLS, H., War, State, and Society 
in England and the Netherlands, 1477–1559, Oxford 2007. 

35 EDWARDS, op. cit.
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Chancery Pleadings. The National Archives of Ireland has recently completed the restoration of 
thousands of these statements by sixteenth-century plaintiffs and defendants, many of whom 
were peers or their close relatives. These documents are now in much better condition, and 
the conservation work has even uncovered new items. Finally, the many digitization projects 
currently in operation, such as State Papers Online, are making the task of accessing docu-
ments and books held in overseas repositories far more manageable for Irish-based scholars.36

The nobility of Tudor Ireland has traditionally been overlooked by Irish historians; in spite 
of the peers’ obvious importance, they have been hidden in plain sight, as debate has tended 
to focus on other areas. As the peerage was an essentially English institution, it may be that 
many twentieth-century Irish historians were reluctant to give it sustained study. This trend 
seems to be in reverse. Now, students of nobility have models to emulate, theories to modify or 
overhaul, and unrivalled access to a range of sources that is richer than commonly supposed. 
It may well be that soon the historiography of the Tudors’ Irish peerage will be as profound 
as that of the Stuarts’, bringing Kearney’s 1966 prediction to a belated fulilment. However, 
the challenge remains for historians of both Ireland and England and Wales to do more in 
terms of synthesis. Both the earl of Ormond in Ireland and the earl of Shrewsbury in England 
recognised the same Tudor monarch: for how much longer will historians continue to assign 
them to different ‘national’ histories? 
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36 http://gale.cengage.co.uk/state-papers-online-15091714.aspx 
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Rethinking the Political Economy 
of Americanization
The Beginning of a Historical Critique1

Frank Gerits

Introduction

Kenneth Osgood, the most inluential American historian of public diplomacy, indicated in 
2010 that “perhaps of greatest concern to the debate over public diplomacy today, has been 
the reluctance of scholars to assess the effectiveness of public diplomacy campaigns, with 
the result that studies tend to assume or imply that public diplomacy programs have had 
the impact that practitioners intended”.2 Public diplomacy can be broadly deined as “an 
international actor’s attempt to conduct its foreign policy by engaging with foreign publics 
(traditionally government – to people)”.3 The interaction was organized by governmental 
propaganda institutions, most famously the United States Information Agency (USIA). 
Osgood’s assessment of the ield is remarkable because in his own book, Total Cold War 
he suggested that such a research route would be a dead end. In his own words: “Even with 
today’s highly developed methods of public opinion assessment, it is exceedingly dificult to 
ascertain with any certainty the effectiveness of propaganda campaigns.”4 

The key to understanding Osgood’s seemingly contradictory statement lays in the use of 
the term ‘effectiveness’ and in a historiography in which public diplomacy has been caught 
up in the debate about the impact of American culture in Europe. By choosing the word ‘ef-
fectiveness’, he separates the study of the effect of public diplomacy from the study of what 
is called ‘reception’ in cultural transmission. In doing so he implicitly raises two questions. 
First of all, what are the problems in the current thinking about Americanization? Secondly, 

1 This article is the outcome of a seminar on international history held at the European University Institute in 
the academic year 2010-2011. It only provides the basis for a larger essay on Americanization and cultural 
exchange. It is an important conceptual part of my ongoing Ph.D. Project: “The Psychological Scramble for 
Africa: American, Ghanaian, English and French Public Diplomacy towards the New Africa (1953–1965).” 
Correspondence about this article should be addressed to: Frank.Gerits@EUI.eu.

2 OSGOOD, K. – ETHERIDGE, B. C., Introduction: The New International History Meets The New Cultural 
History: Public Diplomacy and U.S. Foreign Relations, in: OSGOOD, K. – ETHERIDGE, B. C. (eds.), The 
United States and Public Diplomacy: New Directions in Cultural and International History, Diplomatic Stud-
ies 5, Leiden-Boston 2010, p.10; BERGHAHN, V., Historiographical Review: the debate on 'Americanization' 
among economic and cultural historians, in: Cold War History, No. I, 2010, p. 113.

3 Deinition taken from: CULL, N.J., The Cold War and the United States Information Agency: American Pro-
paganda and Public Diplomacy, 1945-1989, Cambridge MA – New York, NY 2009, p. x. For a review of the 
book see BELMONTE, L.A. et al., H-Diplo Roundtable Review: Nicholas J. Cull. the Cold War and the United 
States Information Agency: American Propaganda and Public Diplomacy, 1945–1989, in: MADDUX, T. and 
LABROSSE, D. (ed.) , XI, no. 6 (November 13, 2009), http://www.h-net.org/~diplo/roundtables/PDF/
Roundtable-XI-6.pdf; See also: CULL, N.J. – CULBERT, D.H. – WELCH, D. (eds.), Propaganda and Mass 
Persuasion: a Historical Encyclopedia, 1500 to the Present, Santa Barbara CA 2003.

4 OSGOOD, K., Total Cold War: Eisenhower’s Secret Propaganda Battle at Home and Abroad, Lawrence, KA 2006, 
p. 10.
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why is the connection between Americanization and public diplomacy so problematic? The 
answers to these questions lye in a critical assessment of the political economy approach. 

The framework has been developed by Nicholas Garnham in 1986 who argued that the 
production and dissemination of mass culture is rooted in the material dimension. He wanted 
to reconcile ideology with the materialistic interpretation of culture which Marx and Engels 
had developed. Within their base-superstructure model, the economy is the base of society 
and cultural, legal, political and other forms of life are conceived as “superstructures” which 
served to reproduce the economic base. According to Garnham however, cultural forms are not 
only meant to reproduce and legitimate the inequality between capital and labor. Culture only 
becomes effective when it is translated into social forms which have material effectiveness. 
Ideology and materiality are inextricably linked. Consequently, the one who is able to get the 
largest share of the material production is most effective in determining cultural exchange. In 
the words of Garnham: “We could say that the purpose of a political economy of culture is to 
elucidate what Marx and Engels meant (…) by “control of the means of mental production”.5

In the current literature on Americanization the US is seen as this dominant player on the 
market for material culture after the Second World War and therefore it automatically gained 
a certain inluence despite the ability of receivers to adapt American culture to their own taste. 
Public diplomacy is seen as proof that the Americans actively sought to establish their domi-
nance in the realm of culture. While the receiver of the 1950s was free to demand the cultural 
products he desired and his possibility to actively construct own meaning was unrestricted, 
his liberty was nonetheless limited because Americans actively narrowed the supply side of 
the cultural market. Through the sheer size of its economy, American culture could not be 
ignored and public diplomacy further extended the omnipresence of the American way of life.

The intellectual traditions that this political economy reacted against, will briely be ad-
dressed in a irst section. In a second part the problems of the connection to public diplomacy 
will be critically assessed. Although the development of a new interpretative framework self 
evidently lies beyond the scope of this paper, a inal part of the essay will suggest a different 
methodology to interpret the process of ‘reception’ and ‘effectiveness’ in the study of public 
diplomacy.

The hesitation to assess effectiveness is due to numerous practical dificulties. Proving that 
a certain variable – in this case propaganda – is the cause of a social change is bound to pro-
duce an explanatory model which can easily be demolished by critics. They can point to other 
relevant variables, or reverse the causal relationship by attributing the success of propaganda 
to a favorable predisposition of the receiver rather than to the persuasiveness of the message. 
However, this is a problem that every historical explanation encounters and according to 
Karl Popper constitutes sound science because the theory can be falsiied. Recognizing the 
complexity of a phenomena should not be the end, but rather the beginning of cautious and 
sophisticated argumentation. This essay does not aim at bankrupting the political economy 

5 MARX, K. – ENGELS, F., The Ruling Class and the Ruling Ideas, in: DURHAM, M. G. – KELLNER, D. 
(eds.), Media and Cultural Studies: Keyworks, Malden, MA – Oxford – Carlton 2006, pp. 9–10; GARNHAM, 
N., Contribution to a Political Economy of Mass-Communication, in: DURHAM, M. G. – KELLNER, D. (eds.), 
Media and Cultural Studies: Keyworks, Malden, MA – Oxford – Carlton 2006, pp. 206, 208.
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approach. It has the more modest ambition to indicate that the connection between market 
domination and cultural inluence is more complicated by pointing to inconsistencies and 
aspects of cultural exchange that are left unexplained. 

I) From Americanization to Cultural Transmission

The concept of ‘Americanization’ can be deined as the ‘spread of American culture’. This 
seemingly simple concept has been heavily debated since the end of the Second World War 
and has consequently become more complex. This complexity has made that reviewers of 
the debate, such as Volker R. Berghahn and Jessica C.E. Gienow-Hecht, do not separate two 
intertwined facets of cultural transmission that need to be taken apart if we want to understand 
the renewed popularity of an aggressive deinition of Americanization. One facet relates to 
the aspect of reception, the other to the direction of the connection.6 

The connection between the producer and receiver of American culture has been concep-
tualized as a one-way lane from the US to the world by cultural imperialists. Herbert Schiller 
for instance claimed that there was a “powerful industrial-electronics complex” that worked 
to extent the American socio-economic system spatially and ideologically.7 In response to this 
scholarship an understanding of the Trans-Atlantic as a two way street and a global turntable 
became dominant. The most important critique that was built upon the idea of a turntable 
was formulated – irst and foremost – by John Tomlinson in 1991. He argued that cultural 
changes are the outcome of a process of globalization and an unforeseen consequence of 
modernity, not the deliberate goal of American cultural imperialism. Globalization weakens 
the cultural coherence of all nation states, Tomlinson and others argued.8 

In addition to the direction of cultural exchange, the reception has been heavily debated as 
well. Did Americanization change cultural meaning or the material culture of a host country? 
Cultural imperialists simply accepted that the spread of American culture meant inluence, 
which opened the door for critics who stated that the mindset of the receiver is not necessarily 
changed by the new cultural forms. The most important representative of this group is Rob 
Kroes. In his theory American myths and symbols have been transformed into free-loating 
signiiers, understood by everyone and free for everyone to use. These symbols have been 
detached from their historical context and rearranged into new conigurations. America as 
an immigrant society has a history of reassembling different parts to a coherent whole, which 
explains the lexibility of its culture and hence its cultural leadership. Individuals at the re-
ceiving end have always recontextualized American mass culture which has become an idea 
that people adapt for their own purposes. A very speciic case is teenagers who buy a t-shirt 

6 BERGHAHN, V., Historiographical Review: The Debate on ‘Americanization’…: pp. 465–494.

7 SCHILLER, H., Mass Communications And American Empire, New York, NY 1969, p. 14; The term is obvi-
ously a reformulation of Eisenhower's military-industrial complex.

8 TOMLINSON, J., Cultural Imperialism: A Critical Introduction, New York – London, 1991, p. 140,175; 
RITZER, G. – STILLMAN, T., Assessing McDonaldization, Americanization and Globalization, in: BECK, 
U. – SZNAIDER, N. – WINTER, R. (eds.), Global America?: The Cultural Consequences of Globalization, 
in: Studies in Social and Political Thought, 8, Liverpool 2003, pp. 30–48; BERGHAHN, V., Historiographical 
Review: The Debate on ‘Americanization’…, pp. 107–109.
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with a Coca-Cola print. They are not just consuming according to Kroes, but have restored 
American icons to their pure symbolic message of freedom shared by an international youth 
culture.9 This line of reasoning is also present in other writing that analyzes the spread of 
ideas, such as Erez Manela’s The Wilsonian Moment in which he argues that leaders in the 
colonial parts of the world felt strengthened and adopted and adapted the Wilsonian discourse 
of self-determination to further their own cause.10 

Kroes rejects the notion of a submissive receiving Europe by referring to Leninist interna-
tionalism and Jacques Derrida’s deconstructionism. These are paradoxically concepts that 
are directly or indirectly part of cultural imperialism. Derrida’s theory provided an intellectual 
tool that was used to deconstruct hegemonic discourse.11 The other root of Kroes’s thinking 
is critical theory as discussed by Marx, Hobson, Lenin and the Frankfurt School.12 This intel-
lectual tradition accepts that capitalism has an inner expansionist logic. Blaming the US for 
modernization, like cultural imperialists do, is thus according to Kroes based on a lawed 
understanding of the process, modernization would have happened anyway. This idea of what 
is called cultural diffusion is related with the writings of Jan Nederveen-Pieterse and Arjun 
Appadurai who have furthered the idea that every culture is the result of a mix, a hybridization 
or creolization where different inluences are combined to form something new.13

The Return of Power in Americanization

This emphasis on adaption and ‘cultural transfer’ can be criticized on two levels. Firstly, it 
posits agents that are extremely active in re-assembling messages from American culture. It 
is hard to imagine for instance, as Kroes does, that consumers are able to assemble the mes-
sage of freedom from a Seven-Up commercial.14 The free-loating signiiers give an insightful 
understanding of America as an idea, but they have to be applied cautiously. A second point 
of critique has been leveled towards the approach by the proponents of political economy, 
who have reining core features of cultural imperialism. They indicate that Kroes’s approach 
does not explain why some kinds of transfers happened while others did not. It is furthermore 
impossible to understand the norms and messages that are imbedded within the transmitted 
culture. 

9 KROES, R., American Empire and Cultural Imperialism: A View from the Receiving End, in: Diplomatic His-
tory, No. III, 1999, p. 470, 474–475 ; KROES, R., If You’ve Seen One, You’ve Seen the Mall: Europeans and 
American Mass Culture, Urbana – Chicago 1996, pp. 40–41.

10 MANELA, E., The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of Anticolonial Na-
tionalism, Oxford – New York 2007, pp. 216–226.

11 KROES, R., If You’ve Seen One, You’ve Seen the Mall…, p. 41.

12 NUSSDORFER, L., The New Cultural History, in: History and Theory, No. I, 1993, p.78; GIENOW-HECHT, 
J. C. E., Shame on US? Academics, Cultural Transfer, and the Cold War – A Critical Review, in: Diplomatic 
History, No. XXIV, p. 471.

13 DURHAM, M. G. – KELLNER, D., Introduction to Part III, in: Media and Cultural Studies: Keyworks, Malden, 
MA – Oxford – Carlton 2006, p.197; ENDY, C. S., Remaking France: Americanization, Public Diplomacy, and 
the Marshall Plan, in: Diplomatic History, No. IV, 2005, p.761; APPADURAI, A., Modernity at Large: Cultural 
Dimensions of Globalization, Minneapolis, MN 1996; NEDERVEEN PIETERSE, J., Globalization and Culture: 
Global Mélange, Lanham 2009.

14 KROES, R., If You’ve Seen One, You’ve Seen the Mall…, 125.
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To address these shortcomings the theory of political economy has been presented as a 
reconciliation of the cultural imperialist notion that more coercive pressures lurk behind 
cultural exchange and Kroes’s active receiver. Political economy thus seems to amount to 
a middle ground in a polemical debate. Berghahn reinterpreted hybridization accordingly: 
“These blendings, or ‘creolizations’ as they have also been called, rarely achieved a perfect 
equilibrium between its foreign and indigenous elements, but came out with either a stronger 
or weaker American ‘coulouration’”.15 The appearance of a middle ground is nonetheless 
misleading. This theory has reestablished Americanization as a dominant analytical concept, 
in opposition to globalization16 and public diplomacy is seen as an activity that consciously 
strengthened the process.17 The restoration of Americanization is however based on a rather 
imprecise understanding of the process of cultural transmission and the historical context. 
A critical appraisal of Americanization does not entirely discredit the political economy view-
point, but it does indicate the need for more nuances.

II) Does the Empire Strike Back? A Political Economy of Americanization

In order to provide this more nuanced interpretation, it is analyzed how Victoria de Grazia 
and Brian Angus McKenzie write about Americanization and the historical circumstances 
that shaped the process of cultural interaction in the postwar period. Both historians were 
inspired by the increasing weight of public diplomacy in the historiography of American foreign 
relations. They were also inluenced by the climate that surrounded the American invasion 
of Iraq in 2003, which put a strain on the Trans-Atlantic relations. Moreover, they operate in 
an intellectual milieu that is sympathetic to theories that lean towards cultural imperialism. 
McKenzie wrote his dissertation under the guidance of Richard F. Kuisel who with his book, 
Seducing the French, spearheaded the study of Americanization in France.18 De Grazia is an 
important exponent of cultural imperialism and works at Columbia where she also defended 
her dissertation.19 Attention for cultural exchange in the Atlantic is therefore understandable, 
but demands a critical evaluation. In the following pages, the reading of de Grazia will primar-
ily focus on the political economy of Americanization and McKenzie is mainly discussed to 
mark the problems that a connection to public diplomacy entails. 

15 BERGHAHN, V., Historiographical Review: The Debate on ‘Americanization’…, p. 110.

16 STEPHAN, A. – VOGT, J., America on My Mind: Zur Amerikanisierung Der Deutschen Kultur Seit 1945, 
Paderborn 2006; STEPHAN, A., The Americanization of Europe: Culture, Diplomacy, and Anti-Americanism 
After 1945, New York 2007; STEPHAN, A., Americanization and Anti-Americanism: The German Encounter 
with American Culture After 1945, Oxford – New York 2007.

17 TOBIA, S., Advertising America: The United States Information Service in Italy (1945–1956), Milan 2008; 
TOBIA, S., Introduction: Europe Americanized? Popular Reception of Western Cold War Propaganda in Eu-
rope, in: Cold War History, No. I, 2011, pp. 1–7; TOBIA, S., Advertising America: VOA and Italy, in: Cold War 
History, No. I, 2011, pp. 27–47.

18 KUISEL, R. F., Seducing the French: The Dilemma of Americanization, San Francisco, CA 1997.

19 RODGERS, D. T. – ROSENBERG, E. S. – ETHERIDGE, B. – GLICKMAN, L. – DE GRAZIA, V., A Round-
table on Victoria De Grazia’s Irressistible Empire, in: Passport the Newsletter of the Society for Historians of 
American Foreign Relations, Vol. II, 2007.
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2. 1. A Critical Appraisal of the Political Economy Perspective: de Grazia

The work of de Grazia presents the most extensive version of a political economy of American 
culture because she connects it to Antonio Gramsci’s vision of hegemony which was akin to 
Garnham’s thinking. The former was an Italian Marxist author who was inluenced by the 
idea that means of production determine social relations. Hegemony is the capacity to create 
submission to ideas through an articulated network of cultural institutions. This is the basic 
mechanism behind de Grazia’s ‘Market Empire’. The ruling class can in that way develop a 
collective will towards an economic, social and political project that reproduces a given social 
order. It uses the attractiveness of American products to do this.20

De Grazia writes – in line with the political economy – how Europe accepted American 
material and intellectual products because they were superior an omnipresent, but resisted the 
social consequences that accompanied this culture, leading to hybridizations in which Ameri-
can values were dominant. In the world of corporate advertising American scientiic marketing 
encountered European artistic posters. European advertising men accepted or rejected the 
American methods depending on whether it helped or hindered their own designs. Pressure 
to incorporate American text styles came from leading enterprises who rapidly adopted the 
American inventions, such as requesting circulation numbers of periodicals to know where 
the highest number of potential consumers can be reached. The emphasis shifted from a 
European representation of the product to giving a list – in American fashion – of reasons 
why the product on offer should be bought. The result was a hybridization with a dominant 
American component. For instance, the baby of the old Cadum Soap poster was reproduced in 
a small circle in an advertisement that depicted a woman who advocated the use of the soap.21

De Grazia’s book can be read as a cultural counterpart to Odd Arne Westad’s The Global 
Cold War and the Making of Our Times. Odd Arne Westad argues that the interventions 
of the superpowers and resistance in the Third World, shaped the world we live in today.22 
Likewise, de Grazia argues that the European encounter with the American Market Empire 
to a large extend determined European mentalities and society. We read that in the Helsinki 
Accords – the inal act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe held in 
Helsinki, Finland, during July and August 1,1975 – the signatories implicitly recognized a 
notion of universal rights compatible with the precepts of a democracy of consumption by 
emphasizing freedom of choice, while condemning states that prevented their consumers 
from using consumer goods freely.23 American consumerism also transformed the Italian 

20 ZAHRAN, G. – RAMOS, L., From Hegemony to Soft Power: Implications of a Conceptual Change, in: PARMAR, 
I. – COX, M. (eds.), Soft Power and US Foreign Policy: Theoretical, Historical and Contemporary Perspectives, 
in: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy, 6, New York 2010, p. 21; DE GRAZIA, V., Irresistible Empire: 
America’s Advance Through Twentieth-century Europe, Cambridge, MA – London 2005, p. 11.

21 DE GRAZIA, V., Irresistible Empire…, p. 226.

22 WESTAD, O. A., The Global Cold War: Third World Interventions and the Making of Our Times, Cambridge, 
MA 2007, pp. 1–5.

23 The Helsinki Final Act, Helsinki Accords or Helsinki Declaration was the inal act of the Conference on Secu-
rity and Co-operation in Europe held in Helsinki, Finland, during July and August 1,1975. Thirty-ive states, 
including the USA, Canada, and all European states except Albania and Andorra, signed the declaration in an 
attempt to improve relations between the Communist bloc and the West, see: SNYDER, S.B., Human Rights 
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Communist Party which, according to de Grazia, became a huge consumer’s party in the 1960s 
because it pressed for higher wages and supported cooperatives and leisure organizations. 
In short she is convinced that future historians will marvel at the traces that the advance of 
the Market Empire left.24

Despite de Grazia’s ambition to explain “how the US exercised this great power to pro-
mote democracies of consumption elsewhere”25, she does not explicitly clarify how consumer 
culture was the incubator of power or inluence. The nine case studies of social inventions – 
among others: Hollywood, the supermarket and brands – are to a certain extent designed to 
it Garnham’s and Gramsci’s models of material power and cultural projection. In de Grazia’s 
analysis strong individuals are absent and the cultural artifacts and models have instead ac-
quired agency: “these wares were the so-called irst movers in their sector.”26 They incarnate 
ideology and have transformative potential. While American dealers may have brought the 
big-brand goods to Europe, the superiority and appeal of these goods is what created the 
American inluence and instigated the European response.27 

The promotion of Hollywood ilms for instance would not only quantitatively raise foreign 
trade, but also create new identities and pleasures which would generate new demand for 
American products further strengthening the Americanized mindset.28 McKenzie also turns 
towards material culture and assumes that American objects necessarily had a transforma-
tive impact: “The effects of [material culture] on individual values may remain implicit or 
inferred, but they are no less certain because of this”.29

Although this focus on artifacts has always been part of the study of Americanization a shift 
in emphasis has occurred. Cultural imperialists talked about material culture as one of the 
tools that American actors used, besides media and capitalism, to establish an informal em-
pire. On their turn poststructuralists, such as Kroes, emphasized that the meaning of culture 
was not a given but actively constructed by the receiver. The revival of Gramsci’s concept of 
hegemony combined with a new thin version of cultural imperialism that leaves the immoral 
American sender behind, has placed the material object at the heart of the analysis as a third 
actor, an autonomous source of ideas. 

The importance of materiality is in line with recent approaches in the parallel study of 
technology and will therefore remain important. Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory for 

Activism and the End of the Cold War: A Transnational History of the Helsinki Network, 1st ed., Cambridge, 
MA – New York, NY 2011.

24 DE GRAZIA, V-, Irresistible empire…, p. 463,467,478; The beginning period of 1900–1915 was a time of great 
reinement and class differences among Europeans, the middle period of 1915–1945 reveals great conlicts 
where the Nazi-regime was the only system able to provide an alternative for the American model, circa 1960 
Europe was overrun by American artifacts.

25 Ibid., 4.

26 Ibid., 197.

27 Ibid.

28 Ibid., 6.

29 MCKENZIE, B. A., Remaking France: Americanization, Public Diplomacy, and the Marshall Plan, New York 
– San Leandro, CA – Ottawa 2007, p. 11.
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instance makes little distinction between the social and technological because it is hard to 
differentiate the technological inluence from the social forces that guided the creators of 
the artifact. 30 A book published in 2009, The Cold War Kitchen “claims that the modern 
kitchen embodies the ideology of the culture to which it belongs (…) a rich unit of analysis 
for understanding the biography of an artifact and its many dimensions – political, cultural, 
economic and ecological.”31 By building on Latour, this book goes beyond Garnham who still 
saw ideology and material as separate though related entities. 

Historical circumstances are vital in this political economy approach. The Fifties are seen 
as a period in which the US dominated the global markets, making inluence inevitable. Mc-
Kenzie is therefore comfortable using attendance igures and pamphlet distribution statistics 
to argue that there was inluence.32 This line of thinking is built on the assumption of a re-
ceiver with limited possibilities. However, closer examination of how de Grazia understands 
historical circumstances reveals three weak spots in her explanatory framework. Historical 
circumstances are after all not ‘out there’ but created by the historian.

The Blind Spots of the Market Empire

In de Grazia’s model it is irst of all, impossible to see instances of autonomous intra-European 
cultural exchange. Every case study that deals with a certain ‘social invention’ is described by 
de Grazia as the outcome of a negotiation between the know-how of the superior American 
Market Empire and the European old regime of consumption. As Ruth Oldenziel has shown 
however, the kitchen that was designed for the Dutch state-housing programs of the ifties 
were neither inspired by the General Motors technokitchens displayed on international fairs 
nor by Loewy’s high-end streamlined kitchen. Bruynzeel’s kitchen design for state housing, 
was the outcome of ideas that already circulated before the war on an international scale. It 
synthesized the Dutch women organization’s Holland kitchen, the Schütte-Lihotzky’s Frank-
furt kitchen with the Belgium Cubex design to develop a model for mass production. Because 
of de Grazia’s wide scope, a thorough analysis of one single and speciic aspect of material 
culture is absent. It would have been illuminating however and it is in a way surprising for a 
book about modern consumer capitalism in which particular goods are considered to be the 
carriers of principles. 

Her explanatory framework also leaves little room for multiple meanings, the object or 
model always projects one dominant value. De Grazia’s Cold War Kitchen for instance, was 
only another way to transmit the same values of the Market Empire. We read: “Through the 
mid-1960s the kitchen had been mobilized as an icon of the Western way of life, whose main 
pace-setter and protector was the United States. The Pax Americana stood for making life 
comfortable for women”. 33 Ruth Oldenziel however shows that this was only one meaning 
that the creators of the American kitchen envisioned. There was no quintessential American 

30 LAW, J. – HASSARD, J., Actor Network Theory and After, Malden MA, 1999, p.2.

31 BERVOETS, L., ‘Consultation Requried!’: Women Coproducing the Modern Kitchen in the Netherlands, 1920 
to 1970, in: OLDENZIEL, R. – ZACHMANN, K., Cold War Kitchen: Americanization, Technology, Cambridge, 
MA – London 2009, p. 219.

32 MCKENZIE, B. A., Remaking France…, p.74.

33 DE GRAZIA, V., Irresistible Empire, p. 453.
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prototype, but several different traditions and modernities. American utiopian communites 
as well as the feminist Melusina Fay Peirce, Christian feminist Catharina Esther Beecher, 
medical professionals, social reformers and modern architects had their philosophy behind 
the kitchen.34 The ideology an object carried was already topic of discussion, making the 
possibilities to create own meaning at the receiving end much less limited than de Grazia 
claims. Disregard for multiple meanings is remarkable especially considering the fact that 
product diversiication and personality is one of the main aims of modern – in de Grazia’s 
terms American – marketing.35

Consequentially, de Grazia cannot explain interactions in the creation of culture. The su-
permarkets for instance were not an American innovation. As Daniel T. Rogers points out, 
American chain supermarkets established branches in Italy in 1957 rather than in Germany, 
England or Switzerland because the market for mass-distribution food shops was already 
saturated in those countries.36 The ‘American way supermarket’ should rather be seen as an 
example of transnational innovation. It had roots in the old bourgeois consumption pattern, 
as exempliied by the Galeries Lafayette and Le Bon Marché in Paris, that de Grazia sees dis-
appearing. De Grazia on the other hand sees cultural products as undifferentiated and static, 
which is underlined by the use of the mammoth concept ‘Americanization’ and her choice 
to take the whole of Europe as a unit of analysis. For De Grazia, culture develops within the 
boundaries of societies and only when its fully developed, culture goes outside the society in 
which it developed and encounters other civilizations. 

Because cultures are put into a national mold, hybridization becomes a process in which, 
as Berghahn notes, weaker or stronger American colorations can be recognized. The ques-
tion arises, how we are able to determine which cultural inluence has the upper hand in 
creolized artifacts. A hamburger with a rice burger for instance is Asian because of the rice 
and American because of the hamburger bun. Political economists would argue that the US-
culture has the upper hand here. Asians accommodated a typical American dish instead of 
borrowing from another food culture. This is not unproblematic: why is the Asian element 
of rice considered to be less important in the mix? Moreover the hamburger has connections 
with Germany. It originated in the harbor of Hamburg which was a centre of transnational 
inluences, complicating the story even further. In short it is unfeasible to distinguishing the 
different ingredients of a hybridization.

An object can thus have had multiple meanings and the historical context of cultural ex-
change is made more complex through interactions and intra-European exchange. These are 
indications that de Grazia’s book offers insight in only one layer of the multi-faceted change 
of post-war Western Europe which was a more complex and more transnational process than 
terms as Americanization or Market Empire make us believe. A vague deinition of Ameri-
canization and an imprecise description of historical circumstances is also what has fostered 
the ambiguous connection between public diplomacy and ‘Americanization’.

34 BERVOETS, L., ‘Consultation Requried!’…, pp. 318–319.

35 KOTLER, P. – ARMSTRONG, G., Principles of Marketing, Upper Saddle River NJ 2010, p. 10; DE GRAZIA, 
V., Irresistible Empire…, p. 198.

36 RODGERS, D. T. et. al., A Roundtable on Victoria De Grazia….
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2. 2. The Problematic Connection with Public diplomacy: McKenzie

The same year that de Grazia published Irresistible Empire, Brian Angus McKenzie published 
his Remaking France which sees the Marshal Plan propaganda in France as an additional force 
that strengthened the US presence in Western Europe. From the political economy angle this 
meant facilitated cultural penetration. The study of public diplomacy and cultural diplomacy 
gave fertile ground to the idea that Americanization was not an anonymous force akin to 
globalization, but rather consciously pursued by the Americans. In the words of Berghahn: 
cultural exchange was “managed”.37

This seemingly logical step is not without precedent. Historians such as Ralph Willet, Emily 
Rosenberg and Frank Ninkovich had used the cultural imperialist framework to write about 
US cultural diplomacy in the 1980s.38 Moreover, in 1991 Reinhold Wagnleitner developed 
an explanation that was very close to a political economy of Americanization, while he still 
used the language of cultural imperialism with terms such as Coca-colonization. In his book 
the US became the ‘Empire of Fun’. After the war the Austrians wanted to have ‘fun’ again, a 
prospect that only the Americans could offer. American propaganda strengthened this image 
of the US as the ultimate deliverer of fun. His adaption of the more straightforward cultural 
imperialist notion of Coca-Colonization was clearly inspired by Geir Lundestad’s empire by 
invitation. Lundestad argued in 1986, and worked out his argument year after year, that the 
Europeans had invited the Americans because they were the only ones who could provide 
economic stability and trustworthy security.39

The speciicities of the Cold War cultural turn in the 1990s contributed to this development 
within history writing, an evolution that was contradictory in nature. Consequently, Jessica 
C.E. Gienow-Hecht mistakenly puts historians under one and the same heading in her review 
article, the post-cultural imperialist scholars, which should actually be separated into two 
groups. On the one hand, historians in this group accepted that the receiving end had agency 
to attach own meaning to so called ‘American culture’. 40 On the other hand, the irst books 

37 BERGHAHN, V. R., Transatlantische Kulturkriege: Shepard Stone, Die Ford-Stiftung Und Der Europaische 
Antiamerikanismus, in: Transatlantische Historische Studien, 21, Stuttgart 2004, p. xvii.

38 NINKOVICH, F.A., The Diplomacy of Ideas: U.S. Foreign Policy and Cultural Relations, 1938-1950, Cam-
bridge, MA – New York, NY 1981; ROSENBERG, E. S., Spreading the American Dream: American Economic 
and Cultural Expansion, 1890–1945, New York, NY 1982; WILLET, R., The Americanization of Germany, 
1945–1949, London, 1989. In his Preface he argues: “Germany (…) offers a case study of a deeper and more 
pervasive version of a cultural imperialism now experienced throughout the world.” (viii).

39 WAGNLEITNER, R., Coca-Colonisation Und Kalter Krieg: Die Kulturmission Der USA in Österreich Nach 
Dem Zweiten Weltkrieg, in: Österreichische Texte Zur Gesellschaftskritik, 52, Vienna, 1991; LUNDESTAD, 
G., Empire by Invitation? The United States and Western Europe, 1945–1952, in: Journal of Peace Research, 
No. III, 1986, pp. 263–265; WAGNLEITNER, R., The Empire of the Fun, or Talkin’ Soviet Union Blues: The 
Sound of Freedom and U.S. Cultural Hegemony in Europe, in: Diplomatic History, No. III, 1999, 499–524; 
LUNDESTAD, G., The United States and Western Europe Since 1945: From “Empire” by Invitation to Trans-
atlantic Drift, Oxford – New York, NY 2005); LUNDESTAD, G., “Empire” by Integration: The United States 
and European Integration, 1945–1997, Oxford – New York NY 1998; LUNDESTAD, G. (ed.), No End to 
Alliance: The United States and Western Europe: in: Past, Present, and Future, Nobel Symposium 105, New 
York, NY 1998.

40 GIENOW-HECHT, J. C. E., Shame on US?..., p. 479; GIENOW-HECHT, J. C. E., Introduction: On the Divi-
sion of Knowledge and the Community of Thought: Culture and International History, in: SCHUMACHER, 
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on psychological warfare behind the Iron Curtain discredited the notion of cultural transfer 
as something innocent. Americanization simultaneously became more and less imperial in 
nature. In the words of Hixson, who wrote a book on public diplomacy during this period: 
“any comprehensive explanation for the end of the East West struggle will require serious 
analysis of the role played by Western cultural iniltration”.41

Public diplomacy’s usage of cultural products as tools to manipulate, its neatly into a 
political economy of Americanization that sees the presence of American culture as the con-
sequence of power structures with a certain effect on the ground. Mckenzie – most likely 
inspired by Irwin Wall42 – takes all of this one step further. He argues that the Marshal Plan 
propaganda made the US so omnipresent and visible that even a failure to achieve its go-
als did not necessarily reduce the impact of the propaganda. For instance the propaganda 
campaign for productivity was a failure, but had nonetheless a very real effect, it reinforced 
the stereotype of the US as a mechanical civilization.43 Mckenzie, like de Grazia puts limits 
on agency since the capacity to transform does not give the receiver powers to dissolve the 
American features or evade consequences.

A Diicult Connection

The connection between Americanization and public diplomacy is however not as evident 
as it might seems. As Alan Milward has shown, the Marshall Plan only had a small share in 
the recovery of Europe. What it did do was make American businesses more visible through 
for instance, the organization of visits of European managers to companies in the US. Going 
one step further and stating that propaganda by the Marshall Plan further strengthened that 
process is fraught with dificulties.44 More speciically three issues are important: historical 
context, delineating public diplomacy from Americanization and reception. 

Like de Grazia, Mckenzie positions his claim of public diplomacy as a strengthening force 
against the backdrop of a rather supericial understanding of the historical circumstances. 
His view has been eloquently formulated by David J. Snyder who shares Mckenzie’s political 
economy interpretation in his history of American public diplomacy towards the Netherlands. 
He states that “US public diplomacy signiicantly narrowed the range of possible ‘America-

F. – GIENOW-HECHT, J. C. E. (eds.), Culture and International History, in: Explorations in Culture and In-
ternational History Series, Oxford – New York, NY 2003, pp. 3–5; REYNOLDS, D., From World War to Cold 
War: Churchill, Roosevelt, and the International History of the 1940s, Oxford – New York, NY 2006, p. 333; 
GIENOW-HECHT, J. C. E., Transmission Impossible: American Journalism as Cultural Diplomacy in Postwar 
Germany, 1945-1955, Baton Rouge, LA 1999, pp. 1–24.

41 HIXSON, W. L., Parting the Curtain: Propaganda, Culture, and the Cold War, 1945–1961, New York, NY 
1997, p. x; LUCAS, S., Freedom’s War: The US Crusade Against the Soviet Union, 1945–56, Manchester 1999.

42 Compare: WALL, I., The United States and the Making of Postwar France, 1945–1954, Cambridge MA – New 
York, NY 2002 ; Wall argues that French diplomatic attempts to gain inluence did not succeed, but that there 
still was an impact that was often not anticipated; McKENZIE, Remaking France…, pp. 232.

43 MCKENZIE, Remaking France…, pp. 236–237.

44 MILWARD, A. S., The European Rescue of the Nation State, 2nd ed., Abingdon – New York, NY 2000, pp. 
1–45; MILWARD, A. S., The Reconstruction of Western Europe, 1945–51, Berkeley CA – Los Angeles, CA 1984, 
p. 91.
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nizations’”.45 However when we look at the era of the Fifties, there were in fact multiple and 
competing versions of ‘America’ being promoted. Andrew Falk has shown that while US 
policymakers tried to construct public information and propaganda campaigns for global 
consumption, individuals in the cultural industries such as ilm, television, and theater offered 
competing messages about American foreign policy.46 Furthermore, European information 
services were worthy opponents. The United States Information Service in Brussels compe-
ted for instance with the Belgian Information Ofice in New York which organized a weekly 
radio show for the Belgian public that discussed American daily life and the role of the US 
in the world. Moreover, these institutions kept a close eye on each other, had contacts with 
each other and discussed strategies, exerting inluence upon each other’s messages in suble 
ways.47 One of the most obvious places to do this was the Information Service of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).48 The inluence of the Belgian version of America, in 
our example, was arguably much more profound, because the message was being spread by 
a trustworthy source. 

A second problem lies in equating the process behind public diplomacy with Americani-
zation because for McKenzie nearly every social change in France was due to Americaniza-
tion. Even de Grazia rejects such a connection, because public diplomacy is an “adjunct or 
coordinator of other lows”.49 While the sparkle of the American dream is deemed essential in 
Americanization, so appealing and qualitatively superior that it could not be resisted, public 
diplomacy had a different character. Public diplomacy wanted to get popular opinion on its 
side by all means possible. Promotion of the American form of modernity was often deemed an 
ineficient strategy. Propaganda practitioners even adjusted their message in order to appeal 
more to the French: “Helen Kirkpatrick the head of Mission France’s information division 
for most of the Marshall Plan years, sought to remove the US label from much of its output 
(…) these oficials concluded that the most effective US program was the least visible one”.50 
Convincing thus required being as invisible as possible.

45 SNYDER, D. J., U.S. Public Diplomacy in the New Netherlands, 1945–1958: Policy, Ideology, and the Instru-
mentality of American Power, Diss., Southern Illinois University Carbondale, 2006, p. 21.

46 FALK, A. J., Upstaging the Cold War: American Dissent and Cultural Diplomacy, 1940–1960, Amherst, MA, 
2010, p. 6.

47 GIJSEN, M., De Stem Uit Amerika: Een Keuze Uit De “Wekelijkse Correspondenties Uit America Van Doctor 
Jan Albert Goris” Van 1946 Tot 1964, Bezorgd En Ingeleid Door Willy Devos, DEVOS, W. (ed.), Brussel 1982, 
pp. 6–9; Marnix Gijsen (actually called Joannes Alphonsius Albertus Goris) was a Flemish writer and the main 
public affairs oficer of Belgium in the Belgian Information Ofice in New York.

48 RISSO, L., ‘Enlightening Public Opinion’: A Study of NATO’s Information Policies Between 1949 and 1959 Based 
on Recently Declassiied Documents, in: Cold War History, No. I, 2007, 45–74; RISSO, L., ‘Don’t Mention the 
Soviets!’ An Overview of the Short Films Produced by the NATO Information Service Between 1949 and 1969, 
in: Cold War History, No. IV, 2009, pp. 501–512; RISSO, L., Propaganda on Wheels: The NATO Travelling 
Exhibitions in the 1950s and 1960s, in: Cold War History, No. I, 2011, pp. 9–25.

49 RODGERS, D. T. – ROSENBERG, E. S. – ETHERIDGE, B. – GLICKMAN, L. – DE GRAZIA, V., A Round-
table on Victoria De Grazia’s Irressistible Empire, in: Passport the Newsletter of the Society for Historians of 
American Foreign Relations, Vol. II, 2007.

50 MCKENZIE, Remaking France…, pp.232–233.
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Mckenzie also presents the Marshal Plan propaganda as an enabler of other lows of 
Americanization.51 A closer look nevertheless reveals that this link was rather weak and is 
even theoretically dubious. When the American Sélection de Reader’s Digest was plagued 
by inancial troubles, it asked the Mission France for a list of subscribers to the Marshal 
Plan magazine, Rapports. McKenzie points out that this was an advantage that other French 
periodicals did not have. It is doubtful however if this stimulated ‘Americanization’. The 
rising success of the Reader’s Digest magazine was due to the subscribers who were already 
pro-American. Mckenzie claims that two French periodicals, Constellation and Ecclesia, ad-
justed their lay-out to match that of Sélection because they thought that this was the key to 
success. It is presented as an example of how the Marshall Plan fostered a rather supericial 
Americanization of material culture. 

At the same time the layout seemed to be distinctly French, Mckenzie writes that “the cover 
of the irst Sélection showed Notre Dame de Paris in springtime, and successive covers also 
favored nationalistic themes: Joan of Arc, the Tour de France, and the Tricolor”. Moreover, 
in the irst issue André Siegfried, member of the Académie Française, wrote that the German 
philosopher Emmanuel Kant himself would have read the magazine if he were still alive. 52 
It further underlined the European character of the publication, overlooked by McKenzie. 
Sélection had adjusted to French norms and themes in order to become successful in France. 
America was far away and the logistical support of the Mission de France did not stimulate 
an American form of publishing. It rather helped out a magazine that had not been able to 
successfully adopt the French publishing style by directing it towards pro-American readers 
who could appreciate the American design.

The thesis that public diplomacy created historical circumstances favorable to America-
nization is further weakened by the fact that it also offered aid to private French periodicals. 
Mckenzie however, only makes this connection with the Marshal Plan because Réalités re-
quested information for an article about segregation, which helped to spread an American 
version of the story. Even so, Helen Kirkpatrick and William R. Tyler favored propaganda 
material that originated from Washington because they admitted that they could not control 
the message that was spread by French private industry. Americanization of the French press 
was thus of lesser importance than making sure the correct message was being communica-
ted. Americanization was thus a method – not preferred by the practitioners who adjusted to 
French styles – to spread propaganda.53

A second problem that lows from an uncomplicated connection between public diplo-
macy and Americanization can be found at the receiving end. Public diplomats encountered 
other forms of resistance than those which American cultural products had to overcome. 
People were suspicious or in Mckenzie’s words, “This was after all, a population that had 
only recently been liberated from German efforts to inluence public opinion. Insofar as the 

51 Ibid., 222.

52 Ibid., 209.

53 Ibid., 212.
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French population assessed the American effort as propaganda, it was doomed to failure.”54 
Americanization by contrast only met with resistance or fascination that had to do with the 
novelty and values of American products, not the medium. 

Lastly, his focus on the limits of Marshall Plan public diplomacy, which was often not 
believed, discredits his claim that the Americanization was strengthened by the propaganda 
effort. It is moreover not clear how awareness of public diplomacy changes our thinking about 
Americanization. In the introduction, Mckenzie states that his book challenges a number of 
conceptions of Americanization especially those that emphasized the receiver as being able 
to create own meaning. While reading the book, however, McKenzie unknowingly develops 
the point that public diplomacy was much more than just a tool that strengthened the cultu-
ral position of the US in Europe. In his conclusion public diplomacy has become a separate 
phenomena that encountered problems with reception that were unique to propaganda. Mc-
Kenzie does not explicitly make the connection with the Americanization debate anymore.

The three indicated limitations in McKenzie’s theory underline that Americanization and 
public diplomacy were not self evidently paired together. What binds Americanization as 
described by de Grazia and public diplomacy as discussed by McKenzie, is that there was a 
high level of cultural negotiation about what America meant, among cultural oficers as well 
as amid people who designed the cold war kitchen, among the viewers of propaganda but also 
between buyers of ‘American’ products. In conclusion the dominant position of the US in the 
cultural markets was not dominant enough to force receivers to always pay attention to the 
US, which did not transmit a uniied version of what it meant to be American and suffered 
competition from European intra-cultural exchanges and European public diplomacy. In 
short, the new literature on empire does not strike back convincingly enough.

III) Reception versus Efectiveness: Disentangling Americanization and 

Public diplomacy

How to solve these problems? How to assess the impact of American and European public 
diplomacy without ignoring the speciicities of propaganda in targeted countries and groups? 
The solution lies in an awareness of the complexity of the postwar world and accordingly the 
decoupling of Americanization from public diplomacy. 

A methodological distinction has to be made between the terms ‘effectiveness’ and ‘re-
ception’. The Oxford dictionary deines the irst term as “the degree to which something is 
successful in producing a desired result” while reception is “the action or process of receiving 
something sent, given, or inlicted”.55 

If historians of public diplomacy think about the impact of governmental propaganda they 
are often preoccupied with the issue of effectiveness, which also haunted contemporaries 
within the governmental propaganda service. A variation on this theme is the position of 
propaganda in a country’s foreign policy. For instance, Giles Scott-Smith has argued that the 

54 Ibid., 233.

55 “Deinition of Reception from Oxford Dictionaries Online”, n.d.,
 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/view/entry/m_en_gb0691620#m_en_gb0691620.
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US Foreign Leader Program of Exchange “functioned as an effective form of ‘psychological 
cement’ within the Atlantic Alliance”, at the same time doubting if the visit really changed 
the participant’s outlook on the world.56

The preceding analysis demonstrates that two levels of cultural reception need to be analy-
zed in order to answer the question of effectiveness. On a irst level there is the reception and 
personal understanding of culture by public diplomats and on a second level, the reception 
by foreign populations. On both levels, historians have to pay attention to three elements. 
First, as noted above, the historical circumstances have to be analyzed. Second, the diffe-
rent meaning that are attached to the same message. Even on the level of policy making 
the message already transformed because public diplomats of different information services 
created diverse messages and had encounters with each other. Third, especially on the level 
of foreign publics there is a need for more systematic analysis of the way the so called target 
populations thought about the tool of propaganda. Theories on effectiveness thus need three 
forms of analysis: one of historical context, one of the speciic circumstances that entail the 
use of propaganda and one of the reception of the message itself and its possible adaption.

While the historical context and reception are by now thoroughly studied, the resistance that 
public diplomats had to overcome with their target population has not yet received adequate 
attention. How did the population experience the act of propaganda itself? As noted above, 
it is not convincing to consider propaganda, in the same group as for instance fast food. It 
was confronted with different barriers and types of resistance. In his book, McKenzie hints 
at these hurdles that the use of propaganda entailed, but he does not systematically pursue 
this. He stages a farmer who stated, “All that is propaganda, and propaganda does not in-
terest me. We don’t pay attention to it anymore”.57 While this remark proves that the form 
determined the interpretation of the substance, Mckenzie just mentions it as one element in 
a list that proves that “many concluded that the French government was misusing Marshall 
Plan funds”58 To understand how the form of ‘propaganda’ co-determined the effect, a study 
of propaganda as an element of cold war culture would be fruitful.

While the red scare, the atomic bomb and domesticity have received abundant scholarly 
attention, the way people experienced the propaganda effort is not well understood. A part of 
the appeal of American exhibits, could be explained by considering it as a continuation of the 
world fairs and model farms in the eighteenth and nineteenth century.59 Furthermore, instead 
of using the opinion people voiced about exhibits as an indicator of effectiveness, the source 
should be combined with cartoons, newspaper articles and ilms to write a ‘cultural history 
of propaganda representation’. Understanding the role that propaganda played in cold war 
culture will give us an insight into the way propaganda was received and the obstacles that 
propaganda oficers faced.

56 SCOTT-SMITH, G., Networks of Empire: The US State Department’s Foreign Leader Program in the Nether-
lands, France and Britain 1950–1970, Brussels, 2008, p. 422.

57 MCKENZIE, Remaking France…, p.103.

58 Ibid.

59 MINGAY, G. E., Victorian Countryside, London – New York, NY 2000, p. 214; HADDOW, R. H., Pavilions of 
Plenty: Exhibiting American Culture Abroad in the 1950s, Washington DC 1997, pp. 3–10.
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In an attempt to conceptualize these hurdles, the work of communication scholars on 
propaganda and persuasion could be very helpful. Lazarsfeld and his associates discovered 
that the public gets its info from the media, but seek out opinion leaders for conirmation, 
the ‘multistep low’. William J. Mcguire investigated resistance against persuasion and de-
veloped a model for persuasion that emphasized its process giving the historians a starting 
point to think about reception. Older propaganda writings can also serve as a source to study 
propaganda strategies if the works have served as a source of inspiration for the propaganda 
oficers who were often not formally trained. 60

Conclusion

A political economy of Americanization that sees American domination of the cultural market 
place, has gained more and more acceptance among historians. Nonetheless, this view on 
cultural transfer has important limitations because it ignorers three important elements. 
There is: the Intra-European cultural exchange, the process of transnational interaction and 
the fact that multiple meanings can be attached to an artifact. 

The straightforward connection that has been made between Americanization and public 
diplomacy and the argument that the propaganda activities of USIA limited the possible 
interpretations of the US is also burdened by two problems. There were multiple America’s 
being sent in the irst place. While US policymakers tried to construct public information and 
propaganda campaigns for global consumption, individuals in the cultural industries such 
as ilm, television, and theater offered competing messages about American foreign policy, 
information oficers from other nations spread their own view of the US and public diplo-
mats exchanged views. Secondly, and in connection with the latter propaganda oficers were 
obsessed with adjusting their message to the domestic audiences of the countries in which 
they operated. Strengthening Americanization was after all not primarily an aim in itself but 
one of the possible tools to gain support from the population for US policies. 

Essentially, all the limitations of the explanatory framework stem from the dificulties 
that are connected to assessing and evaluating the reception of culture. Therefore the essay 
suggests a possible new route for new research about reception. The key lies in an in dept study 
of the barriers that public diplomats had to breach at the receiving end, the suspicion among 
viewers of propaganda. Understanding how publics viewed the act of public diplomacy will 
help explain why certain messages were successful or not. In doing so the historian may not 
lose sight of how public diplomats themselves produced a multitude of possible messages 
about the United States. The introduction of these nuances in the study of American cultural 
exchanges will give a better insight in how societies changed after the World War II and shed 
new light on the complicated role that American culture played in these transformations.

60 GARTH, S. J. – O'DONNELL, V., Propaganda and Persuasion, Thousand Oaks 2006, p. 122–154.
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Abstract
Rethinking the Political Economy of Americanization: 
The Beginning of a Historical Critique

In recent years an expanding group of historians has subscribed to a political economy understand-

ing of Americanization. Within this interpretative framework, the US is seen as the dominant 

player on the market of material culture because of its preponderant position in Cold War Europe. 

While the supremacy of the Americans did not give the American culture a monopoly position and 

receivers were still able to adjust the American culture to their own taste, the dominant position 

of US culture after World War II automatically gave it a certain inluence. Its impact was further 

heightened – historians argue – by the big public diplomacy operation of the United States In-

formation Agency, which spread American propaganda in Europe. This article however presents 

a counterargument by pointing out that such an understanding of Americanization ignores the 

Intra-European cultural exchange, the intercultural interaction and the existence of diverging 

interpretations of what is meant with the label ‘American’. Once these explanatory shortcomings 

of the theory become apparent the idea that public diplomacy acted as a facilitator of the American 

cultural penetration is called into question. After all, public diplomats created multiple versions 

of America and propaganda oficers were obsessed with adjusting their message for easy public 

consumption. Consequently, the study of public diplomacy effectiveness requires the historian to 

look at public diplomat’s own understanding of their work and at what target populations thought 

about the phenomenon of public diplomacy. Suggestions are offered for a more complex analysis 

of cultural exchange and cultural diplomacy in the early Cold War.
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Ten Years from the History of Fiume, 
1914–1924

László Gulyás – Lóránt Bali 

Introduction

Fiume is a typical Central European city, which, during its long history, lived its life within 
the boundaries of several states, including the early Croatian state, the medieval Kingdom 
of Hungary, the Habsburg Empire, Illiryan Province1 and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. 
Our current study is aimed at offering a survey of the ten-year period of 1914– 1924 of the life 
of the city. At the beginning of this period (1914) Fiume was part of the Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy, while at the end of it (1924), the city got under the rule of Fascist Italy. 

Fiume and the First World War (1914–1818)

At the outbreak of World War I Fiume was a signiicant port of the Austro-Hungarian Mon-
archy, but it enjoyed a special status within the dualist state.2 In 1868, when the Hungarian-
Croatian Compromise was negotiated, both parties claimed the city of Fiume for themselves. 
Consequently, no agreement was reached at that time.3 The status question was eventually 
settled in 1871 by Emperor Franz Joseph, who deined Fiume’s status as a ’separatum sacrae 
regni coronae adnexum corpus’, that is, a ’separate body, annexed to the Hungarian crown’. 
It meant that the city was ruled from Hungary, that is, Fiume, as a special administrative 
unit, had a governor appointed by Budapest. The Croatian political elite looked at this ar-
rangement as a temporary one, and, consequently, made several attempts to change it. Due 
to the protests of the Hungarian political elite, all these efforts failed, and the arrangement, 
originally intended as a temporary one, survived until as late as the fall of 1918.4 

In 1910 Fiume’s population was 49,725; 51% of them claimed to be Italian, 25% Croatian 
and 20% Hungarian (4% deined their nationality as ’other’).5 The above breakdown by na-
tionality was relected in political life as well, consequently, three main forces were present 
on the political scene. One of these was the Hungarian governor and his administration, 
executing the political will of the Hungarian government. The second political force was Ital-
ian, consisting of two main movements. One was the Giovane Fiume movement, which had 
been established in 1904 by young Italian supporters of Italian irredentism; their aim was the 
annexation of Fiume to Italy. When at a Dante celebration in 1912 they publicly recited the 
slogans ’Down with Franz Joseph’,’ Down with the Habsburgs’, and, in addition, sang the 
Italian national anthem, which had been banned, the Hungarian government dissolved the 

1 VíZI, L., Illíria a francia nagyhatalmi politikában a 19. század elején. Közép-Európai Közlemények. 2011/2. 
szám (No13) pp. 7–20. 

2 HAJDÚ, Z., Magyarország közigazgatási földrajza, Budapest-Pécs 2001, p. 134.

3 HEKA, L., A magyar-horvát államközösség alkotmány és jogtörténete, Szeged 2004, pp. 135–150.

4 SOKCSEVITS, D., Horvátország története, Budapest 2011, pp. 376–378. 

5 HAJDÚ, Z., Fiume (Rijeka) kérdéséről, in. PAP, N. (szerk.), A Balatontól az Adriáig, Pécs 2006, pp. 118–119. 
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organization on the ground of alleged anti-state activity.6 The other Italian movement was led 
by Riccardo Zanella and his Autonomist Party, which regularly participated in local elections. 
In 1914 Zanella won the elections, but his nomination was vetoed by Emperor Franz Joseph. 

The third popitical power was the Croatians, whose economic strength can well be illus-
trated by the fact, that with the help of funds by Croatian capitalists they launched Novi List, 
Fiume’s Croatian newspaper in 1901. Frano Supilo was its editor-in-chief, who irst wanted 
to compromise with the Hungarian opposition, then became an enthusiastic supporter of 
Croatian-Serbian co-operation.7 This latter fact also meant that he thought about Fiume’s 
future within the emerging southern Slav state. 

The outbreak of World War I brought about radical changes in Fiume as well. As of August 
4, 1914, the papers, published in the city were censored, telephone and telegraph services 
ceased to exist and the censorship of private letters was introduced. Due to these measures, 
aggrevated by the war conditions, trade became impossible. After May 1915, when Italy en-
tered the war on the side of the Allies against the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the Hungarian 
government once again took strong actions in Fiume. The majority of the members of the 
Autonomist Party, as well as members of the movement of Giovane Fiume were transferred 
to Hungarian detention camps. 140 internees died, mainly from malnutrition or typhoid fever 
in the two Hungarian camps of Kiskunhalas and Tápiósüly.8

Zanella, having been considered especially dangerous, was enlisted in the army and sent 
to the Russian front. He deserted to the Russians, and then managed to return to Italy, where 
he started some diplomatic activity to promote Fiume’s annexation to Italy. In 1918 he went 
back to Fiume, where he became a decisive igure in local politics. 

The Fiume Question in the Fall of 1918

In October 1918 the dissolution of the Habsburg Empire was already in an irreversible state 
and the national councils of several of its nations proclaimed their intention of either seceding 
from the Empire, or joining a newly forming state.9 Fiume was part of this series of events.10

On October 16th, 1918, Emperor Charles I. announced that the Austro-Hungarian Mon-
archy was to be transformed into a federal state.11 It was also stated that Fiume would either 
become part of Croatia, or, of the newly founded Southern Slav Kingdom. Two days later 
Fiume’s representative in the Hungarian parliament, Andrea Ossoinack, held a parliamentary 
speech, in which he emphasised that Fiume had never been part of Croatia; it was Italian and 
it should remain part of Italy.12 

6 FRIED, I., Emlékek városa Fiume, Budapest 2001, p. 186.

7 SOKCSEVITS, D., Horvátország története, Budapest 2011, pp. 418–419.

8 FRIED, I., Fiume, Budapest 2004, p. 22. 

9 The details see SIKLÓS A., A Habsburg-Birodalom alkonya. 1918, Budapest 1987, pp.126–143.

10 PAP, N., L'Ungheria ed il Mediterraneo. Il carattere geograico dei rapporti fra l'Ungheria e gli stati dell' Europa 
meridionale, Imedias Editore 2008, p. 159.

11 ZÖLLNER, E., Ausztria története, Budapest 2000, p. 369.

12 FRIED I., Fiume, Budapest 2004, p. 22. 
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In October 1918 parallelly two national councils came into being in the city. On the one 
hand it was the Italians who set up the Italian National Council of Fiume, and, on the other, 
the Croatians brought about the Fiume Committee of the Zagreb National Council. The birth 
of these two parallel bodies is indicative of the fact that the Italian-Croatian struggle for Fiume 
started. The Croatian army entered Fiume on October 23. The last week of October in Fiume 
can best be described by marching soldiers. In several of the city’s streets Croatian soldiers 
marched under their Croatian lag, while in other streets it was the Italians who marched 
under their Italian lags.13

This situation rightfully raises another question. Where were Fiume’s Hungarian leaders 
and inhabitants during these events? The answer to this question is simple. Zoltán Jékelfa-
lussy, Fiume’s last Hungarian governor, having realised that the Hungarians did not stand 
a chance to ight back the Italian or the Croatian crowds of demonstrators, left for Budapest 
on October 28th. After the governor left, the ofice holders of the Hungarian state, including 
public servants, employees, soldiers, policemen, ofice workers, railwaymen, also led. In the 
city of Fiume these groups of Hungarian people did not see their lives and their future secure.14

Fiume’s Italian population, as well as the Croatians aimed at solving the situation for their 
own good. In order to come to a decision, the Italian National Council of Fiume, presided 
by Grossich Antonio, in the city’s main square on October 30, 1918 proclaimed the city’s 
annexation to Italy.15 The Italian-Croatian rivalry is illustrated well by the fact, that the of-
icial Croatian delegation arrived from Zagreb on the very same day to take charge of the 
city. Comissar Rajčevič, head of the delegation, moved into the governor’s mansion. Antonio 
Grossich immediately protested in the name of the Italian National Council and declared that 
they would support the union with their mother country, i.e. Italy, and look upon the Southern 
Slav occupation as a temporary situation. During the following days the Croatian-Italian 
conlicts were becoming strained in Fiume. One of the special features of this relationship 
was the changing of the lags. The Croatians removed the Italian lags from the buildings, 
while the Italians did the same with the Croatian lags. On public buildings this changing of 
the lag took place on several occasions. In addition, there were a lot of violent crimes, loot-
ing, burglary and theft. 

On November 4th two destroyers, the Stocco and the Sirtary got into the harbor. The 
commander of the leet was Admiral Rainer, who, in front of the Italian City fathers of Fiume, 
who had come to greet him, announced that he had come in the name of the king of Italy and 
also that he would do everything in his power to defend Fiume’s Italian population.16 During 
the following days several other warships arrived and on November 17th Italian land forces 
– troops of general San Marzano - also appeared. In order to avoid conlict with the Italian 
armed forces, the Croatian troops left the city on the very same day. 

13 HORVÁTH, J., A magyar Fiume végnapjai 1914-1924. Hadtörténelmi Közlemények. 2003/1. szám p. 172–175. 

14 HAJDÚ, Z., Fiume (Rijeka) kérdéséről, in. mű. PAP Norbert (szerk.): a Balatontól az Adriáig, Pécs 2006, 
pp. 104–109. 

15 FRIED, I., op. cit., 2004, p. 22. 

16 HORVÁTH, J., op. cit., 2003, p. 176.
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In addition to the Italian soldiers in November 1918 Allied Forces troops, including the 
Americans, the British and the French, also arrived in Fiume. They came, because the great 
powers that made up the Allied Forces, were unwilling to give the city over to Italy. The pres-
ence of the Allied troops did not prevent the Italians from considering Fiume as a city of their 
own. On November 28, 1918 Cagni, an Italian general, while paying a visit to Fiume, was 
greeted with outstanding ovation by the local Italians. In his speech the general announced: 
’This is our land. And it will remain ours.’17 

This utterance was taken seriously by the Italian inhabitants of Fiume, who started to fol-
low an ’Italian way of life’ in the city by undertaking the following steps: in January 1919 all 
postal stamps,18 then the banknotes were stamped over and the schools were taken over. In 
August 1919 the background of Fiume’s public servants was investigated and only those could 
continue in their jobs, who were approved and taken over by the Italian National Council. 
The others were forced to leave the city.19 

The Fiume Question in the Peace Conference 

The Fiume question led to heated discussions in the course of the Versailles peace talks, start-
ing in January 1919. Within this context the Fiume question was part of a larger problem. 
This so-called ’Italian’ problem was rooted in the fact that in 1915 it had been absolutely es-
sential for the Allied Forces to engage Italy on their side. On April 16, 1915 a secret treaty was 
signed in London and the Allied Forces promised Italy the possibility of a territorial expansion 
of considerable scale, including the area of South Tirol, other areas in the Mediterranean 
region, such as Trieste and its neighbourhood, the islands of the Kvarner Gulf, the northern 
part of Dalmatia (including the port of Zara), some islands in southern Dalmatia and part 
of Albania (Valona).20 

The problem was also rooted in another fact, namely, that the Allied Forces had promised 
Serbia certain areas of the Adriatic region, namely the Croatian areas including Fiume, and 
the larger part of Dalmatia, meaning that the same areas had been promised both to Italy and 
Serbia.21 Wilson, U.S. president thought that the way out of the awkward situation was to 
theoretically denounce and nullify all secret treaties. Wilson could come up with this proposal 
because he had not been among the signatories of the London treaty.

It is also important to note that in general Wilson led a pro-Serbia policy (or, rather a South-
ern Slav policy) and he believed that southern Slav interests should seriously be taken into 
consideration in order to achieve stability in the Balkans. These considerations made the 
American president disregard Italy’s claims during the peace talks.22 In addition, neither the 
French, nor the British delegation stood by Italy.

17 HORVÁTH, J., op. cit., 2003, p. 178.

18 FRIED, I., Emlékek városa Fiume, Budapest 2001, p. 186.

19 HORVÁTH, J., op. cit., 2003, p. 181.

20 ROMSICS, I., Nemzet, nemzetiség és állam Kelet-Közép- és Délkelet-Európában a 19. és 20. században, Budapest 
1998, p. 160. 

21 PÁNDI, L., Köztes-Európa 1763–1993. Térképgyűjtemény, Budapest 1995, p. 266.

22 ORMOS, M. – MAJOROS, I., Európa a nemzetközi küzdőtéren, Budapest, p. 255. 
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As a result, the Italian delegation faced a very serious dilemma and they had two alterna-
tives. One of these options was to insist on the resolutions of the secret treaty of London. 
In this case they would have to give up Fiume, since its possession had not been mentioned 
in the London treaty. Or, as a second alternative, they would give up the London Treaty, or, 
some parts of it, and they could claim certain territories on ethnic basis, including Fiume. 

At the same time a third plan was emerging. It was Orlando Vittorio Emanuele, Italy’s prime 
minister of that time, and Sidney Sonnino (foreign minister in Orlando’s government), who 
elaborated a third scenario, by which they would claim areas based on the Treaty of London, 
as well as the annexation of Fiume. This third version was absolutely unacceptable for the 
Allied Forces. Thus the Italian territorial claims were in danger. When it became clear for 
the Italians in the course of the peace negotiations, Orlando left for Italy in March 1919. But 
since the process of drawing the borders continued in his absence as well, several weeks later 
he decided to return and resume the talks. 

The question of Fiume was discussed after Orlando’s return. On April 3, 1919 Orlando 
had a signiicant speech in a meeting of the Council of Four, explaining his view of the Fiume 
question.23 In his explanation the question of Fiume had not yet been mentioned in the treaty 
of London, because at that time the total dissolution of the Austro-Hunagrian Monarchy had 
not yet been seen. But, he argued, now Fiume was to be handed over to Italy both for eco-
nomic and ethnic reasons. One of his arguments was that the Croatians and the Slovenians, 
both nations having been parts of the Habsburg Empire, were hostile towards each other, 
so, meeting Italy’s territorial claims was both acceptable and reasonable in this situation. 
Neither Wilson nor Clemenceau accepted the Italian arguments. But since the peace confer-
ence concentrated on the elaboration of the German peace treaty, they temporarily put off 
the solution of the Fiume question. 

On April 19, 1919 the Council of Four once again put the issue on their agenda. Orlando 
was once again given the opportunity to enumerate his economic, political, national, strate-
gic and historical arguments. Wilson was still unyielding and he ruled out the possibility of 
Fiume’s annexation by Italy. At the same time he supported the recommendation, by which 
all Dalmatia be annexed to the new southern Slav state while Fiume be made a Free State, 
controlled by the League of Nations.24 It should also be noted that even in some circles of 
Fiume’s Italian citizens the trend of supporting their city’s free status was well known.

On April 23, 1919 Wilson issued a proclamation to the Italian people, in which he repeated 
his recommendation. Orlando responded with a counter-proclamation, then, as a protest, on 
April 24 he once again left the conference venue. On May 6, 1919 he returned, but he had to 
leave again – this time for good due to internal political reasons. On June 19, 1919 the Italian 
parliament withdrew their conidence from Orlando’s government (262 yes and 78 no votes), 
thus on June 2 Orlando had to resign from his position as prime minister.25

It is also to be noted, that the unwillingness of the peace conference to meet all the territo-
rial claims of Italy resulted in the emergence of the notion of ’vittoria mutilata’ (mutilated 

23 KIS, A., Olaszország története 1748-1968, Budapest 1975, p. 140.

24 HERCZEGH, G., A szarajevói merénylettől a potsdami békekonferenciáig, Budapest 1999, p. 105.

25 KIS, A., op. cit., 1975, p. 141.
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victory) in the public opinion. Its logic is as follows:26 the Italians’ bloodshed and sacriice 
in the war were all in vain; the unfaithful allies (the U.S, England and France) betrayed and 
dispossessed them and deprived them of the fruits of victory. Consequently, the Italian victory 
is infact a defeat. The nation’s task is clear in this situation and it is to strive for real victory. 

After Orlando’s fall Francesco Savario Nitti became the next prime minister, whose gov-
ernment was in power from June 1919 through June 1920.27 Nitti and the new Versailles 
delegation, Tommaso Tittoni and Victor Scialoja, were of more moderate views in foreign 
affairs. They cut back on Italy’s territorial claims. Eventually their claims were approved by the 
Versailles conference and Italy could annex South Tirol and the port of Trieste. It is interesting 
to note that Trieste, as well as the French-occupied Strasbourg were the two most populous 
cities, acquired by the Allied Forces in the aftermath of the war.28 

Nitti’s foreign policy in relation to the Fiume question concretely meant that Italy was try-
ing to come to an agreement with the southern Slav state and they gave the city over to them. 

D’Annunzio’s Adventure 

Nitti’s more moderate foreign policy provoked Italian nationalists and fascists, who called 
the prime minister the greatest traitor of the nation. In order to prevent the agreement with 
the southern Slav state, they launched military action. On August 24 the Sardic grenadiers, 
who were garrisoned in Fiume, left the city under the pretences of going to the small town 
of Ronchi, their new station in the vicinity of Monfalcone. They did so indeed, but having 
arrived at Ronchi, their nationalistic oficers immediately contacted Gabriele D’ Annunzio, 
who, at that time, was in Venice. Upon the oficers’ request D’Annunzio went to Ronchi and 
organised a troop of legionaries.

In the meantime the Italian government signed the Saint Germain Treaty on September 
10, 1919, determining Austria’s borders. This treaty was a success for Italy, since they got 
South-Tirol.29 In spite of this two days later D’Annunzio’s legionaries marched into Fiume.30 
D’Annunzio delivered a speech on the balcony of the governor’s mansion, in which he an-
nounced that he would annex Fiume ’in the name of Italy’. His speech was met with the 
inhabitants’ enthusiasm. The following day D’Annunzio declared that he was taking over 
the military control over the city and demanded that the military representatives of the Allied 
Forces leave. The British, American and French troops did as he said and left Fiume without 
resisting. General Pittaluga, Italian commander of Fiume, hesitatingly, and with some bad 
conscience, but hugged the ’nation’s poet’ and gave the power over to him.31 

26 KIS, A., op. cit., 1975, p. 140.

27 HEARDER, H., Olaszország története, Budapest 1992, p. 190.

28 HEARDER, H., op. cit., p. 187.

29 GULYÁS, L., A Dél-Tiroli-kérdés rövid története, ARACS, 2006/3, szám. 84–93.

30 DUGGAN, Ch.,. A Concise History of Italy, Cambridge – New York 1994, p. 196. 

31 KIS, A., A Duce, Budapest 1989, p. 111.
 ORMOS, M., Mussolini, Budapest 1987.
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Map 1: Italian-Yugoslav territorial dispute 1915–1924

Source: GOLDSTEIN, Ivo: Croatia. A History. Hurst Company. London. 114

Nitti’s government disapproved of Fiume’s occupation, but it was not strong enough to 
take resort to arms and ight D’Annunzio’s troops. Thus it was only D’Annunzio’s legion-
aries who represented armed forces in Fiume. In the meantime D’Annunzio was devising 
new plans. He was thinking of two possible scenarios. One of them was that in case of the 
resignation of Nitti’s government he would form a new Italian government, which would 
undertake the issue of inalising Fiume’s annexation. His other plan was to occupy Rome 
with his legionaries, using Fiume as his base. 
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Mussolini, who had an increasing signiicance in Italian internal politics of that time,32 
irst seemed to support D’Annunzio’s second scenario. On September 25, 1919 he wrote a 
letter to D’Annunzio, suggesting to occupy Trieste, proclaim the overthrow of monarchy, 
and appoint a governing directorate with the purpose of dispatching troops to the major 
cities of northern Italy.33 

Mussolini’s attitude changed within two weeks. On October 7, 1919 he lew to Fiume, where 
he had a 2-hour long discussion with D’Annunzio. Unfortunately, no written records of this 
discussion survived. It is likely that, referring to the elections of November 16, 1919, he asked 
D’Annunzio to be patient. It means that Mussolini most probably asked the ’commander’ to 
postpone the implementation of his second plan.34 Mussolini changed his attitude because 
he had expected his own political views to gain momentum in the elections of November 16, 
consequently the Fiume question became of secondary signiicance for him.

In addition to elaboratimg his plans, D’Annunzio, as commander of Fiume, took concrete 
steps to take all power into his hands. On October 26, 1919 he held a referendum to decide 
Fiume’s national status. Based on census igures 10,330 people had the right to vote, but 30 % 
of them refrained fom voting. A total of 7,155 votes were collected, from which 6,999 voted 
for the ’Commander’, as D’Annunzio preferred to be addressed, and his national party list.35 

Although the comander won in the elections of October, later serious conlicts arose be-
tween D’Annunzio and the members of Fiume’s Italian National Council. The legionaries 
demonstrated in front of the commander’s mansion almost on a daily basis in order to prove 
their loyalty. D’Annunzio used these opportunities to incite his followers to ight. Most often 
he spoke about poor and exploited proletarian nations, which can only free themselves by 
launching a new, holy war against the robber nations, who had accumulated all the wealth. 
Fiume, in his view, would become the centre of the new Crusade. These speeches were very 
effective: his supporters celebrated their Commander in extasy.36 

This is also interesting to note that D’Annunzio - who had already been a celebrated poet 
and writer befor the irst world war -, was the forerunner of modern political communication. 
His personality, way of communication and public speeches were admired by huge masses.37 

The Fiume National Council was unwilling to accept the historical role, envisaged 
by D’Annunzio. They only wanted to join Italy.38 Most importantly, they had enough of 
D’Annunzio’s conlicts with the Italian government.39 This is why the city’s Italian intellec-
tuals started to distance themselves from D’Annunzio. The commander, in order to stabilise 
his power, on September 8, 1920 proclaimed the Italian Regency of Carnaro in the City of 
Fiume. He elaborated the Carnaro Charter, the constitution of the new state as well. By this 

32 DUGGAN, Ch., op. cit., 1994, p. 198.

33 ORMOS, M., op. cit., 1987. p. 125.

34 ORMOS, M., op. cit., p. 126.

35 KIS, A., op. cit., 1975, p. 143–144.

36 KIS, A., op. cit., 1989, p. 111–112.

37 FRIED, I., op. cit., 2001, p. 180.

38 FRIED, I., op. cit., 2001, p. 188.

39 FRIED, I., op. cit., 2001, p. 181–187.
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time the political stituation became hopeless; the majority of the city’s citizens looked upon 
the legionaries as parasites, depleting the city’s food reserves. The situation was not getting 
any better, although, D’Annunzio occasionally engaged in piracy in order to ill up the sup-
ply depots.40 

In June 1920 the Nitti government fell and on June 15 the celebrity of Italian politics, the 
78-year old Giovanni Gioletti formed a new government. The irst step of Gioletti’s foreign 
policy was to come to an agreement with the Yugoslav government. On November 12, 1920 
Italy and the Yugoslav state signed an agreement in Rapallo,41 by which Italy renounced 
Dalmatia, and, in return, the Yugoslav state gave up the Istrian Peninsula, including the 
city of Trieste.42 The ports of Abhasia (Opatija) and Zara (Zadar) were placed under Italian 
authority, while Fiume became a free state. 43

D’Annunzio did not recognise the Treaty of Rapallo and threatened with military action. 
Gioletti sent a parliamentary delegation to Fiume but they were unable to compromise with 
D’Annunzio. Gioletti decided to blocade Fiume and D’Annunzio responded by declaring 
war between Fiume and Italy. The Italian troops on the holy night of December 1920, at the 
expense of heavy street ights were able to enter Fiume. Andrea Dorina, a battleship shot at the 
main strategic points of the city from the port. Following a 5-day war, D’Annunzio’s trooops 
left Fiume, leaving 53 casualties and 207 wounded legionaries behind.44 

D’Annunzio locked himself up in his residence, located on the shore of Lake Garda. It was 
the end of his Fiume adventure. 

The Last Days of Independence 1921-1924

After D’Annunzio left, Fiume became a free city under the protection of the League of Na-
tions.45 At the same time there were desperate political struggles within the city, leading to 
a referendum, held on April 21, 1921, concerning the issue where Fiume should belong. Two 
forces faced each other in this question. One of these was Riccardo Zanella’s Autonomist 
Party, campaigning with the slogan ’Fiume belongs to its inhabitants’, while on the other side 
there was the National Bloc (mainly consisting of fascists and ex-legionaries), an organisa-
tion, which stood for the Italian annexation of Fiume. There were very serious and powerful 
ideas and economic interests behind Zanella’s viewpoint. Zanella and his supporters thought, 
that an independent Fiume – owing to its favourable geographical location – could become 
Central Europe’s most thriving sea port and trading centre. If it were to become part of Italy, 
this signiicance would be lost. 

40 FRIED, I., op. cit., 2001, p. 188.

41 GOLDSTEIN, I., Croatia. A History, London, pp. 114–115

42 This step of Yugoslav government was sharply criticized by Croatian politicians, see SOKCSEVITS D., Hor-
vátország története a 7. századtól napjainkig, Budapest 2011, pp. 479–480. 

43 The full document see HORVÁTH, J., A trianoni békeszerződés megalkotása és a revízió útja, Budapest 1939, 
p. 405.

44 FRIED, I., op. cit., 2001, p. 188.

45 HAJDÚ, Z., op. cit., p. 108. 
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Zanella’s party was backed by an overwhelming majority. They got 8,000 votes as opposed 
to the Bloc’s 2,800, meaning, that the rationalistic economic interests this time got the up-
per hand over Italian nationalism. The votes of the Croatians of Fiume also contributed to 
Zanella’s victory. They also thought that while their minority rights would be respected in an 
independent Fiume, if it were to be annexed to Italy, their rights would be curtailed. 

The conlicts between the Autonomist Party and the National Bloc can best be illustrated 
by the fact, that when it became obvious that Zanella’s party would win the referendum, Ric-
cardo Gigante, one of the other party’s leaders collected a group of fascists and ex-legionaries 
to attack the polling stations.46 They set the ballots on ire with the intention of illegitimatizing 
the referendum. It was a belated action though, because the referendum igures had already 
been recorded. 

Zanella was to have taken ofice on April 27, 1921, but the armed group of fascists prevented 
him from doing so. Following several months of procrastinations the legislative assembly of 
Fiume was able to convene on October 5, 1921. This was the occasion when Zanella outlined 
his programme. Its most notable point was, that Fiume wanted to keep up good relations 
with both Italy and Yugoslavia.

Zanella did not have much time to fulil his programme. On March 3rd, 1922 Fiume’s fas-
cists and their comrades from Trieste, after a 6-hour siege took the city hall and made Zanella 
sign his resignation from politics and transferred power to the fascists. After his resignation 
Zanella led toYugoslavia, while the local fascists set up their government in Fiume. 

The position of the Fascist Party was stabilised by the fact that in October 1922, as part 
of the Marcia su Roma, Mussolini and his fascists grabbed power in Italy. Mussolini, when 
in power, on the one hand set down to organise his fascist state, and, at the same time, he 
intended to ind supporters through successful foreign policy.47 The Corfu incident and the 
resolution of the Fiume question were the events which served his goals.

The Corfu incident48 can be summarised as follows: on 27 August, 1923 several Italian 
members of the commission for the determination of boundaries, including General Tellini, 
were murdered by unknown assailants. In response, Mussolini sent an ultimatum to the Greek 
government. The Greeks were unwilling to fulil Mussolini1s demands. In response, Mussolini 
occupied Corfu. Eventually, in September 1923, the Greek-Italian conlict was resolved with 
the help of the League of Nations, but Mussolini demonstrated that the fascist government did 
seiously intend to defend Italian national interests. Owing to the Corfu incident the fascists 
were highly respected, because they were said to have demonstrated power and eficiency 
through the incident.

Following the logic of the Corfu events, Mussolini’s troops entered Fiume in September 
1923, and it brought an end to the city’s special status. After this event Mussolini started 
negotiations with the Yugoslav state regarding Fiume’s status. At the end of the negotiations 
the Italian-Yugoslav treaty was signed on January 27, 1924 in Rome. This document included 

46 GIGANTE, S., Ricordi di vita scolastica, Fiume, pp. 163–166.

47 ORMOS, M., op. cit., 1987, p. 192.

48 The details see BARROS, J., The Corfu incident. Mussolini and the League of Nations, Princeton 1965. 
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two contracts. One of them was the Italian-Yugoslav mutual friendship pact, while the other 
made Fiume part of the Italian state. As compensation, Yugoslavia was given Susak, one of 
Fiume’s suburbs and a small part of the city port.

This agreement meant that the Fiume question got resolved for a 20-year period. Fiume, 
during this period, functioned within the boundaries of the Italian state and eventually the 
original concerns of the autonomist politicians came true. Within the boundaries of Italy, 
Fiume became a periphery and its port was not needed by Italian economy. The city and its 
economy were on the decline, steadily losing signiicance.

It was only at the end of the second world war, that the Fiume question, as a question of 
foreign policy, emerged once again, when in May 1945 Tito’s partisans entered the city.

Abstract
Ten Years from the History of Fiume 1914–1924

Fiume is a typical Central European city, which, during its long history, lived its life within the 

boundaries of several states, including the early Croatian state, the medieval Kingdom of Hungary, 

the Habsburg Empire and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. 

Our current study is aimed at offering a survey of the 10-year period of 1914-1924 of the life of the 

city. At the beginning of this period (1914) Fiume was part of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, 

while at the end of it (1924), the city got under the rule of Fascist Italy. 
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Oswald Mosley’s Concept of a United Europe
A Contribution to the Study of Pan-European 
Nationalism1

Jakub Drábik

Introduction 

After his release from prison in 1943 – where he was placed by the British government for his 
involvement in the pre-war fascist movement – Mosley re-entered active politics and began 
to develop his concept of a United Europe. This article will focus on Mosley´s ‘Europe-A-
-Nation’ concept (and the perception of it in Great Britain and Europe), and will explore the 
attempts at creating international, pan-European fascist movements in the 1950s and 1960s. 
It will also analyse the role and the signiicance of the National Party of Europe and assess 
whether Mosley´s post-war initiatives had any serious impact on European politics and the 
process of European uniication.

Oswald Mosley2

Oswald Mosley was born into an Anglo-Irish family on 16th November 1896 in Burton-upon-
-Trent, England. At the end of World War I, Mosley decided to enter politics and, having already 
established himself as an excellent orator and a skilled politician, became, at the age of just 
twenty-one, the youngest elected member of the British Parliament. In 1931, Mosley founded 
the New Party, but was defeated in the general election in the same year. After this defeat he 
turned to fascism and created the British Union of Fascists, the only signiicant British fascist 
party of its day.3 However, his fascist movement failed to achieve any success. In 1940 it was 
banned outright by the government, and Mosley himself was imprisoned. Mosley spent most 
of World War II in prison, where he devoted a signiicant amount of time learning German. 

1 The article was irst presented under the title “The National Party of Europe and Oswald Mosley’s concept of the 
United Europe: A contribution to the study of Pan-European nationalism” at the 8th conference of the History of 
European Integration Research Society (HEIRS), Communicating European Integration, on 30th March 2012 
at Humboldt University, Berlin.

2 Robert Skidelsky’s biography of Oswald Mosley, Mosley (New York: Holt Rinehart And Winston, 1975, 578 
p.), in spite of controversy over its sympathetic treatment of the Leader of the BUF, remains a relevant book and 
gives a detailed and an informative account. For a more recent work on Mosley see Stephen Dorril’s Blackshirt: 
Oswald Mosley and British Fascism (London: Penguin Books, 2006, 717 p.). 

3 THURLOW, R., Fascism in Britain: From Oswald Mosley´s Blackshirts to the National Front. London and New 
York 2006, p. 61. For more on The British Union of Fascists see LINEHAN, T., British Fascism 1918–39: Par-
ties, ideology and culture. Manchester 2000; KOVÁŘ, M., The British Union of Fascists and British Society in 
the 1930s in: Prague Papers on the History of International Relations. Prague 2005, pp. 167–185; KOVÁŘ, M., 
A Contribution to the Development of Fascism and Anti-Semitism in Great Britain between the Two World Wars 
(1918-1939) in: Prague Papers on the History of International Relations. Prague 2005, pp. 229-249; KOVÁŘ, 
M., Sir Oswald Mosley, the British Union of Fascists and British Political Elites in Interwar Britain. in: Prague 
Papers on the History of International Relations. Prague 2007, pp. 457–462. 
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After the war, it was expected that Mosley would return to lead the far right. However, new 
responses were called for in order to meet the political conditions of the post-war world, and 
Mosley initially remained out of the political scene. Instead he turned to writing, publishing 
his irst book, My Answer4 in 1946. From 1946 to 1947 Mosley also published a newsletter that 
helped to keep his much-reduced group of followers together. In October 1947 he published 
The Alternative,5 in which he outlined more of his policies, including those for the uniica-
tion of Europe, the development of Africa in relation to American politics, and the need for 
German resurrection in order to avert the threat of “Asian communism”. As in the interwar 
years, Mosley assumed the twin roles of visionary prophet and saviour of Europe. In The Al-
ternative, he claimed that only he could save Europe from the ´architects of chaos´, because 
all others with alternative visions had been silenced.6 Soon after publication, Mosley´s book 
was translated into German7 and was widely read throughout West Germany. Mosley also had 
contact with some prominent German underground neo-Nazis.8 As K.P. Tauber notes, there 
were many similarities between the ideas outlined in The Alternative and the proposals for the 
concepts of both Europe-A-Nation and Eurafrika emerging in the underground nationalist 
movements in post-war West Germany.9 

In February 1948, Mosley inally re-entered the political world publically and attempted 
to revive his brand of fascism by launching his new political organisation, the Union Move-
ment.10 The movement was created by combining more than ifty smaller neo-fascist orga-
nizations, such as the League of Ex-Servicemen and Women, and The British People Party.11 
However, fascism was by this time much discredited and Mosley had to adapt his ideas to 
the new political realities. He dropped much of the nationalist style of the British Union of 
Fascists and started a new political life with a pronounced commitment to more democratic 
European ideas. His charismatic personality persuaded some of his previous supporters back 
into the movement and also attracted some new and important faces. However, Mosley’s new 
movement turned out to be even more marginal to British politics than the British Union of 
Fascists had been. At its peak in the early 1960s, the Union Movement boasted only 15,000 
members, of which only 1,500 were in any sense active.12 The political programme of the 
Union Movement was largely ignored, and Mosley was able to attract the attention of the 
media only when they gave him bad publicity for his populist and ‘racist’ campaigns, or when 
they reported on conlicts and violence connected with his movement. He was denied access 

4 MOSLEY, O., My Answer, London 1946. My Answer was largely a reprint of his earlier work, Tomorrow We 
Live: British Union Policy (1938), but with a new introduction. 

5 MOSLEY, O., The Alternative, London 1947. 

6 MOSLEY, O., The Alternative…, p. 9.

7 MOSLEY, O., Die Alternative, London 1949. 

8 THURLOW, R., Fascism in Britain: From Oswald Mosley´s…, p. 208.

9 TAUBNER, K. P., Beyond the Eagle and Swastika, Middletown 1967, pp. 208–238.

10 8th February 1948. MOSLEY, O., My Life, London 1968, p. 752. 

11 CESARZ, M., Faszyzm paneuropejski czy alternatywna wizja integracji? Koncepcja zjednoczonej Europy Oswalda 
Mosleya, in: Politeja, No. 6, Kraków 2007, p. 240.

12 THURLOW, R., Fascism in Britain: From Oswald Mosley’s…, p. 218.
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to radio and television until the publication of his autobiography, My Life, in 1968.13 Mosley 
soon discovered that he faced a bleak political future in the United Kingdom and so turned 
towards developing his European strategy. 

The Europe-A-Nation Concept

Mosley developed the Europe-A-Nation policy, which called for the integration of Europe as 
a single entity, as the cornerstone of his Union Movement and post-war policies.

Some authors claim that Mosley´s return to politics after 1945 was based on his fear that 
Europe would be overrun by the Red Army and Soviet Communism.14 The major innovation 
in Mosley´s Europe-A-Nation programme was the substitution of Europe for Britain as the 
nation, and Europe-Africa (Eurafrika) for the empire.15 Mosley´s new ideas were, as Richard 
Thurlow notes, “a relection of the changed geopolitical realities in Europe and the British Em-
pire after 1945.”16 Britain was exhausted by the war and the main new factors in international 
politics were the two new superpowers: the United States of America and the Soviet Union.17 

‘Europe-A-Nation’ held to the idea that the common culture18 of the European nations 
would make it possible for them to voluntarily agree on political and economic union. Such 
a union would, ultimately, lead to the generation of a united, nationalist European state, 
which would become a third force to compete with the USA and the USSR.19 By Europe-A-
-Nation Mosley meant the complete integration of European peoples,20 and he saw European 
integration as an historical necessity.21 The concept also rested on the contention that all 
European states should come together and pool their resources (including their colonies) to 

13 SKIDELSKY, R., Mosley, New York 1975, p. 517.

14 THURLOW, R., Fascism in Britain: From Oswald Mosley’s…, p. 210.

15 THURLOW, R., The Guardian of the ´Sacred Flame’: The Failed Political Resurrection of Sir Oswald Mosley 
after 1945. in: Journal of Contemporary History, Vol. 33, No. 2 (April 1998), p. 247; POOLE, A., The Failure of 
British Fascism. in: CRONIN, M. (ed.), The Failure of British Fascism: The Far Right and the Fight for Political 
Recognition, London 1996, pp. 68–69. 

16 THURLOW, R., Fascism in Britain: From Oswald Mosley’s…, p. 209.

17 MOSLEY, O., The European Situation: The Third Force, London 1950. Mosley also protested against the ´special 
relationship´ between Great Britain and the USA. He claimed that Britain was the markedly weaker partner 
in this relationship and if it wasn’t careful it could easily become the 51st state of the USA. Even if Britain had 
its own seat in the United Nations Security Council as a permanent member and still looked like the dominant 
player in the world of politics, Mosley doubted its real strength and autonomy from the USA. As an example 
he pointed out that although Britain had its own sector in West Berlin, its autonomy from the American sector 
and its British control was a pure myth. Therefore the only chance for Britain to maintain its role as a world 
power was to take a lead in European integration. See CESARZ, M., Faszyzm paneuropejski..., p. 254. 

18 By ‘common culture’ Mosley meant the common roots of European civilisations in Hellenic tradition. Mosley 
spent his imprisonment during World War II studying the classical works of the ancient Greeks, which conirmed 
his earlier conviction about the common European cultural history. See CESARZ, M., Faszyzm paneuropejski..., 
p. 241; The National European, April 1965, p. 11. 

19 MOSLEY, O., European socialism. (Historical reprint series), London 1999, p. 5; see also MOSLEY, O., The 
European Situation: The Third Force, London 1950. 

20 MOSLEY, O., Europe: Faith and Plan. A Way Out from the Coming Crises and an Introduction to Thinking as 
a European, London 1958, p. 5. 

21 MOSLEY, O., My Life…, p. 433.
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work as a single giant super-state under the system of corporatism.22 According to Mosley, 
the growing global markets continued to harm the economies of European countries and 
therefore the only viable alternative was for them to cooperate. He wanted to establish a self-
-suficient European state, with Africa retaining its colonial role in order to serve the needs 
of the European people (hence the term ‘Eurafrika’):23 autarky was one of the central aims 
of the Europe-A-Nation concept. 

As in his interwar fascist plans, Mosley wanted a strong government with the power to 
act in the new European state. However, contrary to his pre-war ideas, party opposition and 
basic rights would be preserved. Opposition parties would be permitted and would have 
the right to criticize the government and stand in elections, but “they [would] not be able by 
obstruction to impede the work of an elected government and thus to thwart the people´s 
will.”24 Freedom of speech and personal liberty were given greater prominence in Mosley´s 
writing and speeches, and also in Union Movement propaganda. 

In Mosley’s words, “Europe-A-Nation was fundamentally different from all the weak 
compromises which grope and hesitate somewhere between a new league of nations and 
some form of old federalism. This idea overcomes many problems which more timid policies 
merely aggravate.”25 

Mosley was a pioneer of European uniication in the United Kingdom.26 As early as 1934 he 
wrote an article entitled Fascist Europe Alone Can Maintain Peace. In it he aimed to convince 
readers that only a Europe united under fascism could avert war.27 In the second half of the 
1930s, Mosley continued to criticize the League of Nations for its bureaucracy, ineficiency 
and lack of objectivity (particularly during the Italian invasion of Ethiopia) and was proposing 
that British diplomacy be based on a united block of European countries allied with common 
interests and ideology (namely fascism).28 

The Europa-A-Nation Campaign

Union Movement canvassers soon discovered that such dreams made no impact on poten-
tial recruits. In Mosley´s perception it only meant that his ideas were far too advanced for 

22 ‘Corporatism’ is the system of economic, political and social organization that involves the association of the 
people of a society into corporate groups (such as agricultural, business, labour or scientiic afiliation) on the 
basis of common interests. Under corporatism the whole society should be organized into something resembling 
medieval guilds. HOWARD, W. J., Corporatism and comparative politics, New York 1996, pp. 23–24. 

 Mosley introduced the idea of corporatism in his Birmingham proposals (Mosley Memorandum) in 1925 
and later developed his ideas in British Union, particularly with Alexander Raven-Thompson. See RAVEN-
THOMSON, A., The Coming Corporate State. London 1935. 

23 MOSLEY, O., Europe a Nation: Africa, Empire of Europe. Kensington Town Hall Speech, 18th October 1949, 
London 1949; MOSLEY, O., My Life…, pp. 759–760. 

24 MOSLEY, O., European socialism…, p. 5.

25 Quoted from DORRILL, S., Blackshirt: Oswald Mosley & British Fascism. London 2006, p. 578.

26 CESARZ, M., Faszyzm paneuropejski..., p. 244. 

27 Blackshirt, No. 67, 3rd August 1934, p. 7. 

28 CESARZ, M., Faszyzm paneuropejski..., pp. 244–145, p.7-8; see also MOSLEY, O., Tomorrow We Live. London 
2006, p. 18 and p. 65; MOSLEY, O., The Greater Britain. London 1934, p. 153. 
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people to understand. In Britain, his Europe-A-Nation campaign had no political inluence 
whatsoever and it appears to have been Mosley’s Europeanism and vanity that caused the 
political failure of the Union Movement. 

Despite being unable to attract the attention of the British electorate, his campaign did 
however receive some attention in Germany. The German translation of The Alternative rece-
ived positive reviews and “overlew West Germany”. Following this success, Mosley openly 
sought the good will of German admirers. Union stated on 10th December 1949 that in Africa, 
‘Germany will ind the Lebensraum of which she has been temporarily deprived in the East’.29 
With the predicted ‘crisis’ never materializing and a lack of mass support for his party, coope-
ration became Mosley’s only possible option for gaining success. The attention he received 
in West Germany was another reason why Mosley ‘turned his back’ on Britain’s domestic 
policy and started to think in a wider European context. Alexander Raven-Thompson, one of 
the leading igures in the Union Movement (and before that in the British Union of Fascists), 
had, in 1950, warned Mosley that interest in the Union Movement was fading away and that 
if some serious stimulus was not provided it might fold completely. Mosley, however, gave 
his full attention to creating a European international neo-fascist movement.

International Fascist Movements

After World War II there were several attempts to create a successful international neo-fascist 
movement. One of the more signiicant was Mosley´s European Social Movement (ESM), 
set up in 1951 with the aim of promoting pan-European nationalism.

Mosley had contacts with the leaders of the Movimento Sociale Italiana30 (MSI) and with 
other leading European neo-Nazi and neo-fascist igures, such as French neo-fascist Mau-
rice Bardeche,31 former SS oficer and leading German neo-Nazi Arthur Ehrhardt,32 Otto 
Skorzeny,33 and Ernst Jünger,34 one of the irst people to advocate European integration. 
These contacts gave Mosley the opportunity to stay connected with European right-wing 
movements and to follow the latest political trends on the continent. 

29 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 584.

30 MSI, the neo-fascist Italian Social Movement, was formed in 1946 by the supporters of Mussolini. In the early 
1960s it became the fourth largest party in Italy. GALLEGO, F., The Extreme Right in Italy from the Italian 
Social Movement to Post-Fascism, Barcelona 1999, p. 5–7. 

31 Maurice Bardèche (1907–1998) was a French essayist, literary and art critic and journalist. He was one of the 
leading igures in the neo-fascist movements of post-World War II Europe. He also wrote extensively about 
the Holocaust, claiming that it never happened. 

32 Arthur Ehrhardt (1896–1971) was a German Waffen-SS oficer and author of several books on warfare. He 
was an expert on “Partizankrieg”. After the German defeat in World War II, he became a leading igure in the 
German neo-Nazi movement.

33 Otto Skorzeny (1908–1975) was a Lieutenant Colonel in the German Waffen-SS. He fought on the Eastern 
Front and was chosen to carry out the mission that freed Benito Mussolini from captivity in 1943. Skorzeny 
was also involved in other secret German actions during the war (for example the Operation Greif, in which 
German soldiers were to iniltrate through enemy lines using American uniforms). After the war he was involved 
in the Werewolf guerrilla movement and the ODESSA network, where he served as coordinator in Madrid. 

34 Ernst Jünger (1895–1998) was a German writer, well-known for Storm of Steel, an account of his experiences 
during World War I. 
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In Rome, in March 1950, the MSI held a preparatory conference, attended by Mosley 
and other leading European neo-fascist and neo-Nazi igures. Delegates agreed to organize 
another gathering in the autumn of that year, but Mosley did not attend this second meeting 
as he did not want to appear at such public meetings of associations of international fascism, 
even though he had contacts among its high-ranking personalities.35 

Mosley chose rather to focus on the movement springing up around the new journal of 
European fascism, Nation Europa, of which Mosley was a co-founder, alongside Per Engdahl,36 
whose New Swedish Movement appealed to Scandinavian Nazi collaborators and gained the 
new journal 4000 members in Sweden. The irst issue of Nation Europa appeared in January 
1951 with the sub-title ‘The Monthly for European Regeneration’.37 

Also in 1951, Per Engdahl invited around a hundred leading neo-fascist and neo-Nazi 
igures from all over Europe to the Swedish city of Malmö38 with the intention of founding 
a new international fascist movement.39 The aim of the conference was to rehabilitate fasci-
sm and create a European network of neo-fascist movements, which would work within an 
agreed framework and common programme. Conference leaders wanted to put up candidates 
for elections to the European Parliament, for which purpose they needed to attract popular 
support. Representatives at the conference therefore decided to distance themselves from 
Mussolini and Hitler, and from anti-Semitism. 

The Malmö conference gave birth to the European Social Movement40 (ESM), a Europe-
-wide neo-fascist alliance which aimed to promote pan-European nationalism. Engdahl was 
chosen as the leader of a four-man leadership council, together with Maurice Berdèche, MSI 
leader Augusto De Marcanich,41 and Karl-Heinz Priester.42 43 The secretariat of ‘Malmö Inter-
national’ was based in Rome. Sixteen different movements from all over Europe took part in 
the conference, at which delegates also agreed to establish national branches to coordinate 
the whole European movement. Moreover, contact was established with forty other extremist 
movements from around Europe. Delegates also prepared a list of candidates for the next 
elections to the European parliament which was, however, cancelled. Nation Europa became 
the oficial journal of the European Social Movement. 

35 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 590.

36 Per Engdahl (1909–1994) was a leading Swedish far right politician. During the 1920s he was the leader of 
SFKO, Sweden´s Fascist Struggle Organization. After World War II he became one of the leading igures in 
European neo-fascism.

37 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 591.

38 BERGGREN, L., Swedish Fascism: Why Bother? in: Journal of Contemporary History, Vol. 37, No.3 (July 
2002), p. 400.

39 MILZA, P., Evropa v černých košilích. Praha 2005, p. 16. (Czech translation of Pierre Milza’s L´Europe En 
Chemises Noires. Librairie Artheme Fayard, 2002.) 

40 Mouvement Social Européen or Europäische Soziale Bewegung (MSE/ESB).

41 Augusto De Marsanich (1893–1973) was an Italian National Fascist Party (PNF) politician and the second 
leader of MSI.

42 Karl-Heinz Priester (1913–1961) was a German far right political activist. He was not very active during the 
Nazi regime, but was one of the leading igures on the extreme right in Europe after the war. 

43 MACKLIN, G., Very deeply dyed in Black. London and New York 2007, p. 107.
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The ESM had ambitious plans but achieved very little, suffering as it did from the usual 
personality conlicts among a group of “would-be Führers.”44 ESM inancial foundations 
were unstable from the beginning, and the proposed war against communism was clearly 
impractical, but what proved to be fatal for the movement was the question of race. Some 
delegates felt that racialism had not been suficiently underlined as essential for the new 
Europe.45 Some members of the French Comité National Français, such as René Binet and 
Maurice Bardèche, disliked the ‘soft’ approach to anti-Semitism and felt that the ESM did 
not go far enough in its racialism and anti-communism. They left the ESM and founded their 
own movement, Nouvel Ordre Européen46 in Zurich. Despite the split, the European Social 
Movement continued its activities, but encountered dificulties in 1956, when the Italian 
MSI was accused of being too preoccupied with Italian politics and not caring enough about 
Europe. By 1957 the ESM was virtually dead, and was superseded by the National Party of 
Europe, which included many former ESM members.47 

European Socialism

The European Social Movement was, to all intents and purposes, a failure and Mosley´s 
Europe-A-Nation campaign had failed to assert any real political inluence. Mosley therefore 
began to adapt his programme to the new realities of the contemporary European situation, 
and introduced the idea of ‘European Socialism’. 

Mosley had irst used the term ‘European Socialism’ in a speech to the Union Movement 
in May 1950. In May 1956, Mosley wrote an essay for Nation Europa in which he summa-
rised the key points of his economic and political proposals for European Socialism, which 
he deined as follows: “European Socialism is the development by the fully united Europe 
of all the resources in our own continent, for the beneit of all the peoples of Europe, with 
every energy and incentive that the active leadership of the European government can give 
to private enterprise, workers’ ownership or any other method of progress which science and 
a dynamic system of government ind most effective for the enrichment of all our people and 
the lifting of European civilisation to ever higher forms of life.”48

Mosley left most of his pre-war ideas untouched, simply replacing the British Empire 
with the concept of Eurafrika, a ‘super-state’ which would be large enough to provide its 
own raw materials and markets, thus becoming a self-suficient entity, much as the British 

44 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 596.

45 TAUBNER, K. P., German Nationalists and European Union. in: Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 74, No.4. 
(December 1959), p. 572. 

46 New European Order (NEO). The NEO set up a European Liaison Centre of National Forces (Europäische 
verbinungsstelle) in 1953 and a permanent secretariat in Lausanne. It became very active in the following years 
and organized several meetings, attended by members of the Spanish Phalange, the Italian MSI, the German 
Socialist Reich Party and others. In 1955, the NEO endured signiicant dificulties over the German-speaking 
Italian region of the South Tyrol. Most of the German groups left the NEO soon afterwards and by 1957 the 
movement was practically dormant. TAUBNER, K. P., German Nationalists…, pp. 573–581. 

47 Ibid., pp. 575–581. 

48 <http://www.feastofhateandfear.com/archives/oswald.html> accessed 29.12.2011.
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Empire had been in Mosley’s 1930s visions.49 Within this proposed self-suficient state, the 
only major problem would be keeping supply and demand in balance. Mosley’s solution was 
simple: as production increased, consumption would be maintained through higher wages. 
However, as Alan Sykes noted,50 Mosley’s insistence that all reward should be ‘for work, skill 
and service and for that alone’51 conlicted with his idea of creating wage increases in order 
to keep consumption in line with increased production. Mosley argued that the details were 
irrelevant and that his theory – being dynamic, rather than static – was still evolving. His 
theories “functioned within the theory of creative evolution”; his ideological system was an 
“organic system, evolving in accord with nature which is ever evolving and developing to 
higher forms.”52 The ‘creative individual’ (a reincarnation of his earlier ‘fascist man’) played 
a crucial role in this ‘creative evolution’. Mosley also recognized, however, that new techno-
logy allowed for an ever-increasing production with ever-decreasing manpower. To deal with 
this problem, by 1970 Mosley had become ‘green’ to the point of admitting that some labour 
should be employed in stopping pollution.53 

When Mosley summarized his concept in his Nation Europa essay,54 he wrote that the 
“method of industrial organization will be a dynamic pragmatism.” Once fascism had failed, 
Mosley – like Mussolini in the Salò Republic in 1944 – returned to his left-wing roots. Ano-
ther important change from his interwar plans was his abandoning of corporatism as ‘too 
bureaucratic’: “[In] place of the corporate state he placed the Social Credit-sounding ‘wage 
price mechanism’.”55 His idea of European Socialism was less bureaucratic, more decentra-
lized than a ‘corporate’ state, and also extolled individual initiative. He envisaged workers’ 
control of industry with a syndicalist organization in the early 1950s56 and a managerial re-
volution in the late 1950s.57 In Mosley’s proposed state small factories and industries would 
be allowed complete freedom under private ownership. As soon as these industries reached 
a certain size, and once the founder had retired from active control, they would pass into the 
ownership of the workers. The role of the state would be limited to pioneering new industries 
and initiating projects that would be expensive for the private sector. The state would also 
provide the macro-planning of the economy. 

The European

In order to promote his ideas and raise awareness of his doctrines of Europe-A-Nation and Eu-
ropean Socialism, in March 1953 Mosley launched The European as a ´journal of opposition’; 

49 MOSLEY, O., The Greater Britain…, pp. 139–142; LINEHAN, T., British Fascism 1918–39 …, pp. 87–88; 
SKIDELSKY, R., Mosley…, p. 226.

50 SYKES, A., The Radical Right in Britain. London 2004, p. 95.

51 MOSLEY, O., European socialism…, p. 5–6.

52 Quoted from SYKES, A., The Radical Right …, p. 96.

53 Ibid., p. 95.

54 <http://www.feastofhateandfear.com/archives/oswald.html> accessed 29.12.2011.

55 SYKES, A., The Radical Right …, p. 96.

56 MOSLEY, O., European socialism. (Historical reprint series), London 1999.

57 MOSLEY, O., Europe: Faith and Plan. A Way Out from the Coming Crises and an Introduction to Thinking as 
a European. London, 1958. (Particularly the chapter, The Doctrine of Higher Forms.) 
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the journal was edited for six years by his wife, Diana58. The magazine included both cultural 
and political theory, often focusing on literature and philosophy, thus providing a platform 
for writers, poets and intellectuals. The vast majority of contributors were sympathetic to 
neo-fascist ideas, but did not always agree with Mosley himself.59 Mosley wrote essays under 
his own name and also contributed a regular commentary on world affairs under the pen-
-name ‘European’.60 Some of Mosley´s friends suggested that he should give up the Union 
Movement to concentrate on The European, but he refused. The magazine was not a inancial 
success and its circulation was limited to a small and very particular clientele. It attracted some 
interesting literary and academic igures, but in general made little impact. In fact, for some 
who declared their regard for Mosley’s ideas, such as the novelist Henry Williamson, it did 
some damage to their reputation.61 Mosley´s intention was to create an open forum for the 
debate of his ideas, but with his tarnished reputation he was not able to attract a suficiently 
large readership. The European ceased publication in 1959, when Mosley decided to divert 
his limited resources into his next election campaign. 

*

Having lived abroad since 1951 – in Ireland and later in Paris – Mosley returned to Great Bri-
tain in 1956 to address his irst meeting in ive years. In 1959, he decided to take advantage of 
the race riots that had taken place in late August and early September 1958 in Notting Hill62 
and Brixton63 and attempted a political comeback by standing in the British parliamentary 
elections, in the constituency of North Kensington. His platform was a mixture of economic 
radicalism and racial prejudice,64 and focused on the Europe-A-Nation concept, immigration, 
jobs and housing. Mosley gained only 3000 votes, or 8% of the total. He lost his deposit for the 
irst time in his political career, and thereafter returned his attention to his European dreams. 

The National Party of Europe

The National Party of Europe (NPE) was an initiative undertaken during the 1960s by a num-
ber of European neo-Nazi and neo-fascist organizations, as well as some prominent indivi-
duals. The aim of the party was to increase cross-border co-operation and to work towards 
European unity on the basis of neo-fascist and neo-Nazi ideals.

58 Diana Mitford, Lady Mosley (1910-2003). She was married irst to Bryan Walter Guinness and secondly to 
Oswald Mosley. Her involvement with Mosley´s BUF and right-wing political causes resulted in her serving 
three years in prison during World War II. After the war, she enjoyed limited success as a writer, publishing her 
autobiography, A Life of Contrasts, in 1977, and two biographies in the 1980s. She was also a book reviewer. 
DE COURCY, A., Diana Mosley: Mitford Beauty, British Fascist, Hitler´s Angel. London 2003. 

59 MOSLEY, D. A Life of contrasts: the Autobiography of Diana Mosley, London 1977, pp. 250–251. 

60 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 601.

61 THURLOW, R., The Guardian of the ‘Sacred Flame’… p. 246.

62 Nothing Hill Riots 1958 <http://www.20thcenturylondon.org.uk/server.php?show=conInformationReco
rd.161> accessed 28.02.2012; BRATHWAITE, E. R., The “Colored Immigrant” in Britain. in: Daedalus, Vol. 96, 
No. 2, Color and Race, Spring 1967, pp. 496–511. 

63 Ibid., pp. 496–511. 

64 THURLOW, R., Fascism in Britain: From Oswald Mosley’s…, p. 216.
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Mosley placed great importance on international links. He arranged and attended many 
gatherings of European neo-fascists during the 1960s, such as those in Lausanne (April 
1960) and Bonn (July 1960).65 With the help of contacts from abroad Mosley attempted to 
create a uniied ´National Party of Europe´. In early 1962, Mosley visited Germany, Italy and 
Switzerland to raise interest among his friends and contacts, and on 1st March 1962, dozens of 
neo-fascists from all over Europe gathered in Venice. Along with Mosley, another important 
igure in promoting the congress was François Thiriart,66 who was also becoming interested 
in Europeanism at that time.67 In attendance at the Venice conference were representatives of 
several European neo-fascist movements: Mosley´s Union Movement; the German Deutsche 
Reichspartei; the Italian Movimento Sociale Italiano; the Belgian Mouvement d´Action Civique; 
and Thiriart´s Jeune Europe.68 The majority of these movements, with the exception of the 
MSI, were quite minor parties which had only limited inluence on domestic policies. The 
MSI had almost 80,000 members and initially refused to participate in the negotiations as it 
did not want to jeopardize its role as an important player in Italian politics.69 

Mosley suggested that delegates should use a round table, an idea he also wished for a future 
European government. He made several speeches at the conference and proposed a declara-
tion. The protocol, which basically repeated the tenets of Mosley´s Europe-A-Nation concept, 
was signed on 4th March 1962 by Giovanni Lanfree and Alvise Loredan (Mosley’s close friends 
from the MSI), Adolf von Thadden,70 Thiriart, and Mosley himself.71 They agreed to abandon 
their own party names and be known jointly as the National Party of Europe and decided that 
their emblem would be a lash in a circle – a combination of the Union Movement symbol 
and the old symbol of the British Union of Fascists from 1930s. The motto of the new group 
was ´Progress-Solidarity-Unity´ and it was agreed that they would meet at the round table 
every two to three months.

The protocol, ‘The European Declaration’ contained a ten-point programme: 1) The creation 
of Europe-A-Nation with a common European government; 2) The creation of a European 
parliament; 3) National parliament authority limited to social and cultural matters; 4) Wage-
-price economics; 5) A third alternative to capitalistic and communist economies; 6) Worker 
control in nationalized industries with less bureaucracy; 7) The withdrawal of American and 
Soviet forces from Europe; 8) Peace maintained only by continuous contact between the 

65 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 620–621.

66 François Thiriart (1922–1992) was a Belgian far right politician and member of the European Liberation 
Front.

67 LEE, M. A., The Beast Reawakens. New York 1998, pp. 170–174.

68 GOODRICK-CLARKE, N., Black Sun: Aryan Cults, Esoteric Nazism and the Politics of Identity, New York 
2002, pp. 564–589. 

69 GALLEGO, F., The Extreme Right in Italy …, p. 7. 

70 Adolf von Thadden (1921–1996) was a German far right politician. He entered politics as a member of 
Deutsche Reichspartai (German Empire party) and in 1961 became chairman. He later played a key role in 
the formation of Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (National Democratic Party of Germany).

71 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 625; MILZA, P., Evropa v černých košilích…, pp. 130–131. 
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three great powers: USA, USSR and Europe (no United Nations needed); nuclear weapons 
production conined to these three powers until mutual disarmament is secured; 9) Decoloni-
zation; 10) European territory consisting of mainland Europe and about one-third of Africa.72

In his autobiography, Mosley presented the Venice congress as a great triumph, calling 
it a ‘massive achievement’.73 The reality, however, was somewhat different. The proposed 
‘reuniication’ never got further than the signing of the European Declaration, which from 
among all of the participating countries was published only in Great Britain and Belgium. 
The National Party of Europe remained an idea on paper only: the MSI, the Deutsche Reich-
spartei, and even Mosley’s own party, the Union Movement, continued to be known by their 
original names.74 

Despite high ambitions, Mosley had achieved almost nothing. He later wrote that only 
a “lack of resources prevented the immediate achievement”.75 There were certainly, however, 
other perhaps more signiicant reasons for his failure. Many of the most important neo-Nazi 
European organizations were not present at the Venice conference. Also, the representatives 
of the different European groups and movements in Venice were able to agree only on setting 
up a permanent liaison ofice; the majority of them were far from prepared to become a part of 
the National Party of Europe. Mosley´s insistence that the congress was a success is further 
evidence of his endless capacity for self-deception. Soon afterwards Thiriart, one of Mosley’s 
closest allies, moved away from the National Party of Europe towards ‘National Bolshevism’,76 
and became an admirer of Nicolae Ceauşescu, Joseph Stalin, and, for its strong nationalist 
characteristics, the People´s Republic of China.

In 1966, after a further election failure – this time gaining only 4% of the vote – Mosley 
retired from active politics altogether, effectively sealing the fate of the National Party of 
Europe. The group ´European Action´77 continues to agitate for the aims of the party, but it 
is only a minor and almost exclusively British movement.

Conclusion

Just as Mosley’s ‘great crisis’ in 1930s Britain failed to materialize, the same was true with the 
‘great crisis of western civilization’ in post-war Europe. Mosley’s utopian fantasy of defending 
Europe from ‘red communist hordes’ and ‘greedy American capitalists’ was too reminiscent 
of Nazi propaganda. As Richard Thurlow notes, “The capitalist West under American leader-
ship proved far from decadent, and was even less in terminal decline.”78 Although Mosley was 
obsessively convinced of the ‘inevitable’ collapse of European civilization, his visions were of 
little signiicance and convinced only a very small number of Britons. The United Kingdom 

72 <http://europeanaction.com/id5.html> accessed 03. 03. 2012.; MOSLEY, O., My Life…, pp. 759–760. 

73 MOSLEY, O., My Life…, pp. 762–763.

74 DORRILL, S., Blackshirt…, p. 624.

75 MOSLEY, O., My Life…, p. 763.

76 LEE, M. A., The Beast Reawakens…, p. 174.

77 European Action <http://europeanaction.com/index.html> accessed 24. 02. 2012.

78 THURLOW, R., The Guardian of the ‘Sacred Flame’…, p. 249.
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eventually joined the European Community, and the Union Movement “proved even more 
marginal to British politics than the British Union of Fascists had been.”79 

In the European context, however, Mosley did achieve some success, albeit quite limited. 
He hoped for an alternative to the prevailing political and social structures; he wanted to 
go beyond fascism and democracy and to create his “Europe-A-Nation”. Graham Macklin 
argues that although Mosley failed in Britain, he did succeed in spreading his socio-political 
vision in Europe.80 Indeed, Mosley was, like other fascist survivors such as Degrelle81 and 
Bardèche, one of the connecting links between ´classic´ fascism and the emergence of the 
neo-fascist New Right in the 1960s.82 

Mosley travelled widely and made many contacts in European neo-Nazi and neo-fascist 
movements in an attempt to create a larger European political movement. He continually 
spread his ideas through various groups and magazines, most notably the German Nation 
Europa and The European, the latter edited by his wife, Diana. However, he was not able 
to attract the attention of the larger or more signiicant European movements and parties, 
which often distanced themselves from him because of his association with interwar fascism 
and anti-Semitism. 

Mosley provided an alternative concept to that of a European federation, and it is true 
that some contemporary opponents of European federalism still invoke Mosley’s position.83 
However, his efforts never made any signiicant impact on serious European politics, nor did 
they inluence the process of European uniication. As Thurlow writes, Mosley’s “euro-fasci-
sm failed to get off the ground after either the Malmö (1951) or Venice (1962) conferences,” 
leaving his visions as a very small player in the larger world of twentieth-century European 
politics.

Abstract
Oswald Mosley’s Concept of a United Europe
A Contribution to the Study of Pan-European Nationalism

This article analyses Sir Oswald Mosley’s European policies and his concept of a united Europe. 

After World War II, a number of movements began working towards some kind of European integra-

tion, which many people considered to be the only way to achieve lasting peace on the devastated 

continent. Oswald Mosley, best known for his role in the creation of the British Union of Fascists 

in the 1930s, was one of the irst Britons to promote the idea of European integration. Mosley’s 

plan was to form a single European super-state, in which all European states would co-exist and 

share their resources (the ‘Europe-A-Nation’ concept). Mosley also considered such a state to be, 

in geopolitical terms, the only possible defence against the two new Cold War superpowers. His 

79 Ibid., p. 249.

80 MACKLIN, G., Very deeply dyed in Black… , pp. 97–114.

81 Léon Degrelle (1906–1994) was a Walloon Belgian politician and founder of the Rexism movement. He joined 
the Waffen-SS in World War II and was a prominent neo-Nazi igure after 1945. 

82 THURLOW, R., The Guardian of the ‘Sacred Flame’…, p. 250.

83 European Action <http://www.europeanaction.com/index.html> accessed 21. 02. 2012;
 <http://www.caef.org.uk/d106msly.html> accessed 22. 02. 2012. 
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concept of a united Europe was, however, based on (neo-) fascist ideals and, after conferences in 

Malmö (1951) and Venice (1962), failed to get off the ground. Mosley also co-founded, in 1962, 

the National Party of Europe (NPE), which promoted the idea of a Europe united on neo-fascist 

ideals. Like most of Mosley´s projects, the NPE was, despite its high ambitions, largely regarded 

as a failure.
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“Red Lights” in “Red Country”
Sex Workers in Post-socialist China

Denisa Hilbertová

Introduction

Although hundreds of prejudices and taboos have been broken in the last century, prostitution 
and pornography still remains a covered topic. Prostitution and the sex industry is a subject 
that is often mentioned but rarely talked about. After I arrived to Asia I realized how much 
prostitution and hostessing is a part of everyday life. Probably the only thing I knew about 
was the Chinese and Japanese custom of bringing their business partners and customers to 
entertaining facilitates with the possibility of sexual services. This custom is partly a target 
of jokes and partly a target of jealousy from western men. 

Prostitution is a multibillion-dollar business that employs millions of women worldwide. 
It is a low-skill, labour intense, and usually well-paid job. Reliable representative data on 
earnings in prostitution are dificult to obtain. Most studies rely on small samples of volun-
teers, social workers or police and hospital records, because a majority of countries prohibit 
prostitution. Generally, prostitution is more common in less developed countries; it has been 
declining in developed countries, but is still far from absent there.1 This trend is probably 
linked to higher income for women, equal jobs and education opportunities. I believe that it 
is also connected with the price of sexual services. Clients of a prostitute are customers like 
everyone else and choose a cheaper solution, which less developed countries offer. Naturally, 
because less developed countries are usually Asian, Latin American and African states, western 
men are also attracted by exotic beauty of sex workers. Sexual tourism could have developed 
thanks to lower travelling costs and economic globalization, which is also the case in China.

Prostitution reappeared in China during economic reforms after 1978.2 These economic 
reforms opened the door to the Chinese market for foreign investors and a steep economic 
development, but mostly only for coastal cities.3 The inner part of the country paid a high price 
for a quick development of chosen cities with a more liberal state policy. The rural population 
had to face many changes without effective government support.4 Many young women from 
the countryside decided to become a part of the migrant workers who travel long distances to 
ind a job in the cities. Several factors about which I will talk later serve as causes for the fact 

1 EDLUND, L. – KORN, E., A Theory of Prostitution, in: The Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 110, No. 1 
(February 2002), pp. 181–214.

2 See GOLDMAN, M. - MACFARQUHAR, R. (ed.), The paradox of China's post-Mao reforms, Cambridge 1999.

3 YOUNG, J., Hukou reform targets rural-urban divide, in: The China Business Review, Vol. 32, 2002; quoted 
in the Congressional-Executive Commission on China Topic Paper: China’s Household Registration System, 
available http://www.cecc.gov/pages/news/hukou.php, last updated on 26 March 2006.

4 ZHU Q., “����������������” (A comprehensive target system evaluation of harmonious development in an 
economic society), in: TUO Xin – LU Xueyi – LI Peilin (eds.), 2007 ������������ (2007: An Analysis and 
Forecast of Trends in Chinese Society), Beijing 2006, pp. 321–339. Quoted in CLB Research Report: Speaking 
Out: Workers’ Movement in China 2005–2006, p. 9.
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that the majority of migrant women end up as sexual workers. Tiantian Zheng, who did unique 
research in karaoke bars in Dalian, writes that she was told by local policeman that in 1998, 
80 percent of all migrant women work as hostesses in the nightclub industry.5 Although it is 
impossible to know if the policeman did not exaggerate, such numbers suggest that a large 
number of young women are employed in the sex industry.

When I decided to study the issue of prostitution, I was surprised how little was written 
about this topic. Although the number above indicates that this situation affected millions 
of women in China, which makes prostitution a huge sociological phenomenon, only a small 
number of books and articles have been written about this subject. As Zheng’s writes in her 
introduction “this is the irst book-length treatment of the critical period in Chinese histo-
ry characterized by the hand-in-glove rise of the post-socialist state and the sex industry.”6 
I understand that is hardly possible to write about social development without any concrete 
numbers. But I cannot help the feeling that a large number of scholars tend to avoid this 
sociological phenomenon. I believe that we need to start an open debate about prostitution 
and the sex industry if we want to improve the living conditions of the sex workers. 

Most authors who write about issues connected with prostitution choose topics with data 
collected in police or medical reports. But in the Chinese case we also have to estimate that 
the Chinese government for propaganda purposes has changed these numbers. I based the 
practical part of my essay, where I am trying to describe the life of sex workers, on numerous 
articles about the spread of HIV and sexually transmitted diseases, which also provides pieces 
of information about prostitution, and a few studies, which have been published in English. 
T. Zheng, who had spent a few years by living with hostesses and observing their lives, did a 
huge contribution to this topic. In her work I have found many answers, but of course even 
more questions are still not answered. Hershatter’s Dangerous pleasures provide a good general 
overview, but unfortunately this book is already sixteen years old. The issue of prostitution 
deinitely deserves more attention from scholars, social workers, and the state. A compre-
hensive study is desperately needed; it might help in opening a public discussion over it.

I start my essay with feminist approaches towards prostitution. Because it is a theoretical 
work, more studies were published, but as I will show later, not enough. I was hoping to 
ind some ideas and theories about how to look and solve prostitution; who could say more 
about a women’s topic than feminists? But prostitution turned out as an issue, which divides 
feminist scholars and creates literally a schism between them.

From the feminist theories, I most closely agree with the liberal approach. I strongly believe 
that prostitution should be legalized and sexual workers should be protected by the state as 
any other employee. As we all know, prostitution is called the oldest profession in the world. 
There might be reasons why prostitution appeared so long ago in the past, and by studying 
the origins of it we might ind a way to remove it from our society, but I do not think this will 
happen in the near future. Thus, I believe we should try to protect the rights and lives of sex 

5 ZHENG, T., Ethnographies of prostitution in contemporary China: gender relations, HIV/AIDS, and national-
ism, New York 2009, p. 122.

6 ZHENG, T., Red Lights: The Lives of Sex Workers in Post-socialist China, Minneapolis 2009, p. 5.
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workers and their customers the best we can right now, and not wait for some invention in 
the future. 

I argue that through the legalization of prostitution we can improve the lives and working 
conditions of prostitutes, as I will try to show on practical examples from China. I will also use 
some life-stories of Zheng’s respondents to argue that newly developed karaoke-bar industry 
can have some positive effects on women´s lives in patriarchal China, such as increasing the 
live standard or independence. 

Prostitution, a moral dilemma of feminism

Before I started to read about feminist theories about prostitution, I had asked as many others 
before me “what’s wrong is with it?” I had seen prostitution as an activity which should not 
be prohibited or restricted by the state and there should be a set of laws which protects the 
prostitutes in the irst place, then customs and then inally third-subjects involved (as wives, 
husbands, pimps, madams). Even though some theories have showed me the problems and 
barriers about my opinion, and how problematic it is to control prostitution, I still feel that 
stigmatization of prostitution and its complete rejection is not a solution. I argue that legali-
zation of prostitution is the only way to minimize harassments, which some women face not 
only from their customers but also from their partners or legal institutions, as I will later show 
on the examples from China. I believe that prostitution is a part of society, the way we know 
it, and it deinitely will be here, at least for the near future. So because of that we should try 
to protect women and men working in the sex industry the best we can and not leave them 
vulnerable to extreme exploitation. 

Feminists have written little on the topic of prostitution, compared with, for example, 
the issues of pornography or rape.7 It is surprising if you realize that prostitution is a part of 
society much older than pornography and that it affects much more women, either on the 
side of who sells sexual pleasure or either on the side whose husbands or boyfriends use such 
services. Feminist theories vary from those who completely refuse prostitution as a patriarchal 
relic and capitalistic exploitation like Christine Overall. She says “prostitution is a classist, 
ageist, racist, and sexist industry, in which the disadvantaged sell services to those who are 
more privileged.”8 On the very end of the opinion scale are truly liberated feminist like Alison 
Jaggar who see “prostitutional sex as an ordinary business transaction.”9 Social controver-
sies over mercenary sex have been especially polarized, which has not been so true of other 
sexual issues, such as the general controversy over abortion or adultery.10 Thus prostitution 
creates a major schism in the women´s movement and between women who otherwise have 
similar political values.11 

7 SHRAGE, L., Moral Dilemmas of Feminism : Prostitution, Adultery, and Abortion, London 1994, p. 95. 

8 OVERALL, C., What´s wrong with Prostituion? : Evaluating Sex Work, in: Signs, Vol. 17, No. 4 (Summer, 
1992), pp. 705–724.

9 JAGGAR, A., Prostitution, in Philosophy of Sex, SOBLE, A. (ed.), Totowa, NJ 1980, pp. 348–368.

10 NAGLE, Jill ed.; Whores and other feminists, New York 1997, pp. 8–9; SHRAGE, L., Moral Dilemmas…

11 For example see debate between L. Shrage and C. Overall.
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Some feminist see prostitution as a symbol of degradation and thus are against decrimi-
nalization of sexual work. For Example Elisabeth Wilson argues that “wholesale decrimi-
nalization would simply mean a free for all men...and would undoubtedly encourage large 
inancial and business interests pursuing the vast proits potentially available through the 
extensive commercialization of prostitution.”12 Some scholars are for decriminalization, but 
with a special regulatory apparatus, such as Roger Matthews who says that without such a 
protection women would be left to capitalist exploitation, “decriminalization is unlikely to 
reduce the overall level of exploitation of prostitutes but rather to increase it.”13 In this point 
I agree with Matthews that legalization of sexual work without an effective legal and control 
mechanism would mean an increase in prostitution and even worse working conditions for 
sex workers. Although putting prostitution outside the law does not stop the sex industry, it 
only makes it a little more dificult for pimps, madams, bar and brothel owners for traficking 
women. Otherwise I believe that legalization of prostitution would prevent to some extent the 
exploitation of sex workers. About such examples of exploitation I have learned in the case 
of Chinese karaoke bars where women are screwed between the necessity to earn money for 
economic survival and the illegality of their profession. Without any legal regulation they 
cannot protect themselves against violent customers, gangsters and bar owners who often 
take advantages of their desperate life situation as well as the police who uses its legal power 
to abuse them. 

I will follow Matthews´ four principles of how to protect sex workers and their working 
conditions as well as other participants involved. The irst one is the necessity of establishing 
legal rules towards the sex industry. Unfortunately, neither in Matthews nor other authors 
have I found any detailed proposal of necessary regulations. I think this is one of the most 
complicated problems facing the issue of prostitution. It is a very polarizing topic where almost 
everybody has a different perception. To ind a compromise, which will still be workable in 
practice and helpful to prostitutes and to society, is a challenge that we should face and try to 
solve the best we can. By being silent about the topic of prostitution we are just postponing an 
open debate, which has to start if we want to improve the lives of sex workers and all people 
involved. I agree with Laurie Shrage “we need to explore how commerce in sex is and has 
been transformed by different historical and cultural settings, and then examine whether in 
all such settings it is something we would want to deter.”14 

Matthews’ second step is the reduction of annoyance, harassment and disturbance, which 
should be done by respecting prostitutes’ civil rights and liberties. This for me sounds like an 
extension of his irst point. As a good additional point I see Matthews’ third principle where 
he points out the necessity of state intervention to protect the prostitute from the criminal 
behaviour of her partner. It is an interesting observation which not many theorists mention. 
Prostitutes have to often face emotional violence from their partners or family members, which 
should also be considered in legal regulations much like psychological abuse is mentioned 
in family law. The fourth Matthews´ proposal includes regulation of the brothels. He warns 

12 SHRAGE, L., Moral Dilemmas…, p. 84.

13 MATTHEWS, R., Prostituion, Politics and Policy, New York 2008.

14 SHRAGE, L., Moral Dilemmas, p. 86.
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before giving “legitimacy to the brothel as the primary site for the prostitution, because brothel 
systems organize prostitutional labour and commerce in ways that lead to the isolation and 
disempowerment of the prostitute.”15 

We still did not examine enough cultural and historical sources of prostitution, although 
historians covered the histories of sexual commerce in a very detailed manner. But I found 
a lack of feminist moral and political theories. It almost seems to me that it is alright to talk 
about prostitution in the past, but many scholars avoid this topic in the present time, probably 
because it is still considered a highly explosive topic, it is stigmatized and even tabooed. There 
is not enough moral analysis of prostitution and a comparative analysis is missing completely. 

I mentioned a few mainstream theories, such as socialist feminists who argue that pro-
stitution is caused by capitalism and patriarchy or liberal and libertarian feminists who see 
commerce in sex as an inevitable expression of the natural human appetite for sex and thus 
prostitution is unavoidable. In my opinion I feel most closely to liberal theories and in my essay 
I will argue that it is not possible to completely suppress prostitution, because where there is 
demand there will soon be supply. Thus I am for legalization of prostitution, so the state can 
provide some kind of protection for sex workers as well as collecting tax proit from one the 
biggest world industries. I will also argue against Lena Edlund and Evelyn Korn’s theory of 
prostitution, which says that prostitution is a high- proit job because it is a compensation 
for forgone marriage market opportunities.16 As I will show it has not been necessary true. 
Chinese social conditions are so unique that they created different positions for prostitutes 
and ex-prostitutes in the eyes of their boyfriends.

Prostitution in China

China has changed the demographic, socio-cultural and economic landscape dramatically 
over the past several decades in every possible way. Several studies have examined current 
sexual behaviour, but deinitely there are many areas, which still need to be covered. Writing 
about prostitution is dificult because most studies rely on small samples of volunteers or 
individuals, which share their knowledge with social scientists, and on police or hospital 
records. Thus social surveys have been limited and their informational value cannot be one 
hundred percent correct. 

The Chinese state’s approach toward the commercial sex industry had been changed se-
veral times during the twentieth century, from tolerance before 1949 through prohibition 
and re-education of sex workers under Mao.17 In the 1980s, a demand for commercial sex 
increased, which was caused by several factors.18 In the 1980s, China opened its economy 
to foreign direct investments in specially created economic zones (SEZ). The reappearance 
of prostitution followed geographical patterns of these SEZs, mostly in coastal cities, origi-

15 MATTHEWS, R., Prostituion, Politics and Policy...

16 EDLUND, L. - KORN, E., A Theory of Prostitution, in: The Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 110, No. 1 
(February 2002), pp. 181–214.

17 BULBECK, C., Sex, love and feminism in the Asia Paciic: a cross-cultural study of young people's attitudes, 
New York 2009, pp. 8–24.

18 JEFFREYS, E., China, Sex and Prostitution, New York 2004.
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nally in the south. In the early 1980s, the new locations of prostitution were mainly in big 
southern coastal cities such Xiamen, Guanzhou or Shanghai. In the mid-80s, prostitution 
appeared in the north, which opened its economy later. The opening of the Chinese economy 
was followed by a tide of western goods, materials and movies. Especially pornography had 
found its customers very quickly because of the lack of such materials in China, which are 
considered illegal. Chinese men, thirsty for sexual experiences after decades of suppression, 
were an easy target for the newly established entertaining facilities that also provided sexual 
services. But the irst customers were mainly overseas Chinese or well paid Chinese men 
whose job required travelling, simply because they had the inancial resources for such en-
tertainment. The next important group of customers were foreigners travelling to China for 
business. These men were willing to pay the highest prices, and because Chinese economic 
development was speeding up and the amount of foreign investments were increasing every 
year, the percentage of these customers grew. In the past in China, specialized brothels were 
rare because prostitution was illegal. Instead, prostitutes offered their services in hotels and 
coffee shops for foreigners. With higher stratiication of the sexual market in the mid-80´s, 
prostitutes were able to be found in movie houses, theatres, dance halls, bars, hair salons, 
rented rooms, roadside shops, taxis, train stations, parks, private homes and other public and 
private facilities. Because during the Maoist era the state classiied nightclubs, dance halls 
or bars as a symbol of decadent bourgeois lifestyle; nightclubs, to avoid such a label, started 
to refer to themselves as karaoke bars or karaoke plazas. These “singing practice halls” were 
founded only in SEZs where customers were mainly businessmen, foreign investors, govern-
ment oficials and policemen. In the late part of 1980s, state authorities oficially recognized 
increasing prostitution and characterized this problem as one of “vice, evil or harm, linked to 
a wider spread of bourgeois liberalization.” Prostitution was called a “violation of women´s 
rights” and as “a crime against social order”.19

As SEZs had grown quickly during the 80´s, the number of karaoke bars increased, so 
had the number of women selling sexual services. In my essay I will focus on prostitution in 
karaoke bars, because in northeast Asian societies, which means mainland China, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Japan and South Korea, the karaoke bar is perhaps the most common forum 
for prostitution.20 Women, working in karaoke bars, refer to themselves as hostesses.21 Hos-
tessing is slightly different from prostitution. Customers of prostitutes look for sexual acti-
vities, including oral or genital contact. Hostesses provide a wider range of entertainment. 
The Chinese government calls them “young women who accompanied men in three ways”.22 
These services typically included alcohol consumption, singing, dancing, lirting and sexual 
services for an additional fee. Hostess does not always necessarily provide sexual pleasures. 
A large part of hostesses´ work is spending time with the client in private karaoke rooms 

19 HERSHATTER, G., Dangerous pleasures: prostitution and modernity in twentieth-century Shanghai, Berkeley, 
Calif. 1997, p. 329.

20 BELL, D. A., China’s new Confucianism: politics and everyday life in a changing society, Princeton 2008, p. 61.

21 See YANG, Y., Whispers and moans: interviews with the men and women of Hong Kong’s sex industry, Hong 
Kong 2006.

22 ZHENG, T., Red Lights…, p. 4.
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singing, dancing, drinking and erotic touching but without oral or genital sexual contact. 
For this session, which typically lasts 1-2 hours, hostesses in Dalian earn 200–400 Yuan.23 
To paint a better picture, this amount is usually a monthly salary for rural migrant workers, 
urban citizens earn an average 400–800 Yuan.24 

The second part of a hostesses’ work requires genital or oral sexual contact with the client, 
but the customer has to pay an additional fee. The price for such a service can be between 
300–5000 Yuan25 depending on the price-range of the bar, length of the session and attracti-
veness of the hostess. As in most cultures, the highest price customers pay for virgins; around 
10 000 Yuan.26 This price range gives us a better idea how highly proitable hostessing is in 
China compared to other job opportunities and why so many young women decide “to give 
it a shot”.

Chinese rural women today

First I would like to talk about the current situation of Chinese women, especially those with 
a rural background. China is a patriarchal society, where women should not only be obedient 
to their fathers, husbands and brothers, but also to older people and the state. For centuries, 
women were literally subordinated all their lives, they never had the chance to experience 
complete independence. Economical and political changes are projecting also in patriarchal 
hierarchy, but only very slowly. Most couples still prefer to have baby boys instead of girls. 
Reforms under Maoist rule opened the door for women to jobs outside their home, but women 
were and are still expected to take care of the housework.27 This resulted in a double burden 
for most women, but it also gave women a small opportunity to economically contribute 
to the family and thus gain a little more power. Women in the countryside feel this burden 
much more than urban women for a few reasons. Because of the limited amount of working 
opportunities in the countryside, many rural men migrate regularly hundreds and thousands of 
miles to the cities to ind a job. Women, who stay in the countryside, have to work in full-time 
wage labour and still be required to cultivate the ields while raising the children. Poor living 
conditions in some villages forced almost all men to travel long distances to the coastal cities 
to work and come home only once or few times a year. Many families struggle for survival 
and it unfortunately affects women in larger scale. Because of the newly established fees in 
grammar schools, some families were forced to provide basic education only to some children, 
preferably sons; for university education members of the family often have to cooperate to 
afford to support only one person in their studies. Naturally, families would rather support 
a son than a daughter. 

23 Prices taken from T. Zheng, 2009, this data were collected at the late 1990s.

24 CHINA STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 2010, Employment and Wages, National Bureau of Statistics of China, 
2010.

25 Prices taken from T. Zheng, 2009, this data were collected at the late 1990s compare with JEFFREYS, E., 
China, Sex and Prostitution, New York 2004.

26 Ibid.

27 GULATI, A. – FAN, S., The Dragon and the Elephant: Agricultural and Rural Reforms in China and India, 
Washington D.C. 2007, pp. 7–25. 
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 Around 70–80 % of the female population live in the rural areas, and the main source of 
employment for them is agriculture.28 Young girls, who are expected to be ilial daughters, 
subordinated and obedient, often have only a basic education. And with almost no working 
opportunities in the village or nearby township, young girls have only a small chance to change 
their lives. Many of them thus decide to become a part of the expanding mobile labour force 
migrating long distances from interior to coastal provinces, from the northern to the southern 
provinces and larger cities in the hopes of inding employment. 

Low cost is the main reason why these unmarried young women are preferred employees 
as a cheap source of labour in newly developing factories. Moreover, women usually quit 
their job after they are married so their employer can save the cost of pensions, redundancy 
payments, and increased wages along with their working experience. Some scholars also 
mention that factories also prefer the obedience of young women, which come from the cus-
toms of their patriarchal families, and therefore they are easily controlled and seldom asked 
for more beneits from their employer in comparison with male labour.29 

Entry into the karaoke bar sex industry

Many hostesses had started irst as migrant workers in the factories, restaurants and hotels.30 
But all these positions exploit women with low salaries and long working hours. Some authors 
even mention that some factories lock their workers inside and press them to work overtime at 
nights ive days per week.31 Salary for such exhausting work is low with no or little insurance 
or social advantages; in some cases workers do not get their salary at all. Many women facing 
this situation decide to ind a job somewhere else. But rural women have to face limited wor-
king opportunities in the city; because of a socialist economy there is a lack of private jobs. 
Plus, local governments often apply a discriminatory policy towards migrant workers that 
denies migrants an equal status with urban residents.32 

Young women often ind themselves soon after their arrival or after a few weeks of work 
in factory without any money left or even in debt in an unknown city. Most of them thus de-
cide to walk into a karaoke bar by themselves because they realize that prostitution is more 
lucrative, or friends or family members introduce some to this profession. As I mentioned 
above, hostessing offers high proitability as an average hostess´ income is between 6000-
10 000 Yuan.33 If a rural woman with no economic resources decides to start with this job, 
she can easily borrow money from other hostesses or a friend to purchase adequate clothing, 

28 CROLL, E., Changing Identities of Chinese Women: Rhetoric, Experience and Self-perception in Twentieth 
century China, Hong Kong 1995, p. 124.

29 For example: MASON, A., Population Change and Economic Development in East Asia, Stanford 2002; JONES, 
G. W., Delayed Marriage and Very Low Fertility in Paciic Asia, in Population and Development Review, Vol. 
33, No. 3 (Sep., 2007), pp. 453–478.

30 See CHANG, L. T., Factory Girls: from Village to City in a Changing China, New York 2009.

31 ZHENG, T., Red Lights…; “�强安全生������������经济���发�” (Strengthening the supervision and man-
agement of production safety; promoting the healthy growth of non-government economic sector), published in 
the oficial website of the National Safety Production Supervisor Bureau on 10 April 2004.

32 CHEN, N. – CLARCK, C. – GOTTSCHANG, S. – JEFFERY, L. (eds.), China Urban: Ethnographies of Con-
temporary Culture, London 2001. 

33 ZHENG, T., Red Lights …, p. 56.
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and typically she is able to pay her debt back after one or two sessions with clients. Because 
hostessing does not require any educational background or economic resources, it is often 
the only solution for rural women who lack money, education, working experience and urban 
connections. 

Karaoke bars, of course, choose girls, which they hire as new hostesses. They are valued by 
their height, weight, facial beauty, igure and social skills like singing, dancing and chatting 
skills.34 Girls, who are able to sing songs in English, use foreign languages; mostly English, 
Japanese or Korean and drink a lot, have an advantage and usually are able to earn more 
money. Legally, hostesses fall into a gray area, law does not identify them as legal or illegal, 
but their activity (erotic and sexual) is illegal. 

First, I would like to describe the working environment and the duties of the hostess and 
then to explore the dangers, which hostesses have to face. Later I will ask why karaoke bars 
are so successful, and what advantages they bring to the hostesses and how it changes the 
traditional settings of Chinese society. In general, karaoke bars can be divided according to 
the prices that they require for their services. 

Upper-tier karaoke bar

The most beautiful hostesses, with a taller igure and facial beauty, usually work in expensive 
karaoke bars. Because hostesses, unlike prostitutes, do not necessarily engage in sexual in-
tercourse with customers, they have to be able to attract clients with other tools like female 
features. Sexual contact between the hostess and the customers is often limited to fondling 
and social-oriented services.35 This kind of sexual service leads to a highly differentiated sys-
tem of pricing.36 Sex workers beautify themselves to attract more customers. Generally, most 
Chinese men historically prefer light coloured skin, which indicates an urban background; 
dark skin indicates a rural background, which is something that everyone in Chinese society 
wants to avoid.37 Unlike in the countryside, urban men in the karaoke bars prefer large bre-
asts.38 There are other features which increase a hostess´ chances to attract customers, like 
dyed hair, which again symbolized an urban behaviour or the weight; Chinese men prefer 
skinnier women.39 Hostesses that have all these features can attract more customers and thus 
earn more money. The only sex workers who are more valued are foreign hostesses. These 
foreign women mostly come from Russia.40 

High-price karaoke bars are located in the best parts of the city and are often very fashio-
nable with luxurious furniture. These bars can afford to employ a lot of supportive staff for 
hostesses. Very often they hire models as receptionist to impress and attract the customers. 

34 See CHANG, L. T., Factory Girls: from Village to City in a Changing China, New York 2009.

35 PARISH, W. L. - LAUMANN, E. O. - MOJOLA, S. A., Sexual Behavior in China: Trends and Comparisons, in 
Population and Development Review, Vol. 33, No. 4 (Dec., 2007), pp. 729–756.

36 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans...

37 See CHANG, L. T., Factory Girls: from Village to City in a Changing China, New York 2009.

38 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…; ZHENG, T., Red Lights....

39 See PARISH, W. L., Sexual Behavior in China…, YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…; ZHENG, T., Red Lights...

40 ZHENG, T., Ethnographies of prostitution in contemporary China : gender relations, HIV/AIDS, and national-
ism, New York 2009.
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Except hostesses, these bars employ waitresses and guards who take care of the security of 
the employees, calm daily ights and press customers who do not want to pay. Usually, there 
is a bar manager who also is in the position of madam, or madam by itself. Typically, the 
luctuation rate of the employees is high; if a hostess does not have enough customers she 
has to transfer to different karaoke bars, often at a lower price range. Many of the hostesses 
have graduated from the high schools.41 

Hostesses are required to press clients to order enough alcohol and snacks to reach a certain 
level of expenditures. Many bars have minimum consumption limits, so hostesses have to 
consume a lot while having sessions with the client, so the client keeps ordering more drinks 
and snacks.42 One of the common practices for hostesses who have to drink and eat a lot is 
vomiting which results in stomach-aches, problems with digesting and other dangerous health 
affects. Hostesses are recommended to spend a lot of money on clothing because customers 
tend to give higher tips to better-clothed hostesses. Hostesses also often use the tactic that 
they postpone the irst sexual contact, so the customer is attracted to come again.43

Madams are an important part of this business. They are in power over hostesses; they 
decide which hostesses will be presented to the client, so some hostesses try to bribe their ma-
dam to be presented to the “good” clients. Such a client is considered to have obtained a high 
social status, has a civilized manner, stays short and gives high tips.44 Often such customers 
are taken by the madam herself or the waitress, who usually are not involved in sexual services. 

Medium-tier karaoke bars

Bars of a medium price range are also well equipped with furniture, but not as expensively 
and they are usually not well located. The prices are around 50% lower than in the upper-
-tier bars, but about 50 % higher than in the lower-tier bars.45 Organization of the bar is less 
complicated and it has less staff. Very often there are no guards, but surprisingly, according 
to Zheng, in medium-price range bars there are much less ights between customers and 
hostesses than in the upper and the lower tiers, where there are ights almost daily.46 Hostesses 
typically are less educated than the in the expensive ones and there is also no consumption 
fee. Other surprising facts for me were the numbers of hostesses which Zheng provides; 150 
hostesses in the upper-tier bar and around 100 in the medium one. Even though surely not 
all hostesses work and many do not have a customer every day; and some karaoke bars are 
deinitely smaller; it still indicates how big the sex industry in China is. 

Low-tier karaoke bar

Bars, which provide the cheapest sexual services, are usually in the poorer areas of the town. 
Because of that, many criminals and gangsters are customers of these facilities as well as 

41 ZHENG, T., Red Lights.

42 BELL, D. A., China's new Confucianism…

43 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…

44 HYDE, S. T., Eating spring rice: the cultural politics of AIDS in Southwest China, Berkeley, Calif. 2007; ZHENG, 
T., Red Lights...

45 ZHENG, T., Red Lights ...

46 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…
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poor migrant workers. Gangs are often involved in karaoke bars as owners.47 Prices, unlike 
in better karaoke bars, are negotiable and there is no consumption fee. Hostesses are usually 
not so attractive, older or with a lower education level. Because these bars are mostly in dan-
gerous parts of the city and their customers are criminals, ights occur daily. Thus low-tier 
bars have a guard, often somebody with a criminal past. Because of such a dangerous and 
aggressive environment, the bar owners prefer to employ staff with whom they are connec-
ted by blood ties. Family or friend connections between the owner-waitress-guard-manager 
are very important for surviving. Drugs and murderers are part of the every day schedule in 
such neighbourhoods. According to Zheng, during her ieldwork she was told that in red-
-light districts in Dalian, between 1996 and 1999, dead bodies were found lying on the street 
almost every day.48 Low-tier bars are often concentrated in one area so bars use aggressive 
tools to press the customer to walk in. Guards sometimes stay on the street to press a driver 
stop his car and force him to enter the bar. Connections between bar owners or hostesses with 
taxi drivers are also one of the often-used tricks for bringing a customer in front of the bar.49 

In general, hostesses in the upper-tier karaoke bars earn the most money, but they have to 
face high pressure from the bar owners to attract enough clients and fulill the consumption 
fee, as well as an incredibly competitive atmosphere between hostesses and often aggressive 
customers. Hostesses from the medium-tier bars do not get such high tips, but ights are rare 
and also no consumption fee makes an easier life for them. Hostesses from the lower-tier 
bars experience drug addicted customers, rapes by gangsters, everyday ights and low tips. 
Rapes are something that almost every hostess experiences. According to Zeng, rapes occur 
more often in the upper and the lower-tier bars. Hostesses from medium-tier bars experience 
rapes signiicantly less often. Although we have data only for a small number of karaoke bars, 
I believe that it is an interesting observation that deserves future research.50 

Hostesses have to face many other dangers besides rape. Because sexual services are illegal 
in China, police arrest can happen at any time. Although the oficial government approach 
towards prostitution is negative, secrecy is tolerated. The reason is simple, money. Prostitution 
is a multibillion-dollar business, and it was recorded that in China, the contribution of the sex 
industry to the gross domestic product in 1998 and 1999 came between 12,1 and 12,8 %.51 
According to the CCP´s ideology, karaoke bars are below socialist business ethic, socialist 
civility and morality. But because corruption makes local oficers the biggest beneiciaries 
of the karaoke bars’ business through a combination of bribes and ines, oficers do not only 
tolerate bars, they even secretly promote them; and, of course, use their services. 

Corruption in the karaoke bars occurs on every level. Because bar owners have to submit 
a legal application for karaoke bars every year and because bureaucratic procedure is very 

47 HERSHATTER, G., Dangerous pleasures…

48 ZHENG, T., Red Lights...

49 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…

50 Every year European Union publishes data about the number of domestic violence in its members´ states. For 
several past years, when this data have started to be collected, men with basic and university education cause 
majority of home violence incidents.

 http://www.allacademic.com/meta/p_mla_apa_research_citation/3/1/2/7/1/p312713_index.html, access 
January 2011.

51 ZHENG, T., Red Lights..., p. 66.
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complicated (application has to be approved by ive government bureaus: the Environment 
Bureau, Bureau of Culture, Public Security Bureau, Tax Bureau, and Industrial and Commer-
cial Bureau) many owners are keeping close relationships with oficial who can help them 
with the legal permission through money or free services in the bar. Hostesses also have to 
corrupt the oficial, especial when they want get an urban citizenship. Contacts to the police 
are for bar owners and managers a necessity. Every bar owner has his contacts in the police 
who warn them before police raids, of course for an adequate proit. Because, as I mentioned 
above, hostesses belong to the gray area in the law, they are judged by the policemen who 
do the raid. Policemen use their arbitrary power to demand services for free. Hostesses can 
protect themselves, if they “spy” for the police. In such cases, hostesses gain immunity from 
police sanctions and do not have to pay a ine if arrested. Oficials and policemen often have 
a “personal harem” of such spies.52 

Next to violence, rape, abuse and corruption, hostesses have to deal with life-threatening 
health problems. Most hostesses experience around ive abortions during their “career”.53 In 
the 1990s, the percentage of all abortions increased among unmarried women to about 50 %.54 
With so many abortions are connected the problem of negative attitudes toward condoms 
among Chinese men. Although clients of hostesses exhibit the highest level of knowledge of 
HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases (STD), as revealed by almost 100 % of respon-
dents, they still refuse to use them because it decreases their pleasure.55 It is an interesting 
fact that although most clients are aware of the possibility of contracting HIV, the majority 
decides to risk it. In 2006, UNAIDS estimated that less than 0,1 % of total Chinese popula-
tion is HIV positive and predicted that in 2010 HIV/AIDS could lead to 20 million infected 
people.56 Most of the karaoke bars’ clients’ perception is that contraception is a women’s 
responsibility, and in general, they care more about their own pleasure than the welfare of 
women or their own safety. 

Why are karaoke bars so successful?

For me as a foreigner with no Asian social background, it is hard to understand men´s reasons 
for often visiting karaoke bars when it is connected with so many risks. Why do men visit 
karaoke bars and other entertainment facilities providing sexual services when it is connected 
with such possible dangers as police arrestment or sexually transmitted diseases? Why are 
men willing to spend large amount of money on hostesses? What else besides pleasure and 
excitement regularly brings them back to the bars? 

In China, karaoke bars are considered a necessary part of doing business, and, as such 
much business is conducted there. Scholars have not yet agreed on the reasons why it is that 

52 REMICK, E. J., Prostitution Taxes and Local State Building in Republican China, in: Modern China, Vol. 29, 
No. 1 (Jan., 2003), pp. 38–70.

53 ZHENG T., Red Lights...

54 HYDE, S. T., Eating spring rice..., p. 158.

55 ZHENG, T., Ethnographies…, p. 100.

56 MERLI, M. G. – HERTOG, S. – WANG, B. - LI, J., Modelling the Spread of HIV/AIDS in China: The Role of 
Sexual Transmission, in Population Studies, Vol. 60, No. 1 (Mar., 2006), pp. 1–22. 
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way. Some of the possible explanations are provided by a professor at the People´s University 
at Beijing, Pan Suiming, who says that men prove their youth and physical strength by being 
sexually active with young hostesses.57 On the other side of the spectrum are theories like 
Hershatter’s or Bell’s, who argue that visiting karaoke bars and having sex with the hostesses 
is a complex of social factors which inluences men’s behaviour. In general, men who have 
sex with hostesses are seen as more powerful and have a higher prestige in the society. Zheng 
also adds to the argument that men’s desire to experiment with sexual workers is done by the 
lack of opportunities to experience love under Mao’s rule.58 

In Chinese conditions, oficial and political capital and connections rather than money 
open the access to the economical recourses. The Chinese tradition of gift-giving which hel-
ps to build a personal relationship is still very popular. 59 Money is considered as impersonal 
and thus the gift exchange is seen as a way to create social connections and relations. Other 
possible means of gift-giving are banquets or entertaining facilities, some with sexual services 
such karaoke bars. The gift culture helps to build ties, which are necessary, especially when 
business activities are extra-legal. 

Nowadays, karaoke bars are one of the key factors in selecting business partners. Esta-
blishing personal relationships is highly important for economical survival. Collective visits of 
karaoke bars help the businessmen to create an opinion about the possible business partner. 
How businessmen and oficials behave in their extramarital affairs with women is used as 
a standard to appraise their business competence and moral quality.60 

During the selection of a new business partner, businessmen rely on a three-step process, 
which Zheng called preselection, bonding, and trust. She explains that preselection refers 
to when Party A appraises Party B prior to entering transactional relationships. Bonding is 
a formation of affective ties between individuals, which prevents the possibility of betrayal. 
Trust is an outcome of preselection and the bonding process. I would like to apply her theory 
on sex consumption in karaoke bars. 

I see visiting karaoke bars as one of the ilters used in choosing a business partner. Preselec-
tion means the process in which possible business partners go together to the karaoke bar and 
the opportunity to observe each other. Knowledge of the bars´ environment; proper behaviour 
in karaoke bars and towards hostesses; generous tips; self-control, are all signs which allow 
judging the moral qualities and business skills of the other person. When a possible business 
partner passes this test successfully, then begins the period of bonding. By sharing activities 
and experiencing drunkenness and visual sexual stimulation, business partners enter into 
a relaxed and very open situation. People usually share such close and intimate moments after 
longer friendships. Close relationships are usually built after years of friendship, but engaging 

57 SUIMING, P., Sexual and Relationship Satisfaction in Mainland China, in: Journal of Sex Research, Sep. 22, 
1997, the Free Library, accessed January 20, 2011.

58 For more see DIAMANT, N. J., Revolutionizing the family: politics, love, and divorce in urban and rural China, 
1949–1968, Berkeley, Calif. 2000; TSOU, T., The Cultural Revolution and post-Mao Reforms: a historical per-
spective, Chicago 1986. 

59 For more information see SCHLICHT, E., On Custom in the Economy, Oxford 1998.

60 ZHENG, T., Red Lights…, p. 134. 
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in common activities in a falsiied atmosphere and simulative activities in the karaoke bars 
can speed up the process. I see these untypical activates as something, which accelerates 
the creation of close relationships and bond the business partners together. “These bonds 
inhibit the individuals from betraying one another by imposing psychological penalties in 
the form of guilt or regret.”61 After the bonding period comes trust. Intensive moments that 
business partners experience together make the relationship stronger as well as the business 
connections. Experiencing together illegal activities such as karaoke-bar entertainment is 
a prelude of future business activities, which might be very risky as well. 

Men thus have to control their behaviour and observe other’s manners too. The way others 
conduct sex consumption provides information about their moral qualities and business 
competence. Men have to show their abilities in self-control, defence and sexual prowess. 
If they have these qualities they are seen as trustworthy, responsible and capable business 
partners in alliance. Self-control is one of the most valued features in the male character.62 
In sex consumption, there is always for men the possibility of losing self-control and letting 
the hostesses take control of them. In Chinese culture, if a man cannot control the hostess, 
a commercial sex worker, then he cannot be a good businessman. “How men face the danger 
of the hostesses demonstrates their moral quality and business competence.”63 Hostesses are 
considered dangerous because of their beauty. Through attractiveness they can rein over men. 
A man who can control the hostess (the beautiful the better) is valued as being successful. 

Another reason, which drives men to spend large amounts of money on hostesses, is to 
show wealth in the eyes of friends and business partners. It is a way to increase or conirm 
one’s own social status. But there is also an upper level to visiting the best and most expen-
sive karaoke bars and having numerous mistresses. Men who were able to reach the turning 
point where a hostess voluntarily, not for money, gives compliments are seen as the most 
powerful and masculine. To buy a woman with money is not enough anymore to demonstrate 
masculine potency. This naturally leads many men to pay hostesses in advance or secretly so 
they can pretend in front of their friends and business partners that the hostess is emotionally 
involved in the relationship with her customer. Men admire those who can emotionally and 
physically control the hostess.64 To control a mistress is as important as the social class of the 
mistress.65 Having a lower-class mistress or a mistress, who does not have valued skills like 
conversation proiciency, drinking and dancing abilities, means to lose face. And not having 
a mistress is a certain way to lose respect and position between business partners. Men who 
do not get sexually involved with hostesses are, at best, laughed off; in the worse they are 
seen as suspicious.66 The most powerful men are those who can play with beautiful hostess 
without payment. Less powerful, but still respectable men are those who have a relationship 

61 Ibid., p. 135.

62 SCHLICHT, E., On Custom in the Economy...

63 ZHENG, T., Red Lights, p. 139.

64 ZHENG, T., Complexity of life and resistance: informal networks of rural migrant karaoke bar hostesses in urban 
Chinese sex industry, in: China: An International Journal, March, 2008, p. 82.

65 See CHANG, L. T., Factory Girls: from Village to City in a Changing China, New York 2009.

66 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…
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with a large number of hostesses, but strictly through sex-for-money transactions. Men who 
fall in love with hostesses or do not have enough charm to attract them are seen as weak.67

In my opinion, men are visiting karaoke bars mainly for two reasons. The irst is to de-
monstrate wealth and power to their friends and to check the character of their business 
partners. Of course, there has to be numerous men who are visiting karaoke bars simply 
to ind pleasure and relax, but I believe the majority of men have in mind another goal, to 
advance their professional career.

Filial-prodigal daughters

Are there any positive impacts of karaoke bars on the living conditions of Chinese women? Do 
they bring something good also? Or did Chinese women enter a new period of subordination 
in the disguise of karaoke bars?

As I mentioned above, prostitution is highly-proitable in China. Hostesses earn twenty 
times more than rural workers in the factories. Most hostesses have a rural background, so 
when they return home, they are considered rich women by their neighbours. Most of the 
hostesses behave like good ilial daughters; they strongly support their family members. With 
their bodies they earn money for their brothers’ studies, pay medical care and housing for 
their parents, and provide money to their sisters for marriages. We could see how emotionally 
dificult and physically dangerous their work is, and they are still sending a large amount of 
such hard-earned money to their family. Why do they do it? From my western point of view it 
would be understandable if they came from happy families and have loving parents. But most 
of these girls are suppressed while their brothers are preferred in the eyes of their parents. 
They do not get the same amount of support for their studies and experience half a lifetime of 
disrespect. One cannot help but wonder how it’s possible that they still behave so unselishly? 

The answer is probably in the Chinese society itself. Asian cultures are less individualistic 
than western; people are more connected to their families even if they are not treated fairly. I 
would like quote one of the hostess Hong life-story with who T. Zheng became a close friend: 
“My father had four daughters because they were waiting for a son but never had the luck. 
My father almost killed me twice. When I was three, my father was upset one day and tried 
to crush my head with his foot. It scarred my eyes and made me temporarily almost blind. 
You can still the scars around my eyes. The second time when I was six, my father quarrelled 
with my mother and became furious. My father put his foot on my head and jammed my face 
into the soggy earth, nearly drowning me. Zheng asked her if she hated her father. I never 
minded it. All is past, so what’s the sense of holding it against him? My mother would mention 
it sometimes, but I always stopped her. After all, they’re my parents. They brought me up and 
they raised me. I don’t mind it at all. I still hand washed my father’s underwear and washed his 
feet when his feet were burnt and injured. My father cried and said no one had done this for 
him before. I said ‘I’m your daughter – isn’t naturally for me to do this for you?’ Sometimes 
when I caught sight of him hiding his underwear under the bed, I would say, ‘What are you 
hiding? Why are you hiding? I’m your daughter. When I was little, you didn’t mind washing 
my dirty underwear. How can I mind now? It’s the same thing. So don’t do that anymore. I’ll 

67 JEFFREYS, E., China, sex and prostitution, New York 2004; ZHENG, T., Red Lights…, pp. 141–143.
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do all these things for you. She said she is doing all these things because: I think my life in the 
future will deinitely be a lot better than theirs. They lived through the Cultural Revolution 
and the bad times. They haven’t eaten good things and have never experienced good things. 
I want them to see as mush as they can and eat as much as they can when they are not too old. 
I have the responsibility to make their lives better in the remaining years.”68

Hong showed me a completely different point of view very far from the one I am used to, 
or from the one of any of my western friends. Despite her father’s mistreatment, Hong still 
held fast to her moral role as a daughter. She was following the historical pattern of Chinese 
women and continued in the tradition of the patriarchal value of iliality. We can see the 
contradiction of the hostess’s life, in the city she acts like a fallen cosmopolitan women, but 
back in her natal family she is again a good obedient daughter. 

Although hostesses inancially support their families, most of them try to save money for 
the future, when they will be too old to continue hostessing. Their intensions are typically to 
open a small shop with perfumes, a hair salon, or some other kind of small business and get 
married. Unlike western prostitutes, most hostesses have boyfriends who know about their 
profession. Also, their families and village neighbours usually know what kind of job they do. 
Some family members even bring their neighbours to the karaoke bars. Their closest know 
how dangerous the job their daughter/sister/girlfriend do is, and they do not have problems 
accepting their money? One has to ask, is it not also exploitation?

As Hong’s story indicates, most of them provide money to their families voluntarily. I think 
that it gives them a feeling of importance and self-valuation, something they were terribly 
missing while growing up in a patriarchal family. Because many rural families depend on 
their daughters for economical survival, these women had the chance for the very irst time 
in their lives to feel worthy and necessary. Thanks to them, their families usually live better; 
by themselves they were able to improve the living conditions of several family members. Of 
course, hostesses pay a high price for their lives in the cities; when they come home, they are 
the targets of gossip, lose friends, and do not feel at home anymore. But, workers who mig-
rate to the cities are especially able to understand and appreciate the dificult condition these 
women live in. As I said before, surprisingly, hostesses´ lovers know about their profession. 
Boyfriends often value them for their bravery, some partners try to support their girlfriends, 
and other partners are living on the hostesses’ earnings.69 

It is a paradox that hostesses gain a certain degree of self-esteem by working in bars where 
they are valued only for their beauty, youth, drinking or chatting skills. It is because this is the 
only time, in karaoke bars, when urban men express the desire for these rural women. The 
rural population value themselves lower than the urban populations, and Chinese women 
are considered less important than men. So when a man from the city asks for a hostess´s 
companionship, it is a unique occasion for a rural woman to be accepted or even a subject of 
desire for an urban man. Anywhere else, in a restaurant, on the streets, in the countryside, an 
urban man would very probably look at these women as second class citizens. Being chosen 
by urban clients means for hostesses a conirmation of their self-worth. 

68 ZHENG, T., Red Lights..., p. 148.

69 YANG, Y., Whispers and moans…
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Because hostesses are able to so signiicantly contribute to their family´s economy, it brings 
them an unfamiliar power and conidence. Also, living alone in the town and taking care of 
everything alone changes a hostess’s character; to survive in such harsh conditions as karaoke 
bars means to be able stand for oneself. Although obedience will always probably stay a part 
of their character, they are able speak their opinion after working as a hostess much more 
than ever before and go for it much more than ever before. 

Zheng describes hostesses’ return home in her book Red Lights. Her research indicates 
hostesses coming home for a visit do not follow traditional rules anymore. They are able to 
argue with their mothers or older neighbours, which strongly changes the Chinese hierarchy 
system. But some traditions remain untouched, hostess still tend to behave obediently to 
their fathers. 

Unlike other migrant workers, hostesses do not express the desire to return home to the 
countryside. The ideal option about which they dream is marrying into an urban family, be-
coming a second wife of a wealthy businessman or an oficial, or becoming an independent 
businesswoman.70 

Conclusion

In my essay I wanted to show that hostessing can have a positive effect on the hierarchy status 
of Chinese women. The possibility to earn one’s own inancial resources brought them newly 
discovered power and conidence, and gave them a chance to escape from subordination. 

Unfortunately, they also have to pay a high price for it. Many hostesses are psychologi-
cally destroyed after repeated rapes, physically exhausted because of an unhealthy lifestyle, 
abortions and diseases. I believe that the legalization of prostitution and the establishment 
of a control system, the state could protect these women and decrease their exploitation. As 
I mentioned above, hostesses have to face the constant corruption of the oficials who live on 
their expenses. If sex work would be legalized, necessary bribes from bar owners to the ofi-
cials would be cancelled. Instead of it, the state could increase ines and taxes for bar owners 
and use this money for creating a controlling and supportive system for sex workers. I would 
allow sex workers to apply for a business licence, which would help them to escape from 
exploitation of madams and bar owners. Prostitutes would have to pay taxes like any other 
businessman, but this money should be used for building heath facilities where prostitutes 
could receive a heath investigation and treatment if necessary. If they are healthy they would 
get permission to work which would have to be renewed regularly. Prostitutes would have 
to carry their heath record with them, so customers could also check it. This might decrease 
the number of wives infected trough their husbands. 

The state should also establish a non-governmental organization, which would provide 
legal, psychological or even inancial support if necessary. That might help to reduce the 
impact of emotional exploitation; and in the case of rape or abuse, prostitutes would get full 
help. I think that is important to divide such an organization from the governments’ ofice 
to reduce as much as possible the corruption and abuse from the police, as we saw above. 

70 FARRER, J. – ZHONGXIN, S., Extramarital Love in Shanghai, in: The China Journal, No. 50 (Jul., 2003), 
pp. 1–36. 
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Non-governmental organizations would also provide educational seminars to prostitutes, 
for example topics on prevention or contraception.

I am aware that it is only a brief description with many unsolved problems and it deinitely 
cannot stop corruption and the exploitation of sex workers, but I believe that even a small 
improvement is an improvement and it might mean a change in at least some of the dangers 
involved. I think that prostitution should be accepted as an integral part of human society 
and we should try to control its negatives as much as we can. Only this way can a state and its 
citizens gain on taxes from a booming sexual industry. By accepting prostitution as a regular 
job, prostitutes might slowly become de-stigmatized, and no longer ostracized by the society 
at large. Living in the grey area of social and legal spheres makes prostitutes more vulnerable 
and we should try to prevent that. 

Abstract
“Red Lights” in “Red Country”
Sex Workers in Post-socialist China

People’s Republic of China has undergone many major changes in last couple of decades. Huge 

building fever in coastal cities resulted into transformation of a traditional Chinese lifestyle. Men 

and women are working hundred miles away from their families, in a desperate attempt to feed and 

support their beloved who had to stay in the countryside. Young rural women very often realised 

that by working in a factory they are not able to earn enough money to fund their family members. 

Therefore they turn into a business, which does not require any education or working experience 

and is open to anyone, into prostitution. Prostitution in karaoke bars is speciic to Asian continent 

and it is little known about it. Due to a successful effort of Chinese government to hide relevant 

information and data, although prostitution affects millions of women only in China and it is a 

huge sociological phenomenon. 
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Sexually transmitted diseases
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Survival Strategies of Soviet Citizens 
during the Stalinist Era

Jan Adamec

The concept of survival strategies is based on an assumption, more an everyday common 
knowledge that everybody seeks to improve its social status, gain more from the beneits 
of the society, and vice versa escape from the undesirable consequences of the corrective 
measures of the state institutions. This “behavioural” concept – a man adapts to pressures 
and impulses the society sends to him/her - can be applied also on the study of the society. 
It suggests that a citizen uses the instruments of the society or state (connections, ideology, 
work, money) to improve its life and secure basic needs for himself or his family.

The word survival suggests some extreme conditions the man is exposed - and this can 
correspond to the conditions of autoritative or totalitarian regimes where state requires much 
more loyalty, attention and energy to be devoted to it by its subordinates. In a functioning 
democracy, you can meet with state apparatus only when you pay taxes or go to the elections, 
the totalitarian state is more „demanding“. 

The Soviet society during the 1930’s was coming through an enormous change based on 
the transformation of the countryside (collectivization and dekulakization), building industrial 
capacities (industrialization), and the creation of a New elite (purges and rapid promotion). 
It was partly a continuation of the process triggered by the Bolshevik revolution, but it went 
far beyond this. As Werth puts it, “…it gave rise to a surprising mixture of modernization and 
political and social regression.”1

Ambitious industrial plans and utopian visions of melting the “Old” into the “New” were 
set. An image of a steel plant where the old scrap is luxed and something new, better and 
more powerful is produced preoccupied the minds of the contemporaries. This image was 
applied also onto human relationship and on the way how a particular strata of the Soviet 
society was treated either by the authorities or by their neighbours.

Yet these visions when being translated into the language of reality produced disastrous 
consequences in some cases. The village structure was forcibly destroyed in order to transform 
the countryside into a modern-like socialist production unit, close to a factory; hundreds of 
thousands of peasants were deported, killed or arrested; millions of them died of starvation. 
The rest of them set on move, left their homelands, for towns and newly established construc-
tion sites. Forced industrialization speeded up migration and spontaneous urbanization. In 
a relatively short period of time, a strong new working class was established. Peasant’s hab-
its clashed with urban life style and the ideological project of socialist transformation. New 
Stalinist generation was born nut the price was very high.

1 WERTH, N., Strategies of Violence in the Stalinist USSR, in: ROUSSO, H. (ed.), Stalinism and Nazism: history 
and memory, Lincoln and London 2004, p. 73.
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The perspective from below

It has been argued that the Stalinist transformation should be viewed as a legitimate project 
toward modernity and it should be studied in comparison with other “modernities” which 
evolved in the Western Europe during the 19th and 20th century.2 The process of industriali-
zation and huge educational campaigns promoting literacy, which took place in the Soviet 
Union since 1920’s, are often mentioned when the modernity patterns in the Bolshevik vision 
of a communist society are being stressed. Yet only recent studies have enabled a deep insight 
into the micro-level of this process. We can reconstruct the opinions and mental dispositions 
of the main participants and subjects of the project – the peasants, the workers, the intellectu-
als, party oficials and artists and all those who were involved in the process and who were to 
be transformed into “New people.”

The totalitarian school operates with an assumption that citizens were totally succumbed 
to the power of a state or a party and that a totalitarian state transforms human beings into 
mechanical units using physical and mental terror, ideological indoctrination, spatial ato-
mization and economic exploitation.3 This view was largely due to the post-war retrospect 
shock of horrors and atrocities that had happened during the Nazi era and it was fostered 
then by the Cold War confrontation.4

In this perspective, the Stalinist transformation was viewed as “a revolution from above,” 
a project commenced and directed solely from the Stalin’s ofice.5 However the revisionists 
claimed that there was an observable initiatives coming from below and that the whole process 
should be viewed in a broader perspective as a construction of a new elite and transformation 
of the whole society.6 Social historians of the Stalinist era came with a new approach de-
composing the rigid and static image of the Stalinist society based on the totalitarian model. 
Only recently the examination of the level of subjugation and interrelationship between an 
individual and the state power was made possible.

The aim of the paper is to examine the impact of the Stalinist transformation on Soviet 
citizens and their response to it. Its main purpose is to illustrate the ambivalent and ambiguous 
relationship between the state and a citizen focusing on the survival strategies of the Soviet 
urban population in the 1930’s during. It is been argued that people were not only passive 
subjects of the regime coercive policies, but that they developed various self-protecting survival 
strategies and patterns of behaviour while dealing with the state power, the bureaucracy and 
the authorities. When analysing the people’s behaviour on the micro-level, we would be able 
also to see the very nature of these societies in a global perspective. As I would like to show, 
recent works on the social history ield dealing with the problem of Stalinism, can provide 

2 ARNASON, J. P., Communism and Modernity, in: Daedalus, Vol. 129, 2000, No. 1, p. 61.

3 FRIEDRICH, C. – BRZEZINSKI, Z., Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy, Cambridge 1965, pp. 295–298. 

4 Another source for this “totality” vision was the powerful imagery of the George Orwell’s 1984 and futuristic 
literary visions in general. It was an instinctive relection of a growing totality of the living conditions observ-
able during the World War II mobilization.

5 TUCKER, R. C., Stalin in power: the revolution from above 1928–1941, New York 1990.

6 FITZPATRICK, S., Everyday Stalinism. Ordinary Life in Extraordinary Times: Soviet Russia in the 1930s, New 
York 1999, p. 7.
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us models for understanding the nature and system of the totalitarian societies. The aim of 
this paper is also to put in a certain theoretical framework the recent level of our knowledge 
about the relationship between an individual and the state and to examine it within the dis-
cussions of the socialism as a certain pattern toward modernity. The recent works of social 
historians as Sheila Fitzpatrick, Jochen Hellbeck, Lynn Viola, Sarah Davies, and Vladimir 
A. Kozlov would be analysed.7

In the irst part, I mention the core feature of the Stalinist society according to the class 
deinitions. Then I focus on various survival strategies of people “from below” in everyday 
life – creating a new or double identity; denunciation; petition and letter writing; participation 
on trials; involvement into informal, semi- or illegal social grids imitating or substituting the 
oficial structures.

Forging the identity, escaping the class

The social and political structure of the Soviet society was based on the class deinitions and 
distinctions. Paradoxically, this sociological model was applied in a society where the class 
differentiation was, according to the Western standards, very weak prior to the Bolshevik 
revolution. The majority of the population consisted of peasants who did not really it to the 
Marxist scheme of a highly industrialized society. As Fitzpatrick says, “… the outcome was 
a reinvention of class that involved the ascription of class identities to citizens so that revo-
lutionary regime (a self-deined “dictatorship of the proletariat”) could know its allies from 
its enemies. The marriage of ascription and Marxist class produced an offspring: stigma.”8

Immediately after the revolution and the civil war Bolsheviks found out that they were 
not capable at exerting control over the countryside. The main obstacle was the relative in-
dependence of the peasants from the Soviet system, the state and the bureaucracy in general. 
Peasants were self-suficient and knew the state machinery only from its repressive side – when 
the state needed taxes, quotas or soldiers. The close, autarchic, and patriarchal communal 
system centred to church was in sharp contradiction to the structures which Bolsheviks were 
able to master. 

Moreover, the October revolution instigated a deep change in the structure of proprietary 
relations in the countryside during which rich landowners were swept away and their lands 
were partitioned among middle peasants. Paradoxically, the class of the middle farmers, who 
were later viewed by the Bolsheviks as a main obstacle in their effort to transform the count-
ryside and who then became the main victims of the collectivization, had been consolidated by 
the Bolshevik revolution. For the irst time they beneited from the political changes imposed 
from above. The retreat from the policy of War communism and forced requisitions to the 

7 HELLBECK, J., Fashioning the Stalinist Soul. The diary of Stepan Podlubnyi, 1931–39, in: FITZPATRICK, S. 
(ed.), Stalinism. New Directions, London, New York 2000, pp. 77–116; KOZLOV, V. A., Denunciation and Its 
Functions in Soviet Governance: A Study of Denunciations and Their Bureaucratic Handling from Soviet Police 
Archives, 1944–1953, in: The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 68, 1996, No. 4, pp. 867–898; FITZPATRICK, 
S., Stalin’s Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village after Collectivization, Oxford 1994; VIOLA, 
L., Peasant rebels under Stalin: collectivization and the culture of peasant resistance, Oxford New York 1996.

8 FITZPATRICK, S., Ascribing Class: The Construction of Social Identity in Soviet Russia, in: The Journal of 
Modern History, Vol. 65, 1993, No. 4, p. 745.
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NEP policy even underscored the Bolshevik‘s dependence on the countryside. The Bolshevik 
were thus eager to change this dependency status and to impose political control over the 
countryside. But there were some constraints and obstacles. 

From the point of the Bolshevik’s ideology, Marx and then Lenin had dificulties in app-
roaching the question of peasantry. When the reality did not it the ideology, then the reverse 
process had to be implemented. The structure of the Soviet peasantry had to be transformed 
according to the Marxist class scheme. Bolsheviks sought to apply a vague classiication 
distinguishing between poor peasants (bednaki), middle peasants (seredniaki), and kulaks 
(capitalists and „exploiters“).9 

Moreover, few Bolshevik leaders had deep roots in the countryside and the majority of 
them, correctly or not, took the peasants to be backward, obscurant, illiterate, and under the 
heavy inluence of the church, with a pre-modern thinking and an obsolete set of values. All 
this was intermingled with what Bolsheviks called „an ineradicable petty-bourgeois menta-
lity“. There was distrust and incomprehension which grew into an openly declared hostility 
toward peasants who had been classiied as class enemies during the period of collectivi-
zation. After the introduction of a far-reaching plan of transformation of the Soviet Union 
into a highly industrialized modern country, the Soviet power designed the countryside as 
a crucial reservoir of resources and cheap labour force for the industrialization. As Kaplan 
puts it, „Rural residents were expected to contribute to the public good but not necessarily 
share public beneit.”10

Unless the oficial ideology claiming that the Marxist-Leninist foundations built upon 
rationality, there was a massive amount of unpredictability within the behaviour of the Soviet 
authorities, especially in the repressive area. No social category, no ethnicity, no political sta-
tus could feel immune to the terror, in this context perceived as a brutal and primitive tool to 
create a new type of society. 11 As Werth argues, “…strategy of violence, whose victims were 
mainly the “common people,” rested on a virtual criminalization of the daily behaviour of 
‘ordinary’ citizens…”12

From the beginning of the existence of the regime, Bolsheviks deprived certain strata of 
the society of the possibility of the political participation. They were being stigmatized and 
persecuted. They lived under a permanent threat of expulsion or arrest. The categorization 
was based on the people’s performance during the pre-revolutionary regime (kulaks, urban 
entrepreneurs and artisans, persons living off unearned income, private traders and middle-
men, monks, priests of all denominations, former employees and agents of the Tsarist police, 
secret police, and special corps of gendarmes, and inally the House of Romanov.)13 They 
were labelled as “the people of the past”, “the former people”, but also as “alien elements”, 
“social aliens”, or “social harmful elements”. These people were excluded to do certain jobs, 

9 FITZPATRICK, S., Ascribing Class…, p. 751.

10 KAPLAN, C. S., The Party and Agricultural Crisis Management in the USSR, London 1987, p. 31. 

11 WERTH, N., op. cit., pp. 74–75.

12 Ibid.

13 FITZPATRICK, S., Everyday Stalinism…, pp. 115–117. 
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were deprived of some rights, their children were prohibited to join youth organizations or 
enter school or university. It was harder, if not completely impossible, to get rationing cards, 
or housing.

A Soviet Citizen – Passive, or Active?

The strategy of building a new or double identity serves as a prove of the thesis that a citizen 
was not only a subject of state manipulation and coercion, but also an active and fast adapting 
agent of its own destiny. The introduction of the internal passport system in 1932 coincided 
with a new wave of cleansing the society from “socially harmful” elements. The primary goal 
of this measurement was to prevent starving and desperate peasants to abandon their villages 
and to get in towns. A peasant was thus simply deprived of any possibility to gain a passport. 
Issuing of passports enabled the state authorities also to “ilter” and then expel unwanted 
“elements” among the urban population.14

People who were stigmatized by their political or criminal record or by their social origin, 
like kulaks and their offspring, sought to avoid social and political consequences of their 
origin and thus had to elaborate a new identity. In most cases they had to disrupt all ties with 
their families, relatives, toward their home. It was a paradox that the conditions in the Soviet 
Union in the 1930s, when the whole country was literary “in motion” and when thousands of 
people migrated from the countryside to towns or construction sites, made the concealment 
of one’s past not dificult. 

A typical life story of a kulak began with his departure, voluntary or not, from his home 
village. Then he illegally left his district and travelled hundred miles away to be hired in some 
of a newly established industrial site. After it, he sought to acquire new documents elaborating 
new identity or at least concealing his origins. There was a variety of modes how to get these 
documents ranging from forgery, to purchasing, stealing or bribery. It was not unusual that 
marriage or adoption could serve as another such a survival strategy.

The double-identity and a long term concealment of the real identity together with a supp-
ression of one’s personal roots and cutting all relations with close relatives brought grave 
mental shocks and wounds. This was especially valid for young people in their initial stage 
of socialization. They attempted to incorporate themselves into the society and while strugg-
ling with their double identity they were facing a serious dilemma between their self-interest 
and their family ties. The crucial question was how to get rid of the stigma of a social alien 
or state enemy. Paradoxically, the most loyal and devoted adherents of the new Stalinist so-
ciety recruited from those social pariahs. Social inferiority complex was transformed into 
exaggerated loyalty, eagerness to be promoted and fear from being “revealed” and put back 
to the position of a social alien.

14 „… surveillance was hardly unique to Russia or to its socialist revolution. Denounced as one of the most per-
nicious manifestations of a totalitarian mindset, surveillance is not a speciically Bolshevik, Marxist, or even 
totalitarian practice-it is a modern one.“ in: HOLQUIST, P., “Information Is the Alpha and Omega of Our Work”: 
Bolshevik Surveillance in Its Pan-European Context, in: The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 69, 1997, No. 3, 
pp. 415–450. 
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We have a fascinating testimony of such a individual inner struggle. A son of a dekulakized 
peasant, Stepan Podlubnyi, was writing a diary from 1931 and 1939 after moving to Moscow 
to work there as an ordinary worker.15 The absence of an oficial political sphere resulted in 
two features. Everything then became a matter of politics, every single act of purely economic 
or personal nature could be considered as an act either of conformity or resistance.16

Us and them, them against them

Because of the lack of any legal and impartial patterns by which the citizens could inluence 
the political process, denunciation quickly became a powerful tool in the hands of ordinary 
citizens to participate in the governing process at least on the lower level. Denunciation was, 
as Kozlov says, “an essential element in Russia’s traditional system of bureaucratic gover-
nance and only secondarily a moral problem, understood within the context of conceptions 
of good and evil.”17 This could be viewed as a self-defense strategy reacting on the abuse of 
power by local authorities and managers. But it was a strategy from which the central state 
authority beneited most. It was a perfect instrument to harass lower authorities and to keep 
them obedient; it also gave credibility to the central state authorities that, in case of punishing 
local bosses, they were able to apply justice and showed their responsiveness to the complaints 
of the Soviet citizens. Finally, the practice of denunciation created a chasm between workers 
and managers on the lower level, which divided local communities.18

The application of the dichotomy between “us” and “them” was another strategy used by 
those “from below” to comprehend the social reality. Drawing line between “power-holders” 
and “powerless” also enabled them to have an explanation for deiciencies of the Soviet system 
and for miseries of everyday life. There was a sharp contrast between what the oficial propa-
ganda was claiming - that there was no particular class interests and that the Soviet Union 
succeeded in creating a classless society, and between the popular and unoficial language 
which stressed inherent conlict.19

It is interesting to see how wide were the deinitions of those who were considered as 
“them,” or (verkhy). They were called as “they,” “the responsible workers,” “party members,” 
“the state,” “the rulers,” “the new bourgeoisie,” “the new capitalists,” “Jews”, or “rotten in-
telligentsia,” or “academics.”20 “Verkhy” were seen as people with power and privileges, who 
were responsible and who ran things. In opposite, ordinary people, in their own speech descri-
bed as “we”, considered themselves as “slaves”, being powerless, exploited, and deceived.21

15 HELLBECK, J., op. cit., p. 77.

16 REV, I., The Advantages of Being Atomized, Dissent, Summer 1987.

17 KOZLOV, V. A., op. cit., p. 867.

18 “It gave the population a inal hope that justice would be done, preserved for the central power an aura of infal-
libility and righteousness, and redirected the population’s dissatisfaction into the channel of “local criticism”. 
in: KOZLOV, V. A., op. cit., p. 868.

19 DAVIES, S., "Us against Them": Social Identity in Soviet Russia, 1934–41, in: Russian Review, Vol. 56, 1997, 
No. 1, p. 71.

20 Ibid., p. 72. 

21 FITZPATRICK, S., Everyday Stalinism…, p. 221.
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This was especially true when the Great Purges began and the whole managerial and 
bureaucratic elite were accused of being hostile toward the Soviet system. The verbal divi-
sion between “us and them” was quickly transformed in a wave of hate, insinuations and 
accusations against the former elite. The evil-good dichotomy was exploited by the secret 
police.22 It was also obvious that the central apparatus headed by Stalin was trying to put a 
rift between workers and managers by instigating a commonly shared animosity towards 
those who were in power.23

Because of a disproportionate representation of the Soviet citizens of the Jewish origin 
among the ruling elite, Anti-Semitic remarks against Jews were expressed very often because 
Jews were identiied with the state, party and industrial apparatus, and with intelligentsia.24 
But more than pure anti-Semitism it was, as Davies said, “…a wider phenomenon of hostility 
to and resentment of power and privilege by impotent groups, rather than purely a mani-
festation of ethnic hostility.”25 In this sense, the authorities were blamed for almost every 
misdeed and failure in a factory or on a site. Some scholars view the show trials and purges 
as a “scapegoating process” through which the balance and system stability was achieved.26 
The masses were given their victims to blame and to express their frustration and anger, the 
local elite were put under the threat of purges and the authority of the central power was 
preserved. Moreover, it was fostered, because the central power and Stalin were viewed as 
the utmost guarantees of justice.

When examining these strategies in the Soviet countryside, it was obvious especially after 
the WW2 that the authorities feared the restoration of semi-capitalist relations in the coun-
tryside. The general expectation shared by the majority of peasants was that after the war 
the kolkhozes would be dissolved and private farming would be allowed.27 The question of 
kolkhozes was the most painful problem in the minds of peasants. Their hopes, as registered 
by the authorities and the secret police, were expressed sometimes in an odious and primitive 
way, but the message was clear – dissolve kolkhozes! The secret police recorded that when 
there were negotiations about the formation of the UN in San Francisco, peasants in certain 

22 In the narratives of the raion trials, evil bosses exploit and abuse, and peasants are their victims. The relation-
ship of peasants and bosses was presented in clear antithetical terms; there was scarcely any shading of the 
stark black-and-white contrast between victimizers and victims. In: FITZPATRICK, S., How the Mice Buried 
the Cat: Scenes from the Great Purges of 1937 in the Russian Provinces, in: Russian Review, Vol. 52, 1993, 
No. 3, p. 315.

23 FITZPATRICK, S., Cultural revolution in Russia, 1928–1931, Indiana University Press 1984, p. 8; see also 
FITZPATRICK, S., How the Mice…, p. 319.

24 DAVIES, S., op. cit., p. 76. 

25 Ibid. 

26 Ibid.

27 As one Central Committee secretary noted when he travelled to the Kursk district in July 1945, “everybody 
expects that kolkhozes would be dissolved together with the army”. Another revealing story happened in a village 
of the Pskov district where peasants refused to sign a letter to Stalin in which they obligated themselves to fulil 
the annual rate of deliveries. They objected that “comrade Stalin begged us to retain kolkhozes only for seven 
years. If we sign this letter, our kolkhoz won’t be dissolved”. In: ZUBKOVA, E. J., Stalin i obshchestvennoe 
mnenie v SSSR. 1945–1953, in: GAIDUK, I. V. – EGOROVA, N. I. – CHUBARYAN, A. O. (eds.), Stalinskoe 
desyatileytie kholodnoi voiny. Fakty i gipotezy, Moskva 1999, p. 277.
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regions thought that Americans pressed on the Soviet Union to dissolve kolkhozes and that 
the USA and England demanded the permission to execute reconnaissance lights over the 
territory of the USSR to monitor whether kolkhozes were being dissolved. Maybe surprisingly, 
Churchill and Truman were viewed as promoters of private farming in the USSR and their 
willingness to declare war on the USSR in case of not fulilling this demand was taken for 
granted.28 This fantastic visions more fuelled by the desperate situation and wishful thinking 
of the peasants, coincided with the peasants’ dissatisfaction with local authorities and with 
the fact that the USSR was delivering wheat and agricultural commodities to Czechoslovakia 
or Poland during 1946–1947 precisely when the famine was raging in Russia.29 

Party authorities observed that these opinions were spread mainly on the territories which 
had been under German occupation and had been exposed to inimical “anti-collectivist” 
opinions. They also blame the church and various religious sects for “fooling” the young and 
the women for the anti-kolkhoz and anti-Soviet propaganda.30 Peasants retained their pre-
-soviet mentality and they distinguished in their criticism between the local authorities (vlast’ 
mestanya) such as managers, chairmen of kolkhozes, and local bosses. Those were blamed 
almost for every failure and were put under heavy criticism by peasants. On the other hand, 
Stalin was viewed positively as an embodiment of the military strength of the USSR and of 
the success of industrialization and modernization. Catastrophic situation in the countryside 
was, according to peasants, due only to Stalin’s bad advisors and aides.31 As Kozlov puts it, 
“they simply appropriated the traditional Russian myth (which could still be applied in a 
Soviet context) about ‘the good tsar’ and his ‘bad servants’ who deprived the people of truth 
and justice.”32 But some scholars, such as Fitzpatrick, claims that such a “naïve monarchism” 
was not predominant among the rural population and that in many cases peasants while 
complaining targeted their criticism also to Stalin personally.33 

Simple people just could not understand why the tax and quota burden imposed on them 
was so high putting them on the edge of starvation and at the same time newspapers and 
propaganda were disseminating reports of extremely rich harvests and of a constant impro-
vement of the living conditions in the USSR. They attempted to overcome the eye-striking 
discrepancy between the reality and the image in newspapers by blaming local authorities for 
distorting laws allegedly originating from the centre, from Stalin.34 The authorities analysed 

28 Ibid., p. 278.

29 As one peasant stated: „We starve and at the same time we sell our bread to the bourgeois.“ in: Ibid., p. 281.

30 58. Dokladnaya zapiska instruktora Sel’skochozyaystvennogo otdela CK VKP/b/ I.M. Shul’pina G.M. Malen-
kovu „Ob obstanovke v kolkhozakh i neobchodimosti ozhivlenia partiino-massovoi i kul’turnoi raboty v derevne“ 
(18 iiulya 1945), in: ZUBKOVA, E. I. et al. (eds.), Sovetskaia zhizn. 1945–1953, Moskva 2003.

31 A typical statement was: „Seychas zhiť tyazhelo. Vse obzhirayutsya, naedayut zhivoty, sidyat i tol´ko Stalina 
obmanyvayut.“ (Today it is hard to live. All are cloying only, illing only their stomach, they do nothing and 
only deceive Stalin.“), in: ZUBKOVA, E. I., Stalin…, p. 279.

32 KOZLOV, V. A., op. cit., p. 884. 

33 Fitzpatrick sees it differently based on her study of the raion trials in 1937. In: FITZPATRICK, S., How the 
Mice…, p. 319.

34 76. Pis’mo I. Kryuchkova I.V. Stalinu (20 dekabrya 1952 g.), in: ZUBKOVA, E. I., Sovetskaia zhizn...
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these statements as a result of harmful inluence of the demobilized soldiers and POW’s who 
were generally viewed as suspect and untrustworthy.35

All these phenomena can be viewed as survival strategies. People in order to prevent pressu-
re from the authorities quickly exploited the friction between the central and local power and 
were thus able to revert the attention of the authorities. The instability of the local authorities 
in the 1930s helped people to levy the pressure and in an extreme sense, to manipulate with 
the system as a whole.36

Gambling and the faith in the destiny

The gambling mentality, as Fitzpatrick argues, could be considered as another strategy through 
which citizens attempted to inluence their destinies.37 In this sense, this strategy was explored 
either by people who were on the margin and thus had nothing to lose, or by people where the 
risk-taking was viewed as a necessary precondition to achieve success. It was a bit strange and 
disturbing that a society which oficially proclaimed itself as an embodiment of the rational 
planning relied on unpredictability and voluntarism. We can divide the application of the 
gambling mentality into three categories. 

First, Soviet citizens were frequently facing a situation when their future was determined 
only by a decision to which class or social strata they should belong by their origin made by 
the authorities. Often this decision was made very arbitrarily and without any strict rules by 
the authorities, the logic of the self-defending strategy led them to take extreme risks in order 
either to avoid integration to an “alien class” or to diminish consequences of the integration 
already done. For example, kulaks leeing the countryside for the town in order to escape 
deportation underwent high risks when attempting to change their identities by forging their 
documents and creating new “legends” and CV’s. 

Second, risk-taking and dependence on luck were unavoidable in the society where citizens 
had little chance to inluence the decision-making process with normal instruments. Facing 
bureaucratic arbitrariness, mismanagement, and bullying, citizens had, combined with other 
strategies as bribery and bargaining, to rely upon luck in order to get their affairs done. 

Lastly, the gambling mentality could be seen in the very core of the socialist planning among 
the socialist managers and planners who were constantly involved in a play. Managers had 
to break rules in order to fulil exorbitant plans or just to get necessary inputs for their facto-
ries. When their breach of a law was revealed, they could have been sentenced as stealers or 
embezzlers. But in case of not fulilling the plan they could be accused of sabotage and thus 
be sentenced as wreckers and enemies of the people. The punishment in the latter case was 
much more severe, so managers did not hesitate and took enormous risks in order to fulil the 
plan.38 The same strategy of using deception and playing complicated games was described 

35 ZUBKOVA, E. I., Stalin…, p. 278.

36 “The reason people went on writing them was that the authorities reacted to them: as Jan Gross has suggested, 
one of the paradoxes of the totalitarian state was that its responsiveness to denunciations made it readily 
manipulative by individual citizens.” In: FITZPATRICK, S., Everyday…, p. 165. 

37 Ibid.

38 Ibid., p. 221.
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by Kornai when he explained the nature of the socialist planning and the interplay between 
state managers, planners and apparatchiks.39

Playing the roles: a pupil, a prisoner, and the needy

Fitzpatrick sees three patterns of relationships between state and citizen describing them in 
different roles. First, a citizen is a pupil in a boarding school. He is put in an institution where 
conventions, discipline and spirit rule more than rules or discipline enforced by physical vi-
olence although the latter is not totally excluded. The recommended virtues are cleanliness, 
quietness, politeness, respect for the older. The purpose of education is to transform, educate, 
civilized, socialize and adapt, to implement the ideological discourse. Educational institutions 
on all levels are viewed as the embodiment of the enlightening project and the very core of the 
modernization in socialist fashion. Yet the purpose remains as idealistic as instrumental – to 
understand ideology is necessary to have educated recipients. And the best situation is when 
the ability to understand coincides in time with the ability to absorb the ideology.

Then, a citizen is a soldier or prisoner. Strict and harsh elements of regimentation and 
discipline are inlicted upon him, he has to act according given codes of behaviour. The key 
emotion is fear. A prisoner or soldier feels sharply the division between us and them and 
knows very well its position in the structure of the organization.

In the third level, a citizen is in the situation of a client of a relief agency. It bears on a survival 
strategy which Fitzpatrick depicts as: “Soviet citizens were masters of self-representation as 
the deserving poor; they regarded it as the state obligation to provide them with food, clo-
thing, and shelter. Very likely, being deserving poor, they also feel an obligation to work, but 
the relationship of work to welfare as not seen as reciprocal.”40 Because of state interference 
in almost every affairs of public and private spheres citizen resigns on his own activity and 
relies heavily on state to take care of him. The main emotion is indifference, not gratitude.41

Abstract
Survival Strategies of Soviet Citizens during the Stalinist Era

Keywords

39 KORNAI, J., The socialist system: the political economy of communism, Princeton 1992, pp. 121–127. 

40 FITZPATRICK, S., Everyday Stalinism…, p. 227.

41 “The client of a soup kitchen does not feel that he or she as involved in a self-improvement project, in contrast 
to the school pupil, nor has he the strong fear of punishment and sense of loss of freedom characteristic of 
prisoners and army recruits. He may or he may not feel grateful to the organizers of the soup kitchen, although 
periodically he as likely to reproach them for not providing enough soup or saving the best meals for favourite 
clients. But basically he sees the soup kitchen just as a source of goods he needs, and judges it primarily by 
the quantity and quality of the goods and the convenience of obtaining them.” FITZPATRICK, S., Everyday 
Stalinism…., p. 227. 
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Making of the Communist Welfare State in 
Czechoslovakia1 

Jakub Rákosník

The structure of the welfare state in particular countries is a considerably lasting matter of 
fact. Even though the governments of various ideological orientation permanently carry out 
partial reforms of individual ields of welfare politics, the general range of expenses and the 
system of relations in between particular branches of the welfare policy embody a great ex-
tent of persistence.2 Whereas in Germany such features have been still evident that were 
predestinated by the Chancellor Bismarck in his corporative social insurance at the end of the 
19th century, or in Great Britain where there has been a long-term structure of the national 
insurance of William Beveridge evident, post-war Czechoslovakia represented in this aspect 
a truly unusual case. Within a single decade three totally different types of a welfare state got 
into operation – irst the Austrian-German corporative model inherited from the pre-war 
period, then after 1948 the national insurance scheme inspired by the British model and last 
after 1951 a speciically formed public welfare with respect to a Soviet model. 

I would like to explain and further on defend in this article two key propositions. First of 
all: forming of the universalist welfare state in Czechoslovakia was primarily conditioned by 
the type of the political system as it was being formed as a consequence of the WWII. Second: 
despite of these quick and radical changes of the whole system of social policy within the irst 
post-war decade there still remained a whole range of features showing a clear continuity with 
the pre-war period, especially being it then the time of Nazi occupation. With respect to this 
matter of fact this study is divided into four parts: the irst one deals with the periodization of 
the development, the second explains political conditions of the postwar social reform, the 
third one handles features of continuity and discontinuity in the postwar social policy and 
the last one describes an adoption of the Soviet model. 

Periods of Social Policy between 1945 and 1956

There is a wide range of typologies of a welfare state in social science. The most well-known 
of which and the most used at present being probably the classiication of Gosta Esping-
Andersen, who in his book “Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism” named three models: a 
liberal, conservative and social-democratic one.3 A practical utility of this classiication for a 
comparative historical study is rather problematic, since it is related only to market economy. 
However, some authors still make use of it and they then describe a communist type of the 

1 This paper was compiled in terms of the project inanced by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic Formování 
a vývoj sociálního státu v Československu v letech 1918–1992 (GAČR 407/09/2087).

2 CASTLES, F., The Future of the Welfare State – Crisis Myths and Crisis Realities, Oxford 2004, pp. 27–30.

3 ESPING-ANDERSEN, G., Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism, Princeton 1990. As for other typologies see 
RÁKOSNíK, J., Sociální stát jako kategorie výzkumu historické sociologie, in: Historická sociologie 1, no. 1, 
2009, no. 1, pp. 65–79.
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welfare state characteristic for the Soviet block of the second half of the 20th century as a 
welfare state with both conservative and social-democratic features.4 With regard to this 
theoretical classiication the forming of the Czechoslovak welfare state after the WWII can 
be further divided into following phases of development: 

1st phase: 1945–1948: This period is characteristic by a persistence of an actual conserva-
tive model (notably inluenced by the German and Austrian tradition of a corporative social 
insurance) that interwar Czechoslovakia inherited after the fall of the Habsburg monarchy in 
1918. At the same time work-merit features of an actual social insurance weakened as much 
as particular pleasures of individual social classes got levelled out. During these three years 
in between the end of the war and monopolization of the power by the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia (in February 1948) also a complex social reform was being prepared based 
on Beveridge´s ideals that the Czechoslovak exile government became familiar with during 
their stay in London during the WWII.5

2nd phase; 1948–1950: In April 1948 a new law was passed on social insurance (no. 
99/1948 coll.) the name of which clearly relects the above mentioned British inspiration 
(National Insurance). The communists despite of the fact that they had inally made a model 
of a socialist dictatorship continued in their social-reform struggle initiated already in the 
previous period. Nevertheless an evident tendency continually prevailed characteristic for 
other communist regimes of Europe in an initiative period of their existence being it a grow-
ing subordinance of social policy in relation to economic policy of the state.6

3rd phase; 1950–1953: This period is often called in sources as a phase of “reconstruction 
of the national insurance”. Practically it represented a gradual decomposition of insurance 
principles in the system and their replacement with a state-paternalistic model imported form 
the Soviet Union. The social protection of the population started being inanced thoroughly 
from the state budget. Overburdening of the economics by investment in heavy industry and 
armament expenses lead in this period temporarily to a decrease of real wages and general 
living standards.7 At the same time an endeavour as for maximalization of employment was 
evident for the purpose of which various instruments were being used (such as inancial 
beneits for working retired people, right to work interpreted as a labour duty or various social 
beneits for employees working in heavy industry).

4th phase; 1953–1956: In the last months of May 1953 the Monetary Reform was declared. 
On the one hand it stood for abolishment of the rationing system introduced during the war. 
On the other hand it in fact “wiped out” all savings of citizens. The Communist Party got 

4 DE DEKEN, J., Sociální politika a politika solidarity, in: Sociologický časopis 28, 1992, no. 3, pp. 353.

5 RÁKOSNíK, J., Czechoslovak Social Politics and Its Representatives in London Exile during Second World War, 
in: Prague Papers on the History of International Relations, Prague-Vienna 2008, pp. 429–443.

6 Compare HOFFMANN, D., Entstalinisierung und Sozialpolitik im Ostblock: Soziale Sicherungsysteme im 
Ausbau, in: ENGELMANN, R. – GROßBÖLTING, T. – WENTKER, H. (eds.), Komunismus in der Krise: Die 
Entstalinisierung 1956 und die Folgen, Göttingen 2008, pp. 445–462. 

7 It is no Czech speciality. Such a process can be easily found in other countries of the Soviet block. Compare 
Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia in HOLEŠOVSKÝ, V., Personal Consumption in Czechoslovakia, Hungary 
and Poland, 1950–1960: A Comparison, in: Slavic Review 24, 1965, No. 4, p. 623.
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thus for the irst time into a conlict with the classes of the population that had been so far its 
standby.8 Apart from the necessity to transform all social taxes to a new currency the Monetary 
Reform did not affect the welfare state. The decrease in living standards caused both by huge 
investments into production capacities of the heavy industry in previous years and due to an 
inluence of the Monetary Reform lead after 1953 to growing efforts to improve the quality 
of life of the population by means of growing consumption of meat. This was carried out in 
succeeding years by repeated drop in prices and partial improvements in supplying. In 1956 
new laws were passed as for retirement pensions and health insurance. They however stood 
only for inalization of a hitherto trend adopting the Soviet model of the social security initi-
ated already in 1950. 

Political and Social Determinants of a Construction of an Universalist Wel-

fare State

As for conditions of a construction of a universalist welfare state there was on the one side an 
agreement of political elites and on the other at the same time several processes in operation 
that made its implementation much easier signiicantly. 

As for the period of 1945–1948 a limited pluralism was typical. In order to work legally 
political parties had to be a part of the so-called “Národní fronta” [National Front]. The 
government relied upon this coalition and thus there was no opposition in parliament. The 
parties associated with the National Front forbade entry to pre-war right wing parties (and 
thus inhibited their re-establishment) that were accused of collaboration and were connected 
with a fall of the interwar republic. This concerned primarily the Agrarian party that was 
after 1920 repeatedly the most powerful party of all. Apart from it there was a ban on party 
of tradesmen and the national-democratic one, being it an heir of liberal parties of the 19th 
century. That is why only parties of the National Front were allowed to stand in the parliament 
election of 1946 where due to above mentioned reasons the representation of the traditional 
right wing missed. There was a minor exception represented by the Slovak Democratic Party 
that was peopled basically by pre-war Slovak agrarians who before the election of 1946 signed 
an agreement with representatives of the political catolicism when the Slovak People Party 
was forbidden to be re-eastablished after the war reason being the same as the Czech right 
wing parties above mentioned.9 

Even though the parties associated within the National Front differed as for the programme, 
there was indeed an agreement concerning the necessity of forming of the universalist welfare 
state. It is expressively formulated in the contents of the Moscow negotiations at the end of 
March 1945 where the inal formula of the future government programme [referred to as 

8 That is why the year 1953 is often called the irst crisis of the socialist dictatorship in Czechoslovakia. KAPLAN, 
K., Sociální souvislosti krizí komunistického režimu 1953–1957 a 1968–1975, Praha 1993, p. 16.

9 Democratic party despite its power (it got in the parliament elections of 1946 nearly 2/3 of all Slovak votes) 
was however being pushed by means of force of all other parties to a defence due to a resentment of Czech 
political parties as for Slovak efforts concerning autonomy of Slovakia. As for plans of social reforms this party 
was no different to all other parties in the National Front. Concerning the standinig of the Democratic Party 
see SYRNÝ, M., Slovenskí demokrati 44–48: Kapitoly z dejín demokratickej strany na Slovensku v rokoch 
1944–1948, Bánská Bystrica 2010.
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Košický vládní program] was conceived being it the key guideline of the government policy 
right after the war period. The item XIV got to the programme of negotiations (numbering 
remained in the approved version, too) on 24th of March and its discussion was one of the 
shortest. It contained basic principles of the postwar social policy. The government pronounced 
there its determination to “lay the foundations of generous social policy and social care con-
cerning all classes of labouring people both from the country and town”. Further on it declared 
an implementation of wage equality, being it thus an elimination of discrimination of women 
and youth as for rewarding. Next part contained an idea of a universalistically perceived na-
tional insurance that however was not labelled in such a way there. From the system aspect the 
inal sentence on this topic is vital saying that “the expense as for social insurance of all kind 
would be next covered within the general state budget”. This was adopted far in the 1950s 
and it is deemed as a not very fortunate Soviet import. However, such an enactment of the 
programme shows clearly that this item was generally accepted as early as at the beginning 
of the people democratic regime in 1945. A speciic form of the health care system was not 
nevertheless mentioned in the programme. Only such things were discussed as availability 
of spas, sanatoriums and health resorts for labourers. Logically it dealt with the care of by 
war harmed people and further on it was succeeded by a long and vaguely concepted part on 
the care of children, youth and family.10

Formation of concensus on social issues cannot be perceived only from the perspective of 
an agreement of political elites. It is possible to identify a strong shift of electorial preferences 
in other countries of Europe, too, that are characteristic for left wing parties. Göran Therborn 
gave reasons of this shift in his book on the development of Europe by means of four factors 
that can be identiied in the Czech environment, too. First of all being a defeated Nazism the 
initial rise of which was attributed to big capitalists due to their alleged inancial support of 
the fascist movements. Second there was more distant experience of the Great Depression 
that undermined a conidence of the contemporaries as for prospects of market mechanism. 
Third there was experience with the war mobilisation that strengthened collectivistic and 
solidaristic sentiments of the population. Last there was an immense prestige of the Soviet 
Union that managed to defeat Hitler´s Germany and that in a really clever way managed to 
make use of successes of its planned economy in its propaganda.11

Big capital was wasted in Czechoslovakia by retribution and socialization. It was an exclu-
sion of self-employed people (farmers and tradesmen) from the insurance that was deemed 
as one of the greatest vices of the interwar social insurance. This brought an agreement be-
tween labour class and independent producers in order to collectively demand a formation 
of a universalistically conceived social protection. It differed from Scandinavian countries 
that were characteristical by similar class coalition when forming their local model of the 
welfare state in 1930s and 1940s since it was a communist and social democratic movement 

10 KLIMEŠ, M. a kol. (ed.), Cesta ke Květnu, IInd vol, Praha 1965, document 132, p. 422.

11 THERBORN, G., European Modernity and Beyond – The Trajectory of European Societies, 1945–2000, London 
1995, pp. 27–28.
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that was dominant in Czechoslovakia after 1945 and since there was much greater property 
nivelization in Czechoslovakia after 1945. 

The Great Depression shattered signiicantly trustworthiness of the market industry. As 
early as in 1930s such thoughts appeared that the capitalism had become antiquated or in 
the least that it was necessary to reform it root and branch by means of government´s inter-
vention into the industry. Such opinions did not restrict themselves merely to a radical left. 
Programme documents of the most important Czechoslovak political parties from 1930s are 
symptomatic in this aspect. 

A devastating impact of the Great Depression, helplessness of coalition governments that 
were not able to make an agreement as for long-term conception of social policy and a change 
in perception of the relations between the state and economics – these are all issues that in-
luenced a development of social policy in the decade to come. Undesirable anarchistic order 
in the world and national economy was accused of the crises and yet a help was not beyond 
reach – intervention of the state into economy and macro-economic planning. The word 
“liberalism” that besides had not been perceived much positively in the Czech environment 
even of the 19th century became an undesirable notion and none of the then parties wanted 
to be familiar with it. On the other hand, all, though in different extent, advocated for a neces-
sity to regulate the industrial life by the state.12 The WWII changed nothing in this aspect. 
On the contrary Elimination of the right wing parties assisted much more to a concensus as 
for these values that were propagated mainly by social democrats and national socialists in 
1930s, not speaking of the communists. Nor the People’s Party as heirs of the Christian-social 
movement of the 19th century were much of followers of the liberal economy. That is why 
the Christian socialism was born on the the merit of a rejection of economic liberalism. The 
Democratic Party did not differ much as for this framework. It was founded by ex-agrarians 
and the Agrarian Party was in 1930s one of main supporters of the government´s interven-
tion, logically mainly into agriculture. The second stream that joined the Democratic Party in 
consequence of the so-called April agreement of 1946 was neither much of a follower of the 
economic liberalism being it based on its ideological foundations. The attitude of the Slovak 
Democrats was similar to the one of the catholic Czech People´s Party. 

The third factor mentioned by Therborn was the experience with the war collectivism 
and solidarism. The war was spent by most people (with an exception of collaborators) as 
years of enforced support of the hated enemy. Nevertheless, background of this collectivistic 
social concensus can be perceived in the experience reaching far to the Second Republic. 
Munich trauma of 1938 gave birth to an injustice feeling and it woke a craving for revenge 
as much as a hunger for a greater social integration of the nation. This feeling is perfectly 
illustrated by a popular second republic slogan: “Small yet ours”. Already both then parties 
in the increasingly authoritarian regime of the Second republic (1938–1939), predominant 
right wing Strana národní jednoty and inferior left wing Národní strana práce made often 

12 As for the notion „liberalism“ see RÁKOSNíK, J., Odvrácená tvář meziválečné prosperity – Nezaměstnanost 
v Československu 1918–1938, Praha 2008, pp. 22an. Ibid: Kramářovy sociálně politické koncepce na přelomu 
19. a 20. století, in: Sborník Národního muzea v Praze, Řada A – Historie 61, 2007, iss. 3–4, p. 35–40.
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use of a rhetoric of the necessity of a national unity and consolidation of solidarity among 
all classes of the nation.13 War suffering and hatred towards occupants and national enemy 
no. 1 only nursed this mental issue. Being face to face to a potential extermination of the 
whole nation the people were willing to make compromises as for their individual prospects 
in favour of the national collective. Good citizen was expected to be sympathetic with those 
who had got into conlict with authorities of the occupying power. It is only logical that right 
after May victory the people were willing to accept such political programmes that promised 
them for the future that Great Depression and sufferings of the war that were only a natural 
consequence would never happen again. Similarly the poverty of previous years enabled the 
political elite to pose claims as for restrictions of personal consumption in the name of recon-
struction of the economy and future national wealth. The described psychological premises 
are eloquently expressed in the May Manifesto of resistence organization of the radical left 
wing youth “Předvoj” in 1944: “What are we looking forward to? We have no good memories 
as for the past – crises, unemployment, beggarly wages... There was no shortage, everything 
was available, however, only for those who were well-off – this is what these Golden years 
meant for the labourer. Presence is lurid and past is not to be returned to, we do not want 
it.”14 Also polls prove this strong economic and social reform concensus. In spring 1946 the 
government reform programme was implicitly followed by 62,9 % of respondents, only less 
then 2 % were totally againts it and the rest of population expressed only partial reservation 
concerning some partial items of its programme.15 As for the poll of May 1947 asking whether 
it would be right to nationalize the industry 65 % of respondents said yes, whereas there were 
only in between 10-15 % of totally negative responses.16

The prestige of the Soviet Union was provided by a dominance of the socialistically oriented 
parties in the political system of Czechoslovakia that were not fully hostile towards a macro-
economic planning of the Soviet type. Red Army entered the Czech territory as a liberator and 
no one dared impugn resistence merits of communists. On the top of it the Czech nationalism 
traditionally showed indispensable Rusophile tendencies and appreciation of the Soviet merits 
had gone even so far that the parties of National Front agreed before 1946 election that they 
would refrain from attacking the Soviet Unions and the alliance with it. If there was a strong 
agreement as for the necessity of a complex, universalistically oriented social reform, it was 
its technical parameters that became the most vital question. With respect to various interests 
of different groups of citizens this was the ield where conlicts started to appear.

13 As for this compare: RATAJ, J., O autoritativní národní stát: Ideologické proměny české politiky v druhé republice 
1938–1939, Praha 1997. 

14 The document published in the book Předvoj 1943–1945 – Sborník příspěvků ke konferenci Sdružení domácího 
odboje a partyzánů, Praha 2005, p. 102. 

15 MAŇÁK, J., K problematice a postavení čs. inteligence v letech 1945–1953, in: Revue dějin socialismu 8, 
1968, special issue, p. 1011.

16 Quot. from KALINOVÁ, L., Společenské změny v čase socialistického experimentu, Praha 2007, p. 105.
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Continuity and Discontinuity in the Development of Social Policy

The interwar social programs preferred to support the status solidarity (corporate social se-
curity) and restricted universalist rules that appeared in the time of the crisis after the WWI. 
The main universalist programs included unemployment beneits paid directly from the state 
budget, regulations of basic life needs food-supply through the Ministry of Food-Supply, and 
the protection of tenants together with the support of construction. Means-tested poor law 
was also of universalist nature. Libor Musil classiies the interwar strategy of Czechoslovak 
social policy as joining the job performance approach together with liberal strategy. Accord-
ing to him, the main features of this system are: 1) the status differentiated system of social 
insurance; 2) the aim to deal with the situation of speciic groups of people by means of partial, 
specialized programs; 3) social control of the morally and legally problematic behavior of 
clients of state social policy17. In times of the Protectorate and the independent Slovak state, 
this general concept was not principally changed and the steps that were taken dealt only 
with partial problems of particular security systems.

The exile government prepared a bill on social security as early as early in 1945. After the 
war, the term “social security”18 became a keyword for all legal political parties. According to 
the words of Antonín Zelenka, one of the foremost local public insurance experts, published 
in a book in 1948, social security was to bring new quality to the position of all citizens: “The 
social security system is ceasing to be a mere tool of social policy in the old, narrow sense 
of the word, and becomes a part of basic human rights. It is now not only a matter of some 
interest groups, but a matter of a state policy par excellence. [...] Such a complete system of 
social security goes beyond the frontiers designed for social policy by liberal ideology, since 
the very irst analysis of social security leads us to a conclusion that the heart of the matter 
lies in the way how economic issues are organized, and that big social changes can only 
be done in close cooperation with economic changes.”19 In her books on the social policy 
in Czechoslovakia after the war, Lenka Kalinová emphasizes the fact that the term social 
security is closely connected with the development of human rights of people from politics 
to the economic and social area20. However, after some visible efforts in times of the Third 
Republic, this trend came to a stop. Despite the propaganda of the socialist dictatorship after 
February 1948, which introduced a system of highly centralized and hierarchically organized 

17 MUSIL, L., Chudoba a československý stát mezi dvěma světovými válkami, Sborník prací Filozoické fakulty 
Brněnské univerzity, Studia Minora Facultatis Philosophicae Universitatis Brunensis, G 36, 1994, pp. 24–26.

18 The term “social security” is understood here according to William Beveridge and Pierre Laroque. Social 
scecurity represents a guarantee that the society holds for all its citizens, that their social standard or at least 
acceptable life conditions secured by means of the redistribution of incomes based on the nationwide solidarity, 
will stay the same. Firstly, it involves the efforts of full employment; secondly, healthcare, including prevention, 
on the highest level possible; thirdly, the redistribution of incomes, whose aim is to change the result of the 
blind game of economic forces and adjust the income of each individual and family according to their needs 
with respect to all factors that could inluence their future incomes. Cit. GEORGE, V., Social Security: Beveridge 
and After, London 1968, p. 8.

19 ZELENKA, A., Sociální bezpečnost, Praha 1948, p. 2. 

20 KALINOVÁ, L., Východiska, očekávání a realita poválečné doby: k dějinám české společnosti v letech 1945– 
1948, Praha 2004, p. 15.
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process of decision making, which was done by means of "shifting gears" of state organs and 
subordinated organizations, the new regime was unable to fulill its proclamations. In addi-
tion, the new regime was not able to secure the social rights of citizens by any other means 
than through radical state paternalism after the Soviet model of social security was fully 
implemented in Czechoslovakia.

The contents of the abovementioned decree could hardly stand up to its attractive and 
popular title. This fact proved to be fatal in the end. The best summary of criticism dealing 
with this decree can be found in the commentary of the Ministry of Justice from 31 January 
1945: “The title ... is too demanding and by no means answers the humble contents of the 
decree itself. ... it presents only temporary provisions in the ield of social security and it is 
an uninished general proposal of some subsidiary state retirement and social pensions... 
The title ... tries to make an impression of some crucial work in the ield of law on the reader, 
which surely this decree is not.”21 It must be mentioned that the proposed plan really looked 
like a heap of bills fetched quickly together without any kind of system. Even though the 
Ministry fought for this proposal and its clerks negotiated with their colleagues from other 
ministries, the criticism eventually led to the conclusion that the proposal of the decree was 
never signed by the president. No substitution was ever made. Only after the liberation of the 
republic, in September 1945, the Decree No. 93/1945 Coll., on the temporary provisions in 
the ield of public social insurance, was issued. However, its contents were limited to a general 
enactment of immediate operations of insurance companies.
From 1945 to 1948, the government divulged its efforts in the ield of social security in two 
ways: 1) it issued a plenty of temporary provisions to make sure the current system worked 
properly; 2) it was preparing a complex reform, which would fulill the maxima of the project 
of social security. 

Ad 1) The fact that Czechoslovakia was split in 1938 and 1939 (parts of the area were ac-
quired by Germany, Hungary and Poland; the rest was inally divided into the Protectorate of 
Bohemia and Moravia and the formally independent Slovak Republic) was the reason why the 
unity of social law was shattered. This was also the reason why in 1945, the most important 
goal was to secure the payment of all the social beneits in all parts of the recovered republic 
and to make order in the special provisions which were issued during the war in different parts 
of the state. To rectify this, the abovementioned decree on temporary provisions in the ield of 
public social insurance was issued in September 194522. It was also necessary to compensate 
for the losses of citizens in payments of social insurance, when they had to work during the 
war in jobs that social insurance didn't cover, or were imprisoned due to racial or political 
reasons, or they were fully wound up in the resistance movement. This was the task of Act 
No. 47/1946 Coll., on the removal of harms and on some provisions in the ield of public 
social security. The Act No. 33/1946 Coll., on the removal of some harms done to the Czech 
working youth, was of similar nature. According to this Act, workers of Czech nationality 

21 Národní archiv v Praze [National Archive in Prague]: Fond: Ministerstvo sociální péče-Londýn, karton č. 83, 
sign. 11–168.

22 With respect to a high level of autonomy which Slovakia enjoyed in 1945 and 1946, the legislative organ of 
Slovakia, the Slovak National Council issued its own provision in March 1945.
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who were unable to enter apprenticeship due to racial, national or political reasons or due to 
the total appointment order and who were working in jobs that could be taken for one of the 
acknowledged apprenticeships could enter such apprenticeships under special conditions. 
If the working practice of these workers was long enough, they could proceed directly to the 
inal apprenticeship exam. Another legal act that rectiied the consequences of war was Act 
No. 17/1946 Coll., on the recognition of claims and titles acquired in foreign holders of social 
insurance. The act dealt with cases of re-emigration, cases of options connected with the ces-
sion of Carpathian Ruthenia to the Soviet Union and with the situation of persons working 
in the cessed area or foreign states in times of submission. In such cases, a iction of law was 
established when the person was looked at - independently on whether he or she had social 
security abroad or not – as a person with Czechoslovak social insurance. One condition of 
the recognition of such claims was state reliability (i.e. a reliable person could not be stripped 
of his or her civil rights or accused of collaboration).23 Each of the family members was to be 
judged individually. An exception was made for the persons who in times of submission vol-
untarily applied for a job in enemy states. The payments of the social security claims from the 
German Reich or Hungary were taken over by the Czechoslovak bearers of social insurance.

 The least visible, but momentarily the most important act was Act No. 158/1945 Coll., 
on the adjustment and enlargement of classes in public social security. According to this 
act, the maximum chargeable income of 60,000 crowns [Czechoslovak crowns – CSK p.a.] 
was introduced in all types of existing social security. Until that time, miners' and workers' 
maximum chargeable income in the highest security class was 36,000 CSK (in Slovakia as 
little as 15,000 CSK), clerks' sickness beneit was 42,000 CSK, and clerks' retirement pension 
was 60,000 CSK (in Slovakia as little as 42,000 CSK).

Table No. 25: The inluence of the 1945 monetary reform on the paid pensions
(disability and retirement) 

Year

Private clerks in 

higher positions 

– Bohemia and 

Moravia

Private clerks in 

higher positions – 

Slovakia

Miners – Bohe-

mia and Moravia

Miners – 

Slovakia

Common employees 

– Bohemia and 

Moravia

Common 

employees – 

Slovakia

1939 (CZK) 779 726 241 236 147 166

1944 (CSK) 888 692 565 - 388 -

1945 (CSK) 1400 1100 1100 804 854 714

1947 (CSK) 1442 1237 1179 931 868 722

Source: Jeřábková, L. – Salcmanová, M., Vývoj důchodového zabezpečení v ČSSR

(1930–1956), Praha 1965, p. 168.

From the abovementioned table, it is clear that during the war the difference between the 
pensions granted in Bohemia and Moravia and the pensions granted in Slovakia increased. 

23 See FROMMER, B., National Cleansing: Retribution against Nazi Collaborators in Postwar Czechoslovakia, 
Cambridge 2005.
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A leveling tendency between particular social classes is also noticeable. The comparison also 
shows that the process of leveling started as early as during the war. After the war ended, the 
National Front continued in this policy. An average worker’s pension in Bohemia and Moravia 
grew up by 2,6 times by 1944. When comparing 1944 and 1947, workers' pensions grew up 
by 123 %, whereas clerks’ pensions grew up only by 62 %. An even more leveling tendency 
could be observed in sickness beneits24. The consistent coordination of all provisions dealing 
with employees was taken as the irst positive step towards the national insurance25. Due to 
the inlation tendencies in the Czechoslovak economy after 1945, this provision soon turned 
insuficient, and that was the reason why step adjustments were realized in the years to come.

The same logic applied to legal provisions dealing with salaries, where higher salaries were 
raised substantially less than lower salaries. An hour-rate up to 5 CSK was raised by 4,25 CSK, 
whereas the salary above 16 CSK was raised only by 1,75 CSK26. The regulation of salaries 
was only one of the causes of the high rate of property leveling of Czech and Slovak society. 
After the war, a process of nationalization of key enterprises along with the land reform was 
started, and also the forced displacement of Germans has to be taken into account. The result 
was a limitation in numbers of the members of the highest (nationalization of industry) and 
the lowest (allotment of land in borderland) social classes. A high rate of egalitarianism which 
was later above average even in terms of the Eastern Bloc, became a characteristic feature 
for Czechoslovakia for the rest of the 20th century. The UN surveys from the early 1960s 
conirmed that other member countries of the Eastern Bloc (GDR, Poland, Hungary) had a 
wider range of salaries than Czechoslovakia, where the salary policy was more egalitarian27.

Ad 2: Family allowances, which were introduced by the Act No. 154/1945 Coll., became a 
symbol of the new social policy. It was a general provision, but applicable only in employees. 
Despite the declarations of the government that the new provision was above all a pronatalist 
one, the main goal of the provision was to supplement the incomes of families with children. 
Should the family allowances have had a real pronatalist effect, they would have had to be 
constructed differently. Each child was to get a lat sum of 150 CSK. In the following years, 
the lat sum was adjusted according to the number of children, but the fundamental principles 
were not changed. In 1979, Milada Bartošová summed up the logic of the system of family 
allowances as follows: “The demand for the progressivity of the allowances as early as from 
the second child was not met, and a remarkable change in the system from the eighth child 
bore all the signs of traditional tendency of the charitable support for multiple families. Family 
allowances are still not motivated by pronatalist efforts, but they are taken for a social allow-
ance that should soften the difference between the incomes of childless families and families 
with unprovided children. Children were understood as a kind of social risk for families.”28

24 Cf. The explanatory report to the bill on the uniication of some provisions in public social security, National 
archive – Prague: Fond: Úřad předsednictva vlády, běžná spisovna, karton č. 1580

25 Dvacet let Ústřední sociální pojišťovny, Praha 1946, p. 40. 

26 HRON, J., Změny v oblasti mezd v období 1945–1953, Praha 1968, p. 15, 45–51.

27 Incomes in Postwar Europe: A Study of Policies, Growth and Distribution, Geneva 1967, Chapter 9, p. 22. For 
comparison with Western Europe see MACHONIN, P. a kol., Československá společnost: Sociologická analýza 
sociální stratiikace, Bratislava 1969, p. 297.
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Family allowances were only a partial provision, as after 1945, the focus of attention moved 
to a complex reform of public security and social assistance. Preparations of national insur-
ance were postponed, mainly due to a rising tension in the National Front. And although at 
the end of the war, the government assumed that a complex social reform would take only 
a few months, the whole process took almost three years. As early as on 25 July 1945, the 
chairman of the Central Council of Unions announced “An Outline of the Fundamentals 
of National Social Security in the Czechoslovak Republic”, where basic principles of later 
act passed in 1948 were formulated: universalism, raise of beneits, protection against key 
social risks, simpliication of the system of administration. A demand was also made for the 
insurance system to be paid only by employers and the state29.

In the second half of 1946, attitudes of political parties to the preparation of national insur-
ance started to change. Whereas in the past, the main activity came from the unions, now the 
political parties started to be interested in the problem, too. First quarrels over partial problems 
occurred, even though the representatives of the government, political parties and unions 
univocally claimed that it was necessary to introduce a system of national insurance as soon 
as possible. Eventually, a special commission of the National Front was formed, whose task 
was to prepare new security bills. The commission quickly prepared a set of bills from 13 June 
1947 to 16 January 1948. Work on the outline of social security was inished in August 1947, 
on the outline of organization in December of the same year, and on retirement pensions at 
the beginning of 194830. However, then came the so-called February crisis, when the ministers 
of non-communist parties resigned, which enabled the communist prime minister Klement 
Gottwald to form a government according to the wishes of communists.

When the communists had a monopoly on power, they needed to legitimize their position. 
That was the reason for a parliamentary vortex of legislative acts that supported reforms (e.g. 
subsequent land reform and nationalization of enterprises, marriage loans, school act). This 
legislative storm was completed in May 1948 with a new people's democratic constitution. 
One of these reform acts was the National Insurance Act (No. 99/1948 Coll.). The commu-
nists did not have enough time to prepare a new social legislative modeled after the Soviets, 
and at the moment, they did not even seem interested in that. They simply took over the bills 
from pre-February times and joined them in one legislative act.

The very title “National Insurance” shows that its main inspiration was Beveridge's reform 
of the British public welfare. However, there were some important differences. Beveridge's 
ideology was closest to the liberals and his understanding of national insurance was vastly 
different from the communists’ one. In 1942, when Beveridge characterized the fundamentals 
of his reform project, he wrote that the state should offer security of jobs and social security 
beneits to its citizens. The state does not want to kill stimulation, one’s chances and personal 
responsibility by organizing this security. By guaranteeing the national minimum, it should 
however leave some space for activities of individuals and support them, so that people could 

28 BARTOŠOVÁ, M., Československá populační politika včera a dnes, Praha 1979, p. 16. 

29 Všeodborový archiv v Praze: Fond: Ústřední sociální oddělení, karton č. 1, inv. j. 1/6.

30 DEYL, Z., O národní pojištění na stránkách Rudého práva v letech 1945–1948. In: Sborník k dějinám 19. a 20. 
století, svazek 4, Praha 1977, pp. 137–152. 
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provide for more than just the minimum for themselves and their families31. On the other 
hand, when characterizing the Czechoslovak system of national insurance to the foreign cor-
respondents, a union secretary Evžen Erban spoke in a totally different language: “The cost 
of national insurance is not individual, but it is a collective reward for work done by a body of 
workers in the whole economy of the nation or one of its segments. Individuals can get a part 
of this collective reward, when they become needful...”32 And the same Evžen Erban, when 
the Constitutional National Assembly started to negotiate the National Insurance Bill on 14 
April 1948, refused any connection between Beveridge's plan and the Czechoslovak system of 
social security by claiming: “The convention of the political party of British bourgeoisie [the 
Conservatives] passed the principles of the plan and said that they are in accordance with the 
healthy efforts to improve the life conditions of people within the framework of the existent 
economic and political system”. Bernard Shaw could not resist to comment on this in his 
article on the anniversary of Karl Marx’s death: “Should Marx live today, he would probably 
call sir Beveridge a cunning peacemaker who tries to redeem capitalism with a new magic 
formula [national insurance - com. JR].”33

A detailed analysis of the differences between the British and Czechoslovak models is 
beyond the ways and means of this article. On the other hand, as this comparison is still non-
existent in historical literature, it is desirable to pinpoint particular similarities and diversions. 
In his text “Social Insurance and Allied Services”, Beveridge formulated six fundamental 
principles of national security (§ 303):

a) lat rate of subsistence beneits: This principle was based on consistent latness of beneits, 
which meant that for various social incidents, such as unemployment, illness or old age, the 
system granted a lat rate beneit. Advantages of this approach were its simplicity in terms of 
administration; cheapness, since the beneits should vary around the minimum required to 
cover the basic needs of human being. This was a completely different approach than the one 
of the Czechoslovak tradition of social insurance, where each social incident had a different 
rate of beneits, or a totally different legal regime and system of administration. National in-
surance complied with this concept by introducing a two-part system of retirement pensions. 
Its basic part was in accordance with the idea of lat rate, and the difference was secured by 
means of the other part. In Beveridge plan, these two parts were divided; however, it can be 
claimed that the basic concepts of the two systems were alike.

b) lat rate of contribution: Beveridge’s idea of a national minimum was based on lat rate 
contribution for all people. The part based on merits was to be secured by supplementary 
systems that would work independently on the national minimum. On the other hand, in 
Czechoslovakia, both parts of the contribution were put together as described above, which 
led to a relative amount (percentage deduced from the salary) of contribution. The Czecho-
slovak system was of more redistributive nature than Beveridgean one, which did not in-

31 BEVERIDGE, W., Social Insurance and Allied Services, London 1942, p. 9.

32 Interview with the minister Evžen Erban for „Czechoslovak Life“, Národní archiv v Praze, Fond: Ministerstvo 
práce a sociální péče, karton č. 28, sign. 1073.

33 Stenograické záznamy schůzí, Ústavodárné národní shromáždění 1946-1948, 103. schůze, 14. dubna 1948. 
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clude redistribution in the national insurance scheme, had assumed. He had designed the 
social redistribution by means of the other pillar of the system (social assistance), and also 
by means of free healthcare. The Czechoslovak model introduced in the National Insurance 
Act a so-called “social assistance beneit”, which was a subsidiary non-contributory beneit 
of social assistance for persons who were not entitled for beneits from other sources. This 
beneit goes against the logic of Beveridge's national insurance, since it should be a part of 
the second pillar, i.e. social assistance.

c) uniication of administration: In this aspect, the Czechoslovak national insurance as 
totally in accordance with Beveridge’s concepts, and this demand was met by introducing 
the Central National Insurance Company.

d) adequacy of beneits: Beveridge counted with a real minimum. The Czechoslovak na-
tional insurance was much more generous. Generally (although not quite consistently), it 
was based on the logic of adjustment of low security of some social groups to the highest 
standards which had existed prior to the introduction of national insurance. This is connected 
with the after war efforts to eliminate social differences in social insurance and the policy of 
leveling of pensions. In this aspect, Czechoslovak engineers went substantially farther than 
what Beveridge had planned.

e) universalism: According to Beveridge’s ideas, national insurance was to cover all relevant 
social risks which inluence people's lives in a negative way. Simultaneously, all citizens were 
to be covered by the public insurance. None of the risks could be left to be covered only by 
private insurance or social assistance. The Czechoslovak national insurance did not solve 
unemployment, as it was covered by a special system of beneits. However, due to permanent 
full employment, this difference can be omitted. When 95 percent of citizens are covered with 
national social security, the system can be taken for universalistic.

f) classiication: This principle meant that national insurance had to leave behind the Bis-
marckian logic of existing social security, based on the principle of socially differentiated 
systems modeled after the Germans, which had been the case in Czechoslovakia before (Bev-
eridge stated here explicitly: “But the insurance classes are not economic or social classes”). 
Possible beneit classes would take into account only the income and would not express social 
barriers in the society. A lat rate insurance for employees introduced on the basis of the Act 
No. 99/1948 Coll. was in full accordance with this demand.

There were no fundamental quarrels over the way how the whole system should be inanced, 
since this had been predeined to a large extent by the logic of the situation. Continuous 
inancing (PAYG - pay as you go) turned more or less necessary in 1945, even though the 
existing Czechoslovak social security was based on the plurality of mathematic models of 
insurance. The Act No. 221/1924 Coll. deined the situation as follows: Health insurance 
worked along the lines of continuous inancing, which meant that costs were covered with 
incomes; casualty, retirement and disability security depended on various forms of capitaliza-
tion. The last two mentioned ways led to the capitalization of insurance and buildup of rich 
insurance funds. However, the war negatively inluenced the economic situation of insurance 
companies. The occupational force, desiring to reach the maximum possible employment in 
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war industry, realized provisions in social insurance to support this goal and overlooked the 
inancial situation of insurance companies. Nobody really cared about the inancial side of 
the matter, which meant that the new, unpredictable provisions were inanced from common 
incomes, which led to a inancial drought of the reserve funds of the companies. A provision 
passed in 1941, which enabled employment of disabled and retired persons without harm-
ing their claims for the pension, had a particularly negative effect. The result of this was that 
in 1944, the same amount of beneits was paid in the Protectorate itself as was paid in the 
whole republic in 1936.

The people’s democratic regime also made advantage of the resources of the insurance 
companies, whenever possible. The companies had to advance the payments of the bonuses 
of the retirement pensions to the state account according to the valorization from December 
1945.34 These ways were, however, rather limited due to the inancial exhaustion of the insur-
ance companies. It was the state which had to take over more and more obligations of the 
insurance companies. As early as in 1946, full two thirds of the costs of the Central Social 
Insurance Company (institution for ordinary employees) were paid by the state; in case of 
the General Pension Institution (institution for white collars in private sector), it was half 
of the costs35. Insurance companies were aware of the fact that they would not be able to 
function without payments from the state (the interwar insurance system also included the 
payments from the state), but the way with which the postwar governments would deal with 
their inancial resources raised a wave of displeasure on their side. Their Memorandum of 
3 December 1947 pinpointed the problems in the existing system. The newly created legis-
lature would count with the deicit budgets of insurance companies and obliged the state to 
pay these deicits. However, this system meant that insurance companies started to lose their 
administrative autonomy and were slowly becoming dependent on the actual state of the state 
treasury36. National insurance was meant to bring in order into the system of inancing, but 
its functioning was too short.

Sovietization of a welfare state

The law no. 99/1948 coll. went into operation in October 1948, however as early as at the end 
of 1949 the leaders of the Communist party started to call for its reforming. National insurance 
was found fault for its excessive egalitarianism which was one of arguments for its reforming. 
At the time of implementation of the irst 5year plan (1949–1953) there was an urgent need 
of new labourers and the national insurance was designed to work as one of stimulants as 
for higher employment. This goal was expressively declared on the 2nd general trade union 
congress in December 1949 under the slogan “National insurance supports the production“. 
Till an elimination of Bismarck’s corporative principles of the traditional Czechoslovak social 
insurance had been the goal, i.e. elimination of various insuring principles for particular 

34 K inančnímu hospodaření sociálního pojištění za války a po válce viz Dvacet let Ústřední sociální pojišťovny, 
Praha 1946, s. 13, 18, 28, 32.

35 Důvodová zpráva ke sjednocení některých předpisů ve veřejnoprávním sociálním pojištění, Národní archiv 
v Praze: Fond: Úřad předsednictva vlády, běžná spisovna, karton č. 751, sign. 772/19.

36 Memorandum o potřebě inanční účasti státu na úhradě nákladů důchodového pojištění (3. prosince 1947), 
Národní archiv v Praze, Fond: tamtéž.
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categories of labourers, the egalitarianism was deemed as benefactory, too. As soon as the 
national insurance started being perceived more as an instrument supporting the development 
of socialist economy, it was the differentiation of beneits that was to be a fundamental credo 
of carried out changes, as it can be found in one of in-house materials of the Central Com-
mitte of the Communist Party from June 1950: “The beneits of the national insurance have 
to be thus set in such a way so that they would boost a productivity of work, and would make 
such employment in importatnt, heavy, dangerous and neglected areas attractive... National 
insurance has to be an effective tool for elimination of absentism, undesired luctuation and 
early retiring from the working process”.37

Reforming of the national insurance was being implemented in three stages: 1. organiza-
tional; 2. inancial; 3. political one.

Ad 1: Sovietization of the welfare state was directed in Czechoslovakia both towards a he-
gemony of the state as a main subject (executor) of social welfare and towards creation of 
three relatively closed systems of social protection of citizens. They were: complex of a state 
medical preventive health care given to institutions of the state health administration, the 
complex of the health insurance managed by trade unions that was connected with the whole 
agenda of family allowances and the complex of retirement insurance including social care 
that was as the most signiicant ield in the care of the Státní úřad důchodového zabezpečení 
[State Board for Social Security] together with territorial state administration institutions 
[národní výbory – national committees].38 The original national insurance from 1948 was 
based on different logics. All three agendas were under an agency of the self governed Central 
National Insurance Company and only in the ield of the health care this institution shared its 
competencies with the state health administration. Organizational changes were set in the 
law no. 102/1951 coll. on transformation of the national insurance. It could initially seem 
that transfer of agenda of the health insurance and partly the retirement one to trade unions 
in the companies would be in conlict with the thesis on statism. However beneit agenda did 
not necessarily mean that such an organization of employees would have under control the 
inancing. This was transfered from the self-government insurance institution to the national 
budget. 

Concurrently with a rebuilding of the national insurance there was also an elimination 
of traditional philanthrophic charitative organizations going on. This process was started 
already before February 1948 under the law no. 48/1947 coll. on organization of the youth 

37 Národní archiv – Praha, Fond: ÚV KSČ 1945–1989 [Central Committee of the Communist Party], Praha – 
komise – hospodářská rada, vol. 53, no. 394. Evžen Erban commented main reasons of disliking of the Com-
munist Party as for original form of the National Insurance sharply: “The law on National Insurance provided 
in its original form all citizens regardless their social status and it provides in the generosity of labour class even 
representatives of the ex-sweaters. It enables parasitism of elements, strange liasons of labourers and peasants 
and on the other hand it did not in its original form think of a necessity to protect in a special way agricultural 
labourers forming the future of our socialist village... All the retirement system is much more demoralizing 
and it discourages labourers. Such equalitarianism in pensions does not motivate tranfer of labourers to so-
cially more signiicant works, not speaking of loaylty to heavy industry. Neither it backs their efforts to serve a 
construction of the new regime. It does not strengthen socialist working discipline, does not raise productivity 
of work and does not reward prominent constructors of socialism... All the decisions were centralized in the 
hands of clerical apparatus...” Národní archiv v Praze, Fond: ÚV KSČ – Sociálně politická rada, no. 171.

38 Jak přeneseme nemocenské pojištění do závodů, Odborář 5, 1952, no. 2, p. 66. 
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care which transfered competences of these institutions to the body of state administration 
and which affected other charitative institutions in following years, too. 

Ad 2: National insurance from 1948 was based on the grounds of a parallel inancing. 
It enabled an instant forming of the system, whereas in the case of capital payments of the 
insurance system either lower payments would have to have been set or that all the insurance 
would have been covered by an employer. Self employed people would have paid it themselves. 
At the end such a practice was started in1948 when the employer covered just half and the 
other was paid directly from the salary of the employee. The insurance principle of the system 
was removed in 1952 by means of the new law on salary (no. 76/1952 coll.). This said in § 
1 that “as for equal taxation of labourers and clerks, in compliance with their salary and for 
the sake of further advance in productivity of work and simpliication of tax and insurance 
collection the employment tax is implemented that will include labourers and clerks contri-
butions as for national insurance payments”. In concurrence with this law a regulation was 
passed no. 109/1952 coll. concerning employer’s part of insurance payments in the national 
insurance of employees. What the consequences were of this change in the employment tax 
and insurance payments can be clearly illustrated in Karel Kaplan making reference to Lenka 
Kalinová: “This regulation passed on 1st January of 1953 was after elimination of improve-
ment provisions a further step to centralization and a total nationalization of the retirement 
insurance. Incorporation of incomes and expenses with national budget disabled the trade 
union institutions from having knowledge as for sources for potential enforcements of higher 
pensions... The tax reform was a really important step regarding the journey from a relatively 
autonomous retirement insurance towards centrally directed social protection. Its progress 
was given by the communist management by the medium of the government with a nearly 
total exclusion of trade union”.39

This corresponded with a radically drawn statism conception on social protection of popula-
tion as it was formed in this period. It also caused a withdrawal of the people and companies 
from any type of concern as for this system which was from their position totally non-trans-
parent. That is why then there were thoughts at the end of 1960s within contemplations on 
the social reform in the least about forming of an independent fund of social protection in 
terms of which the incomes and expenses could be easily balanced. This would though mean 
a retirement from the conception of a paternalistic state towards a greater acitivity of citizens 
and companies (at least an interest as for forms of payments which would lead to reform 
demands) that being a step that the Communist party did not dare make.

Ad 3: Social insurance was according to the Communist Party opinion to have a repressive 
function, too as it can be found in Erban´s commentary in notice 37. For that purpose a govern-
ment regulation no. 22/1953 coll. was passed on reform of pension from the national insurance 
of the persons adversary to the people democratic regime.40 This was an extraordinary provision 
that concerned high positioned representatives of the politics, industry and administration 

39 KAPLAN, K., Proměny české společnosti 1948–1960, Část I., Praha 2007, p. 222.

40 RÁKOSNíK, J., „Akce D“ proti důchodcům, nepřátelům lidově demokratického režimu v roce 1953, in: ŠMIGEĽ, 
M. (ed.), Radikálny socializmus a komunizmus na Slovensku 1918–1989: Spoločnosť medzi demokraciou a to-
talitou, Bánská Bystrica 2007, pp. 198–209 (www.forumhistoriae.sk/e_kniznica.html) 
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from the period before February 1948 who had not emigrated. Their relatively high pensions 
were usually reduced to a social assistance beneit level that was practically hardly to be lived 
on merely. Nevertheless further legislative steps preserved the class standpoint. 41 In 1958 
an amendment of the law was passed on social insurance from 1956 that enabled a similar 
restriction of the pensions of “employees who had been self-employed before”. The article IV 
of quot. law was concerning pensions of the people who were prominent representatives of 
the previous political and economical regime. Contrary to the regulation from 1953 it was a 
slightly more moderate enactment. The restriction was related at that moment to that part of 
the pension that came into being for the particular person on the grounds of the period when 
he/she had been a representative of the previous regime. Denunciation of speciically named 
citizens in the press legitimized by references to a socialist principle “each one deserves in 
accordance with the work made for the society” that however at the end of 1950s were not 
more moderate that in the years of Stalin’s and Gottwald’s decease.42 Suggestions of the Rudé 
právo Daily reacting to such commentaries were nevertheless clear: “It is however important 
to see that the Státní úřad sociálního zabezpečení [State Board for Social Security] and also 
ONV [District National Committee] cannot know everything about these people. It is also 
dependent on street boards, company committees of ROH [Revolutionary Trade Union Move-
ment] and all honest citizens who are asked to announce all the cases of these high pensions 
of ex-prominent people to national committes or directly to the boards of social security. Then 
the cases of such unfair pensions would soon die out.”43

Enforcement of class stand-point concerned the social care, too even though such an at-
titude was thought by experts at the end of 1950s to be indefensible. One of period materials 
points out carefully these problems: “It is right indeed when managing state inances the 
greatest eficiency possible must be implemented. Nevertheless, it is no eficiency when a needy 
person is left without suficient inancial means. It saves some inancial or material means, but 
it affects badly our regime. Class, that is fair class attitude is needed also in the social security, 
however not when it concerns provision of beneits or means that would exceed this rate.”44 
It is not possible to get to know exactly from a both quantitative and qualitative standpoint 
without analyses of a suficient number of reports that are not though always accessible and 
often do not exist any longer. However, frequent appearance of this problem in documents, 
coming from 1960s, prove, that such an attitude was not rare then. 

Conclusion

Finalization of adoption of the Soviet model of the social administration was represented by 
laws on health insurance and social security from 1956 (no. 54 and 55 coll.). By their means 
some principles reminding of Bismarck´s system returned. The employees started to be classed 
into three groups as for social security in accordance with their occupation with different rights 
and duties. There have been so far disputes over interpretation of this classiication. Some 

41 Compare: INGLOT, Tomasz: Welfare States in East Central Europe 1919–2004, Cambridge 2008, p. 134.

42 Neubližujte milionářům!, Rudé právo 39, 31st March 1959, p. 2.

43 Neubližujte milionářům!, Rudé právo 39, 12nd April 1959, p. 5. 

44 Rozvoj sociální péče, p. 8; Všeodborový archiv v Praze: Fond: Národní pojištění, board no. 75, sign. 195.
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authors see in classing within the 1st and 2nd category that were privileged predominantly 
political motivation in order to prefer such ields important from the perspective of the ruling 
party. Nevertheless what speaks against it is the statement that nobody could be motivated in 
his/her youth when starting such an occupation having a higher pension when old, on the top 
of it when he/she could not rely on persistence of these “luxuries” due to frequent changes 
in the laws that were expected in the future. 

Getting a pension was conditioned in this law in a standard way when the employee had 
lived minimally to 60 years of age and had been employed at least 20 years (1st category even 
only 55 years of age). Minimal amount of pension money received was as for the 1st category 
60 % of an average wage, 2nd category 55 % and the 3rd 50 %. The last one is the category 
where most of the labourers belonged to. When working 40 years the employee could reach 
in particular categories 90 %, resp. 85 %, resp. 65 % of an original wage. 

Even though the period in between 1945–1956 stands for radical and discontinual changes 
in Czechoslovak social policy, some principles inherited from past times were preserved, 
mainly concerning the labour market management where some advancements inherited from 
the time of Nazi occupation were made use of (labour duty, forced labour, administrative 
control). The social insurance underwent in the studied decade indeed a revolution that was 
based on transformation from the markedly class differentiated system with a great deal 
of self-administration to a state-paternalist model with a centralized system of inancing. 
The mentioned return of Bismarck principles is true only partially.There was a return of the 
differentiation of claims of various groups of beneit addressees, however not being based 
primarily on the criterion of work performance represented by the wage and the level of the 
paid insurance, but a political decision of the ruling party.

Abstract
Making of the Communist Welfare State in Czechoslovakia

This article is based on two propositions: forming of the universalist welfare state in Czechoslovakia 

was primarily conditioned by the type of the political system as it was being formed as a consequence 
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The Truman Administration 
and Anticommunist Propaganda 
on the Beginning of the Cold War: 
Main Characteristic and Phenomena1

Daniel Srch

“The cause of freedom is being challenged throughout the world today by the forces of impe-
rialistic communism. This is a struggle, above all else, for the minds of men. Propaganda is 
one of the most powerful weapons the Communists have in this struggle. Deceit, distortion, 
and lies are systematically used by them as a matter of deliberate policy. This propaganda 
can be overcome by the truth--plain, simple, unvarnished truth-presented by the newspapers, 
radio, newsreels, and other sources that the people trust.”2 Harry S. Truman spoke these 
sentences during luncheon of the American Society of Newspaper Editors on April 20, 1950. 
The President emphasized need of facing the Kremlin also in terms of propaganda in the “war 
of the words” and accordingly he declared the so-called “Campaign of Truth”.3 The entire 
speech relected a few important conclusions of the White House that concerned foreign 
affairs: 1) Communism has imperialistic nature. 2) The Soviets use all kinds of instruments 
for expansion. 3) Bolshevik ideology is based on lies as well as its propaganda. 4) The policy 
of containment has to be supported by success in the battle for hearts and minds. 5) The best 
way how to ight with Moscow is to reveal totalitarian nature of Stalin’s dictatorship. My 
study will debate mainly last two aspects.

Truman’s speech included an anticommunist message as well as rhetoric typical for the 
Cold War atmosphere. However, American psychological warfare itself evolved very chaoti-
cally during the Truman administration. This study covers mainly the period from late 1947 
to mid 1953 when the foundations of U.S. peacetime propaganda apparatus and activities 
were set in place.4 I will discuss two main themes: 1) Governmental documents that inluenced 
depiction of the “Reds” 2) The development of bureaucratic structure. The overwhelming 
majority of archival materials used in this study came from both the Foreign Relations of the 
United States (FRUS)5 and the Truman Library (Independence, Missouri).

1 The study was created thanks to Grant Agency of the Charles University (GAUK) as a part of the project n. 
379611 called “The Reds from Hollywood – Comparative Study of American Anti-Communist and Czechoslovak 
Anti-American Propaganda in 1948-1953”.

2 Public Papers of President Harry S. Truman, Address on Foreign Policy at a Luncheon of the American Society 
of Newspaper Editors, April 20, 1950.

 http://www.trumanlibrary.org/publicpapers/index.php?pid=715&st=Campaign&st1=Truth

3 The Campaign of Truth was more rhetorical matter than one precisely deined governmental program. It can 
be seen as general name for psychological warfare against the Soviet Union.

4 This period represents the irst stage of psychological warfare. It consists of early National Security Council 
(NSA) interest about propaganda – report NSA 4 from December 1947 – and so called Jackson Report from 
June 1953 that evaluated all previous activities in this ield. 

5 http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/FRUS/Browse.html; http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments.
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Information programs, psychological warfare or propaganda?

Almost every war includes some sort of domestic or foreign propaganda. The United States 
were not an exception during two major conlicts of the 20th century.6 However, the American 
public and Congress tended to understand psychological warfare only as temporary matter 
for a time of national emergency. Moreover, they never felt much enthusiasm about it at all. 
Almost immediately after reaching a peace treaty with enemy states, U.S. politicians always 
restricted further undertaking in this ield.7 The raising of aggressiveness of European fas-
cism during the Interwar period only emphasized this general “distaste”. The whole concept 
– inluencing the human mind towards goals of central government – was simply something 
seen as “Un-American”. If the White House led such activities it had to be done in secrecy 
and covered as “foreign information programs” or “cultural relations” activities.8 Even after 
attack on Pearl Harbor, federal institutions avoided the term “propaganda” in favor of the 
euphemistic expression “psychological warfare”. Its deinition was very wide thus it included 
oficial coverage of events, domestic censorship, subversion on alien territories, top-secret 
operations, etc.9 Relatively minor troubles with terminology although relected a much more 
serious problem – institutional and organizational disorder. This phenomenon caused many 
interdepartmental disputes about responsibilities as well as lack of complex strategy or strong 
central direction.10 Finally, another limitation came from some principles of Americanism 
such as individualism, the inclination to isolationism or distrust to federal government.11 In 
comparison with Bolshevik Moscow and Nazi Berlin, propaganda had never been so essential 
for Washington because it traditionally served only as supportive instrument for the war effort. 

American propaganda had another special feature because its creators paradoxically did 
not consider it as psychological warfare at all. Edward P. Lilly – an important government 
oficial – wrote: “The agencies operated on the principle that American information pro-
grams were based on truth. Lies, deceit, and misinterpretations should not be a part of the 
American effort.”12 This conviction became a vital premise which caused a tendency towards 
a journalistic approach. It was believed that the U.S. programs could simply bring “truth-
ful” information. On this basis, it was believed that everyone would voluntarily support the 

6 During the World War I, Committee for Public Information (CPI) led propaganda. This institution was con-
nected directly to President Woodrow Wilson. The period of World War II brought different governing. Ofice 
of War Information (OWI) controlled by the Congress and Ofice of Strategic Services (OSS) took care about 
various forms of psychological warfare. BREWER, S. A., Why America Fights, Patriotism and War Propaganda 
from the Philippines to Iraq, Oxford 2009, p. 46–86, 87–140; Truman Library (further only TL), Psychologi-
cal Strategy Board Files (further only PSB Files), Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., The Development of 
American Psychological Operations 1945-1951, December 19, 1951, PSB, Washington, pp. 5–8. 

7 BREWER, S. A., op. cit., pp. 6–9; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 5–6.

8 Before the United States entered to the World War II, Washington ran program against rise of fascism in Latin 
America. These activities were conducted by so called Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs (CIAA). TL, PSB 
iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 8–10.

9 TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., p. 10; SCHWARTZ, L. H., Political Warfare Against 
the Kremlin, US and British Propaganda Policy at the Beginning of the Cold War, New York 2009, pp. 10–13.

10 TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 7–10.

11 LIPSET, S. M., Dvousečná zbraň, rub a líc americké výjimečnosti, Praha 2003, pp. 33–55.

12 TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., p. 9.
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American side. However, this whole concept greatly romanticized an image of the United 
States and presented the war effort mainly as a ight for universal values such as freedom or 
democracy. On the other hand, enemy regimes were usually depicted like barbarians who 
were threatening the domestic traditional way of life.13

Final stages of the World War II were followed by quick deconstruction of the U.S. propa-
ganda apparatus. During late August 1945, Truman issued Executive Order 9608, which 
terminated Ofice of War Information and strictly forbade domestic psychological warfare. The 
State Department particularly new Interim International Information Service (IIS) inherited 
the responsibilities over foreign information programs.14 Leading authority was given to the 
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, – William Benton, who became the irst head 
of the ofice.15Also, the Ofice of Strategic Services met a very similar fate. OSS dissolved 
due to Executive order 9621. Its operations were strictly limited and passed to Foggy Bottom 
and the Department of War.16 By the end of 1945, whole WWII apparatus of psychological 
warfare nearly disappeared.

Restricting of information and cultural programs continued through next two years until it 
reached the bottom. In 1947, Congress passed budget of only $ 24.4 million for psychological 
warfare. The dramatic cuts of funds were cause mainly due to the following reasons. Firstly, 
the transformation of the U.S. economy to peacetime production. Secondly, the traditional 
aversion against governmental propaganda. Finally, the Republicans demands for more sav-
ings in these activities.17 However, William Benton thought that the United States should least 
maintain those information programs which supported national interests and contributed to 
better understanding with American way of life in the world. Through his function as the As-
sistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, he therefore continuously lobbied for continuation 
of at least basic operations. Unfortunately, he met with resistance from both the U.S. Congress 
and journalist syndicates, which refused to cooperate with the federal government any more. 
Unfavorable conditions negatively affected, for example, the Voice of America. Due to a lim-
ited budget, foreign language broadcasting was reduced nearly to the half.18 Vague direction 
of information operations in combination with State Department’s resentment towards the 

13 BREWER, S. A., op. cit., pp. 87–93; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 12, 22; 
SCHWARTZ, L. H., op. cit., p. 11. 

14 Executive Order 9608, Providing for the Termination of the Ofice of War Information, and for the Disposition 
of Its Functions and of Certain Functions of the Ofice of Inter-american Affairs, August 31, 1945,

 http://www.trumanlibrary.org/executiveorders/index.php?pid=785&st=9608&st1=

15 SCHWARTZ, L. H., op. cit., pp. 99–100. List of persons in the position of Assistant Secretary of State for Public 
Affairs during Truman’s presidency: William Benton (1945–1947), George V. Allen (1947–1949), Edward 
W. Barrett (1950–1952), Howland H. Sargeant (1952–1953).

16 Executive Order 9621, Termination of the Ofice of Strategic Services and Disposition, September 20, 1945, 
http://www.trumanlibrary.org/executiveorders/index.php?pid=787&st=9621&st1=; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, 
History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., p. 18.

17 HIXTON, W. L., Parting the Curtain, Propaganda, Culture and the Cold War, 1945–1961, New York 1997 
pp. 4–5; PARRY, J. G., The Rhetorical Presidency, Propaganda, and the Cold, 1945–1955, Westport – Con-
necticut – London 2002, pp. 3–15.

18 Number of broadcasting languages dropped from 40 to 23. SCHWARTZ, L. H., op. cit., pp. 100–101; BEL-
MONTE, L. A., Selling the American Way, U.S. propaganda and the Cold War, Philadelphia 2008, pp. 10–21.
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“OWI heritage” caused another serious handicap.19 The overall situation simply was highly 
unclear. However, the same thing can be said also about U.S. foreign policy in the irst postwar 
years. The Truman Administration had been more or less following Roosevelt’s course but 
it soon became increasingly obvious that the idealism of FDR turned out to be unsustain-
able. Growing tensions with the Soviet Union, strengthening anti-American propaganda 
and conditions in the devastated Europe represented great challenges for the near future. 

The idea of a postwar peaceful coexistence as symbolized by the United Nations was con-
fronted with growing disputes between Washington and Moscow. Searching for “the irst 
shot” of the Cold War, whether from the one side or another, becomes almost an impossible 
task. The nature of both superpowers differed so radically that the question of potential clash 
was not “if” but “when”. Marshal Stalin focused mainly on establishing a defensive perim-
eter along boarders of the Soviet Union in Europe while the United States rather expected 
fulillment of universal ideals deined in the program known as the “Four Freedoms”.20 The 
position of the U.S. in the world remained undecided at least till 1947; a return to the tradi-
tional isolationism was still very likely scenario. However, active participation of the Truman 
Administration in world affairs slowly brought the White House to the leading position among 
the “free nations”. Washington – at irst probably unwillingly – illed a power vacuum that 
existed shortly after the WWII. The more conlict intensiied, the more precisely the Cold War 
shaped.21 The new bipolarity inluenced almost every major part of life in the United States 
including psychological warfare.

“The Blueprints”

Quick development of events during the early stage of the Cold War caused among American 
politicians a dilemma about the future approach to psychological warfare. The United States 
came under ire from communist propaganda. This fact became especially inconvenient in the 
context of an unstable postwar Europe. The Truman Administration could not appropriately 
respond to these attacks because Washington was not oficially in a state of war and therefore 
the U.S. law permitted intensive propaganda activities. The speciic nature of new global 
conlict, however, their involvement necessarily required. The President stood before dificult 
task – to establish for the irst time in American history peacetime psychological warfare. 
In the general context, this process was started by declaration of the Truman Doctrine and 
Marshall Plan.22 The concrete realization happened on two major platforms from the White 
House, particularly, the National Security Council and Capitol Hill. 

19 The State Department oficials did not have much enthusiasm towards information programs moreover they 
lacked experience with these activities. There also occurred tensions between foreign policy planners and 
“propaganda personal”. Many specialists on psychological warfare also left governmental service in favor of 
commercial jobs. TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 23–24.

20 Four principles included: Freedom of speech, Freedom of worship, Freedom from want, Freedom from fear. 
BREWER, S. A., op. cit., pp. 95–98.

21 DURMAN, K., Popely ještě žhavé I., válka a nukleární mír, Praha 2004, pp. 147–295. Cf. FRIEDMAN, N., The 
Fifty Year War, Conlict and Strategy in the Cold War, Annapolis 2000, pp. 40–90; LEFFLER, M. P., A Prepon-
dence of Power, National Security, the Truman Administration, and the Cold War, Stanford 1992, pp. 100–220.

22 FRIEDMAN, N., op. cit., pp. 68–76; KOURA, J., The Truman Doctrine: Origin of Ideological Containment, 
in: The Twentieth Century – Dvacáté století, 2010/2, pp. 135–143; LEFFLER, M. P., op. cit., pp. 142–179.
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Although the Republicans held the majority in the 80th Congress, the legislation that deined 
basic principles for psychological warfare were successfully passed. The National Security Act 
entered into force on June 26, 1947 and it among other things it established both the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National Security Council (NSC).23 The NSC became an 
important presidential advisory platform that consisted of top authorities from both civilian 
and military agencies. This institution managed to improve interdepartmental cooperation 
as well as overall eficiency. Another important activity was also strategic planning, which 
was one the Council’s functions. During regular meetings, its members discussed current 
domestic and foreign affairs that concerned national security. If they reached an accord in 
certain matter, they could issue document with recommendations for a future procedure for 
governmental agencies.24 NSC became one of the key elements for directing psychological 
warfare against the Soviet Union. In late January 1948, the president signed the so-called 
“Smith-Mundt Act”, which inally allowed Washington to lead foreign information programs 
in peacetime.25 Due to persistent antipathy towards propaganda activities among the U.S. 
politicians, its passing through Congress required the engagement of intense lobbying from 
Karl Mundt and William Benton. Thanks to their success, the United States made the next 
symbolic step in abandoning isolationism. The State Department inally got a legal mandate 
for counterattack against communist propaganda as well as permission to spread the “true” 
image of the United States. During next few months, certain departments in Foggy Bottom 
were reorganized to meet new measures.26 Newspapers, movies and, particularly, radio fully 
joined the battle for hearts and minds against the Kremlin. Cultural and exchange scholar-
ship programs – for example famous Fulbright program – were greatly expanded. On the 
other hand, the Smith-Mundt Act strictly forbade psychological warfare aimed at domestic 
population. 27

Due to central character of the NSC, it is possible to analyze the development of relations 
towards the Soviet Union during the early stage of the Cold War. Changing understanding of 
Bolshevik nature and growing demands for the establishment of an effective psychological 
warfare apparatus were two key elements that affected American propaganda. Documents 
NSC 4 and NSC 4-A entered into force after the second meeting of the Council on December 
17, 1947.28 This series was based on thesis that the Soviet Union lead an intensive campaign 
against the United States and tried to eliminate all anticommunist forces in the world. Accord-

23 National Security Act of 1947 (Pub. L. 80–235). 

24 Ibid.; LEFFLER, M. P., op. cit., pp. 175–179. 

25 United States Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948 (Pub. L. 80–402)

26 See pp. doplnit podle stránkování. 

27 BARRETT, E. W., Truth is our Weapon, New York 1953, pp. 56–65; BELMONTE, L. A., op. cit., pp. 26–33; 
OSGOOD, K., Total Cold War, Eisenhower´s Secret Propaganda Battle at Home and Abroad, Kansas 2006, 
pp. 35–36; SCHWARTZ, L. H., op. cit., p. 109; Oral History Interview with Russell L. Riley, February 22, 1974, 
by James R. Fuchs, pp. 38-43. http://www.trumanlibrary.org/oralhist/riley.htm

28 Both documents were based on study of State-Army-Navy-Air Coordinating Committee (SANACC; This or-
ganization was also known as State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee) called SANACC 304/11. Foreign 
Relations of the United States (further only FRUS), 1945–1950, Emergence of the Intelligence Establishment, 
Washington 1996, Doc. 241-251. (http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1945-50Intel)
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ing to those assumptions, the Kremlin was trying to harm American prestige and neutralize 
opposition. Accordingly, Washington thus should enforced information programs on both 
levels - overt (NSC 4) and covert (NSC 4-A).29 However, the importance of these documents 
cannot be overestimated. Congress did not pass Smith-Mundt Act until late January 1948. 
The whole conception still lacked precise deinition of responsibilities as well as central direc-
tion. Nevertheless, the big advance was even the fact that the Truman Administration began 
to deal more intensively with psychological warfare itself.

During the irst half of 1948, the tension between both superpowers was continuously 
growing. A communist coup in Czechoslovakia enforced the thesis about expansionist nature 
of bolshevism, which became immediate threat also for Italy, France and Allied occupation 
zones in Germany.30 In this context, the State Department initiated, during April 1948, the 
development of a draft that would concern establishment of organization for secret opera-
tions. The irst proposal was presented in the mid May (NSC 10). The plan brought only 
vague solution; however, it started a broad discussion between various governmental agencies 
including the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). Foggy Bottom, CIA and the Department of Defense 
(DOD) got into the biggest disputes as the crucial issue was once again the question of re-
sponsibilities. Finally, on June 18, all sides accepted document NSC 10/2.31 The entire series 
had a much more confrontational tone than its predecessors. The introduction stated that in 
the interest of successful ight against the vicious Soviets, U.S. overt foreign activities must 
be supplemented by covert operations. The Ofice of Policy Cooperation (OPC) was created 
within Central Intelligence Agency as a new independent body for planning and executing 
“delicate” activities in foreign affairs.32 The OPC reported directly to the DCI who meanwhile 
had only responsibilities over supervision. All operations had to be coordinated with the State 
Department, the Department of Defense and, in the time of war, also with the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff.33 Just shortly before the beginning of the First Berlin Crisis, Washington established 
at least a basic structure for psychological warfare - even though it was too bureaucratic.34

The Berlin Blockade became the irst crucial conlict of the Cold War and it naturally shifted 
the perception of the Soviet regime towards a more “black and white” interpretation. The 

29 Main responsibility in directing oficial information programs got the State Department – particularly Assistant 
Secretary for Public Relations (NSC 4). Secret operations were given to responsibilities of the Director of CIA 
(DCI). It was emphasized that all these activities must be in an accord with U.S. foreign policy and national 
interests. TL, Harry S. Truman Papers President's Secretary's Files (further only PS Files), Box 177, Meeting 
4, December 17, 1947, A Report to the National Security Council by Executive Secretary on Coordination of 
Foreign Information Measures, December 9, 1947, Washington.

30 TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, Lilly, Edward P.: op. cit., pp. 41-45; DURMAN, K., op. cit., pp. 279–284; 
LEFFLER, M. P., op. cit., pp. 182–220. 

31 This document also revoked NSC 4-A. FRUS, 1945–1950…, Doc. 274–291; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of 
PSB, Lilly, Edward P.: op. cit., pp.. 47–48.

32 Document NSC 10/2 originally suggested name Ofice of Special Projects. FRUS, 1945–1950..., Doc. 292.

33 After General Walter Bedell Smith had become DCI, the subordination of OPC to CIA intensiied. TL, PSB 
iles, Box 22, History of PSB, Lilly, Edward P.: op. cit., p. 48.

34 The ifth paragraph of NSC 10/2 allowed following activities: “…propaganda, economic warfare, preventive 
direct action, including sabotage, anti-sabotage, demolition and evacuation measures; subversion against 
hostile states, including assistance to underground resistance movements, guerrillas and refugee liberation 
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NSC 20 series - particularly NSC 20/4 – not only relected this tendency but also represented 
an early attempt to deine long-term complex strategy against the Kremlin. Development of 
whole series started at mid July 1948 and ended on November 23 when the last version was 
accepted.35 “The will and ability of the leaders of the USSR to pursue policies which threaten 
the security of the United States constitute the greatest single danger to the U.S. within the 
foreseeable future.”36 This introductory paragraph of NSC 20/4 can be also seen as the key 
premise of the whole document. Further analysis of Soviet foreign policy during the postwar 
years revealed that the only goal of Moscow was world domination, which implicitly included 
neutralization of the free world. The Kremlin pursued these aims by waging political, economic 
and psychological warfare such as causing instability, subversion, iniltration or propaganda. 
Everything was primarily related to the struggle for defending Western Europe, however, and 
NSC 20/4 emphasized that any expansion of the Soviet Bloc would harm national security.37 
Although Washington had adapted this emergency measures, in the long-term its strategy it 
should have followed two objectives. Firstly, to reduce the power and inluence of the USSR 
until communism would not constitute a threat to the peace, national independence and 
stability of the free world. Secondly, to bring about the change in Soviet diplomacy so that 
Moscow would act in accord with principles set forth in the UN charter.38 On ideological level, 
the United States have should reduced the Kremlin’s position of power within the Soviet Bloc, 
initiate a revival of civil life and show totalitarian nature of the Bolshevik regime.39 Whole 
strategy seemed too vague, idealistic or even bit naïve but NSC 20/4 illustrated a unique 
understanding of communist nature and its relation towards power. 

Document NSC 20/4 mainly tried to deine complex strategic against the Soviet Union, 
however, it also became important premise for U.S. propaganda. First of all, communist ideol-
ogy was interpreted as highly imperialistic. From the perspective of American thinking, the 
Kremlin’s methods of expansion were considered as immoral and vicious. Bolshevism had 
to from its very nature use lies and deceit to hide reality. The indisputable success of Moscow 
could be reached thanks to overall centralization of power. Although the USSR, according 
to intelligence agencies, did not prepare for war conlict in the immediate future, it started 
a massive military build-up that caused permanent a threat to world peace. Generally, these 
conclusions tended to more radical interpretations. Linguistic analysis also revealed another 
interesting feature – terminology used to deine enemy. NSC 20/4 strictly separated the com-

groups and support of indigenous anti-communist elements in threatened countries of the free world.” FRUS, 
1945–1950..., Doc. 292.

35 Due to crucial importance of NSC 20/4, the attention will focused mainly on this document. Moreover, it 
included main conclusions and thesis of all predecessors. FRUS, 1948, Volume I., General; the United Nations 
(in two parts), part 2, Washington 1976, pp. 589, 609–611, 615–616. 

36 Ibid., p. 663. 

37 Ibid., pp. 663–664, 667. 

38 Ibid., p. 667. 

39 NSC 20/4 naturally also emphasized the need for adequate military build-up, assurance of the internal security 
against communist iniltration, maximization of the U.S. economic potential or keep American public informed 
about the Soviet threat. It also suggested the scenario for the event of war with the USSR. Ibid., pp. 668–669. 
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mon people who were forced to live behind the Iron Curtain from exponents of the Soviet 
power.40 American policymakers thus did not understand communism as popular movement 
but as a repressive instrument to enslave a society. 

If NSC 20/4 focused on strategic as well as ideological matters, a series of related doc-
uments NSC 43, NSC 59 and NSC 74, dealt mainly with organizational matters. Due to 
constant interdepartmental disputes about responsibilities, the whole process had a highly 
chaotic character. The only agreement that was reached in the question about psychological 
warfare was that must be adapted to match in equal measures to current world events. On 
one hand, Washington succeeded during the First Berlin Crisis and established the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization but on the other it lost its atomic monopoly and its remaining 
inluence in China. An apocalyptic vision of communist expansion was enforced in late June 
1950 when the Korean War broke out. Four crucial points followed the whole debate between 
the U.S. governmental agencies: 1) All documents relected the growing militarization in 
general rhetoric. Direct conlict with the Soviet Union seemed a likely scenario to which 
the United States had to be prepared. One of the key issues became an effort to achieve a 
continuity of psychological warfare during the transition from peacetime to wartime. There 
were four basic periods of national security risk - time of peace, national emergency, initial 
stages of war and subsequent stages of war – which deined different responsibilities for the 
governmental agencies. 2) A consensus about the great importance of psychological warfare 
for national security was fully reached. 3) A new governmental agency should be created 
with the task of improvement of overall coordination as well as planning. However, opinions 
on its authority and status signiicantly depended on fact which department came up with 
concrete proposal. Therefore, a few institutions were established nearly at the same time.41 
4) Despite no explicit demand, there occurred signiicant tendency to separate planning and 
coordination activities from execution of operations. 42

NSC 59/1, which entered into force on April 10, 1950, had greater importance than others 
two documents. Firstly, because it included the all main conclusions of NSC 43, which, was 
due to that, was revoked.43 Secondly, it initiated the development of a report by the Under 
Secretary of State (NSC 74). This concept of Foggy Bottom, however, had too controversial 

40 In the irst case, there were used terms such as Russian people while for the second group Moscow, Kremlin, 
Soviet leaders, communist party etc. Ibid., pp. 662–669; LEFFLER, M. P., op. cit., pp. 264–265.

41 The State Department traditionally demanded major inluence. See pp. doplnit přesné místo.

42 TL, Harry S. Truman Papers Staff Member and Ofice Files: National Security Council File (further only SMOF: 
NSC File), Box 10, Volume IV - 1951. National Security Council, Politics of the Government of The United 
States of America Relating to the National Security, Vol. II., Washington 1949, pp. 106–107 (Document has 
been misiled); TL, PS Files, Box 171, Vol. III. 1950, National Security Council, Politics of the Government of 
The United States of America Relating to the National Security, Vol. III., Washington 1950, pp. 37–39; TL, PS 
Files, Box 182, Meeting 77, January 4, 1952, A Report to the National Security Council by Under Secretary of 
State on plan for National Psychological Warfare, July 10, 1950, Washington; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History 
of PSB, Lilly, Edward P.: op. cit., pp. 55–72, 78–90; TL, PSB Files, Box 14, Section I – “Torrential” File #1 
[2 of 2], Memorandum for Under Secretary of State from Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Administration, 
February 20, 1951.

43 TL, PS Files, Box 171, Vol. III. 1950, National Security Council, Politics of the Government of The United States 
of America Relating to the National Security, Vol. III..., p. 39. 
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character for the rest of the governmental agencies and therefore it was never fully accepted.44 
NSC 59/1 stated: “Foreign Information programs in period of peace and psychological warfare 
programs in periods of national emergency or war are established instruments of national 
policy and must be continuously directed toward the achievement of national aims.”45 The 
Secretary of State was responsible for achieving the continuity between periods of national 
security risk, however, which concerned only overt psychological warfare programs. Moreover, 
during peacetime, he conducted the main foreign information programs. According to NSC 
59/1 there should also be created a new organization within the State Department that would 
be primarily focused on cooperation between governmental agencies as well as developing 
plans with responsibilities till initial stages of war. All matters connected to military had to 
be discussed with the Department of Defense and the JCS.46 Nevertheless, apart from minor 
improvements, whole structure remained too bureaucratic and chaotic. Moreover, NSC 74 
started a long discussion about recommendations that would reinforce the position of the 
State Department.47 The special status of the Korean conlict led to the guarantee of the key 
position to Foggy Bottom as outline in NSC 74. The Debate inevitably reached a dead end 
until late 1950. The Solution was afterwards found outside the National Security Council.48

Only a few governmental documents gained as much attention as NSC 68. Paul Nitze 
wrote the controversial report during Spring 1950 and in April. The President with National 
Security Council accepted it for further analyses. After the 55th meeting of NSC, an ad hoc 
commission was established to prepare concrete recommendations. Afterwards, two major 
amendments were developed until the end of 1950.49 Since the main content of NSC 68 is 

44 The report was presented on July 10, 1950. NSC 74 suggested organizational structure of psychological warfare 
apparatus that emphasized mainly interests of State Department. In addition it also included ive annexes, 
which dealt with basic principals for depicting communists. TL, PS Files, Box 182, Meeting 77, January 4, 
1952, A Report to the National Security Council by Under Secretary of State…, pp. 1–51; NSC 74 was intensively 
discussed till the end of 1950. On December 28, 1950 National Security Council inally accepted revised version 
NSC 74/1. TL, PS Files, Box 172, Status of Projects: July-December, 1950 [2 of 2], National Security Council, 
Status of Projects as of December 26, 1950, p. 4; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., 
pp. 71–72, 88–89.

45 TL, PS Files, Box 171, Vol. III. 1950, National Security Council, Politics of the…, Vol. III., pp. 37. 

46 Ibid., pp. 37–39.

47 TL, PS Files, Box 182, Meeting 77, January 4, 1952, A Report to the National Security Council by Under Secretary 
of State…, pp. 44–48.

48 For example the Bureau of Budget was dedicated to deal with situation in psychological warfare. TL, PSB iles, 
Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 92-93; TL, PSB Files, Box 14, Section I – “Torrential” File #1 
[2 of 2], Memorandum for Under Secretary of State from Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Administration, 
February 20, 1951.

49 On January 31, 1950 Truman initiated development of report that concerned the loss of atomic monopoly. Under 
this circumstance he also ordered to reexamine national strategy towards Soviet Union in the peacetime as 
well as wartime. The report of Paul Nitze was accepted on April 14, 1950 and six days later ad hoc commission 
started its function. It created following amendments: NSC 68/1 with annexes – September 21, 1950; NSC 
68/2 – September 30,1950 – deinitely corroborated previous version; NSC 68/3 with annexes - December 8, 
1950; NSC 68/4 - December 14, 1950 – complemented and corroborated previous crucial NSC 68/3. TL, PS 
Files, Box 171, Vol. III. 1950, National Security Council, Politics of the…, Vol. III., pp. 43–45, 124–125. 
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well known, I will therefore focus attention on the speciic aspects of psychological warfare. 
In fact, Nitze did not bring something entirely new he “only” extended conclusions of NSC 
20/4. American historian Melvyn P. Lefler wrote: “What was new about NSC 68 was that 
Nitze simply called for more, more and more money to implement the programs and to achieve 
the goals already set out…Most important, he emphasized the need to build up U.S. military 
capabilities.”50 The general rhetoric had a more apologetic tone and the interpretation of 
communism was shaped into a deinitive form. The Bolshevik party had created totalitarian 
regime, which was based primarily on repressive apparatus. According to Nitze: “The greatest 
vulnerability of the Kremlin lies in the basic nature of its relations with Soviet people. That 
relation is characterized by universal suspicion, fear and denunciation. It is a relationship in 
which the Kremlin relies, not only for its power but it’s very survival, on intricately devised 
mechanisms of coercion.”51 Moreover, the very same principle was possible to also use for 
relations between Moscow and its satellites. The question of Stalin’s succession represented, 
due to the cult of personality, another potential problem for the USSR. NSC 20/4 had already 
emphasized the expansionistic nature of communism but after the loss of atomic monopoly 
whole threat became even more intense.52 Generally, Nitze’s report strongly recommended 
a more confrontational approach against Moscow with parallel enforcement of the free world 
on moral, military as well as economic level. Applying of this strategy should lead to suc-
cessful “containment”. In addition, increasing U.S. propaganda activities should encourage 
political opposition behind the Iron Curtain in its ight for freedom.53 The conclusions of NSC 
68 naturally inluenced also psychological warfare – depicting of “reds” started to be more 
apocalyptic while rhetoric more hysteric. 

Overall inluence of NSC 68 series, however, cannot be overemphasized. Firstly, because it 
more or less corroborated an existing course in U.S. foreign policy and, secondly, the request 
for dramatic rise in military expenses met only with limited results. Although the Korean War 
brought more money to the military budget demands formed by Nitze were never completely 
fulilled.54 Apart from the general thesis of NSC 68, the most crucial part for psychological 
warfare occurred in Annex No. 5 of both versions NSC 68/1 (September 1950) and NSC 68/3 
(December 1950). All major conclusions were repeated and further concretized. “The task of 
the United States foreign information and educational exchange programs is to assure that the 
psychological implications of these actions are, irst, fully developed and second, effectively 
conveyed to the minds and emotions of groups and individuals who may importantly inluence 
governmental action and popular attitudes in other nations and among other peoples.”55 In 

50 LEFFLER, M. P., op. cit., p. 356.

51 Public Papers of President Harry S. Truman, A Report to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary 
on United States Objectives and Programs for National Security, April 14, 1950, Washington, p. 15.

 http://www.trumanlibrary.org/exhibit_documents/index.php?pagenumber=19&titleid=172&tldate=1950-
04-14&collectionid=arms&PageID=-1&groupid=3400

52 Ibid., pp. 16, 34. 

53 NSC 68 quite often used term “Kremlin design” in depicting Soviet Union, which illustrated special under-
standing of communist’s relation towards power. Ibid., pp. 54–65.

54 DURMAN, K., op. cit., pp. 311–313; LEFFLER, M. P., op. cit., pp. 355–360; FRUS, 1951, Volume I., National 
security affairs; foreign economic policy, Washington 1979, p. 123.

55 FRUS, 1951, Washington, Volume I…, p. 452.
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accordance with the general rhetoric of the whole series, propaganda should develop more 
pressure on USSR particularly by stressing the false nature of communism. “The development 
and maintenance of psychological resistance to the design of the Kremlin calls for continuous 
and highly detailed exposure of the ways on which Soviet Communism threatens the interest 
shared by other peoples and nations. These may be revealed in the contradiction between the 
deeds and the words of the Kremlin, between the ideals proclaimed abroad and the conditions 
of poverty…”56 Contradiction between the party and common people was also highlighted. 
“The People under the domination of the Soviet Union are potential allies whose hope for 
ultimate liberation should be nourished.”57 Policymakers also operated with the assertion 
that the United States fought for universal interests of mankind. On the other hand, they 
underlined the need to spread better understanding with American way of life because its 
superiority would inevitably persuade people to support the U.S.58 Washington used various 
media for psychological warfare; however, radio was the best instrument for penetrating the 
Iron Curtain even though Communists jammed it intensively. Owning to maximizing this 
effort, “Annex No. 5” called for radical increase of budget.59 Finally, during the 55th meeting 
of the NSC, whole conception more or less entered into force by accepting last version NSC 
64/4. It concluded that it was primarily important for national security to gain wide support 
in strategic regions. Success in this objective would create a barrier against “red expansion”. 
The main targets of propaganda should be the common people of the USSR, Soviet Block and 
threatened countries.60 Psychological warfare unquestionably became effective instrument 
of the policy of containment.

The escalation of the Korean War between the years 1950–1951 did not continue favorably 
for Washington. A Chinese army of “volunteers” joined North Korean soldiers and forced 
U.N. units to retreat backwards to Seoul. During Spring 1951, frontline stabilized more or less 
along the 38th parallel - the war effort reached a dead end. Although the irst peace negotiations 
started, whole situation was still highly unstable. Due to this, the National Security Council 
initiated reexamination of conclusions stated in NSC 68/4 and therefore a new NSC 114 was 
established.61 The crucial thesis of this series asserted: “Review of the world situation shows 
that the danger to the national security of the United States posed by the USSR is greater now 
than was anticipated during the development of the NSC 68/4 programs. It now appears that 

56 Ibid., p. 453. 

57 Ibid., p. 454. 

58 Ibid., pp. 452–465. 

59 Ibid., p. 457. 

60 TL, PS Files, Box 171, Vol. III. 1950, National Security Council, Politics of the…, Vol. III., pp. 51–55. Srv. Drew, 
Nelson S. (ed.): NSC-68: Forging the Strategy of Containment with Analyses by Paul H. Nitze, Washington 
1996, pp. 120–127.

61 NSC 114 was accepted on July 27, 1951 but NSC 114/1 from August 8, 1951gained much more importance 
because it incorporated comments by the Department of Defense. On October 12 1951 the National Security 
Council accepted report NSC 114/2 and inally on June 5, 1952 report NSC 114/3. TL, Box 171, Vol. IV. 1951, 
National Security Council, Politics of the Government of The United States of America Relating to the National 
Security, Vol. IV, Washington 1951, pp. 96–100; TL, SMOF: NSC File, Box 11, Volume V – 1952, National 
Security Council, Politics of the Government of The United States of America Relating to the National Security, 
Vol. V., Washington 1952, p. 50.
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the United States and its allies are already in a period of acute danger which will continue until 
they achieve a position of strength adequate to support the objectives deined in NSC 68.”62 
It did not bring anything radically new to the general conception of NSC 68. The main goal 
became the intention to fulill as soon as possible all major plans in its ultimate form. Annex 
No. 5 to NSC 114/2 therefore suggested ive main tasks for psychological warfare. Firstly, to 
multiply and intensify psychological deterrents of aggression by the Soviet Union. Secondly, 
to encourage conidence of the free world – particularly in Western Europe. Thirdly, to ight 
against extremist tendencies threatening stability as well as neutralism in the regions of the 
Near East, Middle East, South and Southeast Asia. Fourthly, to maintain hope for liberation 
among peoples behind the Iron Curtain. Finally, to maintain a continued recognition of mutual 
interdependence among nations traditionally linked towards the United States – particularly 
in Latin America.63 Successful accomplishment of these objectives required signiicant budget 
increase for propaganda activities as well as effective interdepartmental coordination.

The NSC 135 series was created for the very same reason as its predecessor NSC 114. 
Firstly, it evaluated various national security programs till June 1952 (NSC 135)64 and, sec-
ondly, a few more or less minor corrections were made in general strategy against communism 
(NSC 135/3).65 The general conclusions of NSC 20/4 and NSC 68 remained unchanged – the 
policymaker only emphasized the need to maintain strong defensive position of free world 
against Bolshevik expansion. The effort for undermining Soviet power should naturally con-
tinue but without risk of escalation of World War III. Military build-up on both sides of the 
Iron Curtain as well as the prospect of an atomic apocalypse slowly led to balance of power 
between Washington and Moscow. The newest big threat for the United States became the 
potential loss of inluence in key regions, which would cause dangerous isolation and vul-
nerability.66 All these premises were also valid for psychological warfare, which should focus 

62 TL, Box 171, Vol. IV. 1951, National Security Council, Politics of the…Vol. IV., p. 101.

63 Ibid., p. 123; FRUS, 1951, Volume I..., pp. 943–945. NSC 114/3 also corroborated ive main objectives de-
ined in NSC 114/2. TL, SMOF: NSC File, Box 11, Volume V – 1952, National Security Council, Politics of 
the...,Vol. V., Washington 1952, pp. 87–88.

64 Within NSC 135 series eight status reports were developed about main ields that concerned the U.S. national 
security. Report about psychological warfare was created by Psychological Strategy Board (PSB, See p. doplnit 
podle stránkování) TL, PSB Files, Box 22, File #1 – Report by PSB on the Status of the Psychological Program 
[2 of 2], Status Report on National Psychological Effort and First Progress Report of the Psychological Strategy 
Board, August 1, 1952, Washington; On August 6, 1952 NSC accepted row version of NSC 135 which was 
edited during the rest of the month to inal form. TL, PS Files, Box 172, Status of Projects: July-September, 
National Security Council, Status of Projects as of August 25, 1952, pp. 4–5; FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. II., National 
security affairs (in two parts), Part. 1, Washington 1984, pp. 55–57.

65 The irst minor correction of U.S. national strategy was accepted on August 15, 1951 (NSC 135/1) and its 
annexes were approved one week later. Afterwards there started debate about formulation of 9th paragraph, 
which lasted until late September. Final version (NSC 135/3) was corroborated on September 25, 1951. TL, 
PS Files, Box 172, Status of Projects: July-September, 1952, National Security Council, Status of Projects as 
of September 29, 1952, p. 4; FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. II..., pp. 80–142.

66 TL, PS Files, Box 187, Meetings: 126: November 26, 1952, A Report to the National Security Council by the 
executive Secretary on Reappraisal of United States Objectives and Strategy for National Security, September 
25, 1952, Washington, pp. 1–6; Box 187; Annex to NSC 135/3 entitled Summary and General Conclusions 
offered apart from the Cold War rhetoric quite accurate analysis of U.S. position in the world. For the future 
development of U.S. history, warnings before situation in the Middle East and Indochina represented interest-
ing fact. Ibid., pp. 14–20.
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on exploitation of tensions between Kremlin and its satellites. However, it was stressed that 
the effectiveness of these operations cannot be overemphasized. In Addition, an explanation 
or even justiication of U.S. foreign policy became equally crucial task.67 

American foreign propaganda in postwar period cannot be fully understood without analy-
sis of key documents that were developed by the U.S. Congress and then particularly by the 
National Security Council. All discussed NSC series tried to deine psychological warfare, its 
basic premises or general approach for depicting communists. The situation was more compli-
cated due to fact that it happened during a period when a strictly wartime instrument became 
a new component of foreign policy in peacetime. In addition, governmental bureaucracy and 
continuous “interdepartmental battles” made everything even more chaotic. Although the 
Truman Administration was never able to deal with these obstacles, it is possible to highlight 
three crucial tendencies. Even American propaganda followed the principles of the policy 
of containment. In other words, it had defensive character. The United States became a key 
element in the ight against Bolshevik expansion. Governmental propaganda was primarily 
aimed to foreign countries; therefore, it cannot be connected with domestic anticommunism, 
which had different roots as well as actors. The so-called “Inquisitors” paradoxically attacked 
the State Department or Voice of America for being iniltrated by the “Reds”. The attention 
was focused on creating “blueprints” for psychological warfare so far. The next section will 
debate its transmission into practice.

Propaganda and governmental bureaucracy 

It has been stated above that American psychological warfare had a decentralized structure. 
From 1945 to 1953, the whole apparatus was developing quite dramatically. After the end of 
WWII, propaganda activities were quickly terminated and then from late 1947, Washington 
slowly revived them. Particularly three phenomena contributed to the chaos that followed 
this process: Firstly, the State Department took over OWI information programs with very 
low enthusiasm. Moreover, its direction changed regularly during whole period. Secondly, 
constant interdepartmental disputes about responsibilities in coordination and overall plan-
ning caused another serious limitation. Finally, all systems suffered from too many bureau-
cratic mechanisms that sometimes made it nearly ineffective but always chaotic. This part 
will analyze at least the basic structural development. In order to accomplished that, I will to 
employ a schematic approach

The State Department got supervision over the United States Information Service (USIS) 
after the end of the World War II. The main activities of USIS covered the following ields: 
radio broadcasting, publishing, propagation of American cinematography, coordination of 
student exchange programs and running culture centers.68 However, Foggy Bottom did not 

67 Ibid., pp. 7–11.

68 USIS was more designation for general information activities itself than one concrete organization. Its admin-
istrative direction changed regularly, however, the mark “USIS” stood still the same thanks to its worldwide 
recognition. USIS consisted of ive departments: Division of International Broadcasting (IBD); Division of 
International Press and Publications (INP); Division of International Motion Pictures (IMP); Division of Inter-
national Exchange of Persons (IEP); Division of Libraries and Institutes (ILI). TL, Charles M. Hulten Papers 
(further only Hulten Papers), Box 9, Ofice of International Info and Cultural Affairs - Summary of 1946 - 1947 
Program, Ofice of International Information and Cultural Affairs, Summary of 1946–1947 Program, pp. 1–3.
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execute direct governing because it was more a matter of embassies or even different insti-
tutions. These activities were given to the responsibilities of Assistant Secretary of State for 
Public Affairs. After mandate of Interim International Information Service (IIS) expired in 
late December 1945, William Benton created the Ofice of International Information and 
Cultural Affairs (OIC) which would have helped him with leadership of the USIS.69 Many 
changes on this very level of administrative control happened ad futuro, however, and none 
of them brought centralization or more effective functioning. During the summer 1947, the 
irst reorganization transformed the OIC into the Ofice of Information and Educational Ex-
change (OIE).70 Entering the Smith-Mundt bill into force caused another modiication. The 
OIE was dissolved and two new institutions were created instead – the Ofice of International 
Information (OII) and the Ofice of Educational Exchange (OEX).71 Congress nevertheless still 
considered meeting the objectives that were set in the Smith-Mundt Bill as unsatisfactory.72 
The biggest drawback of information programs was seen in the general decentralization of 
direction within the State department.73 Therefore, in January 1952, a new institution with 
semi-independent status was established – the United States International Information Ad-
ministration (IIA). Its head, the Administrator of IIA, received decisive authority over USIE. 
William Compton who became the irst in this position had subordination only of the Secretary 
of State and the Under Secretary of State. Other agencies could only provide advisory and 
auxiliary functions.74 Although certain improvement was reached, the crucial problem – lack 
of strong central direction – remained unsolved during the rest of the Truman presidency.75 

Foggy Bottom directed main foreign information operations; however, it was not the only 
governmental agency active on this ield. For example, the Department of Defense or the 
Technical Cooperation Administration ran its own programs but the Economic Cooperation 
Administration (ECA) became by far the most active one. The ECA was created as a part of 

69 See also p. (doplnit č. strany až bude přesné číslování); TL, Hulten Papers, Box 10, Dept. of State Info Programs 
1948 – O.I.I. organization – Ofice of the Director, Ofice of Director, OII, Background Data. 

70 Ibid.; BELMONTE, L. A., op. cit., pp. 29–31.

71 Ofice of International Information included following divisions of USIS IBD, INP and IMP while Ofice of 
Educational Exchange (OEX) took over IEP and ILI. TL, Hulten Papers, Box 10, Dept. of State Info Programs 
1948 – O.I.I. organization – Ofice of the Director, Ofice of Director, OII, Background Data. 

72 United States Information and Educational Exchange Program (USIE) was oficial name for various programs 
that were created on the basis of the Smith-Mundt Bill. Therefore abbreviation USIE can be also used as general 
name for U.S. propaganda apparatus. However, abbreviation USIS was still used as name for U.S. propaganda 
activities in foreign countries. 

73 The following institutions were leading USIE - Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, General Manager 
of USIE, OII, OIE, Regional Bureau Public Affairs Staff, USIE Mission Staff. TL. Hulten Papers, Box 12, Dept. 
of State Info Programs 1951 – McCarren Questionaire, McCarren Questionaire, USIE Tab. I A.

74 The Administrator of IIA also got position as a head of Psychological Operations Coordination Committee 
(POC) that existed within the State Department. (See p. Doplnit podle stránkování) FRUS, 1952–1954, Vol. II., 
National security affairs (in two parts), Part 2, Washington 1984, pp. 1591–1616. 

75 According to many documents IIA was never able to reach strong authority. Particularly the so-called Jackson 
Report, that evaluated psychological warfare of the Truman Administration, did not favor this institution. 
FRUS, 1952–1954, Vol. II..., pp. 1628–1638, 1641–1651, 1836–1864.
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Marshall Plan, which took care about propagandistic dimension of whole “enterprise”.76 
Although it cooperated with the State Department and, sometimes even with OPC, its char-
acter remained largely independent as well as decentralized. This was also caused by the fact 
that the ECA had its branches in every country that joined the European Recovery Program.77 
Overall fragmentation of American psychological warfare called for establishment of an in-
stitution that would guarantee interdepartmental coordination, following of oficial foreign 
policy and creating general strategic plans. Even though members of the National Security 
Council discussed it intensively, they did not come up till the end of the Truman presidency 
with a workable conception that would achieve full interdepartmental support. Moreover, 
they also largely suggested only partial solutions. As a result, there existed several institutions 
with very similar responsibilities until spring 1951. American historian Kenneth Osgood 
wrote about this situation: “It would not be too much of an exaggeration to state that these 
organizations spent as much time battling each other as they did ighting communism.”78 It 
should be noted that bureaucratic system negatively affected U.S. propaganda; however, it 
never seriously jeopardized information programs itself. 

The NSC series framed the effort to ind more effective direction of the U.S. psychological 
warfare until late 1950 when the discussion reached a dead end. On the grounds of NSC 4, two 
auxiliary institutions for the Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs were established 
within the State department. First, the Interdepartmental Consultative Group for Foreign 
Information (ICG) consisted of deputies from various governmental agencies and second, the 
Interdepartmental Coordinating Staff for Foreign Information (ICS) which had a permanent 
staff. However, none of them gained any authority.79 NSC 43 was accepted on March 1949 and 
it initiated the development of plans for overt psychological activities during wartime. Due 
to this, the State Department created, in summer 1949, two new organizations – the Inter-
departmental Foreign Information Organization (IFIO) and the Interdepartmental Foreign 
Information Staff (IFIS).80 Constant disputes between Foggy Bottom and the Department of 
Defense led to crucial retardation of IFIS’s work. NSC 59/1 therefore brought next change. 
First of all, it uniied two activities that were previously separated – planning and coordina-

76 SCHWARTZ, L. H., op. cit., pp. 110–111.

77 ECA and USIS cooperated largely through U.S. embassies. TL, White House Central Files: Conidential File 
(further only WHCF: Conidential File), Box 17, Economic Cooperation Administration, l947–49 European 
Recovery Program, Budget for Overseas Operation, Economic Cooperation Administration, Fiscal Year 1949; 
TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, Lilly, Edward P.: op. cit., pp. 47–48, 33, 51–53. After Mutual Security 
Act of 1951 entered into force ECA was on December 31, 1951 substituted by Mutual Security Agency (MSA) 
LINK, A. S. – CATTON, W. B., American Epoch, A History of United States Since 1900, Volume II: Era of Total 
War and Uncertain Peace 1938–1980. New York 1980, pp. 694–697.

78 OSGOOD, K., op. cit., p. 43.

79 TL, Hulten Papers, Box 10, Dept. of State Info Programs 1948 – O.I.I. organization – Ofice of the Director, 
Ofice of Director, OII, Background Data; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 50–51.

80 TL, PS Files, Box 173, Reports: To National Security Council for Information: Progress Reports, National 
Security Council Progress Report by the Secretary of State on implementation of Planning for Wartime Conduct 
of Overt Psychological Warfare (NSC 43), August 1, 1949; TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., 
op. cit., pp. 55–58, 69–71. 
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tion. The responsibilities of the IFIS and the IFIO were only slightly strengthened, however, 
without any major improvement in their eficiency.81 

Under the inluence of the Korean War, the State Department announced in the middle 
of August 1950 establishment of a new National Psychological Strategy Board (NPSB) that 
would intensify foreign information programs. 82 The need to develop plans in the time of 
national emergency was also growing, therefore the IFIS prepared the controversial NSC 
74. One of the points suggested foundation of a new institution with more centralized na-
ture and stronger powers. However, the questions of its potential status became subject of 
big interdepartmental disputes. The Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
supported the idea of establishing an independent body which would be subordinated to 
the President or the NSC while Foggy Bottom preferred strengthening of its NPSB. This 
contradiction was so essential that it paralyzed whole debate.83 Neither side was willing to 
retreat so at the beginning of the 1951, Truman cut the “Gordian knot”. He asked Admiral 
Sydney Souerse and the Bureau of Budget to ind a solution. After dificult negotiations they 
presented compromise project, which, however, was welcomed only with little sympathy from 
the departments. On April 4, 1951 Truman issued an order that established the Psychological 
Strategy Board (PSB).84 

The Psychological Strategy Board can be seen as the most ambitious project of the Tru-
man Administration to reorganize the direction of U.S. psychological warfare. President 
directive thus made it responsible for: “…the formulation and promulgation, as guidance to 
the departments and agencies responsible for psychological operations, of over-all national 
psychological objectives, policies and programs, and for the coordination and evaluation of 
the national psychological effort.”85 However, any responsibilities in executing operations 
were strictly forbidden. In October 1951, the PSB also gained, thanks to document NSC 
10/5, permission to participate also on covert activities.86 The status of the PSB radically 

81 TL, PS Files, Box 173, Reports: To National Security Council for Information: Progress Reports, National Se-
curity Council Progress Report by the Secretary of State on implementation of The Foreign Information Program 
and Psychological Warfare Planning (NSC 59/1), June 22, 1950; During April 1951 IFIO was transformed 
into Psychological Operations Coordination Committee. TL, PS Files, Box 173, Reports: To National Secu-
rity Council for Information: Progress Reports, National Security Council Progress Report by the Secretary of 
State on implementation of The Foreign Information Program and Psychological Warfare Planning (NSC 59/1), 
November 8, 1951.

82 NPSB should not to be confused with Psychological Strategy Board (PSB), which was established in April 1951. 

83 TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, LILLY, E. P., op. cit., pp. 55–58, 86–94.

84 Ibid., pp. 92–94; TL, PSB Files, Box 14, Section I – “Torrential” File #1 [2 of 2], Memorandum for Under 
Secretary of State from Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Administration, February 20, 1951.

85 Public Papers of President Harry S. Truman, Directive Establishing the Psychological Strategy Board, June 20, 
1951. http://www.trumanlibrary.org/publicpapers/index.php?pid=342&st=Psychological+Strategy+Board
&st1= 

 Due to delay in establishing PSB, President Truman issued this directive again in June 1951. Text remained 
unchanged. TL, PSB iles, Box 22, History of PSB, Lilly, Edward P.: op. cit., pp. 94–95.

86 It was largely an cooperation with OPC. FRUS, 1950–1955, The Intelligence Community, 1950–1955, Wash-
ington 2007, Doc 90. (http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1950-55Intel); TL, PSB Files, Box 13, 
OPC – Mr. Sherman’s Files, Memorandum for Gordon Gray, PSB Approved plan AFFILIATE—covert planning, 
December 19, 1951.
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differed from its predecessors because of its guaranteed independence from any govern-
mental department. It became a sovereign platform that was directly connected only on the 
NSC. The board consisted of following members: the Under Secretary of State, the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense, and the Director of Central Intelligence. All military questions should 
be discussed with a representative of the JCS in order to achieve consistence with its plans. 
The Director of PSB designated by the President got responsibility over managing ordinary 
day-to-day work, staff or other organizational matters.87 Disputes about appropriate inner-
structure and dificulties in inding suitable a candidate to the leading position retarded the 
initiation of the PSB functioning until summer 1951. It was decided that the organizational 
structure should relect three main activities and thus the Ofice of Plans and Policy, the Ofice 
of Coordination, the Ofice of Evaluation and Review were set. Finally, in July Gordon Gray 
became the irst Director.88 Total number of permanent staff stood at low level - it did never 
exceed 80 people.89 According to the ideal scenario, the PSB should play a central role in U.S. 
psychological warfare; however, the reality differed signiicantly. Gordon Gray after years 
concluded: “I got it established, although it turned out being largely an abortive organization, 
because most of the agencies wouldn't cooperate.”90

All latent problems of psychological warfare during the Truman Administrative caused also 
failure of the Psychological Strategy Board. Just the fact that it was born as “unwanted child” 
to highly hostile bureaucratic environment predicted future failure. The PSB had to constantly 
ight with other departments for recognition of its powers – particularly in long-term strategic 
planning. Some governmental agencies did not want to acknowledge central character of the 
Board due to defending their own responsibilities, while others misinterpreted it as apparatus 
for managing the day-to-day agenda. Both approaches relected two contradictory concepts – 
“The Department of the Cold War” and “the instrument for improving eficiency of American 
propaganda”.91 Despite initial dificulties, the PSB eventually managed to establish itself in 
the U.S. government and afterwards it developed various documents that concerned psycho-
logical warfare. However, this effort had only very limited effect because after development of 
the plans, the Board lacked any powers for their further successful realization or supervision. 

87 Public Papers of President Harry S. Truman, Directive Establishing the Psychological Strategy Board, June 20, 
1951.

 http://www.trumanlibrary.org/publicpapers/index.php?pid=342&st=Psychological+Strategy+Board&st1= 

88 Raymond B. Allen replaced him on the January 1952. 

89 The Director had a little ofice (Director’s Ofice) that helped him with his duties. TL, PSB Files, Box 25, PSB 
Staff Coordination [and] Liaison with the White House File #2 [2 of 2], Director had a little ofice (Direc-
tor’s Ofice) that helped him with his duties. Organization and Functions of the Director’s Ofice and Staff of 
Psychological Strategy Board, November 26, 1951, pp. 1–14; TL, PSB Files, Box 25, PSB Staff Coordination 
[and] Liaison with the White House--File #2 [1 of 2], Report to President by Gordon Gray, February 22, 1951, 
pp. 6–8. 

90 Oral History Interview with Gordon Gray, June 18, 1973, by Richard D. McKinzie, p. 54.
 http://www.trumanlibrary.org/oralhist/gray.htm

91 TL, PSB Files, Box 25, PSB Staff Coordination [and] Liaison with the White House--File #l [l of 2], Bureau 
of Budget: The Psychological Strategy Board, Selected Aspects of its Concept, Organization and Operations, 
April 21, 1952, Washington, pp. 1–11. TL, PSB Files, Box 25, PSB Staff Coordination [and] Liaison with the 
White House--File #2 [1 of 2], Report to President by Gordon Gray, February 22, 1951, pp. 6–16.
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The so-called Jackson Report stated: “We ind that while the Psychological Strategy Board 
has concentrated heavily on planning it has possessed neither suficient power to exercise 
effective coordination nor techniques adequate to produce meaningful evaluations.”92 In the 
context of intense interdepartmental disputes, the very idea of effective cooperation between 
governmental agencies became an illusion. The PSB existed only for two and a half years 
and it was dissolved because of reorganization during the Eisenhower Administration which 
radically changed whole nature of directing U.S. propaganda activities.93

An analysis of the U.S. propaganda apparatus showed its extremely chaotic and bureau-
cratic nature, even though it is possible to identify three crucial elements – the Assistant 
Secretary of State for Public Affairs, the National Security Council and, despite its limitations, 
also the Psychological Strategy Board. All these institution have more signiicant inluence 
and developed various documents that helped shaping the approach for depicting the so-
called “Kremlin design”. A comparison of key materials revealed a crucial conclusion: overall 
decentralization in strategic planning or direction did not lead to different understanding of 
the Soviet regime. On the contrary, there existed a strong consensus with basic interpreta-
tions of the communist nature, which relected intentions of NSC 20/4 as well as NSC 68. 
The only thing that differed was level of hysteria.94

Conclusion

Apart from propagandistic rhetoric, the Americans in fact did not have to create any “con-
structions” at all and they could rely on simple presenting of the truthful image of the USSR. 
Stalin was more of a paranoid mass murderer obsessed by power than a peacemaker. Soviet 
people were forced to live within totalitarian regime, which they really feared. Millions of 
slaves suffered in concentration camps called GULAGs. The so-called “Eastern Bloc” was not 
established spontaneously, on contrary, Kremlin used heavy repression to do so. The theory 
about the gradual Soviet expansion leading to world domination – the bandwagon theory or 
the domino theory – became problematic premise particularly during 60s; however, at least 
until the end of the Korean War it can be seen as partly relevant. On the other hand, American 
propagandists deliberately idealized image of the U.S. political system, inter-racial harmony 
and level of general afluence. The biggest limit of the “NSC 68 strategy” was revealed during 
the irst and especially the second crisis of the Soviet Bloc. Although they according to the 

92 FRUS, 1952–1954, Vol. II..., pp. 1854; Hixton, Walter L.: op. cit., pp. 19-20; SCHWARTZ, L. H., op. cit., 
pp. 117–120.

93 FRUS, 1952–1954, Vol. II..., pp. 1873–1899; OSGOOD, K., op. cit., pp. 46–103.

94 TL, PSB Files, Box 9, Russia File #2 [2 of 2], Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, Psychological Of-
fensive vis-a-vis the USSR Objective, Tasks and Themes, 1951, pp. 1–11; TL, PSB Files, Box 9, Russia File #2 [2 
of 2], Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, An Analysis of the Principal Psychological Vulnerabilities 
in the USSR and the Principal Assets Available to the US for Their Exploitation, pp. 1–19; TL, PSB Files, Box 
14, Drafts of "National Psychological Strategy"--Papers #1 [1 of 2], Psychological Strategy Board, A Strategic 
Concept for a National Psychological Program with Particular Reference to Cold War Operations under NSC 
10/5, November 26, 1952, pp. 1–10; TL, PSB Files, Box 14, Panel “B”, Psychological Strategy Board, Panel 
B, Group III, Psychological Support for National Policy Vis-a-Vis USSR; TL, PSB Files, Box 15, File #2, "The 
Field and Role of Psychological Strategy in Cold War Planning" [2 of 2], Psychological Strategy Board, Over-
all Strategic Concept for Our Psychological Operations, May 7, 1952, s. 1–16; FRUS, 1952–1954, Vol. II..., 
pp. 1797–1844.
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plans, the represented ideal opportunity to disrupt Kremlin’s inluence in Europe, Washington 
acted passively. Both superpowers accepted status quo on the Old Continent. Propaganda did 
not become key weapon of the U.S. Cold War arsenal – it was just one of many. Its importance 
can be neither overestimated nor underestimated.

Abstract
The Truman Administration and Anticommunist Propaganda on the 
Beginning of the Cold War: Main Characteristic and Phenomena

The battle for hearts and minds was a very important part of the Cold War because psychological 

warfare became “standard weapon” of both superpowers, however, there existed crucial differ-

ence between reasons why Moscow and Washington used it. This study deals with an effort of the 

Truman Administration in this ield. At irst, it debates some general features of U.S. propaganda 

that showed only limited interest in this kind of activities. Then it discusses key governmental 

documents that concerned national security. Apart from broader strategic planning, especially NSC 

20/4 and NSC 68 series also set a few premises which inluenced the way to depict the “Reds”. 

Finally, the attention focuses on propaganda apparatus. The analysis revealed that whole system 

was too complicated or even chaotic. Moreover, various governmental agencies constantly fought 

each other for bigger responsibilities. An attempt to create central direction – Psychological Strat-

egy Board – also failed. American anticommunist propaganda between the years 1948–1953 was 

above all an instrument of the containment policy. It had many limitations, but its basic premise 

was correct. The Kremlin had created totalitarian regime, which enslaved millions. 
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The Brussels Crisis 
Great Britain and the EEC during the 
Brussels Crisis (14th January-29th January 
1963): British Press and the French Veto of 
the First British Application to the EEC 

Lukáš Nevrkla

Introduction

Year 1963 in Great Britain was for many, as for example The Times put it, a “Year of Disillusion 
and Change”.1 Throughout the year, the appetite of British public was whetted by news of 
economic crisis as well as by stories of “Spies, Sex Scandal and Senseless Crime”2 The climax 
of the Vassal tribunal at the beginning of the year, the outbreak of the Profumo Affair followed 
by Macmillan’s resignation in its middle and the assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
at its end offered the media in Britain enough of all of the mentioned above. It was, however, 
symptomatic that when introducing this annual New Year’s Eve assessment of the passing 
year the anonymous columnist of The Times selected the following reference. “England in 
effect is insular, she is maritime, she is linked through her exchanges, her markets, her supply 
lines to the most diverse and often the most distant countries… She has in all her doings 
very marked and very original habits and traditions…”3 Had the circumstance been ordinary 
these words uttered by the President of France Charles de Gaulle at one of his famous press 
conferences would probably not be considered exceptionally extraordinary. Nevertheless, on 
14th January 1963 when the conference was held, General’s speech continued and gave rise 
to a new diplomatic crisis in Europe. “Yet it is possible one day England might manage to 
transform herself suficiently to become part of the European Community without restriction, 
without any reserve or qualiication whatever…”4

By imposing a veto on British application to the European Economic Community, which 
the British conservative government led by Harold Macmillan made in July 1961 de Gaulle 
put an end to the complicated and wearisome accession negotiations conducted in Brussels 
for almost two years. In addition to the hit to Great Britain, de Gaulle accompanied the French 
veto with a refusal of the American Polaris missiles offer, which made the situation only more 
serious. The collapse of the Brussels talks thus resulted in a new period of international ten-
sion in Western Europe. The Brussels Crisis, as it was named by the British media, initiated 
by the de Gaulle’s press communiqué lasted to the 29th January 1963 when the negotiations 

1 The Times, 31. 12. 1963, p. 13.

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid.

4 Ibid.
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were deinitely terminated, but its legacy continued inluencing British as well as European 
politics for the rest of the time Gaullism remained in power in France. 

During the whole course of the negotiations British media, politicians as well as the general 
public debated the character and substance of British attitude towards Europe. In general, 
the idea of Britain entering the Common Market, as was the EEC in Britain generally referred 
to, found a majority of its support in the centre of British political scene. Both the moderate 
parts of the Conservative and Labour Party and of course the Liberals became in favour of the 
United Kingdom joining the Six. In the case of the Labour Party, however, the pro-European 
forces lost their cause and the party lead by Hugh Gaitskell decided at its 1962 annual party 
conference to adopt a policy resisting membership in the Community. In addition to the main 
opposition party, Macmillan’s decision to enter the EEC was openly resented both by the right 
and left fringe of British politics. British Communist Party as well as the Tory backbenchers, 
though each on different grounds, denounced the prospects of Britain becoming the seventh 
member of the Six.

The British application to the EEC received a favourable response by most of the British 
press with the exception of Lord Beaverbrook’s media empire, particularly the Daily Express. 
It was predominantly The Observer, The Guardian, The Economist as well as The Times and 
many other periodicals which in 1961 advocated government’s new European policy. The 
entry to the Common Market was endorsed also by the FBI (Federation of British Industries) 
and the TUC (Trades Union Congress), the main representative body of British trade unions. 
On the contrary, the NFU (National Farmers’ Union) assessed the prospects of British agri-
culture in the Community as rather negative and opposed the entry. 

In addition to the press, political parties and corporative institutions there was also a num-
ber of pressure groups interfering in the public debate over the European question. Among 
the pro-EEC groups it was the CMC (Common Market Campaign) under the chairmanship of 
Lord Gladwyn which became the most inluential. In the case of the opponents of the EEC the 
ACML (Anti-Common Market League) was probably the most widely known for its criticism 
of the Brussels negotiations.5

The French veto of the British application made the contemporaneous political writers 
became only more perplexed by the enigma of Charles de Gaulle’s personality. “Did Mr. Ma-
cmillan realise how dangerous the quick decision would be to the Brussels operation? Did 
Mr. Kennedy realise that it might wreck his grand design?”6 Such were the questions aroused 
for instance by Anthony Sampson, one of the leading igures of British political journalism 
who when answering them argued that: “In both cases, one arm of foreign policy had the 
effect of crippling the.”7

Similarly to Sampson, a large number of other contemporaneous political annalists inclu-
ding for example Miriam Camps, Nora Beloff, Uwe Kitzinger or John Newhouse tried to de-
cipher the de Gaulle’s policies towards Europe and the Anglo-Saxons. Among the historians, 
the interpretations of Gaullist policies with respect to the irst British application to the EEC 

5 See LIEBER, R., British Politics and European Unity, Los Angeles-London 1970.

6 The Observer, 20. 1. 1963, p. 11.

7 Ibid., 20. 1. 1963, p. 11.
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range from those stressing the international dimension of the accession to those emphasising 
the importance of France’s domestic economic interests, regarding particularly the French 
agriculture.8 In the federalist discourse, de Gaulle was perceived mainly as an obstructer of 
the European integration and his contribution to the development of the Community was 
understood as rather negative. This interpretation of Gaullist European policies have, however, 
been partly reassessed for instance in works of Piers Ludlow.9

Great Britain at the Beginning of 1963

At the time of the outbreak of the Brussels crisis, the bleak prospects of British economy and 
gradual deterioration of Britain’s international inluence contributed to the gloominess of 
the winter days on the British Isles. The winter of 1962-1963 was proclaimed to be the most 
severe since 1881. Right on the New Year's Eve the British Isles were hit by a series of blizzards 
which cut off almost all communication lines between England and Scotland and the strike 
threats of the ETU (Electrical Trade Unions) seemed to take British electricity and heating 
networks almost on the verge of collapse.10 To make the matters worse, the unemployment 
rate continued rising and by February 1963 Britain had more than half a million of unem-
ployed people situated predominantly in North-East of England, Wales, Scottish Lowlands 
and Northern Ireland. On the top of that, during the days of the Brussels crisis, the British 
public was struck by the news of hospitalisation and death of Hugh Gaitskell, the leader of 
the Labour Party.11 To many, the beginning of the year 1963 triggered their memories of the 
winter of 1946-1947.12 

In addition to all this, on the 7th January Britain remembered the sixth anniversary of 
resignation of Anthony Eden and accession of Harold Macmillan to 10 Downing Street after 
the iasco at Suez Crisis. In public, Macmillan, serving his seventh year as the Prime Minister 
of Great Britain, remained optimistic and after his Birmingham speech on 9th January even 
the Daily Worker had to concede that Macmillan might have enough energy to remain Prime 
Minister for next six years.13 However, in private, Macmillan grew increasingly concerned 
about overall deterioration of his position.14 

8 See: GILLINGHAM, J., European Integration 1950-2003: Superstate or New Market Economy, Cambridge 
2003; MORAVCSIK, A., De Gaulle between Grain and Grandeur: The Political Economy of French EC Policy, 
1958–1970 (Part 1), in: Journal of Cold War Studies, Vol. 2, No. 2, 2000; MORAVCSIK, A., De Gaulle between 
Grain and Grandeur: The Political Economy of French EC Policy, 1958–1970 (Part 2), in: Journal of Cold War 
Studies, Vol. 2, No. 3, 2000; BANGE, A., The EEC Crisis of 1963: Kennedy, Macmillan, de Gaulle and Adenauer 
in Conlict, Houndmills-Basingstoke 2000; On historiography of European integration see DINAN, D., Origins 
and Evolution of the European Union, Oxford 2006, pp. 295–322.

9 LUDLOW, P., Dealing with Britain: the Six and the UK Application to EEC, Cambridge 1997; LUDLOW, P., 
The European Community and the Crises of the 1960s: Negotiating the Gaullist Challenge, Abingdon 2006; 
BAKER, D., ed., Britain for and against Europe: British Politics & the Question of European Integration, New 
York – Oxford 1998.

10 The Times, 9. 1. 1963, p. 8.

11 The Times, 19. 1. 1963, p. 8.

12 Daily Worker, 2. 1. 1963, p. 1; MACMILLAN, H., At the End of the Day 1961-1963, London 1973, p. 389.

13 Daily Worker, 11. 1. 1963, p. 1.

14 MACMILLAN, H., At the End of the Day 1961–1963, London 1973, p. 365.
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The internal social and economic problems of Britain were relected also in the British 
public debate on the entry into Common Market. British government hoped that the mem-
bership in the EEC will accelerate the restructuring of British economy and lead Britain out 
of the economic “stop-go cycle” which had been hindering British economic growth since 
the end of the Second World War. The competition of the Six within the boundaries of the 
common external tariff aroused concerns especially in the “problematic regions” mentioned 
above. To no surprise, they were the same areas as hit by the crisis of the heavy industry during 
and after the Great Depression of 1930s. In the North-East, the perspective of “unrestricted 
competition” in the Common Market caused fears that the EEC would only further increase 
the economic drift from North to South England from where the European markets could 
be reached more easily and at lower costs.15 

In Scotland as well, grew anxiety about the possible impact of the Common Market similar 
to that of the Tyneside. “The question is being raised of how a country that is having increasing 
dificulty in holding its own within the British economy can expect to do well in the European 
Economic Community where the gradual elimination of tariffs is opening up a huge market 
for Europe's most eficient manufacturers.”16 The answer remained controversial. On one 
hand, Scottish authorities were afraid of loosing the inlux of American investment which the 
British Commonwealth preferences on industrial export attracted to Scotland. On the other 
hand, large part of the Scottish industry perceived the Common Market as a great opportunity 
and some of its branches, namely whisky industry and high-class textiles, were even said to be 
“rarin’ to go”.17 In due course of the Brussels negotiations, along with the general growth of 
the opposition to the membership of the EEC these fears were becoming even more intense. 
“The Common Market would hasten industrial decline of Scotland and perhaps even make 
her new industries, such as Colville’s new mill at Ravenscraig and the B.M.C new factory at 
Bathgate, uneconomic. Simultaneously, industry in the South would continue expand and 
the drift of population there could be transformed into lood.”18 

Regional development policy was thus for British government remaining one of its high 
priorities both in the case of success and failure of the negotiations with the Six. In his Bir-
mingham speech of the 9th January 1963 Macmillan, among other points, announced also 
appointment of the leader of the House of Lords Lord Hailsham to a new post of a Minster 
for the North-East. During the days of the Brussels crisis Hailsham left London for a several 
day long inquiry tour to the North-East which brought Quintin Hogg on the front pages of 
most of the British press. “Tory wizard will go for quick action,” commented on the news of 
Hailsham's appointment for example the Newcastle Evening Chronicle.19 

Apart from the domestic problems, during the Brussels Crisis the British media drew public 
attention also to a number of international issues. The Nassau Agreements remained among 

15 Newcastle Journal, 2. 2. 1963, p. 6.

16 The Scotsman, 11. 10. 1962, p. 10.

17 Ibid., p. 10.

18 The Scotsman, 4. 12. 1962, p. 1.

19 Newcastle Journal, 10. 1. 1963, p. 1; Evening Chronicle, 10. 1. 1963, p. 1.
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the most discussed topics, especially when after Christmas the government started releasing 
data about the costs and concrete technical arrangements of the Polaris arrangements.

With respect to the Brussels negotiations, even before de Gaulle’s conference, the British 
press speculated that the new course in British-American relations will be one of the key fac-
tors that will determine the future of the British application to the EEC. Macmillan was thus 
eagerly waiting for French answer to the Polaris missiles offer which Kennedy made after the 
Bahamas meeting also to de Gaulle. General’s attitude to the proposal, however, remained cold 
and the intensiication of American-British defence cooperation only conirmed de Gaulle’s 
suspicion that Britain would only become the American “Trojan Horse” in the Community.20 

In Britain, the attitude to the American card in the Brussels negotiations was twofold. In 
1961, Kennedy’s administration welcomed the British application and the United States 
supported Britain during the whole course of the accession negotiations. After the French veto 
the pro-European politicians hoped that American government could provide effective means 
of inluencing politics in the ive remaining countries of the EEC. This referred especially to 
the Federal Republic of Germany and its chancellor Konrad Audenauer whose meeting with 
de Gaulle, scheduled on 21st and 22nd January 1963, aroused in Britain high hopes. 

To the opponents of the British membership in the Common Market, the United States 
only added more arguments for why Britain should stay out. Opposition to the government, 
both from the left and from the right, rejected Macmillan’s European policies as well as Bri-
tain’s new accommodation with the United States. To many, these two issues were inherently 
intertwined. Both Salisbury’s wing of Conservative backbenchers and the radical part of 
the Labour Party displayed the membership in the Common Market as a result of American 
pressure and as a proof of her dominance in the Western alliance. After the Cuban Missile 
Crisis many British politicians, including among others Harold Wilson, intensiied their cri-
tique of the concept of “special relationship” and proclaimed it to be rather a iction than a 
functioning mechanism. “The trouble of marrying American female is that she always bosses 
her husband about…”21 

At the beginning of December 1962 former US Secretary of State Dean Acheson proclai-
med in one of his speeches: “Great Britain has lost an empire and has not yet found a role. 
The attempt to play a separate power role - that is, a role separate apart from Europe, a role 
based on a special ‘relationship’ with the United States, a role based on being a head of a 
‘Commonwealth’ which has no political structure, or unity, or strength and enjoys a fragile 
and precarious economic relationship by means of the sterling area and preferences in the 
British market – this role is about to be played out.”22 The response to Acheson's speech in 
Britain was raging and showed that for Macmillan and the Common Market negotiations 
America can be a double-edged sword. On one hand, Kennedy’s administration encouraged 
the Six, or rather the Five, to accept the British application. On the other, Britain’s relations 
to America in the United Kingdom contributed to the growth of public disillusionment with 

20 The Times, 4. 1. 1963, p. 6; Newcastle Journal, 15. 1. 1963, p. 1.

21 Daily Express (Scottish Edition), 20. 12. 1963, p. 10.

22 The Times, 6. 12. 1962, p. 12.
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the prospect of the EEC membership and became one of the main points of criticism against 
the policies of British Prime Minister. 

Despite the government’s efforts to promote the entry into the Community as a means of 
revival of British national power and inluence, majority of the British public continued to 
perceive the turn to Europe as a retreat from the former glory of the British imperial past. 
Among others, especially the Beaverbrook press persisted in their campaign against the Co-
mmon Market in an eficient exploitation of the feelings of Imperial nostalgia. When the news 
of the Bahamas Agreement was released, the Scottish Daily Express called the perspective 
of Britain and France being treated on equal terms a “wash-out”.23 “The British Lion is to be 
sandpapered down to the size of a French poodle and eventually to a German dachshund.”24 

Apart from the superpowers relations and the Cold War, the British public closely followed 
also the political development in the Third World, particularly in the Commonwealth count-
ries. In Africa it was the Congo Crisis and the Central Africa Federation which attracted most 
of the British attention. With respect to Asia, the British press discussed predominantly the 
situation in India where the border dispute with China continued and where a new round of 
negotiations with Pakistan on Kashmir was at hand. 

Since the announcement of the British application to the EEC the relation of the United 
Kingdom to the developing countries emerged as a part of the public debate on Europe. 
Especially the British paciist groups close to the CND (Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament) 
and the Peace News magazine incorporated Britain’s relations with developing countries into 
their anti-Common Market campaign. Among others, they expressed fears that the British 
acceptance of the European common tariffs would prevent the imports of agricultural pro-
ducts and raw materials from new states in Africa and Asia and harm thus their economies. 
The British paciist movement, in accordance with their afiliation for Marxism, attacked the 
EEC as an inward-looking and even chauvinistic international organisation dominated by 
industrial corporations and maintaining a purely opportunist attitude to the Third World.25 
Membership in such an organisation thus to a large part the movement’s representatives 
appeared as an escape from the enduring responsibility for British colonial heritage and as 
a resignation on British inluence on the contemporaneous state of affairs in former British 
possessions.26 

Aspects of both economic and social transformation of Britain at home and crisis of her 
foreign policies abroad merged together during the course of the Vassal Affair, one of the 
famous spy affairs, which reached one of its peaks in January 1963. John Vassall an Admiralty 
intelligence oficer and a private secretary to one of the Admiralty’s civil lords was in October 
1962 sentenced to eighteen years of imprisonment for espionage for the Soviet Union. Vassal 
having been extorted by KGB agents who possessed discrediting photographs of his involved 
in an orchestrated sexual affair with other men provided Soviet agents with secret information 
from his ofice. After the trial another tribunal under the chairmanship of Lord Radcliffe was 

23 Daily Express (Scottish Edition), 21. 12. 1963, p. 1.

24 Daily Express (Scottish Edition), 21. 12. 1963, p. 1.

25 Peace News, 14. 9. 1962, p. 6.

26 Peace News, 25. 1. 1963, pp. 1-5.
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called for to investigate the handling of the case by British intelligence and media. The key 
round of hearings including the testimonies of a number of British senior intelligence oficers 
as well as of Vassall himself was scheduled to be hold in mid January 1963 and attracted an 
immense amount of public attention. As some of the journalists summoned before the tri-
bunal refused to reveal their sources the tribunal quickly developed into a debate about the 
commercialisation of the press, emergence of the tabloid journalism and not least about the 
freedom of speech. “The tribunal has announced that the main purpose of the public sittings 
is to investigate ‘allegations made in the press’ and elsewhere in connection with the case… A 
legal argument on the question whether Mr. Foster should be pressed to disclose his sources 
of information prefaced the presumption of evidence yesterday.”27

De Gaulle’s Press Conference of 14th January 1963 and its Response in 

the British Press 

Both thoughts and deeds of Charles de Gaulle have ever been dificult to predict, understand 
and interpret and his January 1963 press communiqué was no exception. To most of the Bri-
tish press, the General’s opinion did not present a deinitive failure of the accession process. 
His negative attitude to the British membership in the EEC had been very well known for the 
whole period of the Brussels negotiations and some of the British journalists even welcomed 
the outcome of the conference as a clear understandable summary of the French position 
about which they could hardly be sure in previous moths. “President de Gaulle Says it Rests 
with Britain” was the main title for instance the Times introduced the transcript of the press 
conference with.28 “The General after a gentle dig at British efforts to torpedo the Common 
Market, frankly doubted whether Britain was yet ready to come into the Continent inside a 
common tariff.”29 

The assessment of the Times closely corresponded to the oficial stand adopted by the 
British government. Macmillan refused to accept the General’s speech as inal resolution and 
decided for continuing the negotiations. For the Prime Minister, the collapse of the British 
application to the EEC would be a serious political as well as personal setback and if it was 
inevitable he was determined to ensure that it would be Charles de Gaulle whom the British 
and world public will held accountable for the iasco. 

Oficially Macmillan responded to de Gaulle’s press conference in his Liverpool speech 
on 21st January 1963 after a weekend cabinet meeting in Admiralty House attended also by 
Edward Heath who informed the ministers about the recent in state of affairs Brussels. At 
this point, when the negotiations with the British delegation had already stopped and the 
consultations of the ministers of the Six had failed to produce any substantial result, nobody 
in the Cabinet really believed in a possibility of their renewal. Both the adamant opposition of 
the French and the deteriorating situation in British public made this prospect impossible.30 

27 The Times, 17. 1. 1963, p. 6.

28 The Times, 15. 1. 1963, p. 6.

29 The Times, 15. 1. 1963, p. 8.

30 BANGE, A., The EEC Crisis of 1963: Kennedy, Macmillan, de Gaulle and Adenauer in Conlict, Houndmills-
Basingstoke 2000, pp. 170–174.
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In the speech, Macmillan refused all de Gaulle’s allegations, both with respect to the EEC 
and the US Polaris missiles offer. Moreover, he expressed hopes that the remaining difi-
culties can still be surmounted. Nevertheless, there was a noticeable lavour of bitterness in 
Macmillan’s words. “If there was an objection in principle we should surely have been told 
so from the start. Indeed, at my meeting with him at Rambouillet, General de Gaulle himself 
reminded me that the length of the negotiations was inevitable in view of their complicated 
character.”31 As put it for example one of the correspondents of The Scotsman: “He sounded 
tired of explaining that which was so clear to everyone but the French, but also bitter that the 
French had caught him by surprise, that General de Gaulle himself had misled Britain and 
the rest of Europe during the past fourteen months.”32

In British press, de Gaulle’s news conference and the outbreak of the Brussels Crisis gene-
rated an instantaneous response whose complexity relected the whole breadth of the British 
political life of the early 1960s. Although, despite de Gaulle’s speech, a new round of negotiati-
ons resumed according to schedule the news of a deadlock in Brussels illed the front pages of 
not only the Times but also of nearly all other national dailies and local newspapers in Britain. 

By imposing a veto on the British application to the EEC, de Gaulle could not but thrill the 
opponents of British membership in the Common Market. “What a blessing!”,33 commented 
on the collapse of the Brussels negotiations the Scottish Daily Express, part of the Beaver-
brook’s media empire. The “old Tory tradition”34 members of the Conservative Party such as 
Robert Cecil, lord Salisbury, whose political stands Beaverbrook’s press promoted, perceived 
the failure of the European alternative as an opportunity to revert the direction of the British 
foreign policy to the state before Macmillan’s famous Cape Town Wind of Change speech. 
In other words, they sought to return back to Britain’s former empire, to “the family of the 
Great and Powerful nations of British stock”.35

In addition to the traditionalist right wing of the Conservative Party, the French veto was 
welcomed also at the extreme left. The Communist Daily Worker had been criticizing the per-
spective of Britain joining the Six since the very beginning of the public debate on this issue. 
Particularly severe grew its anti-European campaign in connection with the discussions about 
the reform of NATO, especially with respect to the question of allowing the Federal Republic 
of Germany access to the nuclear weapons. Strong anti-German attitudes became apparent 
also in its response to de Gaulle’s conference of 14th January 1963. Not only did the Daily 
Worker condemn Macmillan’s further attempts to save the negotiations as “begging”, it also 
alerted its readers to the possibility of Macmillan conceding participation at NATO’s nuclear 
decision-making to Adenauer in order to ensure the membership in the Common Market.36 

In contrast to British Euro-scepticism, for the British pro-European press, the collapse 
of the British application to the EEC became a matter of delicacy and concern. Especially 

31 The Times, 22. 1. 1963, p. 10.

32 The Scotsman, 22. 1. 1963, p. 1.

33 Daily Express (Scottish Edition), 16. 1. 1963, p.5.

34 SAMPSON, A., Anatomy of Britain, London 1962, p. 78.

35 Daily Express (Scottish Edition), 16. 1. 1963, p.5.

36 Daily Worker, 16. 1. 1963, p. 1.
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hard, hit the news of Brussels crisis British liberal media who fully supported Macmillan’s 
European policies throughout the whole course of the negotiations. Even before the oficial 
announcement of the veto, among others, the Observer, at that time a liberal weekly, began 
to express growing apprehension that Heath’s team of “lying knights” might not succeed in 
overcoming the “de Gaulle's Catch 22”. “To borrow a favourite expression of Lenin’s: ’History 
will never forgive’ those responsible for missing a great opportunity because of temporary 
dificulties over poultry and bacon.”37 

Despite the immense public pressure, the attitudes of liberal press as well as those of the 
Liberal Party remained both during and after the Brussels crisis essentially pro-European. 
Joseph Grimond the leader of the Liberal Party, who was at the time of the crisis on an oficial 
visit of the United States, expressed approval the Macmillan’s strategy. Should the negoti-
ations fail, it would be not because of the British but because of “the French determination 
to dominate”.38 

Similarly to the response of the British liberals, also the pro-European Daily Herald suppor-
ted Macmillan in persisting in the Brussels negotiations and attacked de Gaulle for promoting 
an idea of “Little Europe”39. On the pages of the Daily Herald, however, the British pro-Eu-
ropean sentiments blended with new feelings of an outraged patriotism and with a growing 
resentment against the current nature of the European integration based on the federalist ideas 
of Jean Monnet and on the French-German collaboration. Many, among others also one of the 
Herald’s political commentators James Cameron, would in response to the 14th January 1963 
claim that they felt more European than before. Still, they would also not forget to mention 
that it is not Europe ruled by “anti-democratic” politicians such as de Gaulle or Adenauer.40

The processes mentioned above determined also the response of the remaining British 
pro-European newspapers but, more importantly, also the attitudes of the majority of the 
British press and public which throughout the Brussels negotiations oscillated somewhere 
between distrust and mild support for the Common Market. To these, the General’s rebuff 
of Macmillan’s European ambitions only added one more item on an already long list of rea-
sons for a growing disapproval of the British accession to the EEC. It was predominantly the 
press connected with the Labour Party to which this straightforward statement of de Gaulle’s 
position only proved that acceptable terms of the entry as advocated by Hugh Gaitskell were 
impossible to achieve.

Even Daily Mail, formerly sympathetic to the EEC, now called for Macmillan to counter 
de Gaulle’s political style with the same methods. The Prime Minister was now assumed to 
reinvigorate the Commonwealth ties and to summon new conference of Commonwealth Prime 
Ministers. Except for this, the Daily Mail expected Britain to take an alternative leadership 
in Europe by accelerating the elimination of the economic barriers within the framework of 
EFTA (European Free Trade Association).41 “Now it’s la plume de meine tante”, the same daily 

37 The Observer, 13. 1. 1963, p. 1.

38 Liberal News, 19. 1. 1963, p. 1.

39 Daily Herald, 14. 1. 1963, p. 1.

40 Daily Herald, 16. 1. 1963, pp. 1-7.

41 Daily Mail (Scottish Edition), 15. 1. 1963, pp. 1-2.
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assessed the new political situation in Europe only a few days after the press conference in 
response to the news of French government intending to replace English by German as the 
main foreign language at French schools.42 

It was probably the Financial Times whose interpretation of the General’s message was 
in the end closest to the real state of affairs. According to their correspondent, the press 
conference clearly manifested that President de Gaulle did not consider Britain to be ready to 
join. The Financial Times also drew attention both to the key role of agriculture in the failing 
bargaining of the accession talks and to the remarkable change of atmosphere in Paris after 
the Nassau agreements.43 “Those present were taken aback by his open hostility, which went 
far beyond any of his previous utterances, to the British and American conception of Europe 
and the Western Alliance.”44

The General: British Public Attitudes towards Charles de Gaulle during 

the Brussels Crisis

The public perception of de Gaulle in Britain was after his return to power in 1958 increasingly 
contradictory proving not least that the memories of the troublesome war-time partnership 
with Churchill were still alive. Since his return to power in 1958, Charles André Joseph Marie 
de Gaulle had been carefully scrutinised by the British press especially in connection with 
the war in Algiers and constitutional reform in France. During the years of renewal, as the 
General called the years 1958-1962 in his memoirs, many British felt uneasy about his new 
vision of France. On one hand, de Gaulle’s reforms of French constitution aroused concerns 
about the future of the democracy in France. Especially the British left relected de Gaulle's 
reforms of French constitution as a threat to democracy and construction of a half-autho-
ritarian regime. During de Gaulle’s campaign for a direct presidential election in 1961 the 
New Statesman compared France to a “South American republics” and predicted another 
coup d'état to be possible.45 On the other, the British press appreciated his handling of the 
French colonial policies as well as his irm stand against the OAS (Organisation of the Secret 
Army) terrorist campaign. 

By dooming the British accession process to failure, de Gaulle attracted strong adverse 
criticism which aimed not only at the French foreign policy but irst and foremost on the 
France’s president personally. During the Brussels crisis, the French president became a 
target of unwavering criticism especially from the British left-wing media. Among the iercest 
was the Daily Mail which among other of its attacks compared de Gaulle’s partnership with 
Adenauer to relations between Petain and Hitler. To that of Hitler compared the Daily Mail 
also the de Gaulle’s conception of Europe. “Hitler was a barbarous psychopath. De Gaulle is 
a highly educated and civilised man. But he surely has a touch of megalomania.”46 

42 Daily Mail (Scottish Edition), 24. 1. 1963, p. 1.

43 Financial Times, 15. 1. 1963, p. 10.

44 Financial Times, 15. 1. 1963, p. 1.

45 New Statesman, 23. 6. 1961, p. 993.

46 Daily Mail (Scottish Edition), 28. 1. 1963, p. 1.
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The criticism of de Gaulle did not limit itself only to Britain. In Brussels, the French fore-
ign minister Couve de Mourville was taken by surprise by the news of his President’s speech 
quite the same as his British and Continental counterparts. Moreover, the press as well as the 
representatives of the remaining member countries of the EEC likewise attacked de Gaulle’s 
abrupt public performance, which in Britain helped to promote the impression of political 
isolation of France, and de Gaulle in particular even further. “We in Brussels do not feel that 
there are such great dificulties in integrating Britain into the Community, politically and 
economically. It is dificult for us to forget that Britain is an integrated part of Europe. … 
And, when we remember Britain’s role in the Second World War, it should be agreed that 
we largely owe it to Britain that Europe can now be constructed.”47 

 Targeting at de Gaulle personally remained one of the characteristic features of the British 
press response to the French European policy even after the inal collapse of the applicati-
on. Immediately after the news had reached the British shores the British press renewed 
and intensiied its media campaign against the French President. Exculpating Britain and 
blaming de Gaulle only contributed to the durability of the idealised image of the Five. The 
British media continued exaggerating the discontent the French veto caused among the Six 
even after the aftermath of the crisis. Shortly after the breakdown in Brussels, the British 
newspapers invented the terms “New Six” or “Friendly Five” to call the opposition of Great 
Britain and of the remaining EEC countries to de Gaulle. In some cases, the British press 
deprived de Gaulle even of the support of the French public. What the veto according to the 
opinion of the British press seemed to be, was a step taken by “...one misguided man who 
seems to think that France is Europe and that he is France.” 48 

The Brussels Crisis in British Public Opinion: from the Press Conference 

to the Failure of the Negotiations

Despite the shock of the General’s press conference, the negotiations resumed the following 
day according to the schedule. After the irst round which focused on the overall state of 
the negotiations on agriculture and on the Hong Kong Commonwealth tariff preferences 
the British delegation offered the Six a new package of concessions in attempts to reach a 
compromise or, at least, make the French look more blameworthy. The new British propo-
sal, however, made the delegation of de Gaulle’s foreign minister Couve de Mourville only 
more adamant and the session to happen on the 17th January already did not take place. 
Instead, the Six met to discuss the future of the British application itself. With respect to 
the French position, it was soon obvious that continuing the discussions would hardly lead 
to any substantial result and when the Five persuaded the French to agree on the renewal of 
the negotiations with the British on 28th January as set before it was considered a success 
“The French are obviously trying their hardest to have the talks broken off.”49 The exclusion 
of the Heath’s team of the “Flying Knights”, as the British negotiators in Brussels were often 

47 The Scotsman, 16. 1. 1963, p. 9. 
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called by the press, became another major blow to the British policy towards Europe and to 
the British Prime Minister in particular. “Once again Britain who had steadfastly refused any 
alternative to successful negotiations may have to face situation as ominous in an economic 
and political sense as Dunkirk was military.”50

During the weekend following de Gaulle’s press conference Edward Heath met Harold 
Macmillan and the key Cabinet ministers in the Admiralty House to report on the state of 
the failing negotiations and to discuss strategy for their further progress.51 It was more than 
obvious that the inal collapse of the British application to the EEC was only a matter time. 
Both the resolute attitude of de Gaulle’s and the hardening opinion of the British political 
scene and public made a solution of the deadlock less and less likely. Neither Macmillan nor 
his ministers were, however, reluctant to accept the responsibility for the breakdown of the 
application. The meeting thus agreed to retain a positive and constructive approach in Bru-
ssels but a new round of prolonged negotiations was for British government, quite the same 
as for de Gaulle, hardly conceivable.52

After the Cabinet meeting Macmillan responded to de Gaulle in his speech to a Conserva-
tive Party rally in Liverpool. “I cannot believe that any of the Six countries, which accepted 
our application in principle, can now reject it, not on any economic grounds, not because the 
negotiations failed, but because in principle they prefer the community without Britain.”53 
Macmillan refuted all the charges made by de Gaulle at his press conference and, in spite of 
the deteriorating situation, expressed hopes that “…given the will the remaining dificulties 
could be surmounted.”54 Irrespective of the generally favourable and patriotic response the 
Liverpool speech received by the media, the British public understood that the most pungent 
questions faced by the British society remained unanswered. “Sir, General de Gaulle has done 
so much to give France new life and Frenchmen new conidence that it is tragic that he should 
now have fallen into dictatorial follies. But, although we in Britain have so far remained true to 
democratic methods, we have unfortunately remained, since the war, without any clear national 
objectives to work for and have failed adequately to modernise and develop our resources.”55

Great Britain and the Five during the Brussels Crisis

De Gaulle’s efforts to torpedo the Brussels negotiations provoked negative response also in 
the rest of the EEC members and the Gaullist European policies irritated a number of other 
inluential international organisations such as the Council of Europe.56 In the Federal Republic 
of Germany Deutsche Zeitung or the Bundestag Foreign Affairs Committee denounced de 
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Gaulle’s decision.57 The British press accepted with satisfaction supporting statements made 
by some of the most important public igures such as Jean Monnet, some of which considered 
even the possibility of continuing the negotiations without France taking part.58

After Macmillan’s Liverpool speech, British attention was ixed predominantly to the 
German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer whose talks with de Gaulle commenced in Paris at 
the same day. Instead of putting de Gaulle under pressure, as hoped in Britain, Adenauer 
conirmed the pro-French orientation of German politics by signing the Élysée Treaty (22nd 
January 1963). Despite the fact that the Treaty of Friendship between France and Germany 
comprised only a small fraction of the previous Fouchet plan negotiations about the European 
political integration, its signature clearly exposed the limits of the public support Britain 
received from the Five during the Brussels Crisis.59

Adenauer’s visit to Paris caused in the United Kingdom a great disappointment. It sho-
wed that not even the support of either Bundestag or some of the members of Adenauer’s 
government, Ludwig Erhard or Gerhard Schröder in particular, would result in any major 
progress in Britain’s favour. Quite on the contrary, the British press started bringing news 
of a new “Paris-Bonn Axis” determining the course of European politics.60 Some British 
journalists wrote even before the French veto about a wave of an “axismania” which hit the 
pages of a large part of the British press.61 Constructing the “axes”, the British media revealed 
during the Brussels crisis not only the British stereotypes about the French and the German. 
They unveiled also the British stereotypes of the European integration as such, which was 
at that time by most of the British perceived as a project most closely connected with the 
continental Conservative and Catholic political parties. Concept of European unity based 
on the foundation of “Paris-Bonn-Vatican Axis”, as called the German-French cooperation 
for instance the Daily Herald, complemented by supra-nationalism, contributed much to the 
British circumspection to the Common Market.62 

The Élysée Treaty aroused feelings of unease not only in Britain where the press presented 
it as another step in the implementation of de Gaulle’s Grand Design in real world. Concerns 
aroused also in the four remaining member states of the EEC and not least in the United 
States who feared that the coordination of French and German foreign and defence policies 
could have a negative impact on NATO.63 For example Walter Lippmann one of the prominent 
American political journalists whose commentaries were published in Britain by the Daily 
Herald refused the French-German collaboration to be a viable alternative to the existing 
form of the Western alliance and warned that it could result in a renewal of isolationism in 
American politics.64 
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During the course of the Brussels crisis the British attitude towards the Common Market 
grew increasingly negative. Both de Gaulle’s allegations and the long-lasting inability to reach 
any progress in some of the key disputed chapters raised the question whether Britain really 
is suficiently prepared to join the Community. By January 1963, even some of the formerly 
pro-European newspapers such as the Times or the Observer had already become hesitant 
about the EEC. Moreover, the Gallup polls revealed that in January 1963, though slightly ris-
ing, the public approval of British EEC membership remained after a sharp fall in December 
at its lowest level since the negotiations deadlock in June 1962.65

Apart of the general development trends in broader public, only a few days before the 
resumption of the talks the NFU (National Farmers’ Union) an inluential pressure group 
representing the interest of British farmers proclaimed itself after several months of hesita-
tion oficially against the entry to the EEC. The NFU had been criticising the accession terms 
for British agriculture as well as the plans of European Common Agriculture Policy since 
the Cabinet’s decision to apply for the membership in the Community. Apart from this, its 
representatives were afraid of a loss of Union’s inluence to which the European institutions 
would be far less open than British Ministry of Agriculture.

The 1963 annual meeting of the NFU held on 21st January turned into a demonstration 
of protest against the Common Market.66 Harold Woolley the President of the NFU denoun-
ced both the terms reached by Heath in Brussels and the British concessions proposal from 
previous days as unacceptable for which he received among the delegates and overwhelming 
support. “If the Common Market policy were to be accepted as it now stands, not only would 
the sound agricultural economic planning we now have be thrown into confusion, but the 
British public would be called upon to pay hundreds of millions of pounds a year more for 
their food, both home grown and imported, which would far outweigh any saving through 
the elimination of agricultural deiciency payments.” 67

The Final Collapse of the Brussels Negotiations and the Failure of the First 

British Application to the EEC

The negotiations between Heath’s team and the delegates of the EEC countries were to resume 
on 28th January 1963. During the day the, the foreign ministers of the Six debated a proposal 
of the European Commission drafting an overall summary report which could serve as a new 
basis for the coming stage of the British accession process. The French view, however, sub-
stantially differed to that of the rest of the Five and neither the meeting with Edward Heath 
nor Couve de Mourville resulted in any progress. Not even ive hours of intensive discussions 
on the following day led to any result. When Edward Heath, Duncan Sandys, Christopher 
Soames and Eric Roll entered the conference room to hear the inal verdict, Henry Fayat the 
deputy of the Belgian foreign minister Henry Spaak could not announce anything else than 
that the negotiations deinitively failed. After Fayat’s introduction, each of the six participa-
ting foreign ministers held a short statement including Couve de Mourville who once more 
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summarised the oficial French position, in other words, he once more emphasised that the 
failure of the British application was a result of British inability to accept the Rome Treaties 
wholeheartedly without reservations and with all the resulting consequences.68

British response to the deinitive failure of the Brussels negotiations was ambiguous. On 
one hand, both the press and the business representatives welcomed the end of a protracted 
period of insecurity about the future orientation of British economy and foreign policy. On 
the other, the de Gaulle’s inal veto became without any doubt a heavy blow to the prestige 
of the United Kingdom which provoked in among the British enormous outcry. The British 
press speculated whether the uproar the veto caused in the House of Commons and the Ca-
binet would induce Macmillan to adopt some retaliatory actions against France.69 In general, 
however, a sense of responsibility for the future development of international affairs prevailed 
in Britain and any view of consequent retaliation was by the majority of British public media 
and politicians clearly refused.70 

Shortly after the news from the conference rooms in Brussels reached Whitehall Mac-
millan commented on the new state of affairs in a public broadcast. “In a radio and televi-
sion speech heard not only Britain but in six European countries last night Mr. Macmillan, 
striking almost Churchillian chords, took up the challenge of the French veto on Britain’s 
application to join the European Economic Community.”71 Macmillan once more resented de 
Gaulle’s arguments for exclusion of Great Britain from the Common Market. “Then why have 
then broken down? Not because they were going to fail but, curiously enough, because they 
were going to succeed.”72 For Macmillan the failure of Brussels negotiations was a matter 
of utmost dificulty. The Prime Minister himself as well as the whole Conservative Party put 
much of their prestige and inluence on the card of the Common Market and the failure of 
the application stroke their prestige and political positions a heavy blow whose full impact 
was to come to the surface during the next general elections. 

In his speech Macmillan expressed willingness to intensify cooperation with both the EFTA 
(European Free Trade Association) the United States and the Commonwealth in liberalisation 
of trade in global terms but, despite pressure from certain segments of British politics and 
public, he refused the British Commonwealth of Nations to be a viable alternative to the EEC 
for the future. Similar to Macmillan’s was also the prognosis of the Times. “The sensible thing 
will be to join with the United States in its recent proposal to start tariff talks through Gatt. 
... The next step will be to discuss the possibility with our partners in Efta at the next meeting 
in Geneva in the middle of the next month. The extension of the tariff concessions achieved 
with the Six and the United States to the Commonwealth and other third countries should 
help to loosen some of the barriers not only surrounding the Six but also existing between 
western industrialised nations and the underdeveloped countries.”73
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Irrespective of the fact that in a long-term view, the exclusion of Britain from the Com-
mon Market was widely recognized to be a disadvantage for British economy, the immediate 
response to the collapse of the Brussels talks, however, was not a pessimistic one. The repre-
sentatives of British industry expressed optimism even about the future chances of British 
businesses on the markets of the Six. Sir William McFadzean the chairman of the Export 
Council for Europe a governmental agency promoting British export-oriented industries in 
Europe ensured that the veto would not result in a decrease of British exports into the Com-
mon Market. Similarly, a proclamation made by the Federation of British Industries claimed 
that: “If Britain is thrown back on her own resources we still possess great reserves of skill, 
inventiveness and enterprise.”74 

Among the opponents of the British membership in the Common Market, the inal collapse 
of the negotiations generated a wave of enthusiasm. “Hallelujah. An era of hope opens!”75 
was the headline of Beaverbrook’s Scottish Daily Express while the Daily Worker simply an-
nounced that: “Britain can rejoice.”76 In these circles, Macmillan’s broadcast attracted strong 
adverse criticism articulated also by some of the prominent igures of British public life such 
as Bernard L. Montgomery or Clement Attlee.77 In addition to these, also the representatives 
of British anti-Common Market lobby groups attacked Macmillan’s continuing sentiments 
towards Europe as wrong and inappropriate. “Providence via de Gaulle has saved Britain 
from the enemies within our gates” stated for instance a public letter written by the chairman 
of Newcastle local branch of the Anti-Common Market Campaign.78

The Aftermath of the Brussels Crisis in British Public Opinion: In Search 

of Alternatives

During the February 1963 the impact of the Brussels crisis was gradually waning and the 
attention of the public started turning to new issues. Britain as well as Europe itself started 
to realise that the French veto indicated coming crisis of the EEC rather than of the UK.79 

Despite the positive way Macmillan faced the setback in Brussels with a considerable 
amount of bitterness towards the French remained in Britain. The British media angrily 
responded when French television broadcasted a documentary about World War II which 
critically assessed the role of the Allies. According to the Daily Herald, the British and the 
Americans were depictured near to being “illiterate and ignorant”. Moreover, the programme, 
probably having been edited from short historical ilms provided by the British Embassy, 
was condemned to very much resemble propaganda caricatures published in France at the 
time of German occupation.80 Apart from these media related assaults, the tension in British-
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-French relations came to the surface also in the case of the planned royal visit of Princess 
Margaret a younger sister of Elizabeth II to France. When the Cabinet decided to cancel it, 
both the House of Commons and the British press expressed concerns that such step could 
only provide de Gaulle with a pretext for further escalation. Surprisingly, among others the 
Daily Mail assessed the government’s move as inadequate. Either written in heavy irony or 
as a result of a total misinterpreting of the public opinion in France for instance the Newcastle 
Journal tried to advocate among the British that: “My French colleagues all thought that 
Princess Margaret would have had a wonderful time in Paris where the French are Royalist 
and adore the British Royal Family.”81 

Gradually the anti-French campaign turned into a debate on alternatives both in terms 
of British domestic and foreign policy. On 30 January 1963, Edward Heath reported on the 
collapse in Brussels to the House of Commons. He refused any suggestions that the veto 
could be anything else than just a political decision of de Gaulle’s resulting from General’s 
geopolitical conceptions. The news from Brussels was in the Parliament however quickly 
overshadowed by the debate on the nuclear weapons and by the non-conidence vote called 
for by the Labour Party.82

The debate over the failure of the application to the Common Market in the House of Co-
mmons continued in more detail in mid February. The M.P.’s concentrated predominantly on 
inding alternative markets for expansion of British exports. In Europe, the Cabinet decided 
to intensify the integration within the EFTA framework as well as to promote the British 
economic interests on the markets of the EEC among others by strengthening the British 
diplomatic mission in Brussels and by reviving the activity of the Export Council for Europe. 

Despite the fact that even after the veto Macmillan continued refusing both Commonwealth 
as an alternative to the EEC, the Cabinet announced intensiication of cooperation with and 
the right wing of the Conservative Party supported by Beaverbrook’s press persevered in 
their campaign for revival of economic as well as political ties of the Empire. Not only did 
Macmillan have to face opposition of the euro-sceptic politicians such as Derek Walker-Smith 
in the Commons, there were still a number of organisations more or less loosely associated 
with the Conservative party such as the Monday Club which remained hostile to Macmillan’s 
foreign policy.

The Prime Minister had to confront also the growing criticism of the opposition. After the 
death of Hugh Gaitskell the atmosphere in the Labour Party was increasingly emotional as 
the election of a new leader was coming closer. According to Harold Wilson, for whom the 
parliamentary debate on the Common Party was one the last opportunities to gain support 
against his main rival George Brown, the United Kingdom had to regain the initiative in 
negotiating with the Six as well as with the EFTA and the United States. Wilson also emphasi-
sed a necessity to promote British interests in the coming round of the GATT negotiations 
and to re-structuralise British industry.83 On 14th February 1963 Wilson defeated Brown 

81 Newcastle Journal, 8. 2. 1963, p. 1.

82 The Times, 1. 2. 1963, p. 7.

83 Daily Mail (Scottish Edition), 12.2.1963, p. 5.
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in the election of the new Labour leader to hold the post for next thirteen years.84 Not even 
two weeks after the election Wilson presented in a political broadcast set of new priorities of 
the Labour Party. They included both mass investment into science and high technologies, 
reform of tax system and, most importantly, nationalisation of problematic branches of the 
British industry.85 Failure of Macmillan's European policies made to many British voters 
the economic programme of the Labour Party the only viable alternative solution to British 
domestic problems which the Conservative Party during its thirteen years in power failed to 
tackle satisfactorily enough.86 Wilson’s speech thus revealed the origins of the transforma-
tion which was going to change British economy and society in the conservative decades of 
1970s and 1980s. As the Times paraphrased: “There was still far too much deadwood, and 
least at boardroom level. If the deadwood were cleared out and replaced by vigorous young 
executives, production men, scientists, sales experts, design experts, British industry would 
gain a new dynamic almost overnight.” 87 

The failure of the Common Market alternative emphasised the importance of work on the 
British home economic strategy. The government was also presented with the conclusion 
reached by Lord Hailsham after his rather stormy tour across the North-East of England.88 To 
a dislike of the inhabitants of the North a complex development plan for the region was still 
far from being accomplished.89 Basic points of his programme for the North-East presented 
Hailsham to the deputies of the North East Development Council no sooner than in June 1963 
and even those were by the public criticised as too general and vague.90 

By the end of the February 1963, the work of the NEDC (National Economic Development 
Council) a corporative body entrusted with preparation of British national economic stra-
tegy was getting inished as well. About ifty employees of its planning department under a 
supervision of a committee consisting of Reginald Maudling, economist Donald MacDou-
gall, trade union leaders Frank Cousins and George Woodcock and many others prepared a 
comprehensive survey of British industry and its future prospects which became gradually 
published under the name Growth of the United Kingdom Economy to 1966.91 The report ex-
pected British economy to reach an average growth of 4% in GDP between 1961 and 1966. 
In 1963 it meant an ambitious goal of reaching a 5% growth at least. The report, however, did 
not offer any concrete measures to reach such a growth and limited itself only to a summary 
of facts, prognoses and targeted objectives. 92 

84 The Times, 15. 2. 1963, p. 10.
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Main Topics of the British Public Opinion at the Time of the Brussels Crisis: 

The Vassall Afair

During the days of the Brussels crisis culminated also the other major topics of British public 
life. By defeating the non-conidence motion in the House of Commons Macmillan gained 
support of the Parliament for new conception of British defence policy based on the Polaris 
deal with the Americans. The British newspapers started contemplating the concrete details 
of the plan for a new British atomic submarine leet and in some cases the press speculated 
even about build-up of atomic merchant navy. 93 

On the background of the debate on the EEC and nuclear weapons, on 19th January 1963 
the news of a sudden death of Hugh Gaitskell hit the whole British society. Gaitskell, who was 
the leader of the Labour Party since 1955 and managed to guide the party through the dificult 
times after Clement Attlee’s retirement from politics, died after a short but severe disease in 
Middlesex hospital at the age of only ifty-six. With the gradual deterioration of Macmillan’s 
popularity it seemed more and more likely that after next general elections he could become 
Britain’s next Prime Minister.94 Gaitskell’s death aroused fears that absence of a strong leader 
could cost the party another lost elections.95 During the election of a new leader all three 
main candidates Harold Wilson, George Brown and James Callaghan continued in a policy 
of opposition to the Common Market. The disagreement with the EEC membership, though 
not the most important of the party topics, became for Labour temporarily a unifying factor 
which helped the party to gain voters support for its own programme of economic reform.96 

By the end of the Brussels Crisis, also the Vassal Affair was reaching its peak. As a result 
of their refusal to reveal their sources in Civil Service, two journalists Brendan Mulholland 
of the Daily Mail and Reginald Foster of the Daily Sketch were sentenced to six and three 
months sentences of imprisonment for contempt of court.97 A series of dramatic hearings 
inally revealed the identity of the press sources at the Admiralty and after several suspensions 
the Radcliffe’s tribunal heard out also John Vassall himself.98 After that, it could not but close 
down in order to reach the verdict.99

The Tribunal’s report, however, was not ready until the end of April and the result of the 
investigation did not satisfy anybody.100 The court acquitted both high oficials Thomas Gal-
braith and lord Carrington of all charges and Galbraigth was soon appointed a new post at 
the Ministry of Transportation. On the other hand, the Tribunal strongly criticised the role 
of the press during the tribunal as well as during the whole Vassall affair. Some of the stories 
publicised by the press about Vassall were even designated as purely manufactured. The 

93 The Times, 12. 2. 1963, p. 10.
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Vassall affair left behind a state near to war between the government and the Fleet Street. 

Macmillan still did not know what chance for revenge the British press will soon gain thanks 
to his Minister of Defence John Profumo and his weakness for seductive Christine Keeler. 101 

Conclusion

“It’s a double for de Gaulle. He talked us out of the Common Market and tonight, at the Parc 
Des Princes, his footballers threw us headlong out of the European Nations Cup.”102 On the 
27th February 1963 France ousted British football representation from the European cham-
pionship. For the second time this year, on the pages of British newspapers appeared news of 
Britain being “guillotined”.103 Sport rivalry was however only one of the areas hit by a wave 
of anti-French feelings which run through the United Kingdom during the Brussels Crisis. 
Among the most extreme parts of the anti-French campaign in British press, for example the 
Daily Mail reissued Foreign Ofice 1920 report made by Lord Curzon which analysed histo-
rical, political and cultural British-French rivalry and reasoned for its unsourmountability.104 
In some cases, the British press even informed that some British families had been said to 
cancel their holiday across the Channel out of fear of anti-British riots on the Continent.105 In 
the escalated atmosphere of international crisis Macmillan had to face a growing opposition 
in the Conservative Party as well as more and more urgent demands of Labour Party for new 
general elections. These, when inally held in 1964, were to end fourteen-year long era of 
Conservative Party in power.

The French veto of the irst British application to the EEC marked a turning point in Euro-
pean politics. After a period of concentration on domestic issues, reforms of French economic 
and political system and war in Algeria in particular, de Gaulle started gradually turning 
more of his attention to international affairs. Both with respect to NATO and the European 
integration France began a process of reestablishment of her status of a great power. For de 
Gaulle, the expansion of French economy and revival of French national spirit were indis-
pensable to realisation of his vision of France quite the same as a bold and uncompromising 
foreign policy. In his decision to prevent Great Britain from entering the EEC, he was thus 
motivated by needs of both French foreign and domestic policies for whose goals the chan-
ged balanced of power in the Community could present a serious complication. The British 
membership threatened to endanger French interests in the negotiations on the Common 
Agricultural Policy and many other aspects of internal evolution of the uniied European 
market. Moreover, de Gaulle’s personal persuasion of the half-heartedness of the British 
turn towards Europe strengthened by his fear of the United Kingdom becoming an American 
“Trojan Horse” resulted in the French disagreement with Britain’s membership in the EEC 
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also in terms of foreign policy. Great Britain as a member of the Community would not only 
presented Adenauer’s Germany with an alternative partner but also hindered de Gaulle’s 
plans of the reform of NATO. 

In Britain the French veto completed the process of politicisation of the European question. 
The British press perceived the failure of the British EEC application as predominantly poli-
tically motivated. This tendency was further accented during the course and aftermath of the 
Brussels crisis. Emphasis on political dimension of the veto enabled the British government to 
marginalise the real impact of the technical differences on the failure of the negotiations and 
to centre the wave of criticism on de Gaulle and his political conceptions. Stressing de Gaulle’s 
political motivation contributed also to the emergence of an international dimension of the 
veto which was alleged to weaken the position of the West with respect to the Soviet Union 
and to have a negative impact on internal relations in NATO. The political interpretation of 
the veto was also in accordance with a long-term British perception of European integration, 
whose substance and purpose were in the post-World War II era the predominantly political. 

British relection of the failure of her EEC application was ambiguous. “Providence via 
de Gaulle has saved Britain from the enemies within our gates”106 commented on the failure 
of Brussels negotiations opponents of the EEC. To British right de Gaulle saved Britain rests 
of her Empire and enabled her to pursue her historical ties with the Commonwealth. For 
the Labour Party, the veto eliminated threat of limitations on its further economic policies, 
nationalisation in particular, and presented it with opportunity to adopt its own political 
programme. Among “marketeers” the supporters of the EEC, however, the exclusion from 
the Common Market aroused concerns that in near future the British economy will hardly 
overcome its structural problems such as the declining heavy industry and negative balance 
of payments. Eventually, despite opposition of the Labour Party to the Macmillan’s appli-
cation to the Community, even Harold Wilson after his accession to power in 1964 had to 
pursue European policies similar to those of Macmillan not only in character but also in result. 

Abstract
The Brussels Crisis
Great Britain and the EEC during the Brussels Crisis (14th January-29th 
January 1963): British Press and the French Veto of the First British 
Application to the EEC 

The article examines relection of the failure of the irst British attempt to enter the EEC in British 

press and public opinion. Britain’s application to the Common Market, as was the Community in 

Britain generally called, was a major turning-point in the direction of British foreign and domestic 

policies and the protracted accession negotiations as well as their inal collapse in January 1963 

generated an intense public debate on both British attitudes to Europe and European integration. 

The article analyses the response of both the supporters and opponents of the British membership 

in the EEC and follows its development during the whole course of the last stage of the negotia-
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tions, the Brussels Crisis. It provides also a brief account of British perception of Gaullist policies 

as well as of Charles de Gaulle himself. In addition to it, the article sets the British debate on 

Europe in the context of other major public issues of early 1960s Britain such as the Vassall affair 

or reforms of British economy. 
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Pseudo-Gothic No More 
The Haunted Campus in The Lecturer’s Tale 
by James Hynes

Lenka Pánková

“I shall write about the university in decline”... 
– “I think you might have left it too late”...
(Academia Nuts, Michael Wilding, 2002)

North American campuses have a predilection for Neo-Gothic architecture contributing to 
their desired image as heirs to the very best in the European university tradition. The American 
campus as a topographically “Gothic space,” however, has been taking on a more sinister 
dimension; one much closer to the haunted territories of Gothic iction than the sun-lit garden 
of knowledge. This has been relected in the genre traditionally termed “the university novel” 
or “the campus novel,” which has “[o]ver the past ifty years, [. . .] offered a full social history 
of the university, as well as a spiritual, political and psychological guide to the profession. 
Each decade has foregrounded the scandals and headlines of higher education.”1 What are 
the current issues to be scathingly satirized in a campus novel such as The Lecturer’s Tale: 
a Novel by James Hynes? Who (or what) are the ghosts haunting its Midwestern University? 
How do they relate to the objective, extra-literary situation at American institutions of higher 
education? 

In “reality” (whose extra-linguistic existence would be denied by many an academic in 
Hynes’s novel and beyond), American universities ind themselves in deep crisis in almost all 
conceivable aspects. Current public debates on the subject of higher education in the United 
States revolve mainly around the following issues: Is higher education truly as indispensable 
to future professional success as it seemed to previous generations? How do its exorbitant 
costs correspond to its quality and subsequent practical use? In the paradigm where students’ 
original inancial investment has to be matched and surpassed by their future income, univer-
sities are turning from idealistic loci of non-pragmatic contemplation into ruthless corporate 
institutions. Liberal Arts departments, such as the English Department featured in the novel, 
are at particular risk for budget and staff cuts since Liberal Arts degrees have proven particu-
larly unsuited to subsequent job search. This holds true for BA and MA degrees, as well as 
for doctorates, which add years of stress, inancial hardship and intense effort only to leave 
most new PhDs without the prospect of tenure. As a result, approximately eighty percent of 
American undergraduates are currently taught by part-time faculty with no future to write 
home about. According to Daniel Lee Kleinman and Steven P. Vallas, “[t]he organizational 
signiicance of this development lies in the distinction it implicitly fosters between "core" 

1 SHOWALTER, E., Faculty Towers: The Academic Novel and Its Discontents, Oxford 2005, p. 145.
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members of the academy [. . .] and a more peripheral group of "marginal faculty," whose 
status is not unlike that of immigrant workers holding temporary work permits.”2  

One among such “immigrant workers,” exploited, overworked, underpaid and under the 
constant threat of not having his semester-by-semester contract renewed, is Nelson Humboldt, 
the novel’s protagonist. To be precise, he was. Having lost even his second-rate adjunct job by 
the novel’s beginning, Nelson is bound to lose health insurance and accommodation for his 
family soon. Enter the Gothic element, a “literal ghost” (if there could be such a thing) haunt-
ing the library on Nelson’s campus only to grant him supernatural powers. His irst concern 
is, naturally, his family’s livelihood, and his new magic powers are wonderfully suited to this 
purpose. By his inger’s touch he is now able to make anybody obey his will, not excepting his 
department’s Undergraduate Chairperson and the Housing Ofice employees. Nelson will, 
however, not stop there for he is a man with a vision.

In addition to rectifying his own professional position, Nelson intends to use his newly-
found skills to exorcise metaphorical ghosts from his department haunted by deep divisions 
between traditional literary scholars and radical adherents to feminist, postcolonial, anti-
hegemonic theory just like the prototypical Gothic heroine bled by a vampire. The department 
is akin to a zoo inhabited by academic species whose characteristic features are exaggerated to 
the extreme. Yet you will ind these animals in most contemporary English departments, albeit 
in a more understated form. These naturally correspond to their age-old prototypes, simply 
clad in a new ideological outit. This, in fact, is the main problem since the new paradigm 
claims to be anti-hegemonic, yet produces its own hierarchical structures through currently 
fashionable literary theory and positive discrimination. What animals then can we view in 
this particular department?

The ruthless departmental chairperson is a type familiar to all. In his Anthony Pescacene, 
Hynes loses no time to make the connection between a shining academic career and the 
ways of the mob. Pescacene carefully cultivates his mob boss image through his management 
methods, clothes, accent and, most importantly, the mysterious notion that has helped him 
gain his academic position; street cred in literature. While the concept cannot be deined, 
luckily for his audience Anthony can “spot it when he sees it.” Street cred obviously refers to 
the ghetto and the movement of its study from the periphery to the center, where minority 
literatures attempt to join the traditional canonical works of iction. As Hynes underscores 
and we all know, however, instead of abolishing the center-margin dichotomy, the process 
tends to push the previously “great works of literature,” written by the notorious “dead white 
males,” out to the periphery. The hierarchy is thereby sustained, albeit in reversal. The process 
is, in Hynes’s English Department, relected, for instance, in the token presence of an Afri-
can American professor, who sleeps through his classes, departmental meetings and pretty 
much everything else. Could Hynes be suggesting that, now due to positive discrimination, 
“the subaltern can never speak,” to use Spivak’s famous postulate? Even more poignantly, 
the same sexual harassment acts that would currently cost any male academic his career 

2 KLEINMAN, D. L. – VALLAS, S. P., Science, Capitalism, and the Rise of the “Knowledge Worker”: The Chang-
ing Structure of Knowledge Production in the United States, in: Theory and Society, Vol. 30, No. 4, p. 468. 
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are now perpetuated by the new masters (or rather mistresses). Penelope O, the Hugh M. 
Hefner Chair in Sexuality Studies, hired “on the basis of her book Reading with My Pussy: I 
Gang-Bang the Canon, which featured her fantasies of sex with famous canonical authors,”3 
openly advertises her sexual preference for undergraduates of either sex. Sexual harassment 
charges, however, present no serious threat to her career. She logically argues that “since 
sexual harassment was an instrumentality of the oppression of women, no woman could be 
guilty of it.”4 Even more disruptive to the department, however, is the power struggle between 
the traditionalists and the anti-traditionalists.  

As in the real American academic life, the “moderns” (meaning the post-moderns) are 
ascending at the moment, and therefore logically the most common butts of Hynes’s jokes. 
Not that they, in reality just as in iction, do not provide enough weaponry to a satirist. As 
correctly observed by several critics (for instance, Elaine Showalter, Jack Slay Jr. and Dale 
Bailey), in academic satire both the primary target and the primary audience are academics 
themselves. Hynes’s “complex theoretical humor” which puts side to side “a nuanced analy-
sis of the most esoteric literary theory to an offhand but thorough knowledge of the larger-
than-life personalities who dominate our popular cultural landscape”5 is greatly enhanced by 
the reader’s familiarity with the absurdities cropping up in today’s theoretical discourse. Its 
apotheosis is to be found in the luncheon lecture “The Lesbian Phallus of Dorian Gray,” which 
includes, for example, the following: “Is it possible that Butler’s conception of the lesbian 
phuh, phallus [. . .] represents an intervention against the valorization of the phuh, phuh, 
phallus as the central structuring metaphor of the semiological schema?”6 This statement 
does, of course, make sense in the contemporary theory-speak. “[S]omewhere even as you 
read this, a promising young queer theorist is working on this very paper,”7 Slay Jr. and Bailey 
note with respect to a similar lecture. Yet its distance from what might have been the original 
function of English departments or any kind of external reality is remarkable and clinched 
by two reactions from the audience (in fact, much too iconoclastic for the real contemporary 
academic life, where the distaste for/dislike of literary theory tends to be a shameful secret). 

Literature itself protests when a living author present by mistake since “it was considered 
embarrassing to have living writers in the room whenever literature was being discussed”8 
exclaims “what’s all this shite about penises, and what’s it got in common with literature.”9 
In addition to stating the obvious (from a certain ideological angle), he thereby performs his 
academic function – the wild Irish writer-drunk, nicely packed and ready for students’ con-
sumption. Much more signiicant is an objection voiced by the model old-school professor 

3 HYNES, J., The Lecturer’s Tale: A Novel, Macmillan, Kindle edition, p. 82.  

4 Ibid., p. 165.

5 SLAY, J. Jr. – BAILEY, D., A Counterhegemonic World: James Hynes’s Tales of Academic Horror, in: Studies in 
Popular Culture, 25.3, http://pcasacas.org/SiPC/25.3/Baily_Slay.htm. Accessed August 22, 2012. 

6 HYNES, J., op. cit., p. 90.

7 SLAY, J. Jr. – BAILEY, D., op. cit., 

8 HYNES, J., op. cit., p. 84.

9 Ibid., p. 93–94.
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Morton Weissmann, who draws attention to three important facts: Firstly, there is nothing 
new under the sun. Much of the seemingly cutting-edge theory was already preigured in 
Shakespeare’s “we are such stuff as dreams are made of.”  Secondly, in the times when all 
discourses are relative, and should thus be equal in their relativity, “then who’s to say that 
any particular construction is better than any other?”10 Lastly, “what does the lesbian phal-
lus, whatever that may or may not be, have to do with Dorian Gray?”11 Alas, we never ind 
out since the battle among traditional scholarship, post-structuralist theory and literature 
itself turns into a physical brawl from which, no surprise to anyone acquainted with real-life 
literature departments, theory emerges triumphant. No wonder, since it boasts a mighty 
champion, Marko Kraljević, who turns out to be an internationally wanted Serbian terrorist 
with martial arts training and eventually ends up arrested by the FBI.

It is exactly this inighting, physical and metaphysical, Nelson seeks to abolish, envisioning 
a department “of black, lesbian, queer theorists laughing at Alexander Pope, of sixty-year-old 
white men identifying with the heroine of Beloved.”12 This would simply mean restoring the 
university to its self-professed true state, yet it is approximately as realistic as humanity’s return 
to Eden before Adam’s fall from grace. As Nelson’s magical inger metaphorically eliminates 
various job candidates and departmental members standing between him and the Holy Grail 
of tenure, he ends up merely reproducing the old food chain in a new guise, burning down the 
library and destroying his own marriage in the process. He therefore falls one signiicant step 
short of his goal adapted from the Book of Revelation. For a iery Apocalypse (the burning 
library) must be followed by a resurrection, with the fallen world reborn as the new City of 
God. Midwestern, in fact, rises from the (literal and metaphorical) ashes like a present-day 
Phoenix yet its rebirth is closer to both an academic’s nightmare and an investment banker’s 
dream. No library means zero cutting-edge research, which equals a university-wide exodus 
of its best minds. Nothing now precludes turning education into a commodity pure and simple 
sold under the slogan “If We Don’t Teach It, You Don’t Need to Know It.”13 If "the campus 
is now a site for a clash between two pretty fundamental values": the instrumental and the 
intrinsic, auditors versus intellectuals,”14  not much doubt remains as to who wins in The 
Lecturer’s Tale. That is one solution to the crisis in American higher education. Many would 
say that we have been witnessing its implementation for a long time by now.

10 Ibid., p. 87. 

11 Ibid., p. 90–91.

12 Ibid., p. 102.

13 Ibid., p. 376.

14 EDEMARIAM, A., Who’s afraid of the campus novel?, in: The Guardian, 2 October 2004, Accessed on Au-
gust 22, 2012. 
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Abstract
Pseudo-Gothic No More 
The Haunted Campus in The Lecturer’s Tale by James Hynes

In her article, the author deals with a contemporary campus satire by James Hynes, The Lecturer's 

Tale: A Novel. The campus novel, as a genre, tends to relect the current ideological, economic and 

epistemological concerns at universities as institutions, and can therefore be correlated with its 

extra-literary context. This article explores Hynes's novel as a satirical commentary on contem-

porary North American universities, in which the campus novel intertwines with Gothic literary 

conventions.
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Portuguese opposition and Humberto 
Delgado in Prague1

Pavel Szobi

At the beginning of the 1960s, the Czechoslovak Communist regime was headed by Antonín 
Novotný, who was both a party and state leader, as he simultaneously held the posts of se-
cretary general of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and of president of the republic. 

Contrary to the irst decade of the communist regime the ideological grip and conservatism 
began to liberalize then. Czechoslovakia was known to be a very particular member of the 
Eastern bloc at that time for two reasons: irst, a certain level of free political discussion was 
allowed – especially in terms of criticism of the early years of the communist regime, and 
second, no Soviet forces were positioned there. For all that Czechoslovakia remained a “one 
party” dictatorship, from 1960 it was oficially a “socialist” country (Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic), where citizens were denied a number of civil rights. It is therefore remarkable that 
Prague was known as Geneva of Eastern Europe, where political dissidents sought asylum 
and support in creating opposition groups. The Portuguese opposition also became very active 
in Czechoslovakia and in the year 1964 the anti-salazarist activists organized a meeting of 
the most important dissidents with the aim of creating a uniied political initiative against 
the Portuguese “New State”. The most important participant of this meeting was General 
Humberto Delgado, who was an unsuccessful presidential candidate in 1957 and ever since a 
hero of the Portuguese opposition at home and abroad as well. Delgado spent the last months 
of his life in Prague.

Prague as the “Communist Geneva”

An explanation for the term “Communist Geneva” can be found in the long tradition in which 
Czechoslovakia had been understood as a country of political stability and liberalism. After the 
Word War One Prague became a target of Russian immigration – members of aristocracy and 
supporters of the White Guardsmen came to the Czechoslovak capital seeking asylum.2 This 
tradition was also conirmed after the World War Two when the seats of “The International 
Student’s Union”, the “International Journalist’s Organization”, or the “World’s Council of 
Peace” were established there.3 Many Spanish republican soldiers arrived in Czechoslovakia 
as well. Even the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Spain had its subdivision 
in Prague.4 Alhough it seems to have been a rare episode; it was in fact an abided doctrine 

1  This paper reports partial results of a research project supported by the Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian (Por-
tuguese Opposition and Czechoslovakia, Nr. 119070). 

2  Cf. SLÁDEK, Z. – BĚLOŠEVSKÁ, L. (eds.)., Dokumenty k dějinám ruské a ukrajinské emigrace v Československé 
republice (1918–1939), Praha 2000. 

3  NÁLEVKA, V., Španělé v poválečném Československu, in: KOVÁŘ, M. – NÁLEVKA, V. (eds.), „Dvacáté století“. 
Ročenka Semináře nejnovějších dějin Ústavu světových dějin Filozoické fakulty Univerzity Karlovy v Praze, 
Praha 2005, p. 81.

4  Ibid., p. 90.
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of the Eastern bloc to accept political refugees from enemy authoritarian regimes, which 
were very often described as fascist. After September 11, 1973 many Chilean communist 
and socialist leaders settled in Honecker’s German Democratic Republic; so did the future 
president Michelle Bachelet who studied medicine in Potsdam.5 The opportunity for personal 
contact with Spanish communists made Prague an attractive destination for igures of the 
Portuguese opposition. In 1958 two members of the Central Committee of the Portuguese 
Communist Party (PCP) – Jaime Serra and Antonio Lourenço – visited Prague to consult 
the possibility of creating a Portuguese oppositional radio station.6 The Czechoslovak Radio 
Broadcast Company then agreed to establish a special division for the Portuguese opposition 
called “Portugal Livre”. 7 José Gregorio, the leader of Portuguese communists in Czechoslo-
vakia8, became the main political advisor of the radio station. A report of a radio co-worker 
who travelled to Portugal from London in July 1963 stated: “People do listen to our broadcast 
on a regular basis, especially among students and intellectual circles. One of our listeners in 
Corte Real told me that the radio listening was very common among these circles, in spite 
of the risk of a possible criminal prosecution. Many people are assumed to ensure avoiding 
the prosecution (…) by drowning out the radio broadcast with lowing water so that nobody 
can listen from outside.”9 

In May 1961 Gregorio died due to complications with his heart dysfunction, but he was 
no longer the leader of the Portuguese group in Czechoslovakia prior to his death. Little di-
sagreements and Gregorio’s bad condition led already in February 1960 to a change on the 
top of the opposition leadership in Czechoslovakia.10 The PCP politburo counted on Georgette 
Ferreira, who had been recovering in the country after her release from detention in Portugal.11 

Delgado’s way to Prague

General Delgado was offered the job of air attache in Canada if he abandoned opposition 
politics which he strictly refused.12 Within few months following the presidential election 
Delgado was eventually deposed from his function in the General Directorate of Aviation, sus-
pended from the active military service and in the end even from the rank of aviation general. 

5  Almost 2000 members of the Chielean union of left parties, the so called Unidad Popular, escaped frome 
Chile to the GDR. Cp. MAURIN, J., Die DDR als Asylland: Flüchtlinge aus Chile 1973–1989, in: Zeitschrift 
für Geschichtswissenschaft, Vol. 51, 2003, No. 9,  p. 814.

6  Záležitosti ÚV KS Portugalska, p. 1, in: NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv. 124, arch. j. 152.

7  BRAGA CRUZ, M. da, A informação popular anti-salazarista: da critpo-informação à contra-informação, in: 
Economica e Socialismo. Revista Mensal de Economia Politica, Vol. 32–33, 1978, No. 11, p. 60.

8  José Gregorio was a member of the PCP’s politbyro and he was staying in Czechoslovakia due to his poor health 
condition after the Czechoslovak communists granted him a full covered sanatroium treatment. Although he 
travelled to the Soviet Union for a short period, he never tourned back to Portugal. We may theoretize that 
Gregorio was opposing some of the political decisions of the politburo and his remaining in Czechoslovakia 
was convenient for Cunhal’s leadership. 

9  Informační zpráva – Portugalsko /2. část/, Londýn, 5. července 1963, p. 2, in: NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv . 124, 
arch. jednotka 152.

10  Záznam rozhovoru se s. Fontesem, p. 2, in: NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv. 124, arch. jednotka 152.

11  Ibid, p. 2.

12  GALAGHER, T., Controlled Repression in Salazar’s Portugal, in: Journal of Contemporary History, Vol. 14, 
1979, No. 3, p. 398.
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Mário Soares, by then a young member of the oppositional socialists, aptly commented 
on this situation: “We got the impression that without any position, followed on every step 
by the police which demonstratively showed itself to him and provoked him, he could be - on 
the basis of his simplest actions and conduct – arrested at any time. Or even worse, murdered 
in a fake accident.”13

Delgado needed to leave Portugal and eventually found asylum in Brazil which became his 
main base for the next couple of years. He obtained a Brazilian passport in spring 1963 and 
he soon used it to attend a clandestine “summit” meeting, which was held in Prague between 
him and Alvaro Cunhal during a PCP congress. Cunhal was to be conirmed there as secretary 
general of the uniied communist party after the reformist leader Francisco M. Rodrígues had 
been “excommunicated”.14 It is obvious that Cunhal understood the importance of Delgado 
as the unifying element for the Portuguese opposition. The general was seen as an impartial 
eminent personality able to attract even those communists who had supported Rodrígues, 
since they at the same time respected Delgado as the virtual “head of state”. Thanks to that 
particular fact he became an undisputed leader of a new opposition organization called Frente 
Patriotica de Libertação Nacional (FPLN)15 which was found by all important anti-salazarist 
movements in Rome in the year 1962 and should have a seat in Alger.16 Despite their ideolo-
gical differences, Cunhal and Delgado agreed to work together in the ight against the “New 
State”. They also agreed on the creation of an executive body of the opposition movement, 
with a limited membership including both Delgado and Cunhal. This laid the grounds for 
establishment of the Junta Revoluciondria Portuguesa at the FPLN's Second Conference 
held in Prague later the same year.17

Delgado travelled around Europe and North Africa, but eventually returned to Brazil which 
proved to be a safe but far outpost. He felt being cut off from the important decisions of the 
opposition movement, which were made in Europe without him.18 He left the country once 
more early in the 1964 to ly to Rome and from there to Prague, where the second conference 
of the FPLN was about to take place. Delgado knew that this was going to be a one way ticket, 
as Brazil would no longer take the risk of worsening its relations with Portugal by allowing 
Delgado to come back again.19 This possibility became even more obvious after the military 
coup against the constitutionally elected President João Goulard whose position gradually 
weakened late in the 1963.20 In spite of these facts Delgado believed that he was needed in 

13  SOARES, M., Portugal – Rechtsdiktatur zwischen Europa und Kolonialismus, Reinbek bei Hamburg 1973, 
p. 52.

14  Rodrígues left to France after the congress and founded his own organizations called Comité Marxista-Leninista 
Português  (CMLP) and Frente de Acçao Popular (FAP). Cf. GARCIA, M. – MAURICIO, L., O caso Delgado 
– Autopsia da „Operação Outuno”, Lisboa 1977, p. 145.

15  In 1964 Delgado refound it as Frente Portuguesa de Libertação nacional witht he same acronym FPLN.

16  RABY, D. L., Portuguese Exile Politics: The “Frente Patriótica de Libertação Nacional,” 1962–1973, in: Luso-
Brazilian Review, Vol. 31, 1994, No. 1 , p. 82.

17  Ibid., p. 83.

18  Memórias de Humberto Delgado, coordenação de Iva Delgado e Antónie de Figuereido, Lisboa 1991, p. 264.

19  BROTAS, A., Três informadores da pide (Notas sobre o assassinato do General Delgado e outros anexos),  Lisbon 
2008, p. 20.
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Europe as an irreplaceable element of the opposition which is often criticized as overestimation 
of his own personality. Antonio Brotas believes that it “was wrong and really ridiculous to 
argue, as some people insisted, that General Delgado represented the movement (opposition 
– PS) just because he had been elected the president of the FPLN”21. But the truth was that 
only Delgado could unite communists with social democrats and other streams within the 
Portuguese opposition. In contrast to A. Cunhal who was handicapped in the eyes of Western 
European countries by his connection to Moscow, Delgado enjoyed a high level of respect 
in both the West and the East – he was highly appreciated not only for his brave presidential 
campaign thanks to which he earned the nickname of “fearless general”, but also for his work 
as a representative of Portugal at the International Organization of Civil Aviation (ICAO) in 
Canada and as aviation attaché to NATO in Washington, D. C. Cunhal himself acknowledged 
the general’s high importance for the unity of the opposition at the fourth party congress in 
Kyiv: “General entered the FPLN and the organism of Alger during the second conference 
of the FPLN, which took place in January 1964. PC welcomed his joining. There were rea-
sons for that. First, there was the inluence and undeniable popularity of the general and his 
courage (...), his position within the movement and respect among the different factions of 
antifascists, which eventually led to the acceptance of his leadership.”22 As a matter of fact, 
since the presidential election Cunhal hoped to use Delgado as a unifying element for the 
opposition dominated by the communist party, but was embarrassed by the assuredness 
with which Delgado took the word as a leader of the conference in Prague, without advance 
consultation with anybody. His irst sentence is assumed to have been: “Agenda. – Item One: 
Election of the Vice-President.”23 This behaviour was later interpreted as anticommunist: 
“Delgado does not want to cooperate with the other parts of the Junta and he is fully under 
the inluence of radical and pro-Chinese elements (...). Delgado has not taken any action 
against the PCP yet, but his authoritative approach to political as well inancial issues of the 
Junta is de facto also a campaign against the PCP.”24

The Czechoslovak communists prepared a meeting of the Portuguese comrades in the 
castle of Dobříš and arranged cultural program for them, while devoting most attention to 
Cunhal and Delgado. The oficial communiqué announced that the second conference of the 
FPLN had been attended by “delegates of Portugal and other countries, representatives of the 
Junta de Acção Patriotica and members of important political forces”25, but the expression 
“conference” was strongly exaggerated - in fact the event was a very small appointment of 
a few protagonists of the opposition. The following men are known to have attended the me-
eting with certainty: Delgado, Cunhal, Pedro Soares, Piteira Santos, Rui Luís Gomes, Mário 

20  The new military junta eventually became closer to the Portuguese “New State”. Cf. ABREU ALVES, A. 
de, 1964: a imprensa ajudou a derrubar o governo Goulart, in: GOULART, J., João Goulart. entre a memória 
e a história, coordenação Marieta de Moraes Ferreira, pp. 129–148.

21  BROTAS, A., Três informadores..., p. 21.

22  GARCIA, M. – MAURICIO, L., O caso Delgado…, p. 140.  

23  RABY, D. L., Fascism and resistance in Portugal. Communists, liberals and military dissidents in the opposition 
to Salazar, 1941–1974, Machester – New York 1988, p. 229.

24  Record of September 9, 1964, p. 1, in: NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv 124, arch. jednotka 152.

25  GARCIA, M. – MAURICIO, L., O caso Delgado…, p. 139.  
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Ruivo, Sertório and Tito de Morais.26 Delgado himself described the conference sarcastically 
as a “tiny gathering to keep the myth of representativeness alive”27. On the last day of the 
conference Delgado had to be transported to the Czechoslovak State Sanatorium due to acute 
hermia. Despite the health problems that forced Delgado to stay in Prague for several mon-
ths, he continued to be politically active. He gave interviews to journalists and even received 
the Algerian president Ben Bella in the hospital during his oficial visit of Czechoslovakia. 
Politically less important, nevertheless for close friendship signiicant was the visit of Mário 
Soares who risked detention on the state borders to see Delgado.28 Delgado is assumed to have 
said to Soares during this short visit: “I risked and lost everything without any sense: family, 
position, friends, money. I am a destroyed and terribly lonely man.”29 However, considering 
the general’s hitherto activities, as António de Figueiredo claims the general “was never as 
safe as during those months when he was staying in the State sanatorium in Prague, which 
technically meant one third of the time he had to live”30.

In September 1964 Sergio Villares31, the deputy of A. Cunhal, came to Prague and surpri-
singly asked the Czechoslovak government not to support Delgado anymore. He mentioned 
the possibility that Delgado would ask for further treatment of post-operative complications 
of his hermia. The record of the conversation with Villares literally states that “the PCP leader-
ship refuses strictly and does not agree to provide him further treatment (...) in the current 
situation when there is a growing disagreement among the opposition groups... It could be 
very bad if his condition worsens or if he even dies”32. It is obvious that if this were the case 
communists would be blamed for the generals’ death. They understood well the political 
situation at home in Portugal and did not want the general to be involved in any courageous 
action neither. On the one hand we can understand the PCP’s approach towards Delgado 
as an attempt to monopolize the opposition movement under the communist leadership, on 
the other hand, the truth was that Delgado became surrounded by suspicious people and 
from this perspective it rather seems that the communists tried to save Delgado from his own 
ambitions. An example is his contact to Professor Mario de Carvalho in Rome:33 a man who 
enjoyed Delgado’s conidence eventually proved to be a PIDE34 agent.35 But Delgado ignored 

26  Ibid, p. 139.  

27  KLíMA, J., Generál Humberto Delgado – hrdina rezistence, oběť salazarismu,
 in:  http://www.kias.cz/media/  iles/ publications/KIAS011.pdf, p. 8.

28  SOARES, M., Portugal amordaçado. Depoimento sobre os anos do fascismo. Lisboa 1974, p. 329.

29  Ibid, p. 329.

30  Ibid, p. 312.

31  Sergio Villares was commonly known by his nickname “Amilcar”. Cf. recrodof September 9, 1964, p. 1,in: 
NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv. 124, arch. jednotka 152.

32  Record of September 9, 1964, p. 1, in: NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv 124, arch. jednotka 152.

33  He met Carvalho at the Fiumincino airport just before boarding the light to Prague. There is not much doubt 
Delgado informed Carvalho about the details of the FPLN conference.  Cf. GARCIA, M. – MAURICIO, L., 
O caso Delgado..., p. 139.  

34  Polícia Internacional e de Defesa do Estado (PIDE) was the main tool of repression used by the authoritarian  
regime of António de Oliveira Salazar in Portugal during the Estado Novo. Cf. PIMENTEL, I. F., A história da 
PIDE, Lisboa 2007.

35  RABY, D. L., Portuguese Exile Politics..., p. 86.
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both the warnings of his opposition colleagues and his health condition, and decided to return 
to Portugal where he could organize a military coup d'état. Nevertheless, he was captured 
by the state security police PIDE. Decomposed bodies of the general and his secretary were 
found in April 1965 in a street gutter close to the Spanish village Villa Nueva del Fresno.36 
His death meant an incredible loss for all of opposition, but also showed the cruelty of the 
Salazar regime to the world and turned Delgado into a martyr.

Conclusion

In Czechoslovakia, at about the same time as Delgado was reported missing, G. Ferreira asked 
to be transferred to a more active illegal apparatus of the PCP in France, yet she had never 
lost the connection to Czechoslovakia completely and visited the country again for medical 
treatment.37 But since her departure we cannot further track any important protagonist of the 
Portuguese opposition residing in Czechoslovakia. Although the Portuguese section of the 
Czechoslovak radio broadcast company continued to transmit their “free” news to Portugal, 
the role of Prague as “communist Geneva” took a backseat after the culminating year of 1964 
and this trend continued in the second half of the 1960s. We may name two reasons for this 
development: irst, the Soviet conception of a “peaceful coexistence” which de facto led to the 
recognition of the authoritative regimes of the Iberian Peninsula as legitimate governments38; 
and second, the development of the domestic affairs in both Czechoslovakia and Portugal. 
The Prague Spring as well as the replacing of Salazar with a Marcelo Caetano – a modest 
reformer - turned both countries’ focus on domestic policy and even during oficial events 
little effort to develop mutual relations was visible. This situation remained unchanged until 
the Portuguese Carnation Revolution in April 1974 that meant a quick restoration of at the 
time almost non-existent political and economical relations.
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36  KLíMA, J., op. cit., p. 9.

37  Record of September 9, 1964, p. 3, in: NA, f. KSČ-ÚV-100/3, sv 124, arch. jednotka 152.

38  NÁLEVKA, V., op. cit., p. 95.
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“I Do Ask for Respect for My Entire 
Individuality!” 
Young Edvard Beneš’s Thoughts on Nation 
and Nationalism (1905–1911)1

Pavel Horák

“Again and again, we hear talks about the German, English, French, Czech spirit, about 
the genius of this or that nation, about national character of the Teutons, Slavs, Romans,” 
wrote Edvard Beneš in 1909 in Hlídka Času in an article informing the readers about the 
“psychology of nations” as a new scientiic discipline: “This only represents the fact that apart 
from the individuality of each person and member of each nationality, nation seems, from 
the psychological perspective, as special individuality; the nation has certain signs, which 
form its unity and its power.” A twenty-four years old student, just about to inish studies at 
the Charles–Ferdinand University in Prague, used his experience gathered during journeys 
across Europe and in a more relaxed journalistic genre, he speculated a little by comparing 
the French, German and English nature.2

At that time, Beneš considered himself primarily a scientist – sociologist. And even thought 
the interpretation of the concept of a nation or the process of formation of nations did not 
belong among his proile topics, he could hardly avoid such “national questions”. The argu-
ments of national programmes were based on ethnic and language criteria and at the same 
time, there was emphasis on “nation” as an idea of political unity and independency.3  “It may 
seem that the word nationality actually lacks from the scientiic and sociological perspective 
any meaning and content as a word,” Beneš wrote in his next article. “On the other hand, 
however, we see how strong this word is; it threatens states to collapse, it moves the entire 
world and a lot of blood is shed for it. Are all these ights not merely ights caused by a chi-
mera – do people not merely live here in a terrible illusion regarding national individualities 
which are today no longer existent?”4

The terms “nation” or “nationalism” and the formation process and function thereof are 
being studied in the long-term; yet still, there is a theoretical and terminological incoherence. 
Generally and in a simpliied way, there are different approaches between the two poles – ob-
jectivism and subjectivism. Objectivist authors emphasise the historical continuity and claim 
that nations have certain characteristics which can be recognised and described objectively, 
such as ethnic origin, region, certain awareness, language, institutions or rituals. According 
to subjectivist authors, the primarily criteria for existence of a nation is the feeling of identi-
ication and mutual belonging together.5

1 This study is published as a part of the project of the Czech Science Foundation, No. P410/10/1273 „Edvard 
Beneš, Němci a Německo“.

2 BENEŠ, E., Psychologie anglického lidu, in: Hlídka času, Vol. 4, 10. 2. 1909, No. 6, p. 1.

3 HOBSBAWM, E. J., Národy a nacionalismus od roku 1780. Program, mýtus, realita, Brno 2000, p. 22.

4 BENEŠ, E., Národnostní otázka po stránce sociologické, in: Hlídka času, Vol. 4, 14. 4. 1909, No. 14, p. 1.
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According to Eric Hobsbawm for example, neither subjective nor objective deinition of 
a nation are satisfactory, both approaches to a ixed deinition of this term are misleading. 
However, it is not the intent of this study to attempt to set an initial deinition. It analyses the 
ways young Edvard Beneš thought of a “nation” and “nationalism” as of explicative categories 
within the context of the debates of that time.6

*

The beginning of the 20th century saw the peak of political, social as well as cultural shift in 
the European society. There were tendencies towards rationalisation and demythologisation 
of the world leading to emancipation of thinking of individuals from traditional authorities. 
On the other hand, with the falling apart of traditions, the values common until that time 
became more relative. New forms of communication in mass societies caused ideologisation 
of terms and further nationalisation of life – and in such situation of “crises”, the general 
emancipation of Czech society was reaching its peak.

During the irst decade of the 20th century, Edvard Beneš (born 1884) studied at the uni-
versity and entered into the journalistic, scientiic as well as political life. A student of the 
Czech Faculty of Arts of what was at that time Charles–Ferdinand University in Prague, he 
could thanks to his studies travel and learn more about the western society. Between 1905 
and 1907, he spent three semesters at the Paris Sorbonne and at the same time, he travelled 
to England. He spent summer semester of 1908 visiting lectures in Berlin and the summer 
in Britain again.7

As he said he left to study in Paris as a “positivist radical”. He was “rather less emotional 
and more fond of reason, rationalism and even materialism” with an aversion towards religion 
due to anti-clergy self-education” and given the material circumstances during his studies, 
he was “pressured towards socialism”.8 He appreciated France as the bearer of “synthesis 
of modern civilisation” and admired Paris as the “city of lights”. And even though he was 
rather reserved in terms of unrestrained Paris manners, he would excuse such “French ec-
centricities” with “sympathy”. He was fascinated by the life there with its “revolutionary, 

5 SMITH, A. D., The Ethic Origins of Nations, Oxford and New York 1986, pp. 12an. Anthony D. Smith divides 
studying of the subject into several phases. Primordial (original, former, fundamental) view of nation predomi-
nated in 19th century. Primordialism is based on the idea that nation is a primary and unchanging, essential 
entity which one can and should „revive“. Another approach, perennialism (perennial = stable, lasting, eternal), 
appeared at the beginning of the 20th century. According to this view, nation is changing over time and is more 
of a socially and historically determined phenomenon, but still remains an ancient concept with an essential 
and unchangeable core. However in case of the old “historical” nations the process of formation was unwit-
ting, slow and indistinct, the development of the new nations is more dynamic. So called ethnosymbolism of 
the seventies and eighties of the 20th century stresses the continuity between ethnic groups and nations, and 
accents cultural and symbolic meanings (myths, traditions, rituals). The evolvement of the fourth “modernist” 
approach started in the sixties of the 20th century. It is possible to summarize by the statement of Ernest Gellner 
that “it is nationalism which engenders nations, and not the other way round“. Benedict Anderson speaks about 
nation as imagined community, within which the sense of belonging emerges even though its members cannot 
personally meet or get to know.

6 HOBSBAWM, E. J., op. cit., p. 13.

7 DEJMEK, J., Edvard Beneš. Politická biograie českého demokrata, I., Revolucionář a diplomat (1884–1935), 
Praha 2006, pp. 33–57.

8 BENEŠ, E., Několik slov o Masarykově vlivu na mládež, in: Česká mysl, Vol. 10, Král. Vinohrady 1910, p. 211. 
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democratic tradition” where you “feel its spirit everywhere, there is a call for loyalty to the 
national individuality, tradition, independency and freedom coming from everywhere.”9

Beneš summarised his experience from the British Islands in 1906 in a serial of reports 
“on social affairs in Britain”: “While after taking a walk in Paris, you remain with a feeling 
of fresh, lovely walk in your soul,” in London, “you feel disgust towards such life ... You will 
be disgusted, annoyed, these human labyrinths will evoke disgust and aversion,” he noted.10 
And despite the fact that his opinion towards the state of affairs in Britain improved after the 
election victory of liberals and socialists in 1906, the English nature “remained despite of 
careful observations a mystery given its strange character.”11 Regarding the “German spirit”, 
he appreciated “persistence, diligence and hard work”. He did consider the German empire 
a “realm of violence and power” criticising pan-Germanism and “the spectacular display of 
German power”. This however, should have its roots in the delayed democratisation of the 
local political system.12

As early as 1905 in Paris, he already planned a study trip to Russia. He hoped the local 
revolution would lead to liberalisation of universities. In Paris, he lived in Russian quarter in 
Rue Tournefort. Being confronted with the local Slavic emigrants, he compared not only the 
Czech mentality, but also Czech position in the world. His indings were rather sad. He had to 
cope with a certain feeling of national inferiority: “Today´s Russian countryman, muzhik, is 
much further than our relatively advanced one,” he complained to his brother Vojtěch. “You 
would not believe how they regard Czechs here – or rather disregard – no one, but really no 
one, knows us, they know nothing about us,” he added.13

Young socialist internationalist Beneš earned some extra money for his studies abroad by 
writing articles and reports for the social democratic Právo lidu and Rovnost. In these texts, 
there was irony regarding conservative and clergy circles across nations and as for foreign 
politics of each of the powers, he criticised the “ambitions of Berlin” as well as “imperialistic 
ambitions” embodied in the Entente Cordiale. The difference between imperialists of the two 
enemy blocks was merely a matter of propaganda: Whereas Edward VII covers diplomacy 
in “modern ideas and talks about peace, humanity, about progress”, the German emperor 
Wilhelm II approaches “everything with a drum” straight away.14

During his studies, Beneš’s originally internationalist opinions became more moderate. 
He liked neither radical resolutions of the Second International nor the attitude of the “ag-
gressive herd” of German social democrats. As he wrote to his brother Vojtěch, it was this 
“class chasing” he wanted to destroy, he wanted to “bring this entire tactics ad absurdum”. 

9 Archive of the Masaryk Institute and Archive of the ASCR (AUTGM), The Papers of Edvard Beneš, vol. IV/1, box 
153, manuscript of Ladislav Kunte „Do třiceti let“, pp. 74–75. ZEMAN, Z., Edvard Beneš. Politický životopis, 
Praha 2009, p. 22.

10 Ibid, p. 21, DEJMEK, J., op. cit., p. 43.  

11 BENEŠ, E., Psychologie..., p. 1.

12 HITCHCOCK, E. B., Edvard Beneš. Zasvětil jsem život míru, Krnov 2006. As Jindřich Dejmek points out, the 
claim about Beneš’s innate anti-germanism certainly has no validity. DEJMEK, J., op. cit., p. 49.

13 AUTGM, Beneš, vol. IV/1, box 153, manuscript of Ladislav Kunte, pp. 57–59.

14 BENEŠ, E., Po konferenci míru, in: Právo lidu, Vol. 16, 2. 11. 1907, No. 303, pp. 1–2.
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Therefore, he moved his reformist socialist viewpoints closer to “realism” of the Czech progres-
sive party and started to write articles and studies for realistic journals Čas and Česká mysl.15

Opinion shift is traceable also in his dissertation theses. He defended the irst one in 1908 
at the Dijon University. It dealt with Czech position within the Austrian-Hungarian state and 
in line with socialist and realistic viewpoints, Beneš inclined towards solving the national issue 
by means of natural law. At that time, the young sociologist did not believe in “dislocation de 
l’Autriche” since “historical as well as industrial bonds were too strong”.16 Solutions provided 
by the Czech “conservative politics” which concentrated on the restoration of Historical Czech 
State Rights17 were too formal and supericial according to Beneš and as such they would not 
solve the problem in its essence.

“The national issue ... is based purely on natural law,” proclaimed Beneš. Own “Czech 
state” was not a priority for him. The political sovereignty should be expressed and fulilled 
by participation of individuals in public life. Beneš used the term “progress” in his argu-
mentation, this being complementary to consistent democratisation and decentralisation of 
political life. He saw the solution of the relationship between the universality of “progress” 
and individuality of a nation in “principles” “left to us by the French revolution and won for 
us by the French people and its blood.”18

Beneš explained the “national movement” by political individualism, as discussed in his 
second dissertation thesis defended at the Prague University in 1909. “Nation” did not equal 
to “state” in his view, however as “each individual has the right to free development, each 
nation should have the same”. “The highest good and power is the Individual! ... I do recog-
nise my own individuality as well as individuality of all others,” he noted down at that time.19

In 1907 the universal suffrage for Imperial Council was passed. Beneš was optimistic and 
saw this as an important step in solving the national issue in Czech lands. As an example, he 
mentioned Belgian Flemings who fought “very vigorously” until the Belgian state changed 
over individual national entities “as a result of the modern social tendency”. The same would 
in his opinion apply to Czech Germans: “It is not possible to demand from the Germans to 
accept Czech state, non-democratic, unfair, and full of political inequalities and class as well 
as national unfairness,” he proclaimed in 1908 in a meeting of the local organisation of the 
Czech progressive party in Královské Vinohrady. “In such state, the majority would neces-
sarily be an oppressor of the minority,” he explained and added: “The entire world tends 
towards democratism ... and the entire German society will hold on and must hold on, if it 
wants to avoid its doom.”20

15 MACKENZIE, C., Dr Benes, London 1946, p. 49; MAJEWSKI, P. M., Edvard Beneš i kwestia niemiecka 
w Czechach, Warszawa 2001, p. 45; ZEMAN, Z., p. 24.

16 DEJMEK, J., op. cit., p. 52; MAJEWSKI, P. M., op. cit., p. 43.

17 State Rights were a political conception drawn up by Czech national politicians and Czech historical nobility 
which demanded the restitution of the Czech historical state rights, i.e. dynastic recognition of the ancient 
rights of the Lands of the Bohemian Crown, in partial form also rights of the Kingdom of Bohemia, within the 
framework of Habsburg monarchy.

18 BENEŠ, E., Otázka národnostní, Královské Vinohrady 1908, pp. 6–7.

19 AUTGM, Beneš, vol. IV/1, box 17, „Poznámky o národnostní otázce“.

20 BENEŠ, E., Otázka národnostní, p. 11 and 15.
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*

“I do ask for respect for my individuality – entirely!” Beneš held civil liberties to be the “el-
ementary solution of the national issue”. However if nation did not equal to state in his view, 
what would form a nation and deine it and mark its boundaries?

Later on, Beneš recalled mainly Paris lectures by Émile Durkheim and Henri Bergson. He 
denied Bergson’s critique of analytical rationalism; however he felt inspired by his intuitiv-
ism. And as for relections regarding genesis of nations, the student from “the East” agreed 
with both thinkers in their polemic with anthropologic, biologic trends of the time which 
proposed inequality of races.21 The purely ethnic concept of a nation was not suficient for 
Beneš in order to explain the “entire issue”. In the ancient times and middle ages, put he down 
in his handwritten notes, race, language or geography would be suficient to distinguish a 
nation, however in the course of “mental cultivation” nations gradually evolve into entities 
with unique characteristics.22

Beneš tried to sort out his thoughts and ind a more solid theoretical frame of some sort. 
It is dificult to evidence his immediate inspirations since neither in his notes nor in his jour-
nalistic essays on “nationality issues” does he quote the sources.23 What remains certain is 
that he was inspired by propositions questioning a pure biologic and racial interpretation of 
the genesis of nations as discussed also on the pages of Česká mysl.

A well-known and inluential concept in this respect is the view of the Austrian sociologist 
Ludwig Gumplowicz. As a social Darwinist, he did explain the genesis of individual groups 
by mutual conlicts and the internal stabilisation by blending of particular signs. However as 
Gumplowicz refused the purely biological interpretation of race as a main explanatory factor 
of human actions and human character, Beneš listed him in 1911 in one of his articles among 
the ones who have the potential to contribute to “successful and harmonious coexistence of 
different races.”24

Beneš was engaged with the socialisation process mainly because of identity issues. An 
individual can “change” the national identity, however only one national identity can be pre-
sent at a time. As an example, Beneš mentions contemporary disputes regarding the Jewish 

21 The thesis which proposed inequality of races were held for example by French anthropologists Arthur Gob-
ineau, Georges de Lapouge nebo Gustave Le Bon, see BENEŠ, E., Kongres lidských plemen v Londýně, in: Čas, 
Vol. 25, 26. 7. 1911, No. 204, pp. 1–2, ibid, 1. 8. 1911, No. 210, pp. 1–2, ibid, 2. 8. 1911, No. 211, pp. 1–2, ibid, 
9. 8. 1911, No. 218, pp. 1–2, ibid, 11. 8. 1911, No. 220, pp. 1–2. To his studium at Sorbonna cf. MAJEWSKI, 
P. M., op. cit., p. 43 and to his „philosophical training“ BENEŠ, E., Světová válka a naše revoluce, I., Praha 
1928, pp. 8–5.

22 AUTGM, Beneš, vol. IV/1, box 17, „Poznámky o národnostní otázce“.

23 There were no quotations in Česká mysl 1908–1911 but some bibliography occasionally appeared, e. g. to 
G. Le Bon´s Psychologické zákony vývoje národů, A. Sorel´s Die Probleme der Geschichtsphilosophie, G. Simmel´s 
Soziologie, Précis de sociologie, L. Gummplowicz´s La lutte des races a Sociologie et politique, E. Renan´s Qu' 
est ce qu' une nation or to Raoul de La Grasserie´s Du principe sociologique des nationalites.

24 To discussion in Česká mysl see also BLÁHA, A., Národnost ze stanoviska sociologického, in: Česká mysl, Vol. 
10, 1910, pp. 289–299 and 367–375. BENEŠ, E., Kongres lidských plemen v Londýně, in: Čas, Vol. 25, 26. 7. 
1911, No. 204, p. 1. Newly HAVELKA, M., Dějiny a smysl. Obsahy, akcenty a posuny „české otázky“ 1895–1989, 
Praha 2001, pp. 30–32.
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question considering these to be “ridiculous” since “people are arguing about something you 
cannot argue about”. A Jew can proclaim to be a Jew, Czech or German. “However, it is not 
possible to speak of Czech or German Jews, since everyone can be only a Jew or a Czech or at 
the most, such as Americans, “a temporarily appearance”. Czech Jewish movement means 
imperfection, non-courage. A Czech Jew is neither Czech nor Jew!” highlighted Beneš in 
his notes.25

According to Beneš, individuals reach sovereignty through the nation they are part of - and 
at the same time, they can change nationality. It thus remains a question, to which extend 
are they autonomous when choosing identity, to which extend are they interconnected with 
their nation or simply to which extend is such choice deliberate.26

Here an interesting comparison can be made with the concept of the French sociologist 
Ernest Renan and his deinition of a nation as an “everyday plebiscite”. Renan’s texts were 
known also in the Czech environment, they were quoted also on pages of Česká mysl. However, 
as stressed by Martin Profant, the voluntaristic viewpoint of Renan´s concept of a nation re-
mains often overestimated in the Czech context until today.  As still referred to, in his lecture 
he defended French right to Alsace; yet the other side of his interpretation gets lost: humans 
are beings conditioned by relationship, history as well as culture and therefore the “choice” 
of nationality cannot be purely improvised.27

Renan´s nation is not an “imagined community” and it is not a non-binding community. 
A person does proclaim to be of certain nationality, however nation is something which goes 
beyond him: “A person, does not improvise. The one thing is the common ownership of large 
heritage of memories, the other, that is current agreement, the desire to live together, to in-
crease the value of accepted indivisible heritage. Nation, the same as individual, is a result of 
long history, past efforts, victims and loyalty. The ancestor cult is the more legitimate one,” 
declared Renan in 1882 in his Sorbonne lecture What is a nation?28

Should Renan´s metaphor of a nation as a large, “sympathetic” and at the same time ”non-
improvised being” inspire Beneš, then it was surely by claims regarding a “much more gentle” 
essence of a nation. According to Beneš as well, nation cannot be seen only as an “association” 
of people with something in common (race and language) because „perhaps only primitive 
tribes and nations thought in such a way“. The essence of nationality is not given by the fact 
whether something is alike or different but by the fact that “it is its own – individual”. “Some 
elements are part of my individual and are the ones that characterise nationality,” noted Beneš. 
In his opinion, to proclaim to be of a certain nationality is an issue of autonomous decision, 
yet this happens based on more subtle, deeper, substantial reasons.29

25 Ibid.

26 Ibid.

27 PROFANT, M. (ed.), Národ a občanství. Čítanka textů, Praha 2008, pp. 101–132. 

28 Ibid, pp. 106–108.

29 AUTGM, vol. IV/1, box 17, „Poznámky o národnostní otázce“.
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*

“Psychology of nations ... is really an extraordinary interesting subject and often leads people 
to solutions to problems seemingly unsolvable,” informed Beneš in 1909 readers of Hlídka 
času of the new scientiic discipline. The discipline analysed “attributes of a nation” and 
through “generalisations” formed conclusions: “The characteristics of this nation is such 
that it inclines towards relections, philosophizing, it is rude, rough or soft and sensible.” 
Beneš worked with the concept of “much more subtle” essence of nationality and referred 
to sociological-philosophical debate on the “spirit of nation” of the time.30

This term (“esprit”, or “esprit de la nation”) was used in relationship to religion, manners, 
life style and laws of a certain country already by Montesquieu. The term “spirit of nation” 
(“Geist des Volkes”) or “genius of a nation” (“Genius eines Volkes”) was used as an equivalent 
to the national character by Johann G. Herder. The irst one, however, who have consistently 
worked with the term and gave it a solid philosophical base was Hegel. His “Volksgeist”, 
supra-personal, objective reality is substantial and almost identical with the nature of indi-
vidual members of a nation and organises its “internal order”.31

“I do not acknowledge Hegel´s dialectics, yet there is something right about it,” said Beneš 
later as he studied attempts to establish the study of “national psychology” as a social sci-
ence.32 These attempts were made in the middle of 19th century by German psychologists 
Moritz Lazarus and Heymann Steinthal as they tried to use methods of natural sciences to 
“unveil the laws of mental activity” of nations. Towards the end of the 19th century, the Leipzig 
psychologist Wilhelm Wundt partly continued in this way in the German speaking area33. 
Wundt understood under “Völkerpsychologie” cultural and historical analysis of the “spirit 
of nation”, primarily based on “language, myths, religion or art”. He linked his concept to a 
system of norms and deliberate practices of individuals as well as groups. “Collective soul” 
thanks to its extend and importance of its manifestations was more obvious to him.34

And it was the “psychology of nation”, discussed on pages of Česká mysl and Hlídka času,35 
that was in Beneš´s opinion a subject “actually highly interesting”: “Today, individual nations 
are not distinguished at all by physiology”, yet there are “huge differences in terms of psychol-
ogy,” he wrote in 1909. “The spirit of a nation is the only characteristic which differentiates 
it from the opponent,” and “national psychology is thus the only science which can discuss 
the national issue from this sociological perspective”.36

30 BENEŠ, E., Psychologie…, p. 1.

31 GROßMANN, A., „Volksgeist – Grund einer praktischen Welt oder metaphysische Spukgestalt? Anmerkungen 
zur Problemgeschichte eines nicht nur Hegelschen Theorems“, in: Metaphysik der praktischen Welt. Perspektiven 
im Anschluß an Hegel und Heidegger, ed. by A. Großmann and C. Jamme, Amsterdam 2000, pp. 62–67.

32 National Archives Prague, AHR, box 83, Hubert Ripka´s record of conversation with Beneš of July 10th 1936.

33 In the Czech context, the French conservative concept by Gustav le Bon was known; his work was translated 
to Czech in 1897. Le BON, G., Psychologické zákony vývoje národů, Praha 1898, pp. 144–148. According to 
the author „psychological characteristics“ of a nation are changing just like the anatomical species „by slow 
accumulations of centuries”.

34 GROßMANN, A., „Volksgeist…, pp. 67–70. See also HAVELKA, M., op. cit., pp. 27–28.

35 Česká mysl, Vol. 10, Král. Vinohrady 1909, Fr. Krejčí’s review, pp. 181–186, 262–267 and 395–398.

36 BENEŠ, E., Národnostní otázka po stránce sociologické, pp. 1–2.
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For example, whether a Czech upon marrying into a German family will proclaim to be 
a German, that is according to Beneš not decided only by “objective” characteristics (remains 
of racial elements, language, religion or historic compassion); these have a meaning, yet 
merely secondary”. Parts of our individual are also formed by some elements which are at the 
same time characteristics of a nation – and these “do not manifest only in language, history 
or race”. “Every individuality” on the other hand, is relected in “national psychology”, in 
“mentality” deined as “peculiar state of mind” arising within the culture. The “peculiarity of 
individual” corresponds to the “spirit of nation”. “The uniqueness of an individual, its own 
himself, is always within the spirit [of a nation] – this being even more true today,” wrote 
Beneš down in his notes.37

Beneš – not even thirty years of age – did not study the concept of a nation in a systematic 
way. His thoughts present primarily a synthesis of his readings of contemporary literature 
in the ield of sociology. Even though he paid little attention to methodological processes in 
his considerations, he intuitively saw certain risks related to “psychology”. As he pointed 
out, everyone adopts for their own nation such character that would represent the ideal of 
entire humankind the best. In Beneš’s opinion, these were the French during the 18th century 
who considered their “spirit” to be “generally human”. Germans followed in the upcoming 
century: “Fichte proclaimed this in his speeches to the German nation; Schelling as Fichte´s 
successor, Hegel and many more philosophers repeat this until today,” he warned against 
theories related to “national and racial superiority”.38

The belief that it was psychology to become the basis of social sciences generally gained 
opposition at that time. For example W. Dilthey questioned the concept of “spirit of nation” 
saying it does search for scientiic laws, yet arrives rather at mystique criteria. Psychologism 
was generally refused as an approach which is too reductive – similarly to the deep crisis of 
conservative historicism which preceded shortly before that time claiming that history can 
reach the highest degree of understanding of human questions with state or nation as the 
central scientiic starting points.39 

For all that, intellectual discussion regarding the nature of nations appeared even more 
relevant at a time of rising international tensions than before.40 In the Czech context, we saw 
the beginnings of the “dispute over the meaning of Czech history”. Within this dispute, Tomáš 
G. Masaryk interpreted the concept of a nation based on Czech history as uniform events 
carried by the idea of humanity – a speciically Czech contribution to the humankind. Beneš, 
who was to become Masaryk´s close colleague, supposedly never accepted his interpretation 
“for hundred percent”.  As he declared in 1909 in Česká mysl, he originally felt “instinctive 
antipathy” towards Masaryk´s thoughts as a student and searched for arguments against 
his humanity, his Czech question, his religious viewpoint”. But at the same time, he also 

37 Ibid and AUTGM, vol. IV/1, box 17, „Poznámky o národnostní otázce“.

38 BENEŠ, E., Psychologie…, p. 1.

39 HAVELKA, M., op. cit., p. 28.

40 Beneš relected on the discussion also in wartime Německá věda a válka, in: Čas, Vol. 28, 17. 10. 1914, No. 390, 
Příloha II, pp. 1–2, ibid, 24. 10. 1914, No. 406, Příloha II, pp. 1–2.
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named the reasons why his thoughts provided him inspiration: “Yet I have spent some time 
abroad where I started to perceive my own and our Czech character much more as well as 
the Czech humanity as I lived among Frenchmen, Englishmen and Germans and observed 
these in their everyday lives.“41

*

Whereas for Masaryk the “national question” was subordinate to issues of morality, the focus 
of Beneš’s activism lied somewhere else. His thoughts were more practically oriented. Tension 
between universality and individuality of a nation did not present such a challenge for him 
since this would be solved by democratisation and decentralisation of the political system in 
the frame of his “individualistic philosophy”. And despite the fact that he gradually moved 
away from his strictly materialistic positions, his premise was the “progressive” assump-
tion of growing political awareness. As socialist and “realist” he used the term “progress” 
in his argumentation which was complementary to the formation of the public. As he was 
convinced at that time, democratisation of the Austrian-Hungarian state was still possible. 
For him, nation thus did not equal to state.

Beneš considered himself primarily a sociologist. In the course of his studies abroad he had 
the opportunity to become acquainted with western literature. As freshly graduated doctor 
of philosophy he later relected on the Czech discussion as he joined it on pages of the Česká 
mysl and Hlídka času journals. Within the mentioned classiication of study of nations, as 
further developed by Anthony D. Smith, Beneš’s thoughts could be classiied as perennial-
ist approach characteristic for the time. Beneš did perceive some nations as old-fashioned 
categories, yet these develop though out the history.  Whereas in case of the so called “old, 
historic nations” Beneš sees the process of formation to be slow and unintended, in case of 
the “new, artiicial” ones the genesis is “faster and clearer”.

In Beneš’s “national philosophy”, the individuality of a person complements with the in-
dividuality of a nation. For this reason, Beneš perceives nation also as a practical category. An 
individual can always have only one national identity, yet this can be changed. However one 
cannot deliberately proclaim to belong to a certain nationality; this is based upon more subtle 
and deeper, substantial reasons. Beneš did not use primarily ethnic and language arguments. 
The essence of a nation is relected in its culture. It is a psychological process – not based 
upon whether something is alike or not, based on that something “is as it is – individual.”

In the beginning, Beneš radically refused Historical Czech State Rights as the starting 
point. However he inally changed this opinion in the course of 1913-1914 as he grew more 
certain after the failure of Czech German compensation negations and the beginning of the 
War that it was not possible to introduce “full democracy” within Austria-Hungary. Beneš the 
sociologist inally becomes Beneš the politician (despite the fact that he would still consider 
himself a scientist until his death). His later texts related to the “national issue” dating to the 
period of the War are propagandistic in the irst place.

41 BENEŠ, E., Několik slov…, pp. 211–213.
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Abstract
“I Do Ask for Respect for My Entire Individuality!” 
Young Edvard Beneš’s Thoughts on Nation and Nationalism (1905–1911)

The study analyses the ways young Edvard Beneš thought of a “nation” and “nationalism” as of 

explicative categories between 1905 and 1911. It focuses on his theoretical frame, how he explained 

the “national movement”, “national question” and characterised nationality within the context 

of the debates at that time.
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The Reception of the Locarno Conference in 
the Czechoslovak Press1

Lukáš Novotný, Hana Peštová

With the end of the First World War, when Europe had to recover from the bloodiest conlict 
in its history, most people longed for a sense of security and believed that anything similar 
would never happen again. In the early 1920s, several efforts were made to establish a collecti-
ve security system under the auspices of the League of Nations (the Draft Treaty of Mutual 
Assistance, the Geneva Protocol2), but all of them were rejected by London from different 
reasons. It was only willing to participate in the project of guaranteeing the western borders 
of France and Belgium, which stood outside of the League of Nations.3

After deinitely refusing the Geneva Protocol in March 1925, the British government decided 
that the best means of achieving European security would be the German proposal of January 
1925 – in January 1925, Berlin sent a memorandum to London, expressing its willingness to 
make a pact upon which the powers interested in the Rhine, particularly Great Britain, France, 
Belgium, Italy and Germany, would undertake not to wage war against signatory countries. 
At this point, the British Cabinet and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Austen Chamb-
erlain understood that French-German relations represented a neuralgic point in terms of 
security in Europe and that the only possible way to improve not only these relations but also 
the situation on the Continent was making a pact providing for Germany’s western border.4

This policy came to fruition in October 1925 (5th–16th) in Locarno,5 a city situated in 
southern Switzerland, in the Italian-speaking canton of Ticino, on the north shore of Lake 
Maggiore at the foot of the Alps. In total, nine conference sessions and a number of informal 
consultations were held, with representatives of Poland and Czechoslovakia (Aleksander Józef 
Skrzyński and Edvard Beneš) participating in two of them, though playing only a secondary 
role. Positions of the Polish and Czechoslovak foreign ministers in the talks signiied a return 
to the times of the Concert of Great Powers. Skrzyński and Beneš were only invited to the 

1 This study is a part of the grant project SGS-2012-035 Ohlas účasti Velké Británie na konferenci v Locarnu 
v československém tisku, which the author conducts at Department of History, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts, 
University of West Bohemia in Pilsen.

2 Compare NOVOTNÝ, L., Konzervativní vláda Stanleyho Baldwina a její odmítnutí Ženevského protokolu. 
Příspěvek k pokusům o vytvoření kolektivní bezpečnosti ve dvacátých letech 20. století, in: KOVÁŘ, M. – NÁLEV-
KA, V (eds.), „Dvacáté století“. Ročenka Semináře nejnovějších dějin Ústavu světových dějin Filozoické fakulty 
Univerzity Karlovy v Praze, 2006, pp. 117–153.

3 While the Labourists and Liberals welcomed the idea of a new organisation, the attitude of the Conservative 
Party and conservative press was different. Compare NOVOTNÝ, L., Velká Británie, Konzervativní strana 
a vznik Společnosti národů, in: Historický obzor, Vol. 21, 2010, No. 7/8, pp. 178–188.

4 Compare NOVOTNÝ, L., Velká Británie a cesta k Rýnskému garančnímu paktu, in: Dvacáté století – The 
Twentieth Century, 2011, No. 1, p. 72.

5 To the Locarno Conference compare for example NOVOTNÝ, L., Velká Británie a konference v Locarnu 1925, 
in: Moderní dějiny. Časopis pro dějiny 19. a 20. století, Vol. 18, 2010, No. 2, pp. 23–49; FERIANCOVÁ, A., 
(Ne)nájdená bezpečnost. Československo, Nemecko a úpravy medzinárodného systému v Európe 1922–1926, 
Nitra 2010, pp. 161–179; BŘACH, R., Die Tschechoslowakei und Locarno, München 2011, pp. 294–330.
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penultimate plenary session, where they were informed that negotiations of the security pact, 
the main reason why the great powers convened, were inished and arbitration treaties were 
now on the agenda.6

Assessing the Locarno Conference, it has to be noted that this was the irst time since the 
end of the War that the issue of collective security was not dealt with under the auspices of 
the League of Nations,7 but outside of it. Great powers took over the reins of negotiation.8 
The position of the German delegation in negotiations, conidential consultations between 
top representatives of Great Britain, Germany and France and, last but not least, the role of 
observers assigned not only the Polish and Czechoslovak representatives seemed to return 
history back to the times of the great power policy of the 19th century.9

The result of the Locarno Conference signiied success particularly for Great Britain and 
Germany. London achieved almost everything that was important to it – an agreement between 
Berlin and Paris on the acceptance of the status quo on the Rhine, a promise of Germany’s 
joining the League of Nations and resistance to French requests for engagement in, from its 
point of view, peripheral territories of Central and Eastern Europe. London thus became an 
intermediary between France and Germany, which allowed it to determine independently the 
degree to which it would guarantee European security. Britain did not have to limit its interests 
in any way (London did not sign any arbitration treaty and reserved all rights to decide upon 
its discretion), maintaining its role of an arbiter on European matters.10 Germany, on the 
other hand, achieved a guarantee of inviolability of its western border, with France no longer 
able to repeat January 1923 and the Ruhrland occupation; the Locarno talks represented 
its political and legal equality, and even interpretation of Article 16 of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations did not seem hopeless for Berlin. Last but not least, it has to be mentioned 
that Berlin initiated the Locarno Conference with its memorandum of January 1925.11 In the 
public view, Germany also presented its preparedness to acknowledge the parts of the Treaty 

6 While arbitration treaties between Germany and France and between Germany and Belgium elaborated on 
Article 3 of the Rhineland Pact “and were a natural amendment to the obligation to respect the status quo 
and not to resort to weapons…, arbitration treaties signed in Locarno by Poland and Czechoslovakia lacked 
a similar link to the guarantee pact”. BŘACH, R., Československo a Evropa v polovině dvacátých let, Praha, 
Litomyšl 1996, p. 318.

7 These efforts culminated in the Geneva Protocol.

8 Compare MCKERCHER, B. J. C., Austen Chamberlain and the Continental Balance of Power: Strategy, Stabil-
ity, and the League of Nations, 1924–1929, in: Diplomacy and Statecraft, Vol. 14, June 2003, No. 2, p. 216.

9 “The Threaty of Locarno was intended to be a surrogate for the aborted Geneva Protocol. But, as the historio-
graphical consensus now recognises with the beneit of hindsight, what was agreed at a Swiss lakeside resort on 
16 October 1925 was nothing more or less than an old-fashioned compact among the major European powers, 
heirs of the nineteenth-century Concert of Europe.” CASSELS, A., Locarno: Early Test of Fascist Intentions, in: 
Locarno Revisited: European Diplomacy 1920–1929, ed. by JOHNSON, G., London, New York 2004, p. 81.

10 Some opinions label Locarno as the greatest success of the British diplomacy between the wars. Compare 
for example The Austen Chamberlain Diary Letters. The Correspondence of Sir Austen Chamberlain with his 
Sisters Hilda and Ida, 1916–1937, ed. by SELF, R., Cambridge 1995, p. 269. Locarno was an ideal solution for 
London, because it guaranteed security in Western Europe without the necessity to accept military obligations. 
SPäTER, J., Vansittart. Britische Debatten über Deutsche und Nazis 1902–1945, Göttingen 2003, p. 57.

11 Compare JOHNSON, G., “Das Kind” Revisited: Lord D’Abernon and German Security Policy 1922–1925, in: 
Contemporary European History, Vol. 9, 2000, No. 2, p. 212.
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of Versailles which concerned its western border. France was less successful. The factual 
equalization of previously ostracized Germany weakened its political power; its efforts to 
convince Britain to be more active east of the Rhine failed, and Germany’s arbitration treaties 
with Poland and Czechoslovakia were only guaranteed by France alone.12 There is an opinion 
that France had to accept the Locarno arrangement, for it was aware that London would offer 
nothing more at that point.

*

How did the Czechoslovak public or, more precisely, the Czechoslovak press perceive the 
events in Locarno, Switzerland? On one hand, talks between the great powers of Great Britain, 
Germany and France did not directly affect Prague, as they primarily concerned an agree-
ment on a status quo on Germany’s western border; however, Czechoslovakia as a state that 
has arisen from the Versailles system had to respond very sensitively to any possible modi-
ications thereof. The study aims at mapping the response of selected Czechoslovak press 
to the Locarno Conference. Authors decided to focus on left-wing periodicals (České slovo, 
Právo lidu) and traditional non-partisan newspapers (Národní politika).13 The period of the 
First Czechoslovak Republic was characteristic by periodicals which ideologically fell under 
particular political parties and which were published nationwide. They became not only the 
main information channels of the political parties, but also a source of information and news 
on domestic and international affairs. České slovo was a newspaper of the Československá 
strana socialistická (Czechoslovak Socialist Party, renamed Czechoslovak National Soci-
alist Party in 1926), while Právo lidu represented the central organ of the Československá 
sociálně demokratické strana dělnická (Czechoslovak Social Democratic Workers’ Party). 
Both České slovo and Právo lidu were published twice a day (the morning issue contained the 
latest information and events of the previous day, while the evening issue usually presented 
additional information often coming from international periodicals). Národní politika was 
one of the non-partisan periodicals, offering commentaries taken over from large European 
dailies, which brought a more comprehensive picture of current happenings, particularly when 
important international events such as the Locarno Conference took place. The course of the 
Conference was watched by almost the entire world since the treaties signed there affected 
not only the policy of western powers, but also the situation in the East (relations between 
Germany and the Soviet Union).

Conference Opening Full of Speculations and Deliberations

The Locarno Conference was oficially opened by the local mayor Giovani Battista Rusca on 
5th October 1925 at 11 am. From the very beginning, Czechoslovak newspapers accentuated 
the signiicance of the conference as one of the most important political moments since the 
signing of the Treaty of Versailles. For the new state, this was an event that had to be closely 
watched and that inluenced the Republic’s fate in the future – the end of Germany’s ostra-

12 This happened based on special treaties between France and Poland and France and Czechoslovakia.

13 Right-wing periodicals (Venkov, Lidové listy, Národní listy) will be discussed in a separate paper.
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cism, its accession to the League of Nations, as well as Great Britain’s negative position on 
obligations in Central Europe.14 However, České slovo could not refrain from some scepticism 
– similar conferences had been convened many times and their outcomes were then meagre, 
it claimed.15

The Conference began in a friendly spirit, also in the view of Foreign Secretary Austen 
Chamberlain. Upon previous arrangements, he took the chair and agreed with others that 
it would be best to proceed immediately. Negotiations of the security pact were based on 
the results of a legal experts’ meeting of 4th September 1925.16 The French foreign minister 
Aristide Briand and German Chancellor Hans Luther then took the loor. Both declared to do 
their best not only to reach an agreement, but also to prevent Europe’s division into a camp 
of winners and a camp of losers, Chamberlain wrote.17

The period press monitored the Conference happenings with due attention, often publishing 
details of particular articles of the negotiated documents. Sensational news about deinitely 
authentic wording of the treaties published in Italian newspapers emerged in the course of 
the Conference. However, subsequent examination led many journalists to the conclusion 
that this information was only an attempt by the Italian press for a journalistic sensation. The 
uproar that this claim caused at the beginning of the Conference forced Italian newspapers 
to take everything back and publish an apology.18 After this scandal which, however, was 
not so signiicant as to overshadow the discussion of the problematic points, everybody was 
more careful from whom they took over information and how they presented it. Some dailies 
(particularly the national ones) frequently took advantage of the talkativeness of politicians 
participating in the Conference, publishing their interviews and speeches – Czechoslovak 
dailies most commonly published speeches by Edvard Beneš.

The Most Important Points of the Conference and the German Delegation 

as a Key Player

From the beginning of the Conference, Czechoslovak newspapers understood that the most 
important issues on discussion would be Germany’s accession to the League of Nations (LoN) 
and French guarantee of German-Polish and German-Czechoslovak arbitration treaties. Accor-

14 “If we have said that a policy of waiting is our task now, then this is right in that we should wait with our decision. 
However, we must not be waiting inactively; we must not rely on anything. The task of our foreign policy is now 
to ascertain what the great countries are intending to do and where the development of the current situation 
is headed.” Národní politika, 4th October 1925, p. 2; compare also Večerník Práva lidu, 5th October 1925, p. 2. 
However, on the following day, the newspaper expressed some scepticism, critically assessing the progress of 
the conference, likely to be dominated by British policy led by Foreign Secretary Austen Chamberlain, which 
was directed against Russia according to the daily. Compare Právo lidu, 6th October 1925, p. 1.

15 České slovo, 6th October 1925, p. 1.

16 Compare NOVOTNÝ, L., On the Journey to the Rhineland Pact. Contribution to the Study of British perception 
of the Problem of Collective Security in the 1920’s, in: Öt Kontinents. Az Új-és Jelenkori Egyetemes Történeti 
Tanszék tudományos közleményei. Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem 2009, Budapest: ELTE Bölcsészet-
tudományi Kar (Facultas Philosophiae), pp. 369–383.

17 The National Archives, London, Kew, (hereinafter TNA), FO 371/10741, C 12598/459/18, Telegram from 
Mr. Chamberlain (Locarno), October 5th, 1925.

18 České slovo, 8th October 1925, p. 1.
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ding to Národní politika, Berlin refused to associate the western pact with a potential eastern 
pact.19 České slovo, in accord with its political conviction, criticized German nationalists who, 
as a ruling party, allegedly kept instructing the German delegation in Locarno to be unyielding 
in negotiations on arbitration treaties with Poland and Czechoslovakia.20

However, the German delegation’s position was not easy. Foreign Minister Gustav Stre-
semann and Chancellor Hans Luther faced rough threats and after brief hesitation, they had 
to surrender and accept police surveillance.21 Separate arbitration treaties with the western 
neighbours – France and Belgium – were approved by the German delegation without any 
major objections, for this was just a inal conirmation of already formulated and deined 
stipulations that suited all involved parties. The issue of Germany’s eastern border was natu-
rally of much greater interest for Czechoslovak journalists. The headlines not only illustrate 
the course of negotiations with the Czechoslovak delegation led by Edvard Beneš, who was 
accompanied, for example, by Dr. Jan Krčmář, but the articles often do not require extensive 
commentary since their headings reveal to the attentive reader much of the content: “In the 
Decisive Stage”,22 “Dr. Beneš’ Negotiations with Stresemann”,23 “Still Questionable Article 
16”24 or “Decision Lies with Germany”.25

Leader of the Czechoslovak delegation Edvard Beneš arrived to Locarno in the afterno-
on on 7th October 1925. České slovo informed its readers that he was accompanied by his 
wife.26 Czechoslovak Foreign Minister only met with his German colleague four days later, 
and České slovo informed: “It dealt with questions of the Locarno talks and an arbitration 
treaty between Czechoslovakia and Germany. The ministers agreed that meetings of both 
parties’ legal experts were to begin on Monday.”27 Czechoslovak newspapers naturally took 
very detailed notice of the Czechoslovak delegation’s activities and talks with important 
politicians (Stresemann, Chamberlain, and Briand). Nevertheless, at the beginning of the 
second October decade, commentaries on foreign policy in the Czechoslovak press began to 
merge with a great domestic topic – parliamentary election.28 Despite this, Národní politika 
claimed that arbitration treaties between Germany and Poland and between Germany and 

19 Národní politika, 6th October, p. 1. Compare also Večerník Práva lidu, 8th October 1925, p. 1: “However, Germans 
were unyielding in the issue of a relation between the western pact and eastern arbitration treaties.”

20 České slovo, 8th October 1925, p. 1. On German newspapers’ discontent with connecting the western pact with 
eastern arbitration treaties compare ibidem or Právo lidu, 10th October 1925, p. 1.

21 “It does not need to be pointed out that these threats came from radical right-wing circles.” Národní politika, 
6th October 1925, p. 1; compare also Právo lidu, 7th October 1925, p. 1. The press even published (fallacious) 
reports that Gustav Stresemann had been assassinated. Compare Národní politika, 7th October, p. 1.

22 České slovo, 10th October 1925, p. 1.

23 Pondělník Českého slova, 12th October 1925, p. 1.

24 České slovo, 13th October 1925, p. 1.

25 Ibid, 14th October 1925, p. 2.

26 Compare ibid, 8th October 1925, p. 1. The paper paid increased attention to Beneš, which is understandable 
since it was an organ of the National Socialists.

27 Pondělník Českého slova, 12th October 1925, p. 1; compare also Národní politika, 12th October, p. 1.

28 Compare for example Národní politika, 11th October 1925, p. 1.
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Czechoslovakia could be discussed as early as on Tuesday, 13th October. The article author, 
Lev Borský, demanded that “our alliance with France remain in full force” and that Austria 
be not annexed by Germany. If, in addition, Berlin promised not to attack us, Borský wrote, 
this would be “good protection for us for several years to come”.29

Over time, reporters began to spread rumours about a near end of the Conference which, 
however, was dependent on the decisiveness or position of the German delegation. Left-wing 
periodicals adopted slightly sharper rhetoric on “deliberate” delays by the German delegation. 
On 12th October, German State Secretary Franz Kempner suddenly left Locarno for Berlin to 
“notify other members of the German Cabinet of the situation in negotiations,” as the daily 
České slovo put it.30 The daily further informed that Kempner was also to meet President Paul 
von Hindenburg, and meetings with leaders of the parties represented in the government 
could not be excluded as well.31 In particular, German nationalists, i.e. representatives of the 
German National People’s Party (Deutschnationale Volkspartei), were the source of delays 
and dificulties in the conference talks according to the Czechoslovak press, which often 
attacked them sharply. Právo lidu was much harsher in its criticism than České slovo, who-
se editors frequently just stated certain facts without further elaborating on them. Národní 
politika avoided expressing its political sympathies, if possible, even though the daily stated 
that the Conference was certainly to be extended at least by one day.32

On 14th October 1925, Národní politika noted that Germany was going to join the LoN with 
no preliminary conditions. It referred to the agency Havas and the Morning Post. Právo lidu 
informed in a similar spirit, quoting Foreign Minister Briand: “We are on a good path. We 
have taken a substantial step forward in the question of Germany’s accession to the League 
of Nations.”33 On the following day, it conirmed this information: “Today’s reports from 
Locarno are one-upping each other in their optimistic views of the situation. Newspaper 
correspondents are indicating the likely content of the resolution of Germany’s accession to 
the League of Nations.”34

Germany’s joining the LoN was discussed at the Conference on 12th October. The inter-
connection between membership in this organisation and Article 16 of the LoN Covenant 
was successfully resolved. The German delegation expressed through Gustav Stresemann its 
concern about the Reichstag and the public approving this concession by Berlin. Eventually, 
this issue was to be settled by the Allies addressing Germany with a note, the important part 
of which read: “Nous n’avons pas qualité pour nous prononcer au nom de la Société, mais 
nous n’hésitons pas, à la suite des discussions qui ont eu lieu déjà dans l’Assemblée et dans les 

29 Ibid, p. 2.

30 České slovo, 14th October 1925, p. 1.

31 Ibid.

32 Národní politika, 13th October 1925, p. 2. The paper took note of both main issues of the conference. While 
problems with Germany’s accession to the LoN still persist, the newspaper claimed, it added about the arbitra-
tion treaties: “Despite this, most reports from Locarno say that the arbitration treaties will be arranged soon 
and without dificulties, as soon as Germany’s accession to the League of Nations is ensured.” Ibid.

33 Právo lidu, 13th October 1925, p. 1.

34 Ibid., 14th October 1925, p. 1.
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Commissions de la Société des Nations, et après les explications qui ont été échangées entre 
nous, à vous dire l’interprétation que, pour notre part, nous donnons à l’article 16. D’àpres 
cette interprétation, les obligations résultant dudit article pour les Membres de la Société 
doivent être entendues en ce sens que chacun des Etats Membres de la Société est tenu de 
collaborer loyalement et eficacement pour faire respecter le Pact et pour s’opposer à tout acte 
d’agression, dans une mesure qui ne soit pas hors de proportion avec sa situation militaire, et 
qui tienne compte de la position géographique.”35 After the participants agreed on the text of 
the note concerning the interpretation of Article 16 of the LoN Covenant, Chamberlain asked 
whether anybody wished to discuss other matters. In his own words, he was inclined to close 
the session and to continue talking about the issue of guaranteeing treaties with Germany’s 
eastern neighbours through informal consultations.36

On the next day (13th October), the Conference participants assembled for the seventh 
plenary session. In this session, the inal version of the document was formulated, which 
was to be presented at the last session. The Foreign Secretary suggested acknowledging legal 
advisers for their quality work which, in his opinion, had signiicantly contributed to achieving 
the goal of the Locarno Conference. Others agreed. Aristide Briand requested that the full text 
of the treaty be prepared, which was to be studied once more by the attendees after he had 
consulted it with representatives of Poland and Czechoslovakia.37 This de facto concluded the 
Conference for the western great powers. Now only the eastern arbitration treaties remained 
to be settled.38 Austen Chamberlain declared that “H. M. Government were not a party directly 
interested”, immediately adding, however, that he was ready to assist with anything. The 
head of the Foreign Ofice hoped that negotiations with Poland and Czechoslovakia could be 
expedited so that everything was inalized before the closing ceremony.39

Conclusion of Negotiations – the Signing of the Treaties

After the penultimate session (on 15th October), Austen Chamberlain informed London that 
arbitration treaties with Poland and Czechoslovakia were the only problem left. If no funda-
mental obstacles arise, the documents could be signed on Friday (16th October), but everything 
will depend on the course of negotiations with Poland, Chamberlain wrote in conclusion.40

On 14th October, Czechoslovak newspapers still wrote about the Conference’s prolonging 
as a failure. However, a turn came within one day, and the headline “The Locarno Conferen-

35 The text of the note was passed on the Italian and Belgian governments yesterday, according to the head of the 
Foreign Ofice. Compare TNA, FO 840/1(7), LOC/122/CON, British Secretary’s notes of the sixth meeting 
between the British, Belgian, French, German and Italian delegations. Held at Locarno at 10.30 a.m., October 
12th, 1925, Annex.

36 Ibid. Another plenary session was planned for the following afternoon.

37 TNA, FO 840/1(8), LOC/143/CON, British Secretary’s notes of meeting between the British, Belgian, French, 
German and Italian delegations. Held at Locarno at 5 p.m., October 13, 1925.

38 Compare for example České slovo, 15th October 1925, p. 1.

39 TNA, FO 840/1(8), LOC/143/CON, British Secretary’s notes of meeting between the British, Belgian, French, 
German and Italian delegations. Held at Locarno at 5 p.m., October 13, 1925.

40 TNA, FO 371/10742, C 12993/459/18, Mr. Chamberlain to Sir W. Tyrrell, October 13th, 1925.
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ce to Last One More Week?”41 was replaced by much more optimistic ones: “The Western 
Pact Made”,42 “The Locarno Conference Finished”43 or “Locarno Treaties Signed”.44 Neither 
the Czechoslovak Social Democratic Workers’ Party, nor the Czechoslovak Socialist Party 
published in their main newspapers negative or too positive commentaries on signing the 
documents. In this case, editors plainly informed the reading public about clear outcomes of 
the Conference and published extracts from the treaties.

Both the left-wing dailies also agreed in their positive evaluation of the Czechoslovak fo-
reign minister. České slovo considered Edvard Beneš’ actions very politically skilful, praising 
him for convincing the French delegation to conirm the peace treaties’ guarantee.45 Social 
democrats emphasized that Dr. Edvard Beneš and his negotiation skills were crucial for signing 
the arbitration and guarantee treaties. When he was leaving the conference hall, people were 
reportedly calling: “Evviva la Cecoslovachia!”46 Lev Borský in Národní politika also wrote that 
the exultation of the left-wing press was more justiied at that point than in the case of the 
Geneva Protocol and that peace was to be sustained at least for one generation, adding that: 
“Should the just inished conference assure this ideal of all the victorious countries, Locarno 
will become one of the most famous cities in Europe.”47

Upon the Conference end,48 editors of domestic dailies informed on its results, underlining 
that it was very beneicial for the maintenance of peace, stability and prosperity on the Europe-
an continent. At its time, the Versailles Peace Conference was considered the most important 
conference held after the end of war in 1918. None of the victorious or defeated countries could 
question its unambiguity but only until the irst signs of dissatisfactions emerged. Therefore, 
the peace treaties had to be re-deined, further speciied and guaranteed for the future. As 
Večerník Práva lidu noted, only truce between the countries was made in Versailles, while 
the principle of equal treatment was almost absent and the treaty obligations were imposed 
on the states that had unleashed war, which only achieved a partial success. The Locarno 
Conference, however, transformed the truce into real peace and all the delegates treated each 
other like equal partners.49

41 Večerní České slovo, 14th October 1925, p. 1.

42 České slovo, 15th October 1925, p. 1.

43 Právo lidu, 17th October 1925, p. 3.

44 Národní politika, 18th October 1925, p. 1.

45 České slovo, 16th October 1925, p. 2. “The Czechoslovak party defended its position and achieved all its require-
ments… We remember the voices that had commented on Beneš’ trip to Locarno with their usual mistrust or 
had even played down his efforts and his faith in inal success. Yet, a good thing has won. And Dr. Beneš is 
returning from Locarno as one of the statesmen who have most contributed to peace in Europe.” Pondělník 
Českého slova, 19th October 1925, p. 2.

46 Právo lidu, 17th October 1925, p. 3. When evaluating Beneš’ participation in the Locarno Conference, we can 
agree with the opinion that he achieved the maximum that was possible, even though the times when Czecho-
slovakia was the Entente’s favourite were long gone. Compare for example KONRÁD, O., Nevyvážené vztahy. 
Československo a Rakousko 1918–1933, Praha 2012, pp. 216–217.

47 Národní politika, 18th October 1925, p. 2.

48 When signing the documents, the legal formulation ne varietur was used so that which had been signed could 
not be changed.

49 Večerník Práva lidu, 16th October 1925, pp. 1–2.
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For the whole time, the Czechoslovak left-wing press presented not only articles taken 
over from foreign periodicals and reports from its special correspondents in Locarno, but 
often also articles full of political theories and possible outcomes of each treaty. Of the two 
left-wing periodicals examined, Právo lidu can deinitely be regarded as the more critical. In 
their commentaries, its editors sharply opposed the excessive German nationalism and British 
conservatism. However, no greater opportunities for tendentious and different endeavours 
can be found in most articles. The articles were written with respect to the Conference and 
its delegates, who were considered highly credible by the press. Nevertheless, uncertainty 
about French foreign policy was noticeable across all periodicals. Czechoslovak editors were 
naturally concerned about its duration, which is why interviews with the French delegation 
were often published, assuring the public of its unrelenting support and treaty guarantees.

The Locarno Conference only maintained peace for several years and in critical moments 
a problem crystallized of which the leading Czechoslovak and Polish politicians were afraid 
– that is, the inviolability of Germany’s eastern borders. At the same time, the League of 
Nations proved unable to guarantee and resolve such international problems of that time, 
which deinitely included the break-out of another international war conlict.

Abstract
The Reception of the Locarno Conference in the Czechoslovak Press

The Locarno Conference in October 1925 marked an important turning point not only in the 

resolution of the collective security issue, but also in the history of inter-war Europe. Germany, 

France and Belgium mutually guaranteed their borders; Berlin therefore decided to acknowledge 

the status quo on its western borders. However, it has a different perspective on its eastern borders 

(with Poland and Czechoslovakia). Here, it refused to accept the borders’ unchangeability and 

was only willing to sign arbitration treaties. Great Britain, on the other hand, conirmed its policy 

of limited obligations and the only document it signed in Locarno concerned Germany’s western 

borders (status quo on the Rhine).

The study deals with the response to the Locarno Conference by selected Czechoslovak press 

(České slovo, Právo lidu and Národní politika). It shows that the monitored Czechoslovak press 

presented not only articles adopted from international periodicals and reports by its special Lo-

carno correspondents, but often also items full of political theories and possible outcomes of the 

treaties. The articles were generally written with respect to the Conference and its delegates, who 

were considered highly credible by the press. Quite logically, the mentioned newspapers paid the 

greatest attention to the issue of arbitration treaties between Germany and Poland and between 

Germany and Czechoslovakia.
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Riina Kullaa, Non-Alignment and its Origins in Cold War Europe: Yugoslavia, 
Finland and the Soviet Challenge, International Library of Twentieth Century 
History 33, I. B. Tauris, London 2012

Cold War denotes a long-term intense bipolar confrontation short only of major war (hence 
Raymond Aron’s “paix belliqueuse”1), with states taking sides in line with one of the two 
hegemons within international relations between the 1940s and 1990s. Its decisive junctures 
and development has been being researched for decades, so “we now know” answer to many 
a question, based on access to immense, if still incomplete, archival evidence. Historians can 
then turn their attention to those jigsaw puzzle pieces, which, often dissonantly with their 
impact, may still remain beyond the textbook scope.

The Non-Alignment Movement, launched in Belgrade in 1961, gained currency irst and 
foremost among the emerging Third World states (they still constitute an overwhelming 
majority within 120 member states as of 2012). The host, Josip Broz Tito, was praised as one 
of its prominent founders till the end of his days. Still, as Riina Kullaa shows in her book, the 
policy itself was far from being entirely Tito’s brainchild. She argues that it has, to a consider-
able extent, been derived from the Finnish policy of coexistence. Since ‘Finlandization’, quite 
contrary to the Yugoslav position, has had, both in Western politics and historiography, rather 
negative lavour, Kullaa’s argument deinitely gives rise to curiosity.

As the topic of the book appears to be quite novel, it is helpful to sketch the conceptual 
framework, to introduce principal primary sources and review historiographical instalments. 
It is noteworthy that neutrism was, in Finland and Yugoslavia alike, treated within a founding 
myth of sovereignty and foreign policy.

Kullaa sees the Tito-Stalin split as a result of divergencies dating back to the beginnings of 
the WWII in the Balkans. These were later fuelled by Tito’s self-conidence as a practically sole 
architect of the liberation of Yugoslavia. Quite symptomatically, Moscow failed to integrate 
the country into its economic orbit. A dissonance within a ‘Slav’ (Eastern) bloc was born, of 
such a kind that might prove dangerous for its further cohesion in the long run. Thus, Kullaa 
argues: “Denouncing the Yugoslavs served as an opportunity to reject all the ‘national roads 
to Socialism’” (32), which, inter alia, might linger too close to Western inluence.2    

If Yugoslav-Soviet relations went deteriorating paths in the 1940s, the Finnish case was an 
opposite story.  After two wars, interplayed by an ominious truce of 1940–1941, yet another 
appointment of Juho Kusti Paasikivi (who had negotiated Soviet-Finnish peace treaties in 
1920 and 1940) created a promising point of departure for post-war coexistence. The truce was 
reached in September 1944, the Finns switched sides. Already in the coming spring, the head 
of Allied (de facto Soviet) Control Commission in Helsinki, Andrei Zhdanov, offered Paasikivi 

1 ARON, R., Les alternaces de la paix belliqueuse, in:  Le Figaro, 26. 2. 1948.

2 ‘National roads to Socialism’, launched by Anton Ackmermann´s essay ‘Gibt es einen deutschen Weg zum 
Sozialismus?’ (see: Dokumente zur parteipolitisschen Entwicklung in Deutschland seit 1945, Bd. 2: Program-
matik der deutschen Parteien, 2. Teil, hrsg. v. Ossip K. FLECHTHEIM, Berlin 1963, pp. 331–355) of January 
1946, were not uncommon (Poland being perhaps the country of most severe tensions); Karl-Heinz GRäFE, 
‘Die nationalen Wege und das sowjetische Modell des Sozialismus. Probleme des polnischen Weges zum 
Sozialismus unter Gomulka (1944–1948)’, UTOPIE kreativ, H. 96 (Oktober 1998), pp. 71–83.
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a Friendship and Mutual Assistance Treaty (to be derived from the 1943 Czechoslovak-Soviet 
Treaty). Paasikivi accepted both the offer and the source of the arrangement, however, he made 
it clear that this was a parliamentary issue. There, the initiative died off unknown to the Finn-
ish politicians and foreign observers. When it re-appeared in February 1948, international 
public opinion tended to overestimate the coincidence with the Czechoslovak events. Paasikivi 
proved to be a skilful negotiator once again. He succeeded in turning down the proposal to 
adopt wording of post-war Soviet treaties with the satellite regimes of Hungary and Roma-
nia in favour for the Soviet-Czechoslovak Treaty, which had been drafted and concluded in 
a considerably different climate. The resulting ‘trade-off policy’ (neutral independence plus 
civil liberties for close economic ties), the so-called Paasikivi(-Kekkonen) line, dramatically 
changed focus of the Finnish Foreign Ministry to “curtailing the public expression of anti-
Soviet views” (71). It is noteworthy that the Finns kept the Yugoslavs updated about the 
course of their talks with Moscow, and, by the end of 1948, both states found themselves 
in a very similar position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union: albeit they have not joined the Eastern 
bloc, the Soviets exerted considerable pressure on Helsinki and Belgrade alike. Already at 
the beginning of the ifties, the opposite power elites perceived the similarities, even more 
so about the time of Stalin´s passing over. What turn will the foreign policy of Kremlin take 
under the diadochs? Predictions were of essential interest for the states outside the camps, 
and the Helsinki – Belgrade link lourished thanks to the emergence of a de facto autonomous 
Yugoslav Foreign Ministry („ with Tito asked to do the hard bargaining when needed“, 121) of 
Koća Popović, Tito’s Partisan lieutenant and a middle-class Sorbonne graduate. Kullaa argues 
that the Finnish example showed the Yugoslavs how to tend to rapprochement with Moscow. 

It should be added that the Finns considered Yugoslav tactics – that it is Belgrade which 
benevolently responds to Soviet incentives – rather unwise (103). At the same time, Helsinki 
saw Khrushchev´s tolerant standpoint towards a renaissance of Scandinavian regionalism – 
Finland was allowed to join not only the UN but the Nordic Council, too, in 1955 – which had 
been an anathema for Stalin3 (and which the Yugoslavs read as a Soviet effort to downplay 
European integration, 157). Furthermore, Finnish representatives in Belgrade have noticed 
how various Soviet institutions, despite all the positive tendencies within bilateral relations, 
kept obviating the Yugoslav Foreign Ministry by contacting their desired partners directly 
(126). This has reafirmed the Finns that their approach was more effective. On the other hand, 
they got disappointed that Yugoslav-Soviet economic relations remained relatively insignii-
cant and thus irrelevant as a source of comparable data for Finnish-Soviet exchange analysis.

In the late 1950s, the Finns recorded tensed Soviet behaviour, pointing at Moscow´s nuclear 
insecurity4, which led them to conclude that the position of neutrals is likely to deteriorate. 
And, indeed, as the historian puts it: “By the summer of 1958, the Kremlin was clearly irritated 
by the Yugoslavs’ ability to present themselves as Communists to Communist regimes, as 

3 HOLTSMARK, S. G., Enemy Springboard or Benevolent Buffer? Soviet Attitudes to Nordic Cooperation, 
1920–1955 (Forsvarsstudier 6/1992). Oslo: Institut for forsvarsstudier, 1992.

4 A plausible motivation for Nuclear Weapons Free Zone proposals as the Rapacki Plan (1957), the Undén 
Plan (1962) and the Kekkonen Plan (1963). It is necessary to add that the Polish and the Finish initiative later 
re-occured. An overwiev see BROMS, B., Proposals to Establish a Nordic Nuclear-Weapons-Free Zone, in: 
Michigan Journal of International Law, 10, pp. 345–361.
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neutrals to neutral states and as open-for-business partners for Western governments” (151). 
Thus, with three ‘faces’ to show, the Yugoslavs surpassed even the ancient mythological 
metaphor of diplomacy, the double-faced Janus. Still the same summer, a coalition govern-
ment of a leading Social-Democrat Karl-August Fagerholm with apparently pro-Western 
leanings (and critical of President Kekkonen) was formed despite the fact that the May elec-
tions were won by a Moscow-supported left-wing bloc (with zero coalition potential). The 
Soviets were quick to press and the so-called ‘Night Frost Crisis’ was born. Kekkonen quickly 
saw the foreign policy line he had inherited and advocated balance on the edge. However, he 
beneited from the weight of his ofice within post-war Finnish politics. While in frequent 
consultations with a high-ranking KGB contact5, he succeeded in moderating the cabinet´s 
composition and, in January 1959, to move his original party (Agrarian League) to destruct 
the government by leaving it. The Finnish Foreign Ministry understood parallel lines of Soviet 
pressure. In November 1958 issue of the “Communist” they read devastating viewpoints on 
Finnish-Yugoslav close relations, launched by Boris N. Ponomariev, the head of the CPSU 
International Department. The Finns feared that the new wave of Soviet ideological zealousy 
(cf. Boris Pasternak Nobel Prize issue), aiming at discrediting the Yugoslavs, was going to do 
considerable harm to the prospects of security-oriented neutrism. There, decolonisation came 
in handy to Belgrade, for it created a potential to collect far broader international backing for 
Yugoslavia outside the Cold-War Europe. 

Neutrism/Non-Alignment, has progressively assembled numerous political regimes of 
divergent ideological origins. As Kullaa shows in this investigation of the Finnish and Yu-
goslav approach of balancing the Soviet challenge, already in its making it had not been an 
ideology (as some readers have it) but an effective political strategy. Its architects, in Belgrade 
and Helsinki alike, all had irst-hand experience and in-depth knowledge of Russian and 
Soviet realities which they used while they conceptualized and performed relations of their 
countries towards the Great Power challenger. The striking difference was economy: while 
the Finns considered the close ties with the USSR as a part of a trade-off, the Yugoslavs 
demonstrated their independence irst and foremost in this realm in order not to loose the 
momentum of action between the blocs. According to Kullaa, neutrism provided small powers 
with a strategy they could apply in case of overwhelming power disbalance posing serious 
threat to their very sovereignty.

In conclusion, the Finnish historian has presented a persuasive study of Small Power for-
eign policy behaviour amidst harsh Cold War realities. She has analysed a neglected link 
within European politics. The picture she has drawn rests, due to Kullaa’s language skills 
and education, on unpublished Finnish and Yugoslav sources, endorsed by a representative 
survey of literature on partial and related subjects. Studies focusing on bilateral relations of 
non-neighbouring Small Powers are still quite rare, even if – as this case illustrates – they 
sometimes had much to say on major questions of the ield of study.

Pavol Jakubec

5 This does not mean that Kekkonen was only a tool in Soviet hands. On this highly sensitive issue, see RENTOLA, 
K., President Urho Kekkonen of Finland and the KGB, in: AUNESLUOMA, J. – KETTUNEN, P. (eds.), Cold 
War and the Politics of History, Helsinki 2008, pp. 269–289.  
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Marian Manák, Európská poradná komisi a diplomacia USA v rokoch 1943–1945 
(European Advisory Committee and the Diplomacy of the United States 
of America 1943-1945), Trnava 2011 

European Advisory Committee and the Diplomacy of the United States of America (1943–1945) 
by Marian Manák a senior lecturer of the History Department at the University of Trnava was 
published in 2011 by the Faculty of Philosophy of the University of Trnava. The publication was 
created as a part of research grant The United States and the Political and Economic Transfor-
mation of Europe 1943–1949 provided by the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic.

The European Advisory Committee was set by the Moscow conference of foreign minis-
ters in 1943. During two years of its existence it became a principal body which debated and 
drafted plans for the post-war organisation of Europe. Apart of rare exceptions, the Committee 
has been up to the present rather neglected by both Czech and Slovak historians. Manák’s 
publication thus offers an excellent opportunity for an insight into the work of the Commit-
tee which relected the competing national interests of the Big Three as well as the overall 
development in the anti-German alliance.  

The book is divided into ten chapters which discuss the main aspects of the Committee’s 
work. As the title suggests, the author pays special regard to the participation of the United 
States of America at the Committee. Examining American policies regarding the Committee’s 
work, he follows the development of American attitudes towards the future of Europe from 
their roots to the victory of the Cold War mentality in American administration. 

The book presents a good overview of the main proceedings of the Committee which relects 
many of the major political controversies of the Second World War. The structure of Manák’s 
analysis is to a large extent determined by the character of its main source Foreign Relations 
of the United States, Diplomatic Papers a collection of documents published regularly by 
the United States Department of State. The author can thus very well examine for instance 
administrative background of American foreign policy making as well as the rivalry between 
the authorities in question; predominantly the State Department and its representatives on 
one side and the president and his personal ambitions and visions on the other. 

The focus on the American point of view makes Manak’s work particularly interesting with 
respect to the internal processes within American administration. On the other hand, it very 
much sets limits to the scope of the analysis. The facts that the United States did not compose 
as thorough plans for the future organisation of Europe as Great Britain or the Soviet Union 
and that it was in fact F. D. Roosevelt who of the Big Three developed probably the most 
negative attitude to the Committee’s work prevent the account of sole American diplomacy 
from more detailed display of American ideological attitudes towards Europe as well as from 
clear contrast and comparison with British and Soviet interests articulated in the Committee.

As shown by Manák, not only the actual plans debated by the Committee but also the dif-
fering conceptions of its institutional setting into the framework of anti-German alliance very 
well relect the character of the super powers attitudes towards Europe during the end of the 
Second World War. This, however, is not limited to the relations among the United States, 
Great Britain and the Soviet Union. The work of the European Advisory Committee also offers 
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an interesting view of American relations to minor allies in the alliance. This includes among 
others also Czechoslovakia whose exile government attempted to promote her principal po-
litical interest, the displacement of German minority, even in the sessions of the Committee. 

Negotiating the conlicting interests of Great Britain, the Soviet Union and the United 
States in the Committee especially with respect to Germany also revealed the depth of the 
origins of the Cold War. In this respect, Manák, however, does not address only the problem 
of Germany. He concentrates also on the debates on post-war Austria. These lead him to the 
conclusion that the political agreement on the status of Austria reached by the Committee to 
a large extent protected the country from the fate of other Central European countries which 
later became parts of the Communist block.    

In general, Manak’s monograph presents an interesting account of less known aspects of 
the political history of the Second World War. It is by no means worth reading to everyone with 
an interest in the diplomatic history of the transition period between the Second World War 
and the Cold War. Despite the prevailing focus on the proceedings of the European Advisory 
Committee, author does not loose critical approach and presents a worthwhile assessment 
of the real impact of the political discussions in the Committee in the military, political and 
social turmoil of the mid 1940s.   

Lukáš Nevrkla 
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David S. Foglesong, The American Mission on the ‘Evil Empire’, Cambridge 2007, 
362 pages

It is quite well known that tension between the United States and the Soviet Union during 
the second half of the twentieth century gained the “nickname” the Cold War. However, the 
American obsession as well as fascination with Russia had deep historical roots. In fact, the 
clash between both superpowers can also be seen “only” as a culmination of the U.S. world 
mission to achieve its ultimate goal – liberty for all mankind. The authoritarian rule of Tsars 
and the monopoly on religion controlled by Orthodox Church followed by the cataclysm 
of Communist totality represented the almost ideal embodiment of enemies for American 
“messianic” visions. American historian David S. Foglesong analyzes development of this 
“ultimate” struggle from early 1880s up to   the present. Not only is his book incredibly well 
researched but it also offers rare look which helps understand the Cold War at its complexity 
as well as in a wider context.

The basic structure of the book follows a chronological approach which is the most suit-
able one for Foglesong's analysis. Each chapter represents one complex phase of American 
diplomacy toward Russia where major historical events – for example, such as alliances during 
both world wars, the Bolshevik revolution, the “lowering” of Iron Curtain or Détente – create 
natural landmarks. Even though many twists and turns occurred during whole discussed 
period, some basic premises have not changed at all. Firstly, Americans tended to idealize 
ordinary Russians as a people deeply committed to democratic principles who were tem-
porarily suffering under an authoritarian form of government. Secondly, the United States 
overemphasized its own ability to inluence development in the Russian Empire and later the 
Soviet Union. Finally, signs of liberalization were usually interpreted as a sort of acceptance 
of the American ways and would be followed by more substantial transformation in near 
future. It should be noted that some of these principles still play a signiicant role in current 
U.S. foreign policy as well as a general perception of the world.

An important part of dreaming about liberty for the Russians was also the idea of “spe-
cial relationship” between both nations. In this context, Foglesong for example quoted one 
Harvard educator from the 1920s: “Underneath their differences, Russia and United States 
shared fundamental similarities…both occupied great plains regions; each had a history of 
agricultural pioneering; the Volga river steamers were like those on the Mississippi, and so 
on”.1 This belief, naturally apart from others, helped enforce Americans to apply the very 
same principles that were valid in the United States also for the people of the Soviet Union. 
The unique character of “American Protestantism” played an especially vital role in it. Not 
only have evangelical circles always emphasized freedom of religion, they were also con-
sistently trying to do missionary work in the USSR. Generally, “religious zeal” cannot be 
omitted as a one of the fundamental aspects for understanding US diplomacy. However, all 
these phenomena enable revealing one crucial paradox and also one of the most interesting 
conclusions of whole book – dreaming about freedoms for Russians became a sort of projec-

1 FOGLESONG, D. S., The American Mission on the ‘Evil Empire’, Cambridge 2012, p. 49. 
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tion of unfulilled utopia for the United States itself. The question of racial equality became 
probably the most symptomatic example. 

Foglesong’s book does not try to bring ultimate analysis of US diplomacy in discussed 
period but, in my opinion, it rather offers an inside view into some very important principles of 
American thinking about the world as well as themselves. To this purpose, it is not necessary 
to deal with the precise inluence of these ideas on the inal decision making of Washington’s 
foreign policy and a certain level of generalization is perfectly acceptable as well. The only 
criticism might be seen on the following point. Foglesong naturally put his main emphasis on 
people who were actually involved or interested in foreign policy, therefore his conclusions 
cannot be automatically interpreted for the US population as a whole. In fact, many polls reveal 
that even during the tensest moments of the Cold War, there always existed signiicant part of 
society which lacked almost any concern about these issues at all. However, as I mentioned, 
“the American Mission on the ‘Evil Empire’” discusses primarily the development of ideas 
and should be above all read like that because it is deinitely book worth attention.

Daniel Srch 
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